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605 bhp. 0-100 in 3.7 secs.

The powerful Audi RS7 Performance.
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Editor’s letter
G L E N N  B U T L E R

Engi-nearing
Honda’s 21st century NSX will 
finally get to Australia late 
this year, almost ten years 
after then Honda CEO Tetsuo 
Iwamura first approved the 
‘V10 supercar’ project in 
December 2007. The GFC 
killed that one, but we’ve 
still had a long wait since the 
first concept debuted in 2012. 
In fact, this new-generation 
hybrid supercar has been so 
long in public development 
that I quietly fear it will feel 
outdated by the time we
finally get to meet.

WANTING
MOORS

TEN YEARS AGO I DROVE THE HONDA CIVIC TYPE R ON THE BONNIE SCOTTISH 
HILLS AROUND EDINBURGH. THREE THINGS FROM THAT TRIP HAVE STUCK WITH 
ME: A TASTE FOR PEATY SINGLE MALTS, A TENDENCY TO OVERUSE THE WORD 
‘BONNIE’ AND A DEEP ADMIRATION FOR HONDA’S ENGINEERING PROWESS.

were running at half their 2007 volume and Jazz 
had fallen 20 percent. Honda had no winners.  

Last month Honda invited Wheels to a meeting 
and showed us the new Civic due for launch in June. 
The executive team also laid out plans to rejuvenate 
the brand in Australia, built primarily around this 
new Civic.

Honda certainly needs a good plan because right 
now it’s a brand lost at sea in a country flooded with 
brands. The company’s reputation for innovation and 
engineering is not embodied by the current range. 
There are glimmers – Jazz’s innovative magic seats, 
for example – but glimmers aren’t enough. 

Honda has been to Hell; now it’s determined to 
come back. This adversity presents an almost 

clean-sheet opportunity to reposition the brand.
What does Honda stand for? What should it stand
for? How does it want Australians to perceive it?

Lambast Mazda’s cheesy Zoom Zoom and Audi’s
Vorsprung Durch Technik and HSV’s I Just Want One
all you like, but they position their brands strongly
with consumers. Just as importantly, the product
backs up those messages.

One thing is certain: Honda no longer owns
the innovation or engineering high ground.

This 148kW, $40K hot hatch was underpowered 
and unrefined, overpriced and overhyped but it was 
also a cracking car to drive on the right road; raw, 
raucous and mind-blowingly quick. 

Unfortunately for the Civic Type R, its timing 
was terrible. Smart turbocharging was becoming an 
effective way to achieve performance and economy, 
with a low-rpm torque surge that made the Type R’s 
naturally aspirated engine feel flat by comparison. 
But most fatal to its sales potential was Honda Oz’s 
impending plummet off the sales cliff.

In 2007 Honda sold 60,000 cars in Australia. The 
company’s boss at the time, Lindsay Smalley, told 
me Honda would hit 100,000 sales and 10 percent 
market share by the end of 2010 – perhaps he 

was seduced by the synergy. Two years later the
company managed a paltry 41,000, and worse was
still to come.

During the 2008 GFC, many carmakers drastically
cut spending on R&D and product development.
Honda pulled its horns in more than most, clearly
thinking frugal corporate governance was the way
to weather the storm.

The ramifications of this overly conservative
strategy manifested as a dearth of new models,
leaving uncompetitive product fighting for scraps
against newer rivals. Sales fell to just 30,000 in
2011 – less than half its high watermark of only four
years earlier. Civic was two-thirds down, CR-V was
also down 60-plus percent, Accord and Accord Euro

Honda certainly needs a good plan because it is 
lost at sea in a country fl ooded with brands

9@wheelsaustralia
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ASTON MARTIN TEASED WITH
THE IMAGE ABOVE AND OUR

ARTIST TURNED IT INTO THIS...

Aston Martin joins with Red Bull
to develop an F1-beating road car

MID-ENGINED
V12 HYBRID

F1-INSPIRED 
UNDERTRAY

Target: F1
IT’S all about the details with 
Aston Martin’s first hypercar, the 
AM-RB 001.

With a target of lapping a race 
circuits like Silverstone faster 
than a Formula One car, the 
mid-engined hypercar will team 
a twin-turbocharged V12 with 
electric motors for La Ferrari-
beating performance.

With the first of just 99 global 
deliveries slated for late 2018, the 
upcoming flagship Aston Martin’s 
drawcard will be impeccable 
aerodynamics courtesy of Red Bull 
F1 design guru Adrian Newey.

“What we conceived is a car 
that is as fast, if not faster than an 
F1 car around a track,” says Aston 
Martin CEO Andy Palmer. “When 

12 wheelsmag.com.au
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EXCLUSIVE
WHEELS
IMAGE

$5 MILLION 
PRICE TAG

you imagine that, you start to 
think about who you’d like to 
design this wonderful piece of 
history, and you go to the best – 
and the best is Adrian [Newey].”

Announced in Melbourne on 
March 17 ahead of the GP, Project 
AM-RB 001 will be built, designed 
and engineered in collaboration 
with the Red Bull Racing F1 team 
and its legendary technical chief 
Newey, who has created world 
title-winning cars for Williams 
and McLaren as well as Red Bull.

Underneath is where much of 
the Newey magic will take place. 

“We’re responsible for the 
package of the car – the overall 
layout, the dynamics of the car,” 
Newey said. “And then really it’s 

working with Marek [Reichman, 
Aston Martin design chief] and his 
team on the upper surface styling, 
the interior obviously, and then 
all the bits and pieces we don’t 
really have experience of – door 
shuts and windscreen wipers and 
all those sorts of things.”

Newey, who took a step back 
from the F1 team at the end of 
2014 to work on other projects, is 
part of what both Palmer and Red 
Bull team boss Christian Horner 
call a “natural fit”.

Horner said the brand was not 
planning to follow McLaren into 
building road cars, instead happy 
to be involved in the high-tech 
development and let Aston Martin 
produce the cars.

“What we 
conceived is 
a car that is 
as fast if not 
faster than an 
F1 car around 
a track”
– Andy Palmer

13@wheelsaustralia

Holden is set to introduce the Trailblazer 
name for its upcoming seven-seat SUV. To 
replace the Colorado7 nameplate that some 
thought linked the car too much to the 
Colorado ute it’s based on, the Trailblazer 
was previewed as a thinly disguised concept 

at the recent Bangkok motor show. As well 
as the styling tweaks that bring the new 
Holden/Chevrolet corporate grille, the car 
will get extensive updates to refinement 
and dynamics, with Holden engineers 
playing a lead role.

Trailblazer is go



La Ferrari
6.3-litre V12 hybrid

708kW/900Nm, 1345kg

“Red Bull and Aston Martin are
two of the most iconic brands in
the world, and I think that Red
Bull Racing as a Formula One
team in its own right has achieved
some remarkable things over
the last 10 years … this is the
natural evolution for Red Bull as a
technology company.”

And, just as Ayrton Senna
helped develop the original
Honda NSX, there may be a role
for Red Bull’s Aussie hero, Daniel
Ricciardo. “We’ll need to drive this
car a lot… especially in the French
Riviera,” Ricciardo joked at the
project’s launch. To which Horner
said Dan would have to pay his
own speeding fines!

Working alongside Reichman
at Aston Martin, Newey has
focused his biggest aero efforts

beneath the skin. “If you flip the
car upside-down, it’s the most
intricate, technical surface you’ve
ever seen,” Reichman said, singing
the praises of the man who
penned 10 world championship-
winning F1 cars. “It’s just magical,
and it’s not something a [road car]
designer would do.”

Palmer told Wheels the car will
be powered by an Aston Martin
engine – not the AMG-sourced V8
that will soon arrive in various
Astons – so expect a development
of the new 5.2L twin-turbo V12.

Palmer said the hybrid system
will be a development of the
Kinetic Energy Recovery System
(KERS) used in F1. “You would
expect something derived from
KERS,” Palmer told us.

Expect total power output

‘If you flip the car upside 
down it’s the most 
intricate, technical surface 
you’ve ever seen.’
– Marek Reichman, Aston Martin designer

AM-RB 001
5.2-litre V12 hybrid

1000kW, 1350kg (est)

to approach 1000kW, although 
Palmer insists the goal is lap
times, not acceleration times or 
top speeds; it will not challenge 
the coming Bugatti Chiron for the 
title of the fastest car in a straight 
line. “We’re not drag racers,”
Palmer said.

Newey said road cars
have more flexibility for big

performance and adapting new 
tech. “Road car regulations are 
a hell of a lot more open than 
Formula One regulations, so 
there’s far more opportunity to do 
different things than there is in 
Formula One now.”

For now the only clue to the 
design of the AM-RB 001 is a 
profile sketch released by the 
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e “Luxury doesn’t know any 

limits … people go crazy about it” 
Bugatti chairman and CEO Wolfgang Durheimer after revealing of the 
world’s fastest and most expensive car, the ¤2.2bn Chiron, six of which 
have been ordered by one fanatical billionaire

POCKET 
ROCKET

WHEELS IMAGE



1.6-l

McLaren P1
3.8-litre twin-turbo V8 hybrid

673kW/901Nm, 1450kg

ddRed

Porsche 918
4.6-litre V8 hybrid

652kW/1280Nm, 1634kg

itre V6 turbo hybrid
655kW, 800kg

B ll F1 carBull F1 car

British brand. It shows a sleek, 
curvaceous shape defined by 
exposed front wheelarches and a 
low-slung cockpit. But we let our 
artist loose to provide the com-
gen images you see here.

As for pricing, Palmer said the 
AM-RB 001 will be significantly 
more than La Ferrari, McLaren P1 
and Porsche 918 – the closest 
things to it conceptually. 

Palmer hinted it would be closer 
to the ¤2.4 million ($A3.6m) price 
tag for the Chiron. So anyone 
looking to bring one to Australia 
– the Aston Martin hypercar will 
be produced in both left- and 
right-hand-drive configurations – 
should expect to pay upwards of 
$5 million once import duty, GST 
and luxury-car taxes are added.

DAMION SMY

The F1 lap record around the 5.9km Silverstone GP 
Circuit (which was modified in 2010) is 1min 30.874sec, 
set by Fernando Alonso in 2010 driving a Ferrari. That’s 
an average speed of 233km/h.

Aston Martin and Red Bull say the AM-RB 001 will 
be eve faster – yet it will have headlights, airbags, a 

seat and numberplates.
comparison, the La Ferrari, Porsche 
Laren P1 hypercars lapped the shorter 
National Circuit in a little over 58 seconds 

zine test. It doesn’t have the GP circuit’s long 
ut the 163km/h average speed is a long way 
f the F1 car’s 233km/h.
Aero is a big part of AM-RB 001’s plan 
for dominance, and it’ll need big power 
to achieve F1 speeds; something like 

1000kW. In the DB11, Aston’s new 5.2-litre 
win-turbo V12 makes 448kW but expect 
at to be ramped up massively, helped 
nificantly by electric motors. 
erb weight will need to be sub-1400kg, not to 
ention the stickiest road tyres ever invented. 
hen there’s the driver factor...

Faster than 
an F1 car... 

be e e as
passenger s
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Power war D-Day
Audi’s technical development boss, Stefan 
Knirsch, has admitted the power war may 
be coming to an end. He says that, while 
there is still room to “increase power still a 
little bit”, he believes more cars will reduce 
cylinders and, in some cases, reduce power 

slightly. “The cars are fast enough … no
one is missing anything when the car is
faster than 300km/h, so we are looking
at the performance values of the car. 
This mustn’t necessarily be the maximum
power output.”



ELECTRIC 
REVOLUTION
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e Extra seats for CR-V

Honda’s next-generation CR-V mid-size
SUV, due in 2017, looks set to get seven
seats. Honda Australia is desperate for
some sort of seven-seat SUV to give larger
families an option above the popular CR-V.
And with no larger SUV in the wings to 

replace the MDX – at least one with the
steering wheel on the right – the Australian
office in Tullamarine has pushed for more
seats in a CR-V. “That’s another option
that’s under consideration,” Honda
Australia director Stephen Collins said.
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will have to go hybrid at some

Formula One, it’s something that 
both Mercedes and ourselves 
consider to be crucial to the 
development of the sport.”

That know-how is working 
its way into the production car 
side of things. Marchionne said 
the success of La Ferrari proves 
that performance hybrids have a 
future. His comments also follow 
recent reports that Ferrari has 
filed a patent for a new modular 
architecture to underpin future 
hybrid models. 

“If you’ve driven that car 
[La Ferrari], you will realise that 
over the past 10 years we have 
gone through a quantum leap 
in technology, a lot of which
is attributable to the ability to

added benefit of making cars 
greener, but fundamentally it’s also 
designed to improve performance 
of the vehicle and take it to 
another level of performance.”

The first mainstream Ferrari to 
get hybrid power is expected to be 
the replacement for the F12, due 
as early as next year. As part of the 
strategy to use hybrid to boost the 
performance of the V12s – leaving 
turbos to boost the V8s – Ferrari 
will take its hybrid learnings 
and create a new powerplant 
that ups performance from the 
574kW/705Nm of the existing 
track-focused F12 tdf. 

That drivetrain will form the 
basis for what’s under the bonnet 
of the GT4 Lusso replacement 
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Italian 

carmaker previewed a hybrid 
drivetrain in the concept-only 
Asterion at the 2014 Paris motor show 
and will go turbo and/or hybrid for 
the upcoming Urus SUV, but remains 
committed to large atmo engines for 
its supercars – at least until batteries 
improve considerably, especially in 
terms of weight.

“The situation may change once the 
right technology is available at the 
right price,” Winkelmann said. “We 
are talking about the next generation 
of sports cars here … Lamborghini 
needs a tailor-made concept that 
honours the chief brand values.

“We must do what Italians don’t do 
very well – be patient.”

Ferrari draws
the line
Ferrari has no plans

to move further down

the electrification path

and build an all-electric

model to rival the likes

of the upcoming Porsche

Mission E.
“With Ferrari, sound

is an integral part of the

machine,” said Ferrari

chief Sergio Marchionne.

“Last time I drove a

Tesla, unless I turned on

the radio I knew ‘this is

definitely not a Ferrari’.

We don’t do that.
“Combustion is going

to remain an integral

part of what we do, in

combination with other

technology. It needs the

sound, so it needs to be

combustion-driven.”

One piece of emerging

technology Ferrari will

never consider is any

form of autonomous

driving tech. Marchionne

was adamant on this

point. “Over my dead

body,” he said. “You’d

have to shoot me first.”

stage,” Marchionne told Wheels.
“Apart from the fact that it’s going
to continue to be a mainstay of 

combine electrification with
combustion,” he said.
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st production Volvos ever 
have four cylinders. The 
and V60 Polestar, which can 
h in 4.7sec, will hit Aussie roads 
from around $100K. Power 

nced, twin-charged version of 

Volvo’s Drive-E four-cylinder engine, with Polestar
adding a bigger turbo, a supercharger, new conrods
and camshafts, larger air intake and higher-capacity
fuel pump. Both cars are fractionally lighter than 
before, have shiny new lightweight wheels, bigger
brakes, adjustable Ohlin shocks and four-wheel drive.
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From growing rival McLaren 
came a bold announcement at the 
show it is going to spend £1 billion 
($1.9bn) on developing 15 new 
models or significant variants by 
2022, and key to the spend will be 
hybrid models. 

McLaren expects half of its cars 
to be hybrid by 2022 and – based 
on conversations with insiders – we 
believe its new electrical assistance 
system will team with a new 
six-cylinder engine that will make 
its debut in the facelifted Sports 
Series around 2020. 

“Eventually cylinder count will 
come down,” said McLaren CEO 

Mike Flewitt. “Our powertrain 
engineers’ vision is that we go 
from a big powerful engine to, 
eventually, an EV and on the 
journey there you’ve got a period of 
hybridisation, minimal at first but 
eventually turning the combustion 
engine into a minority partner.”

While not confirming the switch 
to fewer cylinders, Flewitt admitted 
we will see a substantially lighter 
engine as part of the hybrid system 
when he told us he hoped to make 
it weight-neutral when compared 
to the existing powertrain. 
“The P1 had 170kg of [electric 
componentry] if you added it up,” 
Flewitt said. “I think that today 
we’re within a 30-50kg weight 
penalty for hybrid, but I want to 
eliminate that and get it to zero, 

and then to really hack off my 
engineers by saying we want 

to make it even lighter 
than a conventional 

powertrain.”
McLaren would 

not produce a new powertrain 
offering less performance than the 
existing model, so you can bet the 
hybrid system will be producing 
at least as much as the 397kW of 
the entry-level 625C, and likely a 
fair chunk more. The company has 
also said it is working on an all-
electric hypercar concept to gauge 
potential demand for a range-
topping EV model. 

“The goal here is not to 
say can we make an electric 
vehicle because, without being 
disrespectful to people out there, 
making an electric vehicle isn’t 
that hard – there are fewer 
components and the packaging 
is more simple,” Flewitt said. “The 
challenge for us is more simple: 
Can we make an EV that feels like 
a P1 GTR? That delivers the same 
level of excitement? Because, if not, 
it’s the wrong answer for us – we’re 
genuinely trying to find out what 
our future is.”

Porsche, meanwhile, is readying 

a hybrid version of its most famous 
model, the 911. The head of 911 
development, August Achleitner, 
confirmed to Wheels a hybrid 911 
is likely to appear in the next 
generation of the iconic sports car, 
due about 2019.

“We are working on a hybrid 
version, but I cannot tell you when 
we will offer it,” said Achleitner.

Achleitner told us that, while 
the current 911 had been package-
protected for a hybrid system, 
it is unlikely to be fitted due 
to the weight of the batteries 
required, but that battery tech 
was advancing quickly, prompting 
Porsche to develop the Mission E, 
a Tesla-beater expected to be 
available in 2018.

“There’s such a big development 
taking place with battery 
technology which, especially 
with the 911, we are completely 
dependent on,” he said.

ALEX INWOOD, MIKE DUFF 
AND WHEELS STAFF

“ We are working on a hybrid 
version [of the 911] but I cannot 
tell you when we will offer it”

– August Achleitner, head of 911 development
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Honda has hinted at a sharper, faster version of 
its upcoming NSX supercar with a race-ready 
GT3 version, revealed at the 2016 New York 
motor show. The NSX GT3 could spawn a road-
going version that takes advantage of the race 
car’s more aggressive aerodynamics and lighter 

weight. But, unlike the race car, which ditches 
the electric motors and batteries that make up 
half of the NSX’s hybrid system, the road version 
is likely to keep those systems. That means an 
expected output in excess of the regular NSX’s 
427kW/646Nm.



McLaren admits one stumbling block for 
an electric P1 is how it will sound

19@wheelsaustralia

Not only will electricity play a 
leading role in McLaren’s next 
hypercar – it will play the only role.

Just don’t expect it to arrive any 
time soon. 

Plans for a P1 successor are already 
underway as part of McLaren’s 
billion-dollar business plan, 
with company execs confirming 
engineers are working on an all-
electric powertrain for the brand’s 
next Ultimate Series model. 

But while development has begun, 
McLaren is waiting on the next leap 
forward in battery technology to 
ensure the P1 replacement makes a 
“huge performance change and is a 
technology showcase”.

Chief exterior designer Robert 
Melville told Wheels full EV testing 
mules would hit the road soon. 

“When we do our next ultimate car 
it has to be a big technology step, 
such as full EV, or it has to make 
enough of a performance leap to 
make it worthwhile,” Melville said. 

“By 2022 half of our range will be 
hybrid, and during that time we’ll 
also be running around with fully 
EV mule cars. We haven’t got a car 
working yet, but it won’t be long. 

“But on that front we’ll wait until 
we get the energy density in the 
batteries right, that’s when we’ll do 
our next ultimate vehicle. 

“For us to make an ultimate car 

it has to make a clear statement, 
either about performance or 
technology, so that could be in 
10 years, or possibly five.” 

Melville admitted one stumbling 
block for an electric McLaren P1 is 
how it will sound, and added an EV 
P1 could look drastically different 
due to its battery drivetrain allowing 
for greater design flexibility. 

“Sound is so important, so how do 
we handle that as we go forward?” 
he asked. “Turbos are catching 
up and hybrids aren’t much of a 
problem, but a full EV model? We 
don’t know yet. I don’t think any of 
us have the answer.”

ALEX INWOOD

Electric P1 successor 

Audi’s topless R8 here in 2017
Eardrums rejoice, the Audi R8 Spyder has been 
revealed, making it easier to enjoy the spine-
tingling scream of that 397kW 5.2-litre V10. Shown 
at the New York motor show, the Spyder arrives 
here in early 2017 and will be offered solely with the 
less-powerful version of the V10, meaning there’s 

no 449kW/560Nm Plus version for now. Still, the
397kW/540Nm Spyder will hustle from 0-100km/h
in 3.6sec, just 0.1sec behind its coupe sibling. The
cloth roof can open or close in 20 seconds, and its
central rear glass window retracts so you can still
enjoy the orchestral V10 even when it’s raining.







ONLY 
$75K FOR 
499kW!
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Robot racers
This striking concept car is the creation of 
Roborace, the world’s first driverless race series 
due to begin later this year. It’s the brainchild of 
the group that runs Formula E and will consist 
of 10 teams running two cars each in hour-long 
races that will take place at Formula E events in 

2016/17. If autonomous racing sounds boring, this 
prototype shows the cars will at least look good. 
The dramatic bodywork was created by Daniel 
Simon, who has created vehicles for the movie 
Tron: Legacy. No specs have been revealed, but 
the electric cars are tipped to top 300km/h.
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Mustang gets a
d kick in the tail

Supercharged 

Ford’s mighty
499kW supercharge

23@wheelsaustralia

THE supercharged Ford Mustang 
has come to Australia. From 
late April, you can order a Ford 
Performance-backed supercharged 
V8 Mustang packing 499kW 
that should destroy the sprint to 
100km/h in less than 4.0sec.

Renowned Ford performance-
car specialist Rob Herrod will 
supply uprated Mustangs as fully 
complied models through his 
Melbourne-based operation, only 
a few kilometres from Ford’s soon-
to-close Broadmeadows factory.

The Herrod Performance 
Mustangs, as they will be officially 
known, will be fitted with factory 
Ford Performance parts – from the 
Eaton supercharger to suspension 
packages and more – shipped 
directly from Detroit, building on 
the 306kW peak currently offered 
by Ford in the Mustang GT.

Starting at around $75K, they 
land in the heart of Clubsport R8 
territory, but with more grunt than 
HSV’s 430kW $90K GTS flagship.

Herrod is finalising details on 

at least two performance kits 
that involve plucking parts from 
the expansive Ford Performance 
catalogue to create Mustangs 
tailored for Australia. Herrod has 
also developed some parts locally 
where required.

“We’ve put packages together to 
suit the Australian market,” Herrod 
told Wheels. “Like the exhaust 
system – we worked on it with Ford 
and Borla; it’s not the American 
exhaust. The American exhausts 
won’t last here in Australia [due to 
stricter noise limits]; we’d get EPA 
letters within a week!”

Herrod’s hot Mustangs have been 
years in the making and come with 
the engineering nous of Ford’s US-
based Performance division as well 
as Herrod’s extensive local muscle-
car experience, which involved 
developing high-performance 
versions of turbocharged and 
V8-powered Falcons.

“We became a Ford Performance 
parts dealer around three years 
ago, with the intention of working 

Derestricted ’Ring
The Nurburgring is back to full speed with 
the removal of speed limits on three sections 
of the famed 20.8km circuit, paving the way 
for the return of unofficial lap records. Speed 
restrictions were imposed last year after a 
spectator was killed when a Nissan GT-R Nismo 

GT3 cleared a catch fence. Significant changes 
have been implemented  to have the speed 
limits lifted, including extra fencing, repaving 
some sections and reviewing spectator zones. 
Porsche’s 918 Spyder holds the production-car 
lap record at ‘The Green Hell’ at 6min 57sec. 
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with them towards Mustang 
… anything that’s in the Ford 
Performance catalogue, we sell.”

Key to the plan to sell high-
performance Mustangs is the 
inclusion of a Ford Performance 
warranty. The warranty for vehicles 
with Ford Performance parts fitted 
by Herrod means owners will easily 
be able to register and insure these 
Mustangs – especially crucial as 
Ford’s own Shelby Mustang won’t 
make it to Australia. 

The Shelby models – which 
feature a 392kW 5.2-litre V8 with 
a flat-plane crank for a ferocious 
roar – won’t be available through 
Ford Australia because they weren’t 
part of the Mustang’s ‘global’ 
program from their germination 

and are therefore not complied in 
right-hand drive.

“When we were doing the 
GT350, the Mustang was an 
unknown globally at the time,” 
Ford Performance chief engineer 
Jamal Hameedi told Wheels when 
he visited Australia in October, “and
I think it was the global marketing 
team that wanted to take it one 
step at a time.”

Offering high-performance 
components was something Ford 
Australia said it was pursuing 
when Hameedi visited Australia 
last year. But to date it has 
introduced only performance kits 
for Fiesta and Focus from British-
based Mountune; it’s still working 
on getting Ford Performance 

products into local dealerships by 
the end of 2016. 

“In its initial phases, it’s not 
going to be as large a catalogue as 
is available in the US,” said a Ford 
Australia spokesperson. “There are 
some key components that we’re 
working on for Australia. Different 
homologation standards, rules 
and laws … we’ve got to do our 
due diligence and get through 
the process.”

Herrod insists that his company 
is not in competition with Ford 
Australia and is keen to work with 
them. So what would happen if 
the local arm began importing and 
selling Ford Performance parts 
through its official Australian 
dealer network? “It doesn’t worry 
me,” Herrod said. “I will just keep 
doing what I’m doing … I have 
the answer.”

DAMION SMY

The warranty for vehicles 
with Ford Performance 

parts is crucial

Supercharger 
and exhaust 

will push V8’s 
grunt from 

306kW to 
499kW  

Herrod will offer Ford 
Racing’s stronger rear 

axles, diffs and 
gearboxes 

Firmer suspension, 
larger alloys, wider 
tyres, bigger brakes 
and less weight will 
make Mustang faster 
point-to-point
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Ask Mazda global design chief and RX-8 architect 
Ikuo Maeda if he will ever rule out the rotary, and 
the answer is always a resounding ‘no’. Adding 
fuel to reborn-rotary speculation is a recently filed 
patent application for an inverted, turbocharged 
Wankel that places the intake port at the bottom 

and the exhaust port at the top. According to the 
US application, this more compact top-mounted 
turbo option, which in 2020 could power a 
production version of the RX-Vision concept, has 
the potential to boost performance and allow the 
engine to be mounted lower.
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Muscle car 
masters
AUSTRALIANS have never had 
it so good when it comes to top-
shelf affordable V8s – and the 
smorgasbord is set to expand.

With the imminent end of 
local manufacturing there’s a 
wave of newcomers, updates and 
replacements set to continue the 
legacy of high-performance V8s.

Ford’s Mustang is leading the 
charge, capably filling the void 
set to be left by the Falcon XR8 
(and FPVs before it) come October. 
That the Mustang has such a rich 
heritage and large following in its 
US homeland ensures a plethora of 
possibilities over and above the GT. 

Chrysler has no intention 
of letting go of its small but 
significant patch of V8 turf. The 
latest 6.4-litre 300 SRT was created 
almost purely for Australia, an 
indication of how seriously the 
company takes demand from 
Down Under. 

Chrysler is also working on
making the hugely popular Hellcat

ith it 527kW h d

Jeep Grand Cherokee Trackhawk to 
create a new SUV benchmark.

Wheels also understands 
GM’s interest has been piqued 
by the success of the Mustang 
here, prompting it to reconsider 
the Camaro for Australia. The 
Alpha platform the car sits on is 
engineered for right-hand drive, 
but the Camaro itself isn’t. It’s a big 
job, and could be shelved until the 
next-gen Camaro, due about 2020.

Then there’s one last V8 gasp 
coming from HSV in the form of 
the GTS-R. As we’ve previously 
revealed, HSV is set to shoehorn a 
new supercharged V8 (possibly the 
LS9 from the Corvette ZR1) into the 
VF Commodore architecture.

But Holden’s V8 showroom hero 
will be the next-gen Corvette, 
finally produced from the factory 
in right-hand drive. It’ll be low 
volume and expensive.

This is all a long way from the 
’90s and noughties, when the
V8 choices were predominantly
li it d t F l C d

Jeep Grand 
Cherokee 
Trackhawk
What is it: The Hellcat engine 
stuffed into the Grand Cherokee
What to expect: One of the 
world’s fastest SUVs, making 
use of the 527kW 6.2-litre 
supercharged V8
When: 2017 or 2018

GTS-R
: A planned send-
HSV Gen F2
xpect: A 475kW-
ossibly the 
R1’s LS9) hero 
the GTS
17, prior to the 
hutdown of 

anufacturing 

Chevrolet 
Corvette
What is it: The fastest, sexiest 
car GM produces
What to expect: A Corvette 
produced from the factory with 
the steering wheel on the right.
It’ll be sold in Holden dealerships,
b d ’ ld b d

Chrysler 300 SRT
What is it: The flagship of the 
300 range
What to expect: A suitable 
replacement with a Hemi V8. 
Chrysler considered switching its 
V8 offering to the Dodge brand 
(as in the US) but Australia may 
stick with Chrysler. A Hellcat 
version is also likely for the 
next generation
When: 2019 or beyond

@wheels@@ au

– with its 527kW supercharged
V8 – available here. In the medium
term, that engine will arrive in the 

limited to a Falcon or Commodore.
Long may it continue!

TOBY HAGON

HSV G
What is it:
off for the
What to ex
plus V8 (po
Corvette Z
version of t
When: 201
late-year sh
Holden ma

but don’t expect a Holden badge.
This baby will be pure Corvette
When: 201
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More grunt, new face for GT-R
The updated Nissan GT-R will be even faster,
better equipped and more brutal than ever. An
increase in turbo pressure and changes to the
ignition timing have boosted grunt by 15kW/4Nm,
meaning the 3.8-litre twin-turbo V6 now churns
out 419kW/632Nm. Visual changes are minor, but

include a mesh-patterned ‘V-motion’ grille
revised bumpers front and rear. Inside, the
has been luxed up with hand-stitched leath
The GT-R will be offered in local showrooms
from September, with a Nismo-engineered
Edition to follow.
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FLEXIBLE 
REAR-DRIVE 
PLATFORM
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IT’S officially a concept, but the 
unimaginatively named Genesis 
New York Concept is anything but. 

Think BMW, Audi, Mercedes-
Benz and Jaguar – they’re the 
marques Hyundai’s fledgling 
luxury brand has in its sights with 
the sweeping rear-drive four-door. 

The company says the New York 
Concept (NYC) forms the basis for 
the upcoming Genesis G70, slated 
for production in 2017 and due in 
Australia the following year.

While it’s being touted as a 
crucial mainstream player against 
the BMW 3 Series and Mercedes-
Benz C-Class, its sleek roofline will 
position it against sportier sedans 
such as the BMW 4 Series GT, 
Mercedes-Benz CLA and Audi A5.

While exact measurements are 
yet to be revealed, the G70 should 
be about 4.6m long, 1.8m wide and 
1.4m high. It will have a similar 
2810mm wheelbase to the 3 Series.

Despite the claims of this being 
merely a design study, the G70 
will maintain the overall stance 
and bold styling cues of the NYC 
when it hits showrooms, as our 

artist’s impression shows.
“This is the status of the brand 

Genesis – we’re not talking here 
about a production car, or not a 
show car; it’s about the status 
of what we’re working on for 
the future of the brand in terms 
of DNA,” Genesis designer Luc 
Donckerwolke told Wheels. 

The former Bentley and 
Lamborghini man insists that 
Genesis models won’t suffer the 
same Russian Doll syndrome of 
many rivals, but instead have a 
unique identity in each segment. 

“We won’t take one element 
and scale it,” he told us. “What 
we want to do is simply get the 
DNA right. This is basically the 
stance on the wheels, the muscles 
around the wheels, this elegance 
that we have been promoting … 
we won’t be a static brand; we will 
be quite dynamic in appearance.” 

The 180kW 2.0-litre petrol-
electric hybrid in the concept 
uses an eight-speed auto driving 
the rear wheels. But don’t expect 
to see that engine in Australian-
delivered G70s, at least initially. 

Hyundai Australia is pushing 
for the 3.3-litre twin-turbo V6 
from the G90, which makes 
272kW and 510Nm, lining it 
up against the BMW 340i, and 
upcoming Mercedes-AMG 
C43 and Audi S4.

The NYC’s interior 
hasn’t been spared. With 
leather upholstery and 
stainless steel-like finishes 
throughout, it features a 
digital speedo as part of 
a 21-inch 4K-resolution 
instrument cluster, with a 
wide-spoke ‘open’ steering 
wheel. The centre touchscreen 
can also be gesture-operated 
with swipes and sweeps.

The Genesis brand has a 
number of things in its favour. 
After splitting from Hyundai as an 
official sub-brand last November, 
Genesis has poached some top 
brass from German rivals 
– including Donckerwolke and
new company boss Manfred 
Fitzgerald – and announced a bold 
six-model line-up by 2020. 

DAMION SMY

Next-gen Genesis
New York Concept ssssss
ttttoooo 33 SSSSeeeerriiiieeeess

The G70 has been tasked with 
tackling Germany’s finest but 
won’t have anything like the 
model proliferation to take on 
BMW, Mercedes-Benz and Audi. 

It’s expected to have far fewer 
engine options – the 3.3-litre 
twin-turbo V6 likely to be the 
sole choice initially – and body 
styles will be limited to the 
coupe-inspired four-door flagged 

G70 is 
just the 

start

rst attack
a factory-backed assault
our, with the company’s
drivers. Aston CEO
Palmer told Wheels he

ampaign a car at next
ear’s event alongside

one of Aston Martin’s factory GT3 drivers. A local 
driver, yet to be named, is also likely to join the 
line-up. Palmer has already started assembling 
the team for the event and of course the entry, 
likely to be a V8 Vantage prepped to GT3 or GT4 
spec, will have full factory support.
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272KW V6
TWIN-TURBO

BOLD 
STYLING 

AND STANCE

The G70 will maintain the bold cues
and dimensions of the NYC show car

27@wheelsaustralia

by the concept plus a traditional 
two-door coupe. A convertible is 
a possibility, but our spies tell us 
it’s still awaiting sign-off. Don’t 
expect a wagon or regular three-
box sedan, either.

Not that the G70 won’t be 
pulling its weight. The rear-drive 
architecture will also underpin at 
least one SUV.

The Genesis family is set for 

considerable expansion judging 
by recent nameplate registrations 
with IP Australia. In the mix 
is GC70 (the coupe version of 
G70) and GV70, which we’re 
guessing is the SUV. Less 
obvious are GT70 and a 
bunch of presumably 
higher performance 
‘4’ models – GC74 
and GT74.

WHEELS IMAGE

Holden in reverse on emissions
The VF Series II Commodore has pushed Holden 
backwards in the annual rating of vehicle carbon 
dioxide emissions in Australia. The National 
Transport Commission report into cars sold here 
found Holden’s showroom averaged 217g/km 
in 2015 (up 3g/km from 2014) as its best-selling 

Commodore upped average emissions by 3g/km
to 239g/km. Ford also increased to 210g/km (up
5g/km), yet the Falcon did its bit, dropping from
247g/km in 2014 to 234g/km in 2015; put that 
down to fewer V8 sales. Despite its hefty SUVs,
market leader Toyota dropped 2g/km to 199g/km.
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TESLA is already looking to 
improve its much-hyped Model 3, 
yet it has only just been revealed 
and is two years from going on sale 
in Australia. 

The first of two planned reveals 
for the car show a futuristic-
looking four-door sedan with a 
hatch-like profile. 

Within days of the cheering-and-
chanting reveal, Tesla CEO Elon 
Musk took to Twitter to say there is 
“some tweaking underway” when 
quizzed about the nose of the car, 
also adding that “edge and contour 
refinement are ongoing”.

Musk also hinted there could be 
interior design updates: “Wait until 
you see the real steering controls 
and system for the 3. It feels like 
a spaceship.”

The Tesla Model 3 completes 
a small but influential EV family 
making a small but significant 
dent on the luxury car world. Or, 
as Tesla describes the Model 3, it is 
“the final step in the master plan”, 
the car the loss-making California-
based company hopes will launch 
it into profitability.

It is aimed squarely at the sweet 
spot of the luxury market – the 
BMW 3 Series, Mercedes-Benz 

C-Class, Audi A4, Lexus IS and 
Jaguar XE – with a comparable 
starting price of $US35,000.

As with other Teslas, the Model 
3’s floorpan is a mass of lithium-
ion batteries that power at least 
one electric motor. 

Details of what’s beneath the 
skin are scant, but it’s claimed to 
have a coefficient of drag of just 
0.21 and will accelerate to 100km/h 
in less than six seconds. 

“At Tesla we don’t make slow 
cars,” said Musk, prompting more 
cheers from the enthusiastic crowd 
assembled for the live stream 
reveal. “And there will be versions 
of the Model 3 that go faster.”

Musk later confirmed there 
would be rear-drive single-motor 
versions as well as faster dual-
motor models. Expect the latter 
ones to reduce that 0-100km/h 
sprint to closer to 3.0sec. 

Tesla claims the Model 3 can 
comfortably fit five adults, partially 
because the front seats have been 
moved forward, with the legs of 
those sitting up front encroaching 
on the space usually occupied by 
an engine in a car with an internal 
combustion engine.

TOBY HAGON

Silicon Valley strikes 
at the Germans with 
an affordable sedan

Tesla’s EV for 
the masses

What about Australia?
A local source told Wheels people started queuing outside Tesla’s Sydney and Melbourne offices after the reveal, and that thousands of Australian fanatics have handed over $1500 deposits.
However, Model 3 deliveries are not expected here until 2018. Tesla CEO Elon Musk said those in California will have priority on early 3s, something he defended on Twitter by saying it allowed “rapid turnaround on early issues”. In other words, there’s likely to be problems withthe tech and we want to jump on it before we send carsall over the world.

Australian pricing is also yet to be determined, although at today’s exchange rate it would be about $55,000 with GST and stamp duty (import duty won’t apply because there’s an FTA with the US and the Model 3 will also avoid luxury car tax). It will also depend on exchange rates; Tesla has alre y implemented four price rises for the M ast year.
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Audi has taken a swipe at electric carmaker 
Tesla. Asked whether Audi would focus more 
on “thinking like Tesla”, board member Stefan 
Knirsch snapped back: “Definitely not in making 
losses”. The company’s technical development 
chief was referring to the California-based 

company’s penchant for shedding money as it 
looks to dominate the world of amps and volts. 
Nevertheless, Knirsch was complimentary of other 
parts of the Tesla business model: “Tesla seems to 
be very agile, very fast, they take risks obviously … 
that’s a part of the business we can learn.”
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Keeping it real
Tesla claims 200,000 people placed deposits of about 

$1500 each within 24 hours of the reveal – and the 

number kept growing in the days after the unveiling. 

These are remarkable figures for a small company that 

could do with the $300 million injection into the coffers. 

Tesla encourages fanatical and loyal owners to queue 

for the privilege of getting one of the first cars in order to 

create an Apple-like hype and mystique.

The challenge for Tesla is producing so 

many cars. It currently produces about 

50,000 cars annually, but Musk wants 

to ramp that up to 500,000 by 2020.

In the meantime, there’s plenty of 

work to be done, including keeping so 

many would-be owners content – and 

just as fanatical as ever.

350km $55K 6.0sec
Usable range 

between recharges
Expected price when 
it lands in Oz in 2018

Claimed 0-100km/h 
sprint time

More honest fuel fi gures from Opel
Holden’s European cousin, Opel, has 
announced it will start providing more realistic 
fuel use figures for its cars a year ahead of EU 
legislation demanding them. From late June, 
Opel will publish a range of fuel use between a 
low and high number rather than providing an 

average, giving buyers a more believable way
of gauging just how much fuel their new car 
will use once it leaves the showroom. The first
car to use the new numbers is the Opel Astra,
which is expected to sell here from late this 
year wearing Holden badges.
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No let-up in Stuttgart as Mercedes 
reveals onslaught of new body styles

Benz: 10 more cars by 2020
MERCEDES’ bold new product 
strategy will add at least 10 extra 
body-style vehicles to the 32-strong 
existing range within four years.

Daimler AG board member Ola 
Kallenius – who replaces Thomas 
Weber as Mercedes development 
chief from January 1 and is widely 
tipped to succeed Dieter Zetsche 
as Daimler chairman in 2019 – 
revealed the ambitious expansion 
plan to Wheels at the New York 
motor show, confirming Mercedes 
will have more than 40 different 
body-style models by 2020.

“If you count the way we 
officially count – individual body 
styles – we have 32 now and we 
have laid a plan going up to 2020 to 
go slightly above 40,” said Kallenius 
(right). “So we have another 10 or 
so new models that don’t have a 
predecessor coming in the next 
four years.”

Wheels believes at least three 
will be new SUVs, though not, 

thankfully, a convertible to rival 
the roofless Range Rover Evoque. 

First to arrive will be an all-
road wagon (based on the new 
Mercedes-Benz E-Class wagon) 
that could arrive late this year. 
A C-Class-based all-road wagon 
is possible, too.

“These kind of SUV coupes 
[like the GLC Coupe] – sports car 
and SUV blended into one – is an 
example that you can find niches 
that are also very successful,” he 
told us. “And I still think we can 
find another area or two there in 
the SUV portfolio.”

Kallenius scotched rumours of 
a Maybach model based on the 
E-Class sedan, but said a GLS-
based Maybach SUV to rival the 
Bentley Bentayga was possible. 
“I won’t rule that out. What’s 
interesting is the restart of the 
Maybach story [last year] … I think 
there is scope for growth in the 
Maybach brand. Maybach needs to 

be the highest exclusivity corner of 
the Mercedes-Benz family. Only on 
the top end would I see potential 
derivatives for Maybach, and not 
going downwards. So an E-Class, 
for instance, is not something we 
see on the cards.”

Kallenius reconfirmed Mercedes 
will launch a purpose-designed 
electric car “in the next couple of 
years” that will be joined by more 
pure-electric variants beyond 2020.

And the forthcoming Benz utility 
based on the Nissan Navara won’t 
account for two or three of the 10 
new additions. Kallenius said it 
only counts as one.

AMG is also expected to add to 
the family (see breakout), but those 
are niche models, and Kallenius 
says not all of the 10 newcomers 
will be niche players. 

So, significant sales volume 
opportunities not satisfied by 
today’s range? “Indeed.”

GLENN BUTLER

Four-door to rival Panamera

WHEELS IMAGE
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e Confi rmed: 527kW Jeep Trackhawk

Wheels broke the story last month, now Jeep 
has officially confirmed a Hellcat-powered Grand 
Cherokee will go on sale in 2017. Expected to 
be called the Jeep Grand Cherokee Trackhawk, 
the performance-focused SUV will sit above the 
current Grand Cherokee SRT as one of the fastest 

SUVs on the market. Power will come from the 
most potent production V8 ever produced in the 
United States, a 6.2-litre supercharged V8, but it’s 
unclear if the Trackhawk will score the full 527kW 
fury that the blown V8 produces when fitted to the 
Dodge Charger and Challenger Hellcats.



GLC Coupe sporty SUV
GLB compact SUV

E-Class wagon
‘All Terrain’ SUV

Dedicated electric car
AMG GT4 (four-door)

AMG GT Roadster
GLT/X-Class ute

S-Class Cabriolet
Maybach GLS-based

large SUV
Maybach S-Class-based

large coupe
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Incoming 
models

AMG will launch its second 
exclusive model in early 2019, 
Wheels can reveal. Codenamed 
X290, it will be a four-door 
designed to challenge the 
Porsche Panamera.

The top-secret internal program 
to develop a four-door based 
on the architecture of the V8-
powered GT will see the second 
AMG-only model wear a purpose-
designed coupe-style body and is 
likely to share only front and rear 
graphics with the GT coupe. 

“The chance to do something 
as an additional car within our 
portfolio dedicated as a pure 
AMG is increasing,” AMG boss 
Tobias Moers told us. “We had a 
very successful 2015 … so now it 

makes sense to take it more into 
consideration, having the idea 
of another variant dedicated to 
AMG… another car.”

Meanwhile, AMG also confirmed 
our revelation in the March 
edition that it will build an even 
faster, more extreme version of 
its flagship performance car, to be 
dubbed GT R. 

The track-focused model will 
include active aerodynamics and 
four-wheel steering to go with 
a boost in power. Official power 
outputs are yet to be revealed, 
but expect the GT R’s 4.0-litre 
twin-turbo V8 to produce in 
excess of 420kW, well up on the 
GT’s 375kW/700Nm in its most 
powerful S specification.

Computer says “take the bus”
Google’s fully autonomous car has been involved 
in more than a dozen minor incidents before, but 
in all cases people – either the human behind the 
wheel or other road users – were blamed. Until 
now. Google confirmed one of its Lexus RX450h 
demonstrators collided with a bus in California after 

the car, and its ‘operator’, incorrectly assumed the
bus would slow to let them merge. Google says the
incident was complicated by sandbags positioned
around a storm drain. It also says that from now on
“our cars will more deeply understand that buses
are less likely to yield to us”.
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100th birthday surprise 
provides tantalising clues 
to future technologies

BMW’s Vision 
for 2036

IS THE Vision Next 100 simply an 
example of Bavarian big-birthday 
self-indulgence? 

This concept car was the star 
of a party thrown in Munich on 
March 7 this year, exactly 
100 years after the BMW name 
was first registered. The hour-long 
spectacle was staged inside the 
hall built for the 1972 Olympics, 
near BMW’s headquarters.

While the museums of BMW 
Group’s other brands were raided 
to provide a rumbling chorus-line 
of wheeled talent, the Vision Next 
100 was the only car wearing 
the blue-and-white roundel. The 
company’s leadership obviously 
wanted to emphasise a point; 
that BMW is a carmaker more 
interested in thinking about the 
future than the past.

From my seat in Munich’s 
Olympic Hall, the concept could 
have been a prop for a big stage 
show, but that impression was 
erased the following day, listening 
to the car’s creators.

The concept is the result of 
deep and serious thought about 
how the car is likely to evolve 
in the next 20 years. A lot can 
happen in two decades, and 
the Vision Next 100 makes it 
plain BMW thinks the changes 
will be massive. No one from 
BMW would say how in theory 

the concept might be powered, 
but the absence of an exhaust 
pipe betrays a belief it won’t be 
internal combustion.

BMW Automobiles design chief 
Karim Habib said the Next 100 
is as long as a 5 Series, but with 
the interior space of a long-
wheelbase 7 Series. There are 
four fixed-position seats, with the 
rear pair integral to the body and 
engineered to provide enough 
structural strength that no B-pillar 
is needed. 

And the car’s sleek, low-drag 
shape and fully enclosed wheels 
point to BMW’s conviction there 
will be no let-up in the pressure 
to improve automotive efficiency.

But the Vision Next 100’s most 
ambitious objective is to present 
a persuasive preview of how 
car and driver might interact in 
the year 2036. Autonomy is a 
given, but BMW can also imagine 
tapping the processing power and 
connectedness that come with it 
to give a flesh-and-blood buyer 
driving superpowers.

“Autonomous driving is much 
talked about, but at the same 
time the pleasure in driving is 
very important to BMW,” said 
Holger Hampf, head of customer 
experience design. “And we will 
not give up on that.”

JOHN CAREY

Re
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e Mazda CX-4 still possible

It’s officially a China-only car – built in 
China exclusively for the Chinese market 
– but the upcoming CX-4 is still on the 
radar for Mazda in Australia. Based on the 
flexible architecture of the CX-5 and Mazda 
3, the CX-4 would offer a sportier-looking 

SUV option in an era where few can do 
wrong with SUVs. Wheels understands 
Mazda Australia is pushing hard for the 
CX-4 but that the best chances are when 
the car comes up for a facelift in either 
2019 or 2020.

MAY 2016
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F5000 racers revived
The spirit of the legendary Formula 5000 
race cars of the 1970s is set to live on. Using 
a modern carbonfibre monocoque, the retro-
styled openwheeler is powered by an injected 
atmo 5.0-litre Ford V8. While the cars will carry 
sizeable wings, organisers of the so-called 

Formula Thunder 5000 category say downforce
is “moderate” and that the emphasis is on 
mechanical grip from wide slick tyres. Tasman
Series races are planned for NZ in December and
Australia in January, with the hope of attracting
international drivers in the traditional off-season.
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ay be a decade old under its skin, but BMW’s long-
e sports coupe still has enough showroom swagger 
nare 36 sales in February, even in the face of fresh

KIA SPORTAGE
After 1188 sales in January clearing the old mode
Kia’s all-new Mazda CX-5 fighter managed only 5
February. The carmaker says the slowdown was d
tight supply of a few of the more popular variants
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HIGHLIGHTS Boom times were back in February, with sales for the month hitting 
96,443, a 6.7% increase on the same month last year. Aussies bought 39,558
passenger cars, with SUVs running a narrow 2693 sales behind. It was a big month 
for BMW, with its refreshed and repositioned 3 Series shoving past its arch-nemesis, 
the Mercedes-Benz C-Class, for the first time since August 2014. BMW’s bump in 
volume has also helped it nudge back ahead of Audi in the luxury sales race.

LOWLIGHTS SUV-heavy Nissan slipped two spots in the sales race in February, 
falling behind a similarly SUV-stoked Mitsubishi and a revitalised Ford, back in 
the saddle with the new Mustang. Early signs are that the micro-car class, the 
playground of the likes of the Fiat 500, Mitsubishi Mirage and Nissan Micra, is 

months of 2016 compared with last year. 
to premium small cars.

SUVs nudge closer to the tipping point

1 Toyota Corolla 3455 2 3939
2 Mazda 3 3354 1 3598
3 Hyundai i30 2461 4 2126
4 Holden Commodore 2331 11 2517
5 Mazda CX-5 2156 5 2085
6 Hyundai Tucson 1849 3 -
7 Nissan X-Trail 1669 13 1742
8 Volkswagen Golf 1645 6 1735
9 Mitsubishi ASX 1621 8 1451
10 Toyota RAV4 1514 7 1453
11 Toyota Camry 1457 =43 1767
12 Mazda CX-3 1381 9 51
13 Toyota Prado 1295 16 1040
14 Mazda 2 1257 10 1301
15 Toyota Yaris 1198 17 1242
16 Honda HR-V 1152 19 825
17 Nissan Qashqai 1135 15 1126
18 Hyundai Accent 1081 29 682
19 Subaru Forester 1051 21 468
20 Mitsubishi Outlander 1035 37 816

Toyota 16,191
Mazda 10,205
Hyundai 7701
Holden 7340
Mitsubishi 6681
Ford 6656
Nissan 5989
Volkswagen 4922
Subaru 3538
Honda 3279

Mercedes-Benz 3236
Kia 3067
BMW 2748
Audi 2007
Isuzu Ute 1719
Suzuki 1674
Jeep 1378
Land Rover 1374
Lexus 816
Renault 654

TOP 20

TOTAL SALES

PEAK OIL

FEB
2016

96,443
February 2016 

76,414
Passenger & SUV sales – February 2016
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PASSENGER CARS SALES RANK SALES
(JAN ’16) (FEB ’15)

MarketPlace

What’s 
winning

the alt fuel
race?

Incoming
MAY-JUNE
Audi SQ5 Plus; BMW 330e, X5 xDrive40e; 
Ferrari F12 Berlinetta M; Ford Focus RS; 
Honda Civic sedan; Infiniti Q30; 
Mercedes-Benz C-Class Coupe and E-Class; 
Subaru Levorg; Suzuki Vitara turbo; 
Toyota 86 facelift

Toyota 86Toyota 86
“So basically what an aftermarket drop-in“So basically what an aftermarket drop-in
filter element and a tune would achieve,” onefilter element and a tune would achieve,” one
cynicalcynical WheelsWheels reader wrote in response toreader wrote in response to
a 4kW lift in power announced for manuala 4kW lift in power announced for manual
versions of Toyota’s four-seat sports coupeversions of Toyota’s four-seat sports coupe
revealed at the New York Motor Show inrevealed at the New York Motor Show in
March. Can the facelifted 86, due here inMarch. Can the facelifted 86, due here in
June, improve on the formula that made itJune, improve on the formula that made it
a deservinga deserving WheelsWheels COTY winner in 2012? COTY winner in 2012?

JULY-AUGUST
Audi A4 Allroad; Bentley Bentayga; 
BMW 430i, 440i; Hyundai Elantra SR; 
Infiniti QX30; Jaguar F-Pace; Mazda CX-9; 
Mercedes-Benz CLA-Class; MG GS; Mitsubishi 
Outlander PHEV facelift; Range Rover Evoque 
Convertible; Volvo V40, XC90 T8

Volvo XC90 T8Volvo XC90 T8
The newest Volvo on the block plans to add 
a plug-in hybrid version in July. Confusingly 
dubbed ‘Twin Engine’, the seven-seat XC90 
T8 uses a 2.0-litre petrol engine paired with a 
battery-fed electric motor to produce 235kW 
and 400Nm, with the ability to cruise on 
battery power alone over a distance Volvo 
claims “suffices for most people’s daily 
commute”. Official fuel use is expected to 
come in around 2.1L/100km.

ELECTRIC
33

LPG
59

HYBRID 
1066

Ford’s movie vision
Ford hopes to revive the drive-in movie theatre, 
with a twist. The Blue Oval has received a patent 
for an “autonomous vehicle entertainment system” 
that would effectively turn your self-driving car 
into a mobile movie theatre. The system comprises 
a roof-mounted projector and roll-down screen 

that sits in-front of the windscreen, which sounds
rather low-tech. Where are the holograms and 
virtual-reality headsets? Ford has downplayed 
the theatre’s potential for production, but it does
show that the boffins at Dearborn are starting to
consider the benefits of a self-driving world.

It
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Inboxn
Keep it short and sweet (no more than 200 words) and please include your suburb
if via email. You can also have your say on Facebook (search for Wheels Australia)

LETTER OF THE MONTH

TWITTER: @WHEELSAUSTRALIA
FACEBOOK: WHEELS AUSTRALIA

Join the
Conversation

EMAIL: WHEELS@WHEELSMAG.COM.AU

KISSED BY A FROG
I’ve read every issue of Wheels
since the early 1960s and my
links to the magazine sprang into
sharp focus on reading Robbo’s 
Bourke and Back in a Day 
(Classic Wheels, April).

 I was the next owner of the 
HQ in question, bought from 

AYS OF
HUNDER
eems as though we are 
nother golden period of 
oring in Australia. As 

dence I put forward the 
den Commodore VF Series II 
h 304kW; HSV with 430kW; 
d’s 345kW Falcon selling out; 
now the Jeep Trackhawk 

h 527kW once it comes to Oz. 
as there ever been a better 
e to be looking for a high-
formance car? The dollars 
kilowatt must represent 
eptional value.
eople talk about the old days, 
look what is right in front 
s. Buy one while you can; 
ory shows it may not last.

Ashley Mathews, Pascoe Vale,Vic

a New South Wales North 
Coast Holden dealer as an 
“as new” Holden special that 
had arrived direct from the 
factory in the previous fortnight 
and only driven by the local 
sales manager. It was sold as a 
demonstrator and I received a 
small discount off new price. 

My girlfriend (now wife) named 
it the Green Frog.

Its first big trip was to the 1972 
Hardie Ferodo 500 at Bathurst. 

I loved the sports wheels, 
white upholstery, all the extras 
and the bright green colour, but 
the rattles and floaty suspension 
were annoying. Frustrated, I 
remembered reading the April 
1972 article, dug it out and was 
struck by the resemblance to 
my HQ. The number plate was 
different, but the dealer had 
failed to change the windscreen 
registration sticker that clearly 
showed it was DBQ-714 – the 
subject of your article.

It was clear from the article 
that the odometer had received 
some major surgery because the 
few miles on the clock were in 
stark contrast to a trip to Bourke 
and back!

Some legal letters followed 
and, to cut a long story short, the 
dealer took the car back and I 
ended up with a brand new LJ 
Torana XU-1. I never saw the 
Green Frog again.

Ian Crowther, via email
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another

golden period
of motoring
in Australia
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Last month we asked if our Classic Wheels ‘Bourke 
and Back’ HQ Kingswood was still around. Instead, 
we found the distinctive car’s first owner. A free 
subscription is Ian Crowther’s with our gratitude.

Write & win
Letter of the month prize

lot about whisky (in which I 
have zero interest). On a quick 
look through the article, there 
appears to be about 160 lines 
about whisky etc, leaving around
75 lines directly relating to the 
BMW. Nearly 70 percent of the 
article was not about the BMW! 

Also, only eight photos of the 
BMW and 13 predominantly 
of whisky, barrels or a couple 
of blokes in deep conversation 
about who-knows-what.

Don’t forget, guys, you are 
a mag about cars. Keep that 
focus. Sure, entertain us, but my 
passion is cars and I buy Wheels
for that reason. I didn’t buy your 
magazine to read about whisky.

Lindsay Gillespie, Jilliby NSW

THAT’S NOT A UTE
There are no replacements for 
Aussie performance utes (Sports 
Trade, April). They are unique in 
the world. The only possibility is 
if GM ever decides to do another 
El Camino. The Ford F150 
Raptor is a truck, not a ute. 
Ditto all those other vehicles.

Richard Houlton, via Facebook

FAST AND FUROUS
Speaking as a ‘GA’ spectator 
who attended the first day of 
the inaugural Homebush event, 
James Warburton’s words (Fight 
Club, April) ring loud and clear; 
it really was a dud.

Seemingly no expense had 
been spared to board up every 
nook and cranny that would 
have provided some vision 
of the circuit and cars. Even 
the overbridge was a no-see 
experience. What wasn’t 
boarded up was concrete-walled; 

COUPE DE GRACE
I can see how the Ford Mustang 
and the Holden SS-V Redline 
are in the same class and all 
(Blue v Red, April). Performance 
comparos are fun and I hope 
they never end, but when the 
hype of the Mustang finally 
being in Australia is over, people 
will remember why having only 
two doors isn’t very practical.

Andrew O’Keefe, via Facebook

CANDID CAMERA
Premium cars now have 
reversing cameras, all-around 
view cameras and even cameras 
for cross traffic and cyclist alert 
systems. But why no dash cams? 
Dash and rear window cams are 
compact and cheap, so come on 
manufacturers – fit them during 
production. Front and rear 
screen installation should be 
easy and, even with a little R&D 
involvement, won’t add much to 
the cost.  

Dave Randall, Marrickville NSW

HIGHER SPEEDS
I couldn’t agree more with the 
absolute stupidity of reducing 
speed limits to 30 km/h (Editor’s 
Letter, March) – at those speeds 
motor vehicles would actually 
hold me up when I’m riding 
my pushbike. 

The increase in road deaths in 
most states should really be no 
mystery at all.  It’s quite simple: 
the massive increase of SUVs on 
our roads. 

Peter Tripoli, Forrestfield, WA  

GOING SOFT
Thank you for the extensive 
comparo between the Toyota 86 
and your new COTY, the Mazda 
MX-5 (86 versus MX-5, March). 
But in your 12-page report 
there was no acknowledgement 
of what many of us see as an 
advantage the MX-5 has over the 
86 – the Mazda is a convertible. 

A fixed hardtop might be 
preferred by some owners, but 
I’m in the fraternity that loves 
to quickly flip back the soft-top 
and enjoy the air, the aroma of 
a bakery being driven past, the 
smell of somebody’s wood fire 
on a winter’s day in the hills, the 
sound of the snarling exhaust 
bouncing off the hillside or 
tunnel walls.

Yes, topless motoring can be 
more tiring, but it’s a small price 
for involvement. Isn’t that what 
driving is about? 

Stuart Innes, Warradale, SA
You can now add the hard-roofed 
Mazda MX-5 RF to the mix! – Ed

ARE YOU DRUNK?
We all have our favorite cars that 
make us turn back to admire 
them, to take in the shape, the 
sound, the craftsmanship. For 
me it’s the BMW 740i. I have a 
2010 model, so naturally when 
I noticed a spread on the latest 
version (Whisky Chaser, March) 
I was ecstatic!

After reading the article I was 
disappointed and frustrated. 
There was very little info 
about the BMW and a whole 

There was 
little about 
BMW and 
a lot about 

whisky

after walking the entire circuit 
we sighted only race-car rooftops 
through those wire mesh-topped 
walls. Plan B was a seat in the 
mostly empty grandstands: “No 
joy, buddy, you should have 
purchased online.”

Ninty minutes later were back 
in the Illawarra watching the 
action on television. 

Eric Waples, Albion Park, NSW

IT’S A MITSU!
I don’t mean to question 
the word of a reputable and 
reflective group like the 
‘advertising industry’, but has 
anyone, anywhere, anytime 
ever met anyone who calls their 
Mitsubishi a “Mitsi”?

Richard Connell, South Bunbury WA



InsiderThe
REVIVING A BRAND

Goddess on the road
Originally launched in 2010 
as a high-style, low-cost 
attempt to cash in on the 
customisation trend started 
by Mini, DS has evolved into 
the PSA Group’s premium 
market spearhead. It is, 
ironically, intended for a 
role Citroen itself could 
have easily fulfi lled before 
Peugeot dumbed down the 
world’s most consistently 
innovative car company. PSA 
plans to launch six new DS 
models by 2020, including two 
SUVs. Sadly, none will have 
hydropneumatic suspension.

That’s a big departure from 2012’s Alpine 
A110-50 concept – built to celebrate the 50th 
anniversary of Alpine’s most iconic car – whose 
entire front end graphic was defined by a 
prominent chrome diamond on its snout.

Founded by Dieppe Renault dealer Jean 
Redele in the 1950s, Alpine built light, compact 
sports cars using Renault mechanicals; a sort 
of French Porsche, if you will. The 1955 Alpine 
A106 was built using Renault 4CV bits; the A108 
built between 1958 and 1963 was powered by a 
Renault Dauphine Gordini engine; the legendary 
A110 began life with a Renault R8 powertrain.

In 1971, A110s – now with engines based 
on the Renault 16’s 1.6-litre four – scored an 
historic 1-2-3 finish in the Monte Carlo Rally, and 
repeated the feat in 1973, before going on to win 
the World Rally Championship. 

But wins on Sunday didn’t translate to sales on

Monday, and struggling Alpine was taken over 
by Renault in 1973. Two more Alpine sports cars 
– the A310 and A610 – appeared on Renault’s
watch before the company effectively shelved the
brand in 1995.

Announcing the return of Alpine in Monaco
earlier this year, Renault-Nissan boss Carlos
Ghosn carefully made it clear it would be a
separate, stand-alone brand. The production
version of the mid-engine Alpine Vision, said
to be badged the A120 and
scheduled to appear in 2017, will
not be the only Alpine model.

Renault design boss Laurens
van den Acker says the A120
needs to be “the 911 of Alpine”,
because it will clearly define the
brand and, just as Porsche has done
with its iconic sports car, pave the
way for a broader range of Alpine
vehicles. “If we do [the A120]
properly, then we can consider cars
like a Panamera,” he says. And
the Cayenne? An Alpine SUV is

reportedly already under development and is 
tipped to make its debut in 2018.

Launching a new premium brand is 
expensive and time-consuming. What’s 
more, the Germans, Japanese, Americans, 
Koreans and even the Chinese (Geely owns 
Volvo, remember) are already at the party, 
and Renault’s Alpine launch comes six years 
after arch-rival PSA launched its DS premium 
brand. Yet, ironically, Alpine may be the more 
successful of the two French attempts. 

Why? Credibility. The DS brand is a 
confection built around a memory, where 
showy styling and glittery showrooms are 
presented as the evolution of a vehicle design 
and engineering concept that, at its launch 
in 1955, was quite simply the most futuristic 
ever attempted in a mass-production car – the 
Citroen DS.

The link between the original Citroen 
DS and today’s DS range is pure marketing 
hyperbole. By contrast, if Renault delivers on
promises to make the A120 light and fast and
agile, it will be a car true to the Alpine brand,
the real deal. And if Porsche can successfully
make and sell SUVs, there’s no reason its
French wannabe can’t.

CHECK THE PICTURES OF THE NEW ALPINE VISION CONCEPT. LOOK AGAIN. 
CLOSELY. NOTICE ANYTHING MISSING? YEP, THAT’S RIGHT. THERE’S NOT A 
SINGLE RENAULT BADGE ANYWHERE ON THE CAR. 

The A120 needs to be “the 911 of Alpine” 
because it will clearly defi ne the brand

ALPINE’S 
STAR
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INSURANCE FOR MOTORING ENTHUSIASTS  |  CALL 13 46 46 FOR A QUOTE  |  SHANNONS.COM.AU

Shannons Pty Limited ABN 91 099 692 636 is an authorised representative of AAI Limited ABN 48 005 297 807, the product issuer. Some benefits only apply to comprehensive vehicle cover. Shannons has not 
taken account of your objectives, financial situation or needs. Read the Product Disclosure Statement before buying this insurance. Contact us for a copy.

“ N O  O N E  K N O W S  Y O U R

P A S S I O N  L I K E  S H A N N O N S.”

Shannons insurance is for motoring enthusiasts just like you, with features like:

 Choice of repairer    Agreed value    Multi-Vehicle & Multi-Policy discounts
 Limited Use & Club Plate cover    Laid up cover    One excess free windscreen 

claim per year    Total Loss Salvage options    Home Contents Insurance 
including $10,000 enthusiast cover for your collectables & tools   

 Towing & storage costs as a result of loss or damage    Pay by the month 
premiums at no extra cost

Call Shannons on 13 46 46 for a quote on your special car, daily drive, bike or your 
home, and speak with a genuine enthusiast.

Join the Shannons Club today! Get connected 
and share your passion - shannons.com.au/club



StahlMichael
SIZE MATTERS

Market forces
It’s not just me who doesn’t 
‘get’ luxury land yachts. Great 
though they are as bearers 
of new technology, in the 
past 15 years sales of the 
Mercedes S-Class and BMW 
7 Series sedans have more 
than halved to a combined 
424 units in 2015. Then again, 
there are more brands and 
niches in the market today. 
Rolls-Royce? They’ve had 
spectacular growth – from 
two deliveries in 2000 to 
15 last year.

I reflected, momentarily, that this hardly ever 
happens now that everyone’s got air-conditioning. 
Thankfully, my lane began to move and I drove off.

I’m not sure why this stranger sought my 
attention. I happened to be driving a Rolls-Royce 
Ghost II, finished in Commission Collection two-
tone paint. Perhaps he contemplated rewarding 
himself with a similarly bespoke example.

Or perhaps not, because spending a weekend 
with it was – for me at least – a pain in the arse.

I’ve never understood really big cars. The only 
cars I’ve ever owned have ranged from smallish 
to comically tiny. 

It startles me to realise that I could be driving 
a good, used BMW E38 7 Series or Mercedes 
W220 S-Class. Both are handsome cars that I 

remember well from new. But they seem to me
like trilby hats and chest-high trousers. A lot 
more people of my parents’ age equate wheelbase 
with prestige. Besides, I’ve spent most of my 
working life being self-employed/unemployable, 
so I missed the whole Commodore-Calais-
Statesman evolution.

Only a year ago, I drove the Ghost’s two-door 
sister, the Wraith, down the NSW south coast. It 
was swift, serene and majestic on the open road.

This time, family commitments kept me close 
to home. At the dealership, I agreed to park 
always undercover and to cop the first $5000 of 
at-fault damage. My mind focused on how much 
that equated to on a $740K car. Kerbing a wheel 
could render me a human write-off.

The car’s ‘bird’s eye’ cameras helped with my 
five-point turn out of the dealer’s parking 
space. At 5.4 metres, the Ghost is only 
160mm longer than its donor BMW 
750Li, but it’s more than 600kg 
heavier. Its wheelbase is 255mm 
longer; a Suzuki Alto can almost 
park between its axles.

The first stop was to collect one 
of the Stahlettes’ friends. She lives 
in an inner-city suburb with leafy 

plane trees overhanging quiet, narrow streets.
Suddenly really narrow streets. When I did 
find an adequately long parking spot, I caught 
myself waiting for a tugboat to draw alongside.

At the local shopping mall I steered clear 
of the usual, crowded underground parking 
station. I opted for a less-used station a few 
blocks away, where I knew I’d find adjoining 
spaces. I’d never noticed before that the entry 
to this place entailed a 90-degree turn, with 
tall kerbs each side and a sharp wall on my 
left. Negotiating this required another five-
point turn, during which I had to jump out and 
calculate kerb heights and predict rear-wheel 
paths. Twirling at the steering wheel, I kept 
bumping the wiper stalk just below the gear 

SOMEBODY TRIED TO SPEAK TO ME AT A TRAFFIC LIGHT THE OTHER DAY. A TRAY-
TOP UTE PULLED UP NEXT TO ME. FROM THE CORNER OF MY EYE, I NOTICED A 
HI-VIS SHAPE ROLLING DOWN THE PASSENGER WINDOW. “HEY, MATE…”

selector. It was hardly serenity in motion.
I was glad to get the Ghost home. Although 

my wife wasn’t, because our two-car garage 
demands a 90-degree entry from a narrow 
driveway; even reversing in, the Ghost’s long 
wheelbase precluded her car being there.

Right around this point you remind yourself 
that the Ghost is the (ahem) smaller, more agile, 
less ostentatious Rolls-Royce, aimed at the 
younger, sporting gentleman. I guess I’ll concede 
I don’t tick any of those boxes.

Spending a weekend with a Rolls-Royce Ghost 
was – for me at least – a pain in the arse

WIDE 
BERTH
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FORGIVE ME FOR NOT BEING AS EXCITED AS THE i-THINGY BRIGADE ABOUT
APPLE SPREADING ITS APP-HAPPY WINGS TO DEVELOP A CAR.

HagonToby
BITING THE APPLE

Fast learners
From the outside, Apple
appears to be playing it smart 
when it comes to developing 
its top-secret car. The
California-based company
has been hiring experts
from across the automotive 
industry – including some
engineers from Holden – to 
at least shortcut some of the 
lessons learnt from more than 
100 years of car-making. And, 
as with everyone at Apple,
secrecy appears paramount to 
their future employment; it’s 
understood part of the deal is 
not to talk to anyone outside 
the company about what
they’re up to.

CORE 
VALUES

If all the rumours are true – and there’s plenty 
of evidence and innuendo to suggest that the 
i-smoke must eventually lead to fire – the world’s 
second-largest tech company will be hoping to do 
to transport what it has done to the music and 
phone industries.

It’s a big call. But while Apple doesn’t always 
nail the bullseye first time around, it usually gets 
close to the target once lessons are learnt. The 
iPod, iPhone and iPad are perfect examples.

Apple is not alone in wanting to tackle 

cars. Google is also hoping to shape transport, 
predominantly by sidestepping the driver with 
robots, though it remains to be seen if they’ll 
do what they’re told. The Google car’s much-
publicised crash earlier this year was evidence of 
the challenges ahead, especially when it comes 
to dealing with human drivers who won’t always 
behave like a computer. As a result, the company 
said it would make “refinements to our software”, 
something we suspect will be happening for 
decades to come.

Apple and Google have shaped our tech worlds. 
But each has made plenty of mistakes, and in 
Google’s case the list of failures is longer than the 
very short list of (admittedly very big) successes. 
Google Glass anyone? 

Cars are also a lot more complex and 
demanding than a search engine, and they 
have to last much longer than an iPhone or 
MacBook. They need to withstand a crash, and 
protect you in the process, and be easy to repair 
afterwards. They need to be able to cope with 
wind, rain, snow and sun, and they need to work 
within a second of start-up across a 100-degree 
temperature range. 

They also need to work faultlessly 
the minute you drive them out of the 
dealership. This alone will require 
the tech giants to develop their four-
wheeled products in a very different 
way to their usual i-fare. 

As with its rivals, Apple often rushes things 
to market then works on fixing the issues once 
they’re in consumer hands. Remember the 
teething problems with Apple Maps? You can’t 
do that with cars. You can’t use consumers to 
help develop air-con or entertainment systems, 
let alone the braking or crash-avoidance systems.

History suggests, though, that Apple won’t 
have issues finding buyers. There are millions of 
fanbois around the world eager to buy anything 
with the Apple logo. But there’s a big difference 

between having a new phone or watch or iPad go 
on the fritz for a minute or two, and a car doing 
100km/h on a freeway. 

Apple often rushes things to market then works 
on fi xing the issues. You can’t do that with cars

42 wheelsmag.com.au



VALVOLINE SYNPOWER 
flows faster to all parts of the engine 
for the power man instinctively craves.

Apple, the Apple logo, and iTunes are trademarks of 
Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. 
iTunes is for legal or rightholder-authorized copying 
only. Don’t steal music.
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Last of the breed delivers 
a knockout blow

Ford 
Falcon

XR6 Sprint
IT’S an undeniably sad 
time, this look at the 
last new (and thankfully 

wild) iteration of the 
Australian-made Ford Falcon 

breed, which disappears in 
October after a rich history dating 
back 56 years.  

But how good it is that Ford has 
tried really hard to make the farewell 
model one to remember.

Straight sixes and bent eights have 
been the staple of Ford Australia 
local manufacturing, and big in the 
motoring lives of many of us, so it’s 
fitting that the Blue Oval has created 
standout examples in the Falcon XR6 
Sprint and XR8 Sprint. 

With help and inspiration from the 
recently redundant Ford Performance 
Vehicles ll and

passionate engineering team set out to 
produce among the most powerful V8 
and turbo units ever from the 5.0-litre 
Miami and 4.0-litre Barra engines.

There was also the understanding 
that having a mountain of grunt is 
futile if it can’t put it on the deck. 
There’s a lot of urge to control. 

The supercharged 5.0-litre V8 
produces 345kW at 5750rpm, with a 
maximum 575Nm from 2750rpm. The 
XR6 Sprint’s 4.0-litre turbo six revs out 
a further 250rpm to a peak of 325kW 
at 6000rpm, while torque – 1Nm more 
than the V8 – is ladled out over a more 
agreeable rev spread, pretty much 
from 2220-6250rpm. There’s also the 
promise of temporary overboost, 
which lasts for 10 seconds in every 
gear, upping outputs significantly (an 
extra 35kW and 74Nm .

Model
Engine 

Max power
Max torque

Transmission
Weight

0-100km/h
Economy

Price
On sale

Ford Falcon XR6 Sprint
3984cc 6cyl, dohc, 24v, turbo
325kW @ 6000rpm
576Nm @ 2750rpm
6-speed automatic
1818kg 
4.5sec (estimated)
12.8L/100km
$54,990
Sold out

FIRST
AUSSIE
DRIVE
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Choosing between the V8 and
turbo six would be tough. The
feeling is the XR6 Sprint would be
a mite faster on a track, although
on the road there’s no great
difference dynamically. A brief
drive of the manual XR8 Sprint
confirmed that the auto variant
would be way more liveable,
especially in metro motoring.

With launch control, there’s a
disconcerting hesitation before
the Pirellis bite and gallop as the
turbo six gets rather frenzied.
With the subdued exhaust finally
bellowing, and crackling on
over-run, it’s a jet-fighter surge
towards the horizon.

Both the V8 and six nail the
0-100km/h sprint somewhere
between 4.5 and 4.8 seconds.
“Somewhere” is the best we can
suggest; the Ford guys don’t want
to be pinned to a number, and we
struggled to find a flat, straight
piece of road on the drive program
to get valid times.

Ford’s team is complimentary
about the role the 35-series,
19-inch Pirelli rubber played
in making the rollicking Sprint
pair so manageable under heavy
acceleration. The 245 fronts and
265 rears help tame the wild

horses, giving the Sprints the
lateral and power-down grip the
development team targeted. Yes,
the tyres are noisy on coarse
surfaces but we can pretty much
guarantee no owner will mind.

Ride quality is nothing short of
dazzling, devoid of any jarring or
loss of body control over bumps,
and unflappable in corners.

But the ZF six-speed auto
is showing its age; it needs
paddle shifts and auto-blipping
on downchanges. In today’s
world, it can’t match dual-clutch
gearboxes, which are both faster
and more fuel efficient.

The brakes are inherited from
the GT-F and are up to any job.
The pedal feel is brilliant and the
stopping performance impressive.

The XR6 Sprint weighs in at
1818kg, or 64 kilos less than
the auto version of the V8. The
turbo six is the only Ford engine
anywhere using a carbonfibre air
intake, which is paper-thin yet

super-strong, providing valuable
space in a crowded engine bay.

Styling of the Sprint XRs brings
a rare subtlety to the genre.
They’re so pleasantly understated
that Ford worried the heartland
Cashed Up Bogans mightn’t go for
them. Wrong. They bowled over
dealers in an indecent stampede.

Externally, the Sprint models
are differentiated by black
headlamp bezels, small black rear
deck spoilers, new front fog-lamp
surrounds, 19-inch black wheels
and gold Brembo calipers.

The XR8 Sprint also has a
distinctive black-painted roof
and black wing mirrors. The six
gets a hockey-stick decal on its
haunches; the eight wears an
island outline.

Importantly for collectors of
limited editions, each XR bears
numbered build plates on the
front of their engines.

While the XR6 Sprint is an
unbridled sports sedan, it isn’t

PLUS & 
MINUS Brutal acceleration and effortless torque; standout ride and handlingFamily sedan and taxi genes impossible to hide; driving position

It delivers a jet-fighter 
surge to the horizon

without its luxury touches.
The cabin makes a statement 

with its dark yet not-quite-sinister 
charcoal leather seats with suede 
splashes. The sports seats from 
the regular XR (not the excellent 
FPV GT-P seats we were hoping 
for) get trim and stitching changes 
for the Sprint, and some power 
adjustment. The seats are nicely 
shaped for the tush but are too 
high for an ideal relationship with 
the steering wheel, and the torso 
is not restrained enough by the 
seat backs during fast motoring.

Both Sprints get Ford’s interior 
Command Centre, meaning 
excellent and simple connectivity 
with SYNC2 voice control and 
an 8.0-inch colour touchscreen 
we know from other Fords. The 
audio is AM/FM/digital+ with a 
quaint single slot for CD. Dual-
zone climate control is standard 
and, lest you forget what you’ve 
bought, the Sprint logo is 
scattered liberally around the car.

Now the bad news. If you want 
to own an XR6 Sprint you’re just 
too darn late. All were snapped 
up before the on-sale date. Same 
with the XR8 Sprint auto; only a 
handful of V8 manuals are left.

PETER McKAY
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Not so great divide
WHAT is it about the love 
affair Australians have 
for V8s? Historically Ford 
enthusiasts have favoured 
the bent-eight over a 
turbo six, influencing 
the build allocations for 
the XR8 Sprint and XR6 
Sprint. The decision to 
build 850 Sprint XR8s 
(with 100 of those for New 
Zealand) and only 550 
XR6s (50 for the Kiwis) 
reflects those traditional 
leanings.  But with this 
swansong Falcon, Ford 
senses the two engine 
types are nowhere near as 
polarising. Some buyers, 
torn between the two, 
signed up for one of each.

Chrysler 300 
SRT Core
$65,000
Serious Detroit 6.4-litre V8 muscle 
accompanied by Chicago gangsta 
attitude, with 350kW and 637Nm 
to keep the rear tyres turning and 
burning via a slick eight-speed auto.

Holden Commodore 
SS-V Redline
$56,690
New LS3 6.2-litre V8 roars like a 
Lion king should. Top-spec brute is 
the most driver-focused hot rod in 
the Holden menagerie. With 304kW 
and 570Nm under foot, the local GM 
product is not leaving unnoticed.

OR TRY
THESE...

ZERO TOLERENCE SMASH AND GRAB GOING FOR GOLD

The bunch of unreconstructed 
enthusiasts among the 
Blue Oval boffins grabbed a 
turbocharger and injectors from 
the dusty FPV parts bin and 
added a big intercooler

Brakes are vented discs all round 
(355mm fronts; 330mm rears) 
with Brembo fixed aluminium 
calipers (six-pot fronts; four-pot 
rears) painted a semi-gloss gold. 
Red calipers are so yesterday...

Both XR Sprints were developed 
around new Pirelli P-Zero tyres 
that were chosen over the 
Dunlop Sport Maxx tyres used 
on previous performance models 
such as GT-F and R-Spec
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Local development sees all-new Spark light up its segment

Holden Spark
A QUESTION started to 

form in my mind as we 
were pushing the all-new 
Holden Spark around a 

challenging, hilly section 
coiled over one corner of 

Holden’s vast Lang Lang proving 
ground. When was the last time 
a model went from worst-in-class 
to the segment’s best, in the 
space of just one generation? 

It’s too early to say for sure 
if that’s the case for Holden’s 
new microcar, but there’s no 
doubting that the improvements 
the Spark delivers over its 
utterly unloveable and woefully 
underdone predecessor are vast. 

The outgoing model saw no 
local involvement from Holden, 
and it showed. This one, built 
on a new global platform that 
brings both a longer wheelbase 
and wider track, has seen that 
situation reversed. Holden’s 
engineers were involved from the 
first phases of development and 
were able to specify a number 

of key component sets, as well 
as develop the damper tune, 
steering calibration and ESC 
characteristics for Australia. After 
a day of driving the little Spark 
hard at both Lang Lang and on 
surrounding roads, the dynamic 
benefits brought by Holden’s 
involvement feel significant.  

The car was designed in Korea 
under the direction of Australian 
Mike Simcoe. It is about 40mm 
lower than its predecessor 
and has less front overhang, 
yet manages the trick of being 
roomier inside, partly thanks to 
the larger platform, and partly due 
to a lower hip point and smarter 
interior packaging. 

Under that stubby bonnet sits 
an all-new 1.4-litre four. It’s an 
all-aluminium construction with 
variable valve timing and port 
injection, making peak power of 
73kW at 6200rpm, and redlined 
at 6500rpm. Max torque is 128Nm 
(auto) or 124Nm (manual) at 
4400rpm, so it does need revs, but 

shortish gearing means it doesn’t 
feel gutless. Throttle tip-in is eager 
but intuitive, the delivery pretty 
linear, and the top-end, while not 
exactly creamy-sweet, is neither 
harsh nor horrible. 

In the base car, the new 1.4 is 
mated to a five-speed manual 
with a super-light clutch pedal 
and feathery, though slightly 
floppy shift action. But the bulk 
of buyers – that’s mainly females 
aged between 20 and 29, if you 
haven’t already figured it out – 
will opt for the CVT. It’s actually 
a decent auto, with defined ratio 
steps to avoid excessive engine 
droning or rev flaring.  

So the powertrain is good, 
but the dynamics are even more 
impressive. The steering has a 
nice, confident on-centre feel and 
a natural, linear flow on turn-in. 
Work was done to add weight as 
lock is increased, but it’s still light. 

Grip levels are modest from 
the eco-biased Continental tyres, 
but chassis balance compensates. 

There’s a lively responsiveness 
and throttle adjustability that 
lifts Spark above the often one-
dimensional dross that can 
inhabit this end of the forecourt. 
Subtle throttle lifts bring the bum 
into play and quell any sense of 
pushy nose-heaviness. Rebound 
control is a highlight, with big 
heaves and undulations soaked 
up with a level of composure you 
don’t normally find at this level. 

Spark drives with a level of 
verve and engagement that 
was nowhere to be found in 
its predecessor. It also packs a 
showroom funk factor and the 
Millennium-generation must-
haves in terms of connectivity. 
Only the pricing side of the 
equation looms as a potential 
issue (see sidebar). 

In the meantime, it’s just 
pleasing that Holden’s local 
engineering team have managed 
to deliver a Spark you no longer 
want to set fire to.  

ASH WESTERMAN

FIRST
AUSSIE
DRIVE

PLUS & 
MINUS Composed, engaging dynamics; willing powertrain; connectivityAmbitious pricing pushes top-spec LT to class above; lack of torque

Mode
Engin

Max powe
Max torqu

Transmissio
Weigh

0-100km/
Economy

Pric
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Holden Spark LS
1399cc 4cyl, dohc, 16v
73kW @ 6200rpm
128Nm @ 4400rpm
CVT automatic
990kg
12.0sec (estimated)
5.5L/100km
$15,690
Now

01
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Suzuki Celerio CVT 
$13,990
Engaging, well-sorted chassis and 
likeable three-pot, but gives away 
400cc and 23kW/38Nm. Also lacks 
Spark’s smartphone connectivity, 
but counters with super-sharp 
driveaway pricing. 

Nissan Micra ST auto
$15,290
Getting long in the tooth, though its 
revvy 1.2-litre triple is no bad thing. 
Feels tinny and unrefined compared 
to Spark and is comprehensively 
out-performed by it for on-road 
sparkle, connectivity and equipment.

ADVANCE FROM THE REAR HOW IT ROLLS TOP OF THE TREE

03

OR TRY
THESE...

Money’s too tight
At this most dollar-
sensitive end of the 
market, Holden thinks the 
Spark can justify what is 
fairly premium pricing. 
The base manual looks 
okay at $13,990, but the 
majority of buyers will 
want the auto, which 
at $15,690 is suddenly 
closing in on a $17K 
driveaway tag. Move up 
to the auto-only LT and 
you’re at $18,990 plus 
on-roads, which is in 
the thick of class-above 
action from the likes of 
Mazda 2, Toyota Yaris and 
Suzuki Swift. No doubt 

ket’s reaction will 
ne how resolutely 
sticks with this 
strategy, and we’d 
driveaway deals 
l sharpen things 
later in the year.
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Top-spec LT gets 15-inch alloys 
shod with 185/55 R15 tyres; 
base LS gets by on 14-inch 
steelies wearing 165/65R14s. 
Rear brakes are drums – normal 
at this level – but light kerb 
weight means Spark has no 
stopping issues.

LT spec adds funkier dash 
inserts, leather-look seat trim, 
leather-wrapped wheel, keyless 
entry, reversing camera, cruise 
control and standard CVT auto. 
Seven-inch touchscreen with 
Apple CarPlay and Android Auto 
standard on both Spark models.

Spark’s rear doorhandles are 
semi-concealed to create a three-
door illusion, and open to a rear 
compartment that sits occupants 
quite upright on a short bench, 
but with reasonable legroom and 
ample head/foot room for adults. 

02
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Much-needed visual lift for Subaru’s staple

Subaru Forester
A LOT has happened since

the Subaru Forester won
the Wheels SUV Megatest.
A nine-car brawl between
an armada of rivals

– including Mazda CX-5, Ford
Kuga and Honda CR-V – saw the

Subaru come out as the best dirty
weekender. That was August 2014.

Over the intervening 18 months,
Forester has faced increasingly
stiff competition from younger,
prettier rivals as the medium SUV
market has become the bloodiest
battle in local showrooms.

For the same $29,990 kick-off,
the 2016 Forester has been given a
fresh set of bumpers, a new grille,
LED running lights in trick new
headlamps, and LED rear lights.
From a distance, you’ll be hard-
pressed to spot the changes but
they’re definitely an improvement.

The $39,490 2.5i-S version we’re
driving here is the mid-point
of the range, and is expected to
make up more than half of all
sales. In terms of extra fruit over

FIRST 
AUSSIE  
DRIVE

the existing model, the i-S gets 
cornering headlights as well as 
fresh 18-inch alloy wheel patterns 
designed to work with a new 
engine cover to improve aero. 

EyeSight, Subaru’s camera-
based safety technology, has 
had its skillset broadened and is 
standard on the CVT 2.5i-S. It now 
includes sway warning and anti-
fatigue functions in addition to 
autonomous emergency braking 
and radar cruise control.  

There’s also a suite of minor 
changes aimed at reducing NVH, 
including thicker door glass and 
door rubbers, as well as revised, 
locally tuned suspension (with 
torque vectoring on XT Premium).

On the road, the electric 
steering system’s ratio has been 
changed from 15.5:1 to a quicker 
14.0:1, meaning fewer inputs when 
cornering. In fact, on the wet and 
occasionally winding limestone 
roads of South Australia on which 
we briefly tested the new Forester, 
the steering demonstrated its

precision and effective
The MY16 Forester’s

set-up allows it to stor
battalion of dips, ruts, crevices
and massive holes without the 
need for any additional driver 
input as its composure and 
excellent ride absorb the drama 
beneath with supreme efficiency.

On smoother stuff, Forester’s 
compliant ride is effortlessly 
comfortable, though Subaru’s 
claimed improvements to noise,
vibration and harshness were 
difficult to gauge on our rugged 
test route. The heavy rain made an
awful racket, though we can say
the strong 126kW 2.5-litre boxer
feels smooth, and makes itself 
heard only when given a gutful. 

Is it chalk and cheese between
the MY16 Forester and its 
predecessor? Hardly. Yet 
Subaru’s collective changes 
have made what was already a 
capable, high-quality SUV even 
more convincing. 

DAMION SMY

Starting to look its age, despite the updates; no 2.5-litre manual PLUS & 
MINUS

Well-mannered in town; smooth, efficient engines; all-round ability

Model
Engine 

Max power
Max torque

Transmission
Kerb weight

0-100km/h
Economy

Price
On sale

Subaru Forester 2.5i-S
2498cc flat 4, dohc, 16v 
126kW @ 5800rpm 
235Nm @ 4100rpm 
CVT automatic
1568kg
9.9sec (claimed)
8.1L/100km 
$39,490
Now

Clear vision
Subaru’s EyeSight is its 
camera-based system that 
enables active cruise control, 
auto braking functions, and 
more. For the first time, 
though, it’s now available 
with a diesel engine. The 
only Subarus that still 
don’t offer EyeSight are the 
manual-equipped models 
because it’s the electronic 
brains controlling the CVT 
that tie everything together. 
The diesel manual and base 
2.0-litre account for just four 
percent of Forester sales. 

e
e weighting.
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More of the same for genre-setting SUV

Toyota RAV4
LIKE a black hole forever

sucking in buyers of
sedans and wagons,
the medium SUV is an
insatiable beast.
At its heart sits the

Toyota RAV4 – the first of the
breed 22 years ago, spawner of
scores of imitators since, and a
key player in the plummeting
fortunes of the homegrown
Commodore and Falcon. This is
what Australia’s modern family
car looks like.

However, a quarter of a million
units on, things aren’t all peachy
for the pioneering crossover.
Today’s 40-series, launched in
2013, has been overshadowed by
the (older) Mazda CX-5, making it
seem tired and old hat.

In conspicuously atypical
response, Toyota has ushered in a
bigger-than-usual midlife facelift,
consisting of an appealingly
fresh nose, tail tuck and welcome
interior improvements, building
on existing plusses of space,

FIRST 
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packaging, and practicality.
These include classier 

instrumentation, an updated
central screen, better storage and
a rear-seat 12V outlet. But where
are the back-row air vents?

While the rear-seat backrest
reclining (and folding) 
mechanism remains a top idea,
the lack of a remote release lever
from the capacious cargo area
is a hassle – right alongside an
infuriatingly fiddly parcel shelf.

At least the senses aren’t being
so badly assaulted as before,
thanks to a raft of changes that
are invisible to the eye but easier
on the ears and backsides.

For starters, there’s more 
sound-deadening, cutting down 
excessive mechanical and tyre 
noise. In the flagship Cruiser 
AWD tested here, everything feels 
newly muffled... until the smooth 
roads run out. 

Toyota says a more rigid rear 
bodyshell and revised spring and 
damper tunes make for better 

stability and ride yet, while th
RAV4’s faithful handling and
composed cornering capabilities
remain, the Cruiser’s steering
is dispiritingly inconsistent.
Measured and linear at highway
speeds, at lower ones it is totally
devoid of connection and feel.

Even more frustrating is a
lack of ride suppleness (at least
with these Dunlop GrandTrek
18-inch tyres), with the struts and
wishbone suspension jolting and
jarring tiresomely over rougher
surfaces. More finesse is needed.

The 2.5’s performance is
eager at low speeds, aided by
the effortless smoothness of its
six-speed automatic. Only when 
extended to the red does the 
engine sound too vocal.

Ultimately, this 2016 update, 
while easier on the eye and ear, 
leaves other senses wanting. But 
with the right badge and image, 
most buyers will dive into the 
RAV4 vortex regardless. 

BYRON MATHIOUDAKIS

Dull steering; bumpy ride; no rear air vents; scattered switchgear PLUS & 
MINUS

Perky and punchy; ease

Model
Engine 

Max power
Max torque

Transmission
Kerb weight

0-100km/h
Economy

Price
On sale

Toyota RAV4 Cruiser AWD
2494cc 4cyl, dohc, 16v
132kW @ 6000rpm
233Nm @ 4100rpm
6-speed automatic
1600kg
9.9sec (tested)
8.5L/100km
$44,490
Now

RAV’s four-pot choices
All front-wheel-drive
RAV4s are powered by a
107kW/187Nm 2.0-litre linked 
to a six-speed manual (from 
$27,990 GX) or seven-step 
CVT (for an extra $2000). The 
all-wheel-drive versions use 
either a 132kW/233Nm
2.5-litre petrol (from 
$32,990 for GX auto) or a 
110kW/340Nm 2.2-litre 
turbo-diesel (GX manual 
from $35,990). Both AWD 
engine types switch to a six-
speed torque-converter auto.
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Devastatingly dapper carry-all makes a striking entrance

Skoda Superb
EUROPEANS love wagons, 

and so do motoring 
journalists. Combining 
SUV-beating space with 

the manoeuvrability of 
a low centre-of-gravity and 

the dexterity of an elegantly sized 
body, you’d think choosing a 
wagon would be a no-brainer. But 
that isn’t how it works in real life.

Skoda buyers, on the other 
hand, have sporty wagons in 
their DNA. Biggest-selling variant 
in Skoda’s Aussie line-up is the 
Octavia RS wagon, so it wisely 
paid close attention to this when 
decking out its new Superb range.

Indeed, our ‘base’ Superb 
scores the Octavia RS’s excellent 
162kW/350Nm 2.0-litre turbo-
petrol four (also shared with 
VW’s Golf GTI) while the Skoda 
flagship nabs the Golf R’s 206kW 
engine and all-wheel-drive 
system. Both drivetrains also 
feature in the VW Passat in 
Europe, yet they’re conspicuously 
absent here, giving the Superb a 

leg-up over its German relative if 
you value performance. And while 
Superb’s 140kW/400Nm 2.0-litre 
turbo-diesel might seem familiar 
(priced $2K cheaper than its VW 
equivalent), its loping nature and 
improved refinement suit the 
more laid-back Skoda better than 
in the sportier Volksy.

Like the smaller Octavia, 
the Superb occupies a unique 
position in the VW Group empire, 
sitting between an Audi A4 and 
A6 in size while out-measuring 
the Passat for everything bar 
track width. The result is a classy, 
cavernous carry-all that grabs the 
Superb’s reputation for space and 
runs with it.

The $39,990 Superb 162 TSI 
will hit 100km/h in just 7.0sec, 
which is bang on what a 210kW 
V6 Commodore can manage, yet it 
drinks just 6.4L/100km. It’s sweet 
to drive, too, with a subtly raspy 
engine note and a big wad of load-
lugging torque (the same 350Nm 
as the 206kW version).

Jump to the Superb 4x4 on 
19-inch wheels and the words 
“cut-price Audi Avant quattro” 
spring to mind. Given the 4x4 
model’s extra 110kg, the primo 
Superb’s claimed 0-100 time 
of 5.8sec is bolstered by its 
off-the-line purchase, but it 
feels respectably agile on really 
tight roads, especially when 
kicking drive to the rear exiting 
hairpins. And the uprated 
engine’s throaty chubbiness 
proves particularly satisfying 
between 4000 and 6000rpm.

The Superb doesn’t overwhelm 
you with its hard-driven chassis 
poise like a Passat does. While 
it has the muscle its VW cousin 
lacks, the Czech limousine clearly 
favours interstate effortlessness 
over ultimate amusement. 

Adaptive dampers are optional 
– packaged in a $3400-$4700 Tech 
pack with premium audio and 
safety electronics – and welcome 
if your driving enthusiasm covers 
freeway blasting and back-road 

carving. But even then, the 
Superb is more about confident 
composure than anything else.

And that’s where the Superb 
truly excels. With more room 
than most people would know 
what to do with, it somehow 
manages to shrink around its 
driver, which must in some way 
be related to its excellent vision. 

Hammering a 4x4 wagon 
on some great roads, riding 
on supportive yet fairly high-
mounted seats, this new Skoda 
struck a chord with me.

Elevated enough for a clear view 
in all directions, yet close enough 
to the road to feel connected to 
the experience, the Superb treads 
a rare path in offering the best of 
both worlds – car and SUV.

With a lengthy equipment list 
and an abundance of practical 
storage ideas, the suave yet 
subtly quirky Superb may be 
the blueprint for what an Aussie 
sedan and wagon should be.

NATHAN PONCHARD
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PLUS & 
MINUS Elegant styling; sweet petrols; space; quality; refinement; ride; solidityNot as sporty as a Passat; adaptive dampers part of a pricey option pack

Mode
Engine

Max power
Max torque

Transmission
Weigh

0-100km/h
Economy

Price
On sale
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Skoda Superb 206 TSI 4x4
1984cc 4cyl, dohc, 16v, turbo
206kW @ 6500rpm
350Nm @ 1700-5600rpm
6-speed dual-clutch
1573kg
5.8sec (claimed)
7.3L/100km
$50,990
Now
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LOST IN SPACE BODY SCULPTING KITTY GLITTER

Holden Calais V
$47,990–$55,990
Superb’s only real rival when it 
comes to space, though the rear-
drive Calais is a bigger car on the 
outside, with the unique option of 
a 304kW V8. But the Skoda easily 
wins the efficiency battle and it has a 
larger boot than Calais sedan.

Mazda 6 Atenza
$45,390
An obvious target for Skoda’s 
marketers, despite its lack of a 
genuine performance engine or 
AWD. The Mazda 6’s saving grace is 
the strength of its diesel drivetrain. 
And its reliability and resale. In the 
space race, it’s no match for Superb.

OR TRY
THESE...
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01
Business class
HAVING space to burn is 
one thing; knowing what 
to do with it is entirely 
another. And the Superb 
is a fine example. Its 
available storage and 
equipment surprises 
include umbrellas in each 
front door, a smartphone/
tablet mount in the rear 
centre armrest, tablet 
mounts behind both 
front headrests, and 
a tablet slot under the 
front-centre armrest. 
Rear-seat occupants score 
individual climate control 
and the option of electric 
control of the front 
passenger seat (part of the 
Comfort pack). Hire-car 
operators will love it.

030201
Proportion is everything, and 
the B8 Superb definitely has 
it. Wider than the old B6 (by 
47mm), it’s also 28mm longer 
but its wheelbase has grown by 
80mm to a whopping 2841mm. 
And for once the sedan wins 
the beauty pageant, thanks to 
its elegant C-pillar treatment.

Superb 4x4 gets the ‘Image’ 
option pack standard (19s, keyless 
entry/start, driving modes, LED 
ambient lighting, wheel paddles, 
sports suspension) but you can 
add Tech pack (full safety-assist 
suite, adaptive dampers, hands-
free tailgate, 12-speaker Canton 
audio – $3400) and Comfort pack 
(perforated leather, front seat 
cooling, heated rear seat – $1500).

With the ‘Modular Transverse 
Matrix’ (MQB) platform stretched 
well beyond Passat, the Superb 
offers cavernous levels of space, 
particularly in the rear seat and 
boot. Even the liftback-equipped 
sedan swallows 625L of cargo, 
whereas the $1700-dearer wagon 
extends that to 660L below its 
retractable luggage cover.

i
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Value package
The extra $1300 to jump from 
the Passat 140TDI wagon to 
the Alltrack seems good value 
based on getting all-wheel 
drive alone. VW has kept the 
Alltrack equipment set-up 
simple with a one-model 
line-up, the only options being 
metallic/pearl-effect paint 
($700) or a Luxury Pack ($3500) 
that adds LED headlights 
with integrated DRLs, semi-
auto parking, ambient cabin 
lighting, electric folding
mirrors, panoramic sunroof

d h ill t i

Even in the dirt, there’s still plenty of polish

VW Passat Alltrack
SUBARU’S Liberty-on-stilts,

the Outback, has
been kicking up dust
successfully on the high-
riding wagon trail for

two decades, yet despite
Volvo following soon after

with the XC70, there’s been only
an incremental expansion of the
breed since. Volkswagen didn’t
come around to the idea until 2011
with the Alltrack, while retaining
the top-selling Passat namplate.

Now we have the second
Alltrack iteration, applying the
same formula of rugged looks
and light off-roading ability to the
latest, eighth-generation Passat.

Exterior changes include the
front scuff plate, matte-black body
trim, extended sills, roof rails,
exclusive 18-inch Kalamata alloys
and raised ground clearance (up
28mm to 174mm).

There is increased underbody
protection, and the Alltrack is the
only Passat offered with 4Motion
all-wheel drive, a predominantly
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front-drive system that increases 
drive to the rear as required via 
a fast-acting electro-mechanical 
multi-plate clutch. It’s certainly 
effective on dust trails and loose 
surfaces, equipping the Alltrack 
with strong traction when you 
floor the throttle. 

With that higher ride height, a 
2200kg braked towing capacity and 
an Off-Road mode that recalibrates 
throttle response and electronic 
nannies while also introducing 
hill-descent control, this Passat is 
match-fit for country Australia.

A little tyre noise on coarse-
chip surfaces aside, there is 
excellent cabin refinement and no 
unwelcome diesel clatter from the 
2.0-litre TDI four (familiar from the 
regular Passat). 

The Alltrack’s extra 107kg mass, 
a result of heavier underpinnings 
and extra bodywork, decreases fuel 
efficiency and speed slightly. More 
noticeable is the greater lethargy at 
low revs – not even eradicated by 
selecting Sport mode – before the 

turbo spools up to present a 
mid-range to match the Alltrack’s 
beefy aesthetics. 

While a Passat 132TSI sedan 
could almost be called agile in 
comparison, the Alltrack remains 
decently poised, despite some 
bodyroll, while maintaining the 
Passat’s reputation for excellent 
bump-blotting ride quality.

The all-wheel drive set-up robs 
the Alltrack of just 11 litres of 
cargo capacity and its status as 
a classically practical wagon is 
guaranteed by a 639-litre boot that 
can be extended to 1769 litres by 
folding the 40/20/40-split rear seat.

A $49,290 starting price means
there is a mere $1300 p
over the 140TDI wago
the good-value approa
the overall range. And
importantly, even in th
dirt the Alltrack retai
the polish we’ve come
to expect from the
Passat nameplate.

         JEZ SPINK

Low-rev lag; DSG still not the smoothest; increased weight hurts PLUS & 
MINUS

Loose-surface traction; ride; steering; classy and practical interior; value

Model
Engine 

Max power
Max torque

Transmission
Weight

0-100km/h
Economy

Price
On sale

Volkswagen Passat Alltrack
1968cc 4cyl, dohc, 16v, TD
140kW @ 3500-4000rpm
400Nm @ 1750-3000rpm
6-speed dual-clutch
1671kg
8.0sec (claimed)
5.4L/100km
$49,290
Now

and a chrome grille strip.premium
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Almost unbearably cute and unfeasibly small

Fiat 500
ADMITTING a love for the

Fiat 500 is like harbouring
a secret passion for the
music of Taylor Swift;
as inexplicable as it is

irresistible.
The Fiat, which has just been

facelifted (or software-updated) is
too small to be useful, so lacking
in power you feel you’re slipping
into stasis going up hills, and
almost intentionally cute and
cuddly, which should be a sin in
car design.

But the styling – particularly in
high-spec versions with patterned
leather seats offsetting cool ivory
steering wheel and accessories –
makes sense when 80 percent of
500 buyers in Oz are women.

These are all reasons that a
man might find it hard to own up
to just how charming the new Fiat
500 is once you climb inside. We
extensively tested the retractable-
roofed 500C in Lounge spec
and found it not only strangely
involving and smile-tweaking to
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drive, thanks in large part to the
short-shifting dash-top manual
gearbox, but huge fun.

Yes, it is effectively the
pocket square of cars, but its
tiny dimensions make it pointy
to steer, easy to park (despite
having a turning circle that is,
inexplicably, larger than John
Goodman’s) and close to the
perfect city car – as long as you
don’t intend to carry more than
one friend at a time because the
back seats seem like a trick done
with mirrors.

However, the front seats are
comfortable enough and you’re
now faced with an all-new
Uconnect infotainment system,
which replaces the pre-iPad-tech
buyers previously had to put up
with. It’s a huge leap forward in
its slickness, useability and looks.

While headroom is adequate,
the tiny nature of the car can
be bothersome in other ways.
Presumably in keeping with the
overall look and feel, the

accelerator pedal is the size of a
Paddle Pop stick and your right
foot can fall off. Your left foot,
meanwhile, will struggle to find
any comfort in the foot rest, which
feels like an afterthought.

There is also an overwhelming
sensation that your seating
position is not so much suited to
driving a car as playing an organ
in a church.

If you’re not vigilant about
always being in the right gear, you
can attempt traffic manoeuvres
on rising stretches of road and
find that you don’t have the power
to make them, yet most of the
time the car feels zippy and zesty,
despite having just 74kW and
131Nm in our 1.4-litre version.

The $20K-plus asking price
for a car this tiddling seems
unreasonable considering it’s seen
very much as a ‘people’s car’ in
Italy. Still, that can’t take away
from its undeniable charm and its
fun and form factors.

STEPHEN CORBY

Price; awkward driving position; impractical in almost every way PLUS & 
MINUS

Style; interior feel and aura; manual gearbox; steering and handling

Model
Engine 

Max power
Max torque

Transmission
Kerb weight

0-100km/h
Economy

Price
On sale

Fiat 500 Lounge
1368cc 4cyl, dohc, 16v
74kW @ 6000rpm 
131Nm @ 4250rpm
6-speed manual
930kg
10.5sec (claimed)
6.1L/100km
$21,000
Now

Pop go the prices
As if the Lounge’s 1.4-litre 
engine (which replaces the 
previous 63kW/145Nm 0.9L 
turbo) isn’t slow enough, 
there’s still the even less 
powerful Pop, which 
features a 1.2-litre with an 
anaemic 51kW and 102Nm. 
It starts the regular 500 
range at $18,000, which is a 
hefty $2000 more than the 
outgoing (and largely similar) 
model. The Lounge rises to 
a lofty $21,000 and goes up 
to $25,000 for the Cabrio. 
Aside from the Uconnect 
upgrade, the higher prices 
are apparently justified by 
15-inch alloys replacing ugly 
hubcaps, and a styling tweak 
too small to take seriously. 
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Newfound driving maturity makes for a better four-door

Hyundai Elantra
IT MAY be Hyundai’s

biggest-selling model
globally, but the Elantra
is up against it in

Australia, where four-door
sedans are being steadily

usurped by SUVs.
On paper the sixth-generation

Elantra doesn’t look much; fuel
use has increased, the boot is
smaller and prices have edged up.

The reality is more appealing,
starting with a crisper design that
emphases the sloping roofline
rather than the boot.

The step from a 1.8- to a 2.0-litre
engine brings a modest increase
in outputs – 2kW and 12Nm – but
a more meaningful kick-along to
mid-range flexibility thanks to
an emphasis on accessing that
torque lower in the range. It’s a
noticeably more willing engine,
one that shifts the car nicely in
suburban driving, albeit with
fuel use up by 0.5L/100km for
the manual (to 7.1) and a modest
0.1L/100km (to 7.2) for the auto.

Open it up and the Elantra auto
nears 6000rpm before slurring
into second. Peak revs increase in
higher gears to the point where
you can eke a vocal 6500rpm out
of it, minus the thrashiness of
previous small Hyundai fours.

The six-speed auto (a six-speed
manual is standard on the entry
Active but was not available to
test) is not particularly clever in
on-off-throttle driving, constantly
wanting to change up rather than
hold a cog. Without a sports mode
or shift paddles, it limits your self-
control options to the gear lever.

Refinement has made a big
leap, eschewing the rawness of
the previous Elantra (and its i30
hatchback sibling) for a more
hushed in-cabin experience.

There’s a newfound maturity
to the dynamics, too. Put that
down to the stiffer chassis – use of
ultra-high-tensile steel has more
than doubled to push torsional
rigidity up some 30 percent –
and redesigned suspension,

which was extensively tuned in
Australia. It has better control,
yet there’s enough suppleness,
albeit with gentle body lean
when shifting direction.

The Hankook tyres – 16s on the
Active and 17s on the Elite – are
well suited to the car’s relaxed
nature, delivering respectable
grip but ultimately squealing at
punishment, while the steering
has a reassuring meatiness.

Inside, there’s a mass of
grained plastics and fake-metal
inlays for what is a bland look.
A more convincing silver streak
around the touchscreen adds a
dash of flair, as does the centre
stack that’s tilted to the driver.

It translates to great
functionality. The touchscreen
has logical menus, anchored
by five main menu buttons and
two audio knobs just below it.
The Apple CarPlay function
provides hands-free operation to
everything from maps and audio

to phone calls and messages.

There’s brilliant adjustability 
to the front seats, ensuring 
tall drivers are blessed with 
legroom. The rear loses points 
for headroom with that sweeping 
roof, and the middle seat is very 
narrow. But rear vents are a plus.

Equipment levels help offset 
modest price rises. The entry 
Active is $500 more at $21,490 
($23,790 for the auto) but gets 
alloys, 7.0-inch touchscreen, 
reversing camera, rear parking 
sensors, auto headlights and a 
full-size spare. Apple CarPlay is 
part of the deal, while Android 
Auto arrives as a software update 
late in the year.

The auto-only Elite ($26,490) 
throws in leather facings, auto 
wipers, smart key entry, dual-
zone climate and 17-inch alloys.

Discount deals have seen 
Hyundai achieve an enviable share 
of the small-car market. Elantra’s 
challenge is to repeat that success 
in a declining sedan segment.

TOBY HAGON
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PLUS &
MINUS Refined and relatively quiet; perky engine; plenty of space; decent valueBland interior; suspension boom; auto lacks sporty smarts; no AEB

Mode
Engin

Max powe
Max torqu

Transmissio
Weigh
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Hyundai Elantra Active
1999cc 4cyl, dohc, 16v
112kW @ 6200rpm
192Nm @ 4000rpm
6-speed automatic
1275kg
9.5sec (estimated)
7.2L/100km
$23,790
Now

02
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Share farming
Elantra is a two-model
range for now, but will
be joined by a rortier SR
model by the end of the
year. Featuring a multi-
link independent rear end,
as well as the solid 150kW 
1.6-litre direct-injection 
turbo engine from the 
Veloster coupe, the SR is 
aimed at “adding some 
sizzle” to the category, 
according to Hyundai 
Australia boss Scott Grant. 
Elantra SR’s hatch relative, 
– the i30 N – is expected to 
follow in 2017.

OR TRY
THESE...
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Elite variants come with a
‘smart’ boot release, which
senses when the key is nearby
and opens three seconds later.
The delay is to allow you to
walk behind the car without the
boot popping open.

The forthcoming hatchback
version of the AD Elantra (known
as i30) will depart from its sedan
sibling noticeably, particularly
its interior treatment featuring
a more Euro-appealing design.
Expect many mechanicals to be
shared, but a broader range.

Sixth-gen Elantra rides on the
same 2700mm wheelbase as the
model it replaces, though with a
a slightly narrower track.
Hyundai insists it’s an all-new
platform, also destined for i30.
The rakish body is 20mm longer,
25mm wider, and 5mm taller.

03

EXTRA DIMENSION TRUNK CALL INSIDE TIP

Mazda 3 sedan
$20,490–$37,040
Classy interior and capable dynamics 
make for a popular small car with an 
expansive model range, complete 
with affordable active safety options. 
Road noise still a minor blemish on 
an otherwise  accomplished drive.

Toyota Corolla sedan
$20,740–$30,990
Unique sedan body a much bigger 
proposition than the hatch. Decent 
equipment levels and a decent CVT 
auto team with generous rear seat 
space for Toyota’s top-seller.
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Stuttgart’s boulevard cruiser cops a youthful nip’n’tuck

Mercedes-Benz SL
RARELY has a car suited its 

location so perfectly. 
I’m standing atop 

a sunny Californian 
mountain, peering into 

the valley below while the 
4.7-litre V8 of a Mercedes-Benz 
SL500 ticks loudly as it cools 
behind me. Below are glimpses of 
a sinewy, hairpin-infested road, 
and the air is pierced by howling 
SL engines as other journos 
charge up the mountain. 

It takes a single glance to know 
the SL’s mid-life facelift has been 
a successful one. 

The old car’s styling divided 
opinion, especially around its 
beaky nose, but this refreshed 
look is much more pleasing. The 
new all-LED lights are thinner, 
the snout more cohesive and the 
bonnet is now strafed by a pair of 
bulges reminiscent of the iconic 
300SL Gullwing of 1955. It’s all 
rather handsome.

Aussie cars also get AMG body 
styling as standard, new wheels 

and interior trims, and boosted 
interior tech with the latest 
version of Comand Online and 
integration with Apple Carplay.

There are mechanical tweaks, 
too. Non-AMG models now feature 
a nine-speed auto, and can be 
optioned with Active Body Control 
suspension, which eliminates 
conventional sway bars via 
computer-controlled dampers. 
Likewise the same curve-tilting 
function from the S-Class Coupe, 
which leans the car into corners 
like a motorbike to offset bodyroll. 

There’s also more power. While 
the twin-turbo V8s in the SL500 
and AMG SL63 remain unchanged, 
Benz has wicked up the newer 
3.0-litre twin-turbo V6 in the 
entry-level SL400. It now produces 
270kW/500Nm thanks to extra 
boost and an ECU tune, and it’s 
an absolute peach. Sharp and 
responsive, it’s also satisfyingly 
quick and pushes the SL400 from 
0-100km/h in 4.9sec. 

The new nine-speed auto 

is smooth, though obviously 
calibrated more towards cruising 
than performance. Even with 
Sport+ selected on the now 
standard Dynamic Select dial, the 
torque-converter auto rolls into 
the next gear instead of slamming 
shifts home with conviction. 

Stepping into the 335kW/700Nm 
V8-powered SL500, which Benz 
says will make up half of SL sales, 
brings a welcome boost in grunt, 
but performance junkies will lust 
after the new SL63.

It scores the trick active 
suspension system as standard 
and the result is a car that 
instantly feels more focused. Its 
430kW/900Nm 5.5-litre V8 is more 
explosive, its front-end keener to 
turn in, and rear grip is enormous 
thanks to sticky rear 285/30R20 
Michelin Super Sports. 

Yet there’s still no escaping 
the SL’s colossal size. Peering 
down that enormous bonnet 
gives the impression two-thirds 
of the car is in front of you and, 

while the steering is fluid, it lacks 
connection to the road and front 
wheels. This makes it difficult 
to judge the SL’s trajectory and 
steering inputs when you really 
begin to push.

So a razor-sharp sports car 
the SL is not, but it remains an 
effortless performance cruiser 
and a rather great GT. The ride on 
large-diameter wheels and low-
profile rubber is deftly damped, 
the cabin is richly trimmed, and 
the car is astonishingly stiff. Roof 
up or down, every SL is free of flex 
and scuttle-shake. 

Inside is a new steering wheel 
and instrument cluster, but the 
small infotainment screen and 
button-heavy central stack are 
beginning to feel a little last-gen.

Better news is the price. Despite 
the extra equipment, Mercedes-
Benz has cut around 10 percent 
from the SL’s sticker. That’s up to 
$40K on some models, making the 
SL harder to overlook.

ALEX INWOOD
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OVERSEAS

DRIVE

PLUS & 
MINUS Engaging engines; improved styling and suspension tech; cheaperMore cruiser than apex hunter; dated interior; front axle lacks precision

Mode
Engin

Max powe
Max torqu

Transmissio
Weigh

0-100km/
Economy

Pric
On sal
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y
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Mercedes-Benz SL500
4663cc V8 (90º), dohc, 32v, twin-turbo
335kW @ 5250rpm
700Nm @ 1800-3500rpm
9-speed automatic 
1720kg
4.3sec (claimed)
9.0L/100km
$280,000 (estimated)
July
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BMW M6 Convertible
$308,600 
The rag-top M6 is the SL’s nearest 
competitor, at least in size, and it also 
boasts a twin-turbo V8, packing a 
potent 441kW/700Nm. It has rear 
seats, too, but the downside is it 
weighs a colossal 1980kg. 

Porsche 911 Carrera S 
Cabriolet
$274,300
Would destroy the SL on a winding 
road and you’d have more fun doing 
it. New 3.0-litre twin-turbo flat six 
is a cracker, but can’t quite match 
the effervescent top end and spine-
tingling howl of the atmo donk. Can’t 
match the SL for cruiser cred either.

OR TRY
THESE...

02

01

The king is dead
The head of the SL family, 
the 6.0-litre V12 SL65, 
is dead. Well, in Australia 
at least. Mercedes has 
cut the 463kW/1000Nm 
super-convertible due to 
low demand. The previous 
car cost $480,610 and only 
six were sold in the past 
four years. However, if 
you have an unbending 
will to own the updated 
SL65, which now hits 
100km/h in 4.0sec, there’s 
a silver lining. “It won’t 
be certified, but it’s not 
impossible to get one,” 
said a company insider. 

030201
New nine-speed auto fitted 
to non-AMG variants might 
carry two extra ratios than 
the transmission it replaces, 
but its dimensions are roughly 
the same, which helps with 
packaging, and it’s lighter.

SL is armed with the usual 
active safety and assist systems 
such as emergency autonomous 
braking, blind-spot detection and 
lane-keep assist. But there’s also 
a semi-autonomous Distronic 
system with Steering Pilot, and 
optional Parking Pilot that helps 
park the SL in tight spaces.

The SL’s folding metal hardtop 
can now be operated at speeds 
up to 40km/h, although you 
have to be stationary to begin 
the rather elaborate opening or 
closing ceremonies.

ROLLING CEREMONY MORE COGS, SAME SIZE SAFETY FIRST
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piece backrests are excellent,
but they block vision from
the rear, particularly the non-
height-adjustable passenger’s 
pew. Just 220 Trophys will be 
coming to Oz; 77 have landed 
since December and the rest 
are on their way. Uniquely 
in Trophy spec, matte ‘Frost 
White’ paint with a gloss-black 
roof (pictured) is optional.  

Harder, sharper and faster equals better

Renault Clio RS 220 Trophy
YOUNG person’s car. It’s

almost like a back-handed
statement from the Baby
Boomer generation,
bringing to mind an over-

stickered, heavily spoilered
thing they wouldn’t be seen

dead in, with a ride as brutal as the
hip-hop thumping out of it.

But what about a car that makes
you feel young?

A great hot hatch has that effect.
With enough snot to embarrass
the ‘big boys’ and enough handling
to dislodge retinas from eyeballs,
it’s amazing how a proper ‘on
rails’ experience can make you
feel young and cool again. Just like
being asked for ID...

While Renault’s current Clio
hottie hasn’t quite achieved the
cult following its manual-only
predecessors still enjoy, you’d
have to be desperately morose not
to have a good time in one. But
Renaultsport has a solution – the
harder, faster, stronger, pricier
$39,990 Clio RS 220 Trophy.

FIRST 
AUSSIE  
DRIVE

Its update list reads like a who’s 
who of go-fast enhancements. The 
suspension cops stiffer dampers 
with hydraulic bump stops and the 
ride height drops a little (20mm 
up front, 10mm rear) to make the 
Clio’s stance even tougher. A faster 
steering rack (with a drop in ratio 
from 14.5:1 to 13.2:1) reduces the 
turns lock-to-lock from 2.67 to 
2.41, while the Clio Cup’s 18-inch 
Radicale alloys score a diamond-
cut finish for the Trophy and 
Michelin Pilot Super Sport rubber 
(instead of Dunlop Sport Maxx).

Making the most of the Trophy’s 
match-fit chassis is a considerably 
enhanced drivetrain. Fresh 
engine mapping, a larger turbo, a 
redesigned intake system to reduce 
back pressure, and a revised 
exhaust system with ‘Euro 6’ 
catalytic converter nudges power 
to 162kW (up 15kW) and torque to 
260Nm (up 20Nm). A ‘torque boost’ 
function in fourth and fifth gears 
unleashes an additional 20Nm 
during full-throttle bursts,

and the dual-clutch ’b
has been injected wit
adrenalin for 30-perce
faster shifts.

The net worth is a
car, with an almost u
ride at low speeds, bu
tradition, it never cras

Hasten your pace a
Trophy comes together beautifully,
providing you’ve hit the
‘Renaultsport’ button between its 
new front seats. Only then do you 
get the most consistent steering 
weighting and some exhaust bark 
to support the Trophy’s superb 
handling poise and grip.

When it’s on song, a hearty 
thrash in the Trophy is like being 
21 again, drenched in sweat, fist-
pumping the air as your favourite 
band lights up the stage.

But when it isn’t, the elephant 
in the room becomes painfully 
obvious. No manual ’box. Improved 
as the EDC is, a rip-snorter like the 
Clio 220 Trophy deserves a stick.

 NATHAN PONCHARD

Crying out for a manual ’box; bulky front seats; firm low-speed ride PLUS & 
MINUS

Styling and stance; balance and grip; barky exhaust at full song

Model
Engine 

Max power
Max torque

Transmission
Weight

0-100km/h
Economy

Price
On sale

Renault Clio RS 220 Trophy
1618cc 4cyl, dohc, 16v, turbo
162kW @ 6050rpm
260Nm @ 2000rpm
6-speed dual-clutch
1270kg
6.6sec (claimed)
5.9L/100km
$39,990
Now

Pr
Uni front se t -

box
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mmed ate am ly, there wo t
be a lot of takers for the new
option of having a Union 
Jack woven into the Mini’s 
fabric roof, despite how cool 
it looks. Nor will everyone 
download the app that syncs 
with your phone and offers 
Rain Warning, telling you 
to close your roof if there’s 
precipitation imminent. 
Simpler, older folk will no 
doubt still use their eyes to 
spot clouds in the sky. 

More reason to enjoy some fun in the sun
THERE ARE some cars that

seem made for a manual
gearbox, and the Mini
has always been one of
them. But the new Mini

Convertible will be the
first variant where that’s

not offered, at least in Australia
(though, if you insist, they’ll build
one to special order).

Apparently the number of
people who like to use a clutch in
any BMW product, even the M3
and M4, is now just five percent or
less, and the demand for it in the
female-friendly Mini was seen as
being roughly zero, even though
40 percent of buyers are male.

My memory of the automatic
version was that it was woeful,
and didn’t allow you to stretch
the Mini’s small but willing
engines properly, but fortunately
the new Mini Convertible’s six-
speed ‘Steptronic’ transmission is
actually pretty good, particularly
if you shift with the big, sporty-
feeling paddles, which you only get

FIRST 
OVERSEAS  

DRIVE

with the $45,400 Cooper S version. 
The only problem is the shift noise, 
which sounds like either a polite 
cough or a stifled fart. 

Normally a convertible version of 
a fun car like this – and it is, as all 
Minis have been, overwhelmingly 
fun to drive – allows you to enjoy 
the noise more, but other than 
an occasional burble on the over-
run, the Cooper S we tried at the 
international launch in sunny Los 
Angeles was too restrained. 

We weren’t offered a regular 
Cooper with its three-cylinder 
100kW/220Nm 1.5-litre engine, 
but can confirm the 2.0-litre four’s 
141kW and 280Nm is enough to 
put a smile on your face, but then 
it’s hard not to start smiling as 
soon as you see the Convertible 
with its hat off. The cheery design 
– it looks so similar to the old Mini 
Cabrio that they had to change 
the name to Convertible so it 
would feel new – and roof-down 
sunniness are pure fun. 

The cabin feels large and 

airy, particularly with the r
– now fully electric, much q
and dropped in 18 seconds
speeds of up to 30km/h – a
as you’re sitting in the fron
seat passengers will smile a lot less
because legroom is still notional.

The boot is now 25 percent 
bigger, however, which means it’s 
gone from pointless to just about 
useable (215 litres with roof up, 
160 with it down). 

On a winding road, the go-kart 
feel the brand espouses is yours 
to enjoy and this new, tauter 
version, which features a stiffening 
plate under the engine for more 
torsional rigidity, has far less 
scuttle-shake. 

There’s a small amount of 
understeer if you really push, but 
driving aggressively is not really 
the habit of Mini Convertible 
buyers, much like changing 
their own gears. It’s more about 
cruising, soaking up the rays, 
seeing and being seen.

STEPHEN CORBY

No manual; needs more power; slight understeer at limit; too quiet PLUS & 
MINUS

Styling; handling; bigger boot; cool interior; smooth new roof operation

Model
Engine 

Max power
Max torque

Transmission
Weight

0-100km/h
Economy

Price
On sale

Mini Cooper S Convertible
1998cc 4cyl, dohc, 16v, turbo
141kW @ 5000-6500rpm 
280Nm @ 1250-4000rpm
6-speed automatic
1370kg
7.2sec (claimed)
5.8L/100km
$45,400
Now

cked u
Outside of Tony Abbott’s 

roof off
quieter,
at
s long

nt. Rear-
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Headtoheado
A FAST ’N’ FURIOUS FACE-OFF

V

VERDICT

The Volvo S60 missed the grid for last month’s Audi A4-meets-rivals 
comparo, but, like the Jaguar XE, it’s a less-chosen model that 

deserves a look. However, while Jaguar delivered a car to make 
eschewing the usual Euro suspects not only worthwhile but the 

smart choice, the Volvo makes it more difficult to justify foregoing 
the alternatives. The Jag looks sharper, has a classier interior, rides 

Just under $65K buys you either of these mid-size sedans.
Opposing drive layouts aside, they have plenty in 

common, including the fact they’re less-chosen 
alternatives to the Germans. In this spec, the XE shares a 

high level of standard equipment with the S60 but its 
space-saver alloy spare beats Volvo’s sealant kit. 15/20

Mechanical similarity and weight parity fail to explain 
why the Jaguar is slower and thirstier on paper than the 

Volvo. On the road, however, the Jag’s 177kW 2.0-litre 
turbo-petrol engine pushes the 1530kg XE with verve and 

offers effortless shove in most situations courtesy of a 
340Nm torque plateau from 1750-4000rpm. 16/20

With well-connected electric steering and a beautifully 
balanced rear-drive chassis, the Jag doesn’t need gimmicks 
to handle, though its torque-vectoring system, which uses 

the brakes to point the car, can be felt helping it around 
corners. It’s the XE’s balance and involvement (and its 

lovely ride) that helped it win a comparo last issue. 18/20

Unique ‘Jaguar Drive’ selector is central to the XE’s 
understated, ambient-lit interior. It gets leather-faced 

10-way power adjustable front seats with four-way lumbar 
adjust and driver-side memory, a powered steering 

column, 8.0-inch touchscreen and 380W Meridian audio. A 
40/20/40 rear seat is handy and 455L boot generous. 16/20

Blend of poise and ride polish is so good it’s almost French 
(back when supple ride was a Gallic cornerstone). XE rides 
with terrific compliance, with road and suspension noise 

enviably well suppressed. Slightly narrower tyres and 
fatter sidewalls than the S60 help, but it likely has more to 

do with the suspension. 18/20

with supreme comfort, and involves and entertains its driver. The XE 
provides similar performance to the Volvo, with the benefit of rear-
drive power-down, and both offer eight-speed autos, idle-stop and 
good efficiency. Perhaps there’s greater value at $50K with the S60 
T4 – a price point only the Infiniti Q50 can match – but it is Jaguar 

head-and-shoulders above Volvo in this circa-$65K showdown.

Common features include auto wipers and lights, sat-nav, 
voice control, Bluetooth, hill-start assist and a rear-view 
camera. But the Volvo misses out on a driver’s knee 
airbag, while much of the advanced safety tech (collision 
warning with full auto brake, lane-departure, forward-
collision, blind-spot info) costs extra. 14/20

The S60 is up a mere 3kW and 10Nm and weighs just 3kg 
less than the Jag. Front-drive means it’s not as quick off 
the mark, but in-gear response is enthusiastic and at 
6.3sec, it gets to 100km/h half a second quicker than the 
Jag. It’s also thrifty (6.4L/100km versus 7.5) but the new 
four doesn’t match the warble of Volvo’s old fiver. 16/20

Sport chassis can’t make up for the S60’s single biggest 
departure from its rival (and most competitors) – front-
wheel drive. It still handles obediently, responds with 
accuracy and resists bodyroll well, but where the Jag’s 
pilot will continue to uncover layers of ability, the Volvo 
driver will ultimately be left a bit underwhelmed. 14/20

Sportier in R-Design trim, yet decidedly Scandinavian, the 
S60 interior is nevertheless appealing. Shorter 2776mm 
wheelbase doesn’t unduly affect cabin space, though boot 
only holds 380L. Smaller 7.0-inch display screen betrays 
cabin’s age and some minor controls are unintuitive, but 
Harman Kardon audio quality matches the Jag’s. 15/20

More firm than floaty, with a suspension calibration that 
favours taut absorbency. The R-Design ‘sport chassis’ 
brings stiffer springs and dampers than in lesser variants, 
for a greater handling focus than the non-sporting 
Prestige-spec Jaguar. Top marks for body solidity and 
quietness, and long-haul occupant comfort. 15/20
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WORDS STEPHEN CORBY PHOTOS SIMON DAVIDSON

Thunderbolts
lightning

Porsche’s two best motorsport-developed 
cars on one of NSW’s most epic roads. 

What could go wrong? Quite a bit, as it turns out
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HERE are moments of transcendent joy; 
moments where you need to pinch yourself to 
be sure what you’re feeling is reality. Then 
there are other times where you just need to 

slap yourself in the face, hard.
A slap was what I needed, and deserved, after 

climbing out of Porsche’s gut-pummelling, knuckle-
rapping 911 GT3 RS into its keen-puppy little brother 
Cayman GT4 and feeling the need to whinge and moan. 
Just minutes earlier I’d been experiencing a pure 
pinch-me moment, the beautiful blue nose of the GT4 
behind me and the most spectacular, absurd, super 911 
in history holding me in its thin, noisy shell of wonders.

It’s no exaggeration, because there is no contest, to 
say that the 4.0-litre engine in this RS – with 368kW, 
460Nm and the will to rev to 8800rpm – is the most 
mind-blowingly absurd naturally aspirated engine I’ve 
ever had the pleasure to be frightened witless by. The 
whole first day of driving it, I was more intimidated, 
and deafened, than impressed, but then my first 
encounter with it was spent largely navigating what 
appeared to be the bottom of a lake. But more on that 
in a moment. For now, we need to address my whinging 
about the GT4.

By comparison, the GT4 felt slow, stodgy, completely 
lacking in bottom-end torque. A power differential of 
85kW will do that to you (and will result in a 0-100km/h 
disparity of 3.3sec versus 4.4sec). But the GT4, at 
$190,300, might just be the best Porsche smart money 
can buy, and it certainly looked pretty damn good when 
the GT3 RS blew up in a ball of white smoke, leaving 
us weeping impotently on the roadside. But we’ll get to 
that too. First, to the idea. 

The idea was good. After some of the sweetest 
talking since the witch tricked Hansel and Gretel, we 

convinced Porsche to lend us two of its rarest and most 
special cars, and despite their pleadings about limited 
kilometres, we were allowed to fire them four hours 
north of Sydney to the most appropriate road we could 
think of, the Thunderbolts Way.

Sadly, to get to this legendary road – named after the 
fabulous-sounding Captain Thunderbolt, a bushranger 
who, aptly, outran the authorities for years by using 
the fastest horses available – you have to traverse the 
Bucketts Way, a stretch named, at least on this day, for 
its ability to hold water.

Never have I driven through rain like it. Only Noah, 
his wife and a few lucky animals have ever seen a 
deluge like it, and the sound it made on the GT3 RS’s 
carbonfibre roof and bonnet, Perspex windows and 
disturbingly shattery-sounding windscreen made it 
seem like this might well be The Apocalypse.

Suddenly the Pilot Sport Cup 2 tyres, the semi-slick 
design of which we’d so admired only that morning, 
were not the ideal fitment for the conditions. We were 
forced to crawl along so slowly that at one stage we 
had to pull over and let a truck past. That truckie’s still 
telling the story of how he carved up two be-winged 
Porsches; we know, because the guy at our first servo 
stop had already heard it.

The road gods granted us some respite when we 
finally reached Gloucester, the firing point for the start 
of the Thunderbolts, a climb into what looked like 
Germanic mountains, coated by clouds and, it turned 
out, summer fog. Actually seeing the surface would turn 
out to be the least of our problems, however.

Part of the point of bringing these track-hard 
weapons out onto a public road was to see how they 
would cope in the real world, with all its choppy 
imperfections. On Sydney’s streets I was immediately 
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EXQUISITE MID-ENGINED 
BALANCE AND A SUBLIME 
MANUAL SHIFT FACE OFF 
ONE OF THE GREATEST-
EVER RACE CARS FOR 

THE ROAD, AT TWICE THE 
PRICE. THE REAL WINNER 

IN THIS CONTEST IS 
AUTHOR CORBY...
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Captain 
Thunderbolt, 

aptly, outran the 
authorities by using 

the fastest horses 
available 



struck by the amount of noise that intrudes when all
of a car’s sound-deadening is thrown in a skip. The
crashing from the back of the GT3 RS was so brutal it
sounded like a roadie was assembling Metallica’s drum
kit in the back seat.

Low speeds and traffic are not this car’s happy place,
although you can always cheer yourself up by looking
at its outrageous curves, wings and gills. While they
look showy, being stared at is not their purpose; this
car is a serious aerodynamic exercise. The lip of the
RS spoiler almost kisses the ground, which means that
even with its nose-lifter at the top setting, driveways
are a nightmare.

You may also come back to the car to find pelicans
nesting on the rear wing, it’s that big, but the combined
result is simply ridiculous downforce on its extra-wide
footprint. We’re talking more than twice the downforce
of the previous-gen 997 GT3 RS. Think about that for a
moment: more than double what was an astonishingly
planted track car. It may be challenging to put up with
around town, but you just know it’s going to be worth it
on the right road.

The GT4 could almost be called quiet compared to
the RS, but next to any other road car it’s about as
hushed as an angry chef hurling all his pots down a
garbage chute.

Both cars are happiest on properly maintained
asphalt. Sadly, the Thunderbolts Way, after a pleasant,
sweeping and soaring first 40km, resembles the surface
of the moon, if the moon had recently been savaged by
logging trucks. It’s an absolute mess and it’s miraculous
that these two manage to traverse it at all without
hospitalising us.

Ride quality on both cars is better than you’d believe
possible, and better than it really needs to be for
cars that are effectively track-day specials. But this
collection of bitumen cow-pats is just too cruel for
them, and us, although co-tester Butler does point out,
with a straight face, that the suspension gets better the
faster we go because we spend so much time airborne.

Fortunately, the country seat of Walcha is where the
Thunderbolts meets the staggeringly fabulous Oxley
Highway. Locals tell us the blokes who busily do the
roadworks on this stretch are all keen motorcyclists, so
they spend extra time making the surface as track-like
as possible. Furthermore, the local councillors insist on
much of it remaining a 110km/h zone, and are allegedly
attempting to get an Australian Tourist Trophy held on
the road, which would be a fine thing.

‘The Oxley’ could fairly be said to offer every
possible kind of corner, and just about every backdrop 
a keen motorist could want. It’s wide open and fast 
heading out of Walcha, pours into stunning verdant 
rainforest with sweeping 55km/h corners, then tightens 
into a typical Aussie mountain pass – only with more 
immaculate road surfaces – and seems to hog most 
of the country’s 35km/h corner advisory signs, along 
with dozens of 45km/h ones for variety. You can buy a 
T-shirt that suggests the road has 300 bends along its 
180km length, but it feels like more, and all of them
are fantastic. 

Having noted on the first day that Porsche’s new blue
meanie feels a bit sluggish after the GT3, and slightly
tardy when trying to keep up with it, I spend the whole
morning driving the Cayman, and find myself relishing
its slightly throatier sound and more comfortable seats
(the GT3 RS comes with both seatbelts and racing 

If you missed out on the sold-out
911 GT3 RS, and you feel like 
paying more for less, then the 
car pictured below is the Porsche 
for you. Dubbed the 911 R, it was 
officially revealed at the Geneva 
motor show. The bodyshell and 
suspension are the same as a 
GT3’s, while the 368kW/460Nm 
4.0-litre flat-six is out of the
GT3 RS. The sole gearbox offered 
is a six-speed manual and the R 

comes with a titanium exhaust, 
carbon-ceramic brakes, plastic 
windows and no rear seat or air-
conditioning. This makes it light, 
the 1370kg kerb weight making 
this the lightest model in the 
911 range. Only a handful will 
come to Australia and they’re 
not cheap. Priced from $404,700, 
the R will be the second-most 
expensive 911, trailing only the 
$466,500 Turbo S.

e 

Manual override
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The GT3 RS has simply ridiculous 
downforce on its extra-wide footprint, 
more than double the previous RS
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At 7000rpm, the 911 GT3 RS’s
4.0-litre flat-six was making 
21,000 loud and lovely bangs 
every minute. But this particular 
bang was orders of magnitude 
louder than the rest. And terminal.

I backed off. A warning message 
came on telling me the engine 
was in reduced-power mode and 
that I should take it to my nearest 
Porsche service centre straight 
away. By the time I’d finished 
reading that alert, the engine had 
lost all power and great plumes of 
white smoke were billowing out 
behind the bright orange 911.

I put it in neutral, coasted the 
stricken Porsche off the road 
and got out, engulfed by what I 
quickly realised was oil smoke.

My first thought was, ‘What 
have I done?’ My second was, ‘Is 
it going to catch fire?’ 

The thought of a GT3 RS 
burning to the ground in front 
of me was too horrible to 
contemplate. Unfortunately, the 
spot in the passenger footwell for 
a fire extinguisher was empty. 
Fortunately, it didn't catch fire, 
and the smoke died down.

For the next three hours, as 
we waited for a flat-bed truck to 
arrive, I replayed those moments 
over and over in my mind, 
reliving every second, searching 
for a mistake. My mistake. 

Two weeks later, I learned it 
was not operator error.

After demanding that the 
sadly deceased engine be sent to 
Porsche HQ in Zuffenhausen for 
examination, a verdict on cause 
of death was relayed to us.

“It appears that the valve keeper 
that keeps valve and valve 
spring assembly together has 
either failed or was not installed 
correctly,” was the Germans’ 
verdict, with the emphasis on 
“appears” all theirs. 

On the one hand it’s unlike 
Porsche to be unsure about 
anything, but on the other it’s 
even more unlike them for a part 
to fail or be installed incorrectly. 
One of its Stuttgart-based boxer-
engine experts admitted to us 
that, no matter how much you 
over-engineer things, accidents 
and errors can still occur. 

It’s certainly true that this
4.0-litre flat-six stretches the 
bounds of engineering ability, 
and there was that problem with 
it, back in 2014, when all 785 
911 GT3s had to be recalled 
because of potential engine fires. 
What we have to believe – and 
what Porsche believes, unless 
more GT3 RS engines go bang – 
is that we were the unfortunate 
victims of a freak occurrence. 

GLENN BUTLER 

The Boxer Rebellion

CAYMAN GT4

911 GT3 RS
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harnesses, so you’ve always got a heavy package lolling 
between your legs, which feels more natural for some 
than others).

The Cayman is a lot of fun, but then, with just 18km 
left to our next stop at Gingers Creek, I switch to 
the RS and proceed to have one of those revelatory 
moments. Or, rather, a series of them.

I’ve driven a lot of 911s, and loved them all, but 
none of that experience could prepare me for the way 
this car eviscerates that brilliant bit of road. Corners 
are shoved closer together by both the absurd speeds 
it encourages you to attempt through an apex and by 
exploding out of each bend with the battering ram of 
368kW at a screaming 8250rpm. They’re not ordinary 
kilowatts, either; they’re angry Porsche ones, each 
honed for maximum engineering purity (up to a point, 
it turns out).

In short, the GT3 is so furiously, fornicatingly fast 
that it makes me feel slightly ill, in a good way, like a 
particularly potent rollercoaster. 

When I get out, shaking slightly, I almost burn my 
face on the heat coming off the tyres and I’m slightly 
alarmed by the smoke whisping off the brakes. Then I 
notice my jaw is hurting and my temples are throbbing. 

I lay down on the grass, partly to contemplate 
whether there’s any tread left on the RS’s super-soft 
tyres and partly because I just need to, and I’m 
struck by just how ridiculous the rubber is. The car’s 
prodigious grip seems slightly less surprising when 
you’re staring at two 325/30 rear tyres on 21-inch 
wheels. These things are pre-diet Joe Hockey-spec units; 
wide, sticky and with an almost uncanny ability to hold 
on against all odds and powerful forces. 

It’s just after this that I feel the need to uppercut 

myself for whining away about how slow and benign the 
Cayman GT4 is. Relatively speaking.

Yes, it is noticeably less explosive, and back-to-
backing it down one carving stretch that day I notice 
it’s 10-15km/h slower on short bursts between corners, 
which feels like a huge amount. And it does feel 
comparatively lacking in both bottom-end shove and 
ultimate feedback, but in any other company it would 
be a world-beater.

The steering is not as sharply tactile as the RS’s, but 
its more street-Porsche-like weightiness is still truly 
wonderful; it communicates to you perfectly at that 
brilliant, mid-corner moment where the mid-engined 
balance of a Cayman can’t help but make you smile.

It takes about five minutes before my brain 
recalibrates and I’m able to appreciate the charms of 
the GT4’s 3.8-litre flat-six – an engine that never felt 
slow in a Carrera S – and, most pointedly, the manual 
gearbox. I can see why they’ve made the GT3 RS dual-
clutch only, because it’s so fast that thinking too much 
about gearchanges is possibly dangerous, but I also
love the fact that the Cayman GT4, despite being at 
least notionally also a track special, only comes with
a manual. And what a beautiful, near-perfect shift 
quality it possesses.

On the downside, it does rev for you on downchanges, 
automatically, which I thought would annoy me 
enormously, but it’s amazing how quickly you come 
to appreciate it, because the blips are so swift and 
perfectly timed. It’s so good, and so clever, that it could 
spell the end of heel-and-toeing forever (I still did it 
anyway, on hard stops, just for fun).

Porsche says it gets a manual because it’s an 
enthusiast’s car, rather than a racer’s weapon, but 

Model Porsche Cayman GT4
Engine 3800cc flat 6, dohc, 24v
Max power 283kW @ 7400rpm

Max torque 420Nm @ 4750-6000rpm
Transmission 6-speed manual

Weight 1340kg
0-100km/h 4.4sec (claimed)
Fuel economy 10.3L/100km

Price $189,900
On sale Now
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Model Porsche 911 GT3 RS
Engine 3996cc flat 6, dohc, 24v

Max power 368kW @ 8250rpm
Max torque 460Nm @ 6250rpm

Transmission 7-speed dual-clutch
Weight 1420kg

0-100km/h 3.3sec (claimed)
Fuel economy 12.7L/100km

Price $387,300
On sale Now
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Andreas Preuninger, Porsche’s 
director of high-performance cars 
and motorsport, knows the engine 
of the 991 GT3 RS inside out. At the 
car’s launch last year he listed for 
Wheels the alterations that set it 
apart from the naturally aspirated 
3.8-litre version of the company’s 
9A1 flat-six family.

“We’ve got different pistons, 
different crankcase, different 
bearings,” he said. “The machining 
of the cylinder block is completely 
different to enable the 4.0-litre 
displacement. The heads are 
completely different, the valves are 
lighter, the valvetrain is different, 
the exhaust is different.”

The crankshaft is made from 
the same stuff as in the 919 
Hybrid LMP1 racer – tempered 
steel remelted multiple times in 
a vacuum to produce a part of 
exceptional purity and strength. It 
increases stroke by 4mm over the 
3.8-litre. The dry-sumped engine 

has titanium connecting rods and 
an induction system that utilises 
the rear guards’ intercooler air 
intakes from the 911 Turbo to 
instead provide ram-air effect for 
the naturally aspirated engine.

“It’s a new engine,” Preuninger 
concludes. It’s hard to argue.

Maybe it would be easier to say 
what the GT3 RS engine does share 
with the 3.8-litre? Preuninger 
thinks. “The chains for the 
valvetrain, the bolts for the cylinder 
heads, the compressor for the A/C… 
It’s really nothing much.”

Porsche’s very nearly all-new 
4.0-litre marks the end of the 
famed ‘Mezger Block’ series of GT3 
engines, named after legendary 
Porsche engineer Hans Mezger, who 
retired in 1994. This is the last of 
the line. Yet despite its newness, 
the engine of the 991 GT3 RS only 
matches the power output of its 
same-size 997 predecessor…

JOHN CAREY

Heart of 
the matter

who cares what the reasons are? This gearbox, with its
millimetre-perfect shifts – each one of which feels as
wondrous as a perfectly hit five-iron – alone makes the
GT4 a more desirable car for me than even the RS.

In fact, this might be a nice early point at which to
say that, while this ultimate 911 impresses and scares
the hell out of me, I wouldn’t buy one. For $411,000,
which is what our test car costs, I’d want something that
looks a little less Porsche and a bit more true supercar.
In this stratosphere, it’s not just about being fast, it’s
about looking super-sexy while doing so, and that’s
where the RS doesn’t kick ass.

It’s important to remember that in isolation the
Cayman GT4 is a staggering car. Finally putting a proper
911 engine into this mid-engined baby and uprating its
suspension, chassis, steering, you name it, to Porsche
Motorsport levels has created clearly the greatest
Cayman yet. With its beautiful mid-corner balance,
there are those who would argue this makes it the best
Porsche of all. And with a sub-$200K price, it certainly
looks like the wisest way to spend money on a Stuttgart
stormer, though we realistically know that people with

that kind of dough will have a 911 instead, or as well.
As it turns out, I’m about to get a lot of time to study 

the GT4 in isolation because – thankfully while Butler 
is at the wheel – the GT3 RS suddenly goes bang. 
Butler notices unfortunate noises, warning lights and 
then thick white smoke from behind him. “I’ve seen 
enough F1 races to know what it looks like when an 
engine lunches itself,” he later reports dolefully.

Coming around the corner to see the oil-dripping 
carcass, and Butler’s hang-dog face, I am unaccountably 
upset, almost bereaved. Not just for the people at 
Porsche, who were going to be deeply discombobulated, 
but just genuinely shocked and appalled. My first 
thought is that Porsches just don’t do this. I later 
realise I was mainly just sad because I wouldn’t get to 
drive it any more.

So now we are ‘stuck’ with just the Cayman GT4 to 
drive for the next 24 hours or so. And sure enough, with 
its better-looking, more exciting big brother out of the 
way, it just grew more and more attractive.

It is noisy, almost to the point of annoying, on 
concrete freeways in particular, but it’s not so bad that 
you wouldn’t take it on long drives to places like the 
Oxley Highway. And the fun you’ll have when you get 
there, particularly every time you shift gears, will make 
it all worthwhile.

It really is possible that this Cayman GT4 is the best-
value Porsche money can buy. But it is equally true that 
anyone who has enough money to buy one is still going 
to want a 911. As usual, Porsche can’t lose.  

The GT3 RS is 
so furiously fast 
that it makes me 
feel slightly ill, 
in a good way

TRACK-READY 
GT3 RS SCORES FULL 
RACING HARNESSES 

AS WELL AS REGULAR 
SEATBELTS, AND FIRM 

RACE SEATS
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A life

ordinary
l�

“Born in a far-away land called New Zealand 
to a penniless farmer, he builds a series of 
multi-million-dollar car businesses around 
the world, loses all his wealth overnight and 
grows it again, while simultaneously becoming 
a champion race driver, bedding babes and 
skippering race boats at the highest level, 
including two wins in the Sydney to Hobart, 
all despite contracting throat cancer, surviving 

with a hole in his throat instead of a voice box 
and thus risking death if he falls over the side 
of one of the super-yachts he’s designed.”

Many believe he could also play the bad 
guy in the film, with a ruthless, winner-take-
all persona. This is not his life story – we 
simply don’t have room for that – but even 
the highlights of what sounds like a life lived 
thrice over beggar belief.

If Neville Crichton’s life was a movie, 
critics would slate it as overblown, 

absurd, unrealistic and a load of bollocks
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Born in 1945 on a farm on New Zealand’s
South Island, by the age of 12 Neville was
buying bicycles cheap, tarting them up
and selling them for enough profit to
buy his first sailing boat. Within a year
of quitting school at 15 – “I hated school;
couldn’t stand the discipline” – he was
living on his own in Auckland and getting
nabbed, repeatedly, for dealing used cars
without a licence.

“When the police came around the last
time I had four or five cars at home, and
they were pretty strict about it, too,” he
grumbles. “I’d do the sanding down, get
them painted, sell them off. I was just
a backyard car dealer, but I thought I’d

better get into the business.”
With a gift for selling, he quickly rose

from flogging tractors to monosyllabic
farmers to setting up his own dealership,
despite having only one car to sell.

“I remember it was a Holden Monaro.
I borrowed some money and within
six months we were the biggest used car
dealer in Auckland. The business just
took off; it was easy, and I loved it. I just
absolutely love selling cars.”

By 29, Crichton had made his first
fortune and decided to sell up, buy a yacht
and go sailing the Pacific, indefinitely.
But about 10 months later, in 1975, that
significant moment arrived.

“I was having breakfast one morning at
the CYC (Cruising Yacht Club) in Sydney
with a big pile of businessmen and they

were all talking about this deal and that
deal and what they’re going to buy and
sell. I went back to the boat – I had a mate
on there – and I said: ‘There’s $5000 in
the safe, just get the boat back to New
Zealand. I’m gone. I’m getting out of here’.

“These guys were talking about all these
deals and decisions and the only decision
I had to make today was whether to have
bacon and eggs or sausages and eggs, and
I was struggling with that. I had to get off
that boat. They’re doing deals and I’m this
fucking dumb yachtie, doing nothing.”

Crichton went straight to the airport and
bought a ticket home where, not for the
last time in his life, luck stepped in.

OMETIMES one story, a single moment, can
tell you everything about a bloke, and can
cause his life to pivot wildly. In Crichton’s
case, it’s a tale of bacon versus sausages.

Before he’d even left the Customs area 
at Auckland airport he bumped into 
someone who offered him a good deal on 
a car business in Hawaii. Crichton didn’t 
even leave the airport, jumping straight on 
a Honolulu flight on his way to becoming, 
for a time, the biggest Mazda dealer in 
the world.

“Everyone said, ‘Forget Mazda, you’d 
rather have herpes than Mazda’, but I felt 
it gave me an opportunity to get into the 
car business. Within three months we were 
doing 300 cars a month and we were away. 
My timing couldn’t have been better. The 
little 323 came out, it was a good car and 
Mazda went through the roof.”

LUCK, it seemed, was on Crichton’s 
payroll, but then his fortunes changed, 
drastically, in 1979. He was diagnosed with 
throat cancer, despite being a non-smoker. 
Doctors speculated that a kick in the 
throat while playing rugby as a kid – which 
left him with a Darren Lockyer-like voice 
and the life-long nickname of Croaky – was 
likely to blame.

He suffered through 30 operations, 

including a tracheotomy that robbed him 
of his sense of smell, forever, any sense 
of taste and, for a whole year, the power 
of speech. 

“It was bloody difficult; your brain’s 
wanting to express things, but you can’t say 
a word,” he says, his rattling yet booming 
voice coming out of a 50c-sized valve in his 
throat that he has to hold closed, blocking 
off the airflow and vibrating the muscles in 
his neck, to talk. 

Crichton was the first person in the 
world to have this then experimental 
procedure, after tracking down a doctor 
in Indianapolis who was struggling to find 
willing guinea-pigs. 

“It was pretty agricultural, and still is, 
but it works,” he shrugs.

“The whole period of cancer is a bit of a 

“It’s bloody difficult; your brain’s wanting to 
express things, but you can’t say a word”



A TRACHEOTOMY TO BEAT 
CANCER MEANS CRICHTON 

HAS TO BLOCK A HOLE IN HIS 
THROAT, USUALLY HIDDEN 

WITH A TIE, TO SPEAK



Ask a range of people what they 
think of Neville Crichton and 
you’ll hear the same words a lot: 
“not on the record”, “competitive”, 
“tough” and “bastard”. 

There are rumours of some 
friction between Crichton and 
Ferrari over its decision to take 
the brand back in-house locally, 
but Herbert Appleroth, CEO of 
the local arm, barely has an 
unkind word to say about him.

“I have enormous respect for 

Neville as a businessmen as well 
as a sportsman,” Appleroth 
says.  “What he has been 
able to achieve in 
business as he also has 
done in sport is a credit 
to his determination 
and competitive spirit. 
However, on the flip 
side, like in sport, 
Neville likes to win and 
not give an inch.”

Compatriot and former 

teammate Jim Richards says he’s 
never had a cross word with 

Neville, but then he’s never 
been in business with 

him. He rates him as a 
driver, though.

“It’s hard to know 
how good he could 
have been if he’d done 

it full-time, but he drove 
very well, better than 

a lot of other guys, and 
he’s beaten me in races in New 

Zealand,” Richo says. “There 
were a few people doing it as a 
part-time thing back then, but he 
was better than that, he was like 
a professional. I think he could 
have been bloody good.

“He was very successful in 
business. When he did something 
he wanted to do it to the best of 
his ability, but with racing he 
couldn’t because he had to work. 
If the phone rang he’d have to 
answer it, even at Bathurst.” 

CRICHTON TWICE WON THE 
SYDNEY TO HOBART CLASSIC 

AS SKIPPER OF HIS YACHT 
ALFA ROMEO II

AFTER WINNING THE 1985 NISSAN 
MOBIL SERIES IN NZ, CRICHTON 

JOINED GEORGE FURY AT 
BATHURST IN A BMW 635 CSi
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blur; I’ve kind of put it out of my life. But 
I was in business all the way along. I never 
stopped, even when I couldn’t talk, but it 
was bloody difficult. 

“After one of the last big operations, I 
got out of hospital, went on the boat and 
did a trans-Pacific yacht race. Which wasn’t 
the smartest thing I could have done. But 
that’s the way I handled it; I never, ever 
accepted there was an issue.”

Dogged, damned determination got him 
through again when, at the end of 1981, he 
was told he had three months to live, an 
announcement he says changed his life.

“I sold my business, sorted out my 
marriage, went back to New Zealand. 
I might have thought I was going back 
there to die, but I went back and thought, 
‘Bugger that, I’m not going to’. I worked at 
it pretty hard and I was back in business 
within three months,” he says, almost 

laughing at his own cussedness.
“I just didn’t accept that I had cancer; 

the hole in my neck pissed me off a bit 
because I [used to] love swimming, and 
water skiing and surfing, but I didn’t slow 
up on the yachting. If I fell in the water I 
was gone, I knew that, but I still did some 
stupid bloomin’ things on boats...” 

This included capsizing a maxi-yacht, in 
the middle of the night, which should have 
killed him much quicker than cancer. 

“I didn’t think about [dying], I was just 
more worried about the boat and the crew; 
it wasn’t good,” he recalls. 

By the mid-1980s, despite being told 
to lead a less stressful existence by 
doctors, Crichton decided his life didn’t 
have enough excitement in it, so he 
transferred his already hugely successful 
car racing hobby to Australia, having 
twice won the New Zealand Touring Car 
Championship in his spare time. He also 
bought a little company in Sydney called 
Ateco and turned it into a vast car-selling 
conglomerate (his estimated worth today 
is $175 million, which is probably on the 
low side).

In Australia, Crichton raced for the JPS 
BMW team – infamously neglecting to tell 
the cigarette-sponsored team about his 
throat cancer until after signing the deal – 
the HDT and Dick Johnson, and partnered 
legends like Jim Richards, all while 
running a huge business during the week, 
and still racing yachts.

“I was driving at the same level as 
those guys, but they did it full-time and I 
had a large business. I think I could have 
been quite competitive if I’d just done 
nothing else, but it was always a small 
part of my life.

“I remember we had a [TV] hook-up 
from the America’s Cup to the car at 
Bathurst one year; we had a three-way 
conversation with [Kookaburra skipper] 
Iain Murray on the Cup boat, Dick Johnson 
and myself, while driving around Bathurst.

“I love cars. I love driving fast. I was 
always convinced that if my teammate 
could do a time, I could do it. Mind you, 
the first time I drove around Bathurst I 
was so slow you could have taken my time 
with a sun dial. But Jim Richards was 
fantastic; he would tell me where I was 

going wrong, and I was a very good copier.”
Crichton quit racing in 1990, after one 

bad race made him realise he was wasting 
his time, and concentrated on sailing, 
at least in his spare time, and designing 
super-yachts – having set up what became 
a $3 billion luxury boat-building industry 
in NZ back in 1982.

“I just wanted to build a boat and 
couldn’t get anyone excited about it, so 
I set up my own yard, just to do my boat, 
and then someone else was interested 
and suddenly I’m in the boat business. I 
basically started the super-yacht industry 
in New Zealand,” he says, without a trace 
of modesty.

But how does anyone do all this, all at 
the same time? Does he not sleep? “Oh no, 
I’ve got to have sleep, at least five hours,” 
he laughs. “But there’s no such thing as an 
eight-hour day.”

Crichton reckons sailing is harder than 
racing cars, particularly when the weather 
is pounding you, but easier to learn. He 
believes driving at the elite level is a skill 
you have to be born with, and he’s actually 
far more famous as a skipper, having won 
174 major blue-water classic races; he’s 
even something of a celebrity in Italy, 
where yachting is a big television sport.

“You do get spotted in the street; I quite 
enjoyed that, actually,” he grins.

CRICHTON is not a man who minces 
words; he tends to barbecue them, 
particularly when it comes to people he 
feels have slighted him in business, or 
journalists, many of whom he treats with 
raging contempt.

Asked by The Sydney Morning Herald 
about a $28 million investment he made 
in a coal company at the centre of a 
corruption inquiry involving controversial 
Labor powerbroker Eddie Obeid, Crichton 
replied: “It’s none of your fucking business 
where I invest money.” 

He later sued some of the country’s 
wealthiest coal barons and two high-profile 

“If I fell in the water I was gone, I knew that, 
but I still did some stupid things on boats”
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stockbrokers for misleading and deceptive 
conduct over millions of dollars secretly 
funnelled to the Obeid family.

Partly it seems to be a fear of being 
sued that makes it hard to get anyone to 
comment about him on the record, but as 
one industry insider put it, “there’d be as 
many views about him as there are people 
who’ve met him”. Others speak of his 
brutality with staff, his ruthless business 
practices and high turnover of female 
partners, describing a man of win-at-all-
costs intensity. 

Over the years, he’s taken the Australian 
import licences for various brands, built 

them up and then seen them snatched
back by manufacturers as diverse as Kia 
and Ferrari. 

“Kia were so smart they halved their 
business when they took it off me,” he 
thunders. “It was making in excess of 
$40 million a year; they turned it around 
from 26,000 cars a year to 15,000 cars and 
lost $100m in the first 18 months. I couldn’t 
believe it – they were all, ‘Crichton’s 
making too much money, we’d better be 
greedy and take it back’. 

“I remember saying it’s disappointing 
because the business is bulletproof, even 

the Koreans can’t fuck it up. But they did, 
they found a way.”

You can tell he’s more upset, but less 
voluble, about losing Ferrari. His office 
sits above a shiny red dealership in Sydney 
from which he used to sell the famous 
Prancing Horses, not that he ever loved 
driving them.

“When we first took the franchise over, 
I took an F430 home and I thought, ‘This 
must be the biggest bucket of shit I’ve ever 
driven in my life’,” he recalls. “I couldn’t 
believe how anyone would buy one. It 
couldn’t get up my driveway. I thought, 
‘How could anyone pay $400,000 for this?’ 

I’ve got to say the cars have got immensely
better, but the early ones were just 
shocking. I never took another one home, 
ever, but I sold lots of them.”

Making too much money may have cost 
him at times, but ask Crichton if he’s ever 
had any failures and he goes silent for 
quite some time, trying to think of one.

“I lost everything in 1989 in the stock 
market. I was pretty upset about it and I 
could have killed the fucking stockbroker 
who sold me the shares. I think we had 
about $80 million worth of shares and 
within two weeks they were worth nothing. 

It wasn’t good,” he rages. “If I’d had the 
guts I would have jumped off the Harbour 
Bridge, but I didn’t. 

“I remember just after that, Audi 
advised me I’d got the franchise for 
Australia and I was struggling to find 
the money to fly to Germany to sign the 
contract. But we borrowed the money to 
set it up, and sold that to Inchcape for 
$25 million in goodwill, and that got me 
going again.”

Crichton is 70 now and lives in Point 
Piper right next door to ‘Aussie’ John 
Symonds’ mega-mansion, but he reckons if 
a burglar broke into his house “they’d look 

around and say, ‘you need a bit of help, 
here’s some money’.” 

He doesn’t take holidays, nor can he 
seriously consider completely retiring 
because he’d be “bored stiff”.

“I’ve always said when I don’t want to 
go and sell a car on the floor any more I 
should get out of it, and it’s getting close 
to that time now,” he says. Five minutes 
later he’s downstairs, schmoozing a former 
Ferrari customer, his patter as smooth as 
his voice is rough, his eyes still twinkling 
with little dollar signs. 

You couldn’t make him up.  

“I was struggling to find the money to fly 
to Germany to sign the Audi contract”

LEFT: HOLDING COURT 
IN 2010 WITH TRIPLE 

WORLD CHAMPION SIR 
JACKIE STEWART

RIGHT: SHARING THE 
SPOILS OF VICTORY 

WITH ROBBIE 
FRANCEVIC AFTER AN 
NZ PRODUCTION CAR 

RACE IN THE 1970s
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Stahly and Wielecki search 
for automotive Nirvana in the 
world’s most populous metropolis

Toky
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APAN became an economic powerhouse through 
innovation, persistence and sheer long hours. There’s so 
much unpaid overtime, with almost five million people 
working (or at least at their desks) for more than 
60 hours per week, that even the nation’s Prime 
Minister has criticised the corporate culture. What 
Japan needs is to take a sickie.

And that’s exactly what I do on a recent trip to 
Japan, stealing just 36 hours – so as to get home in 
time for dinner – without ever straying farther than 
100km from Tokyo, the world’s busiest metropolis and 
home to more than 37 million people. 

In perfect autumn weather, a Mazda MX-5 is just 
the ticket. The brand’s signature Soul Red colour now 
conspicuously peppers Japan’s streetscapes, which seem 
to be mostly bleached with white or silver sedans.

Our hearts sink a little on learning it’s a 1.5-litre 
automatic. “It sounds like a 12-volt air compressor,” 
notes photographer Wielecki as it idles at our hotel in 
Yokohama, the commuter-belt port city 35km south of 
Tokyo’s CBD. But a day later, we’d have no complaints 
about small cars and great driving – on any scale.

We leave town on a legend. The Bayshore Route, 
or Wangan, is an expressway that skips along a chain 
of artificial islands between Yokohama and Tokyo. 
At 7:30am on a Thursday, it’s already jammed with 
delivery trucks and boring sedans. Remarkably, not one 
of them is dirty or dented.

Everywhere, like schools of whitebait, are the light-
commercial station wagons of Japan’s beleaguered 
Salary Man. The Nissan AD and Toyota Probox have 
fold-down tables and writing desks, so Salary Man has 
no reason to get out of the vehicle. Well, maybe one. 
Definitely number two.

ABOVE: SCREEN GRAB

BELOW: IT’S LOW-FAT, 
HONEST!



Eternal loyalty
WHY would anyone want to escape Tokyo? 
Because we’re car guys. But there’s soul 
in this massive city and one little snapshot 
highlights two sides of Tokyo: Shibuya, the 
residential, shopping and nightlife precinct just 
to the west of the city centre.

Outside the train station is reputedly the 
busiest pedestrian intersection in the world. 

Under the glare of Times Square-style video screens, often more 
than a thousand pedestrians scramble over the five-way crossing 
at each change. Amid this overwhelming pulsing of people, 
however, stands a small statue that symbolises Tokyo’s heart. 

Hachiko was an Akita dog that belonged to University of Tokyo 
professor Hidesaburo Ueno in the 1920s. The dog accompanied 
his master to the station each morning, then waited until he 
returned in the evening. In May 1925, when Hachiko was two 
years old, 53-year-old Ueno suffered a cerebral haemorrhage 
at the university and died. Hachiko continued to wait 
for his owner at the station every day for the next nine 
years, being fed and cared for by the local community. 

The locals honoured Hachiko with a bronze statue 
in 1934; the dog died the following year. In March 
2015, on the 80th anniversary of Hachiko’s 
death, the university unveiled a statue of 

dog and master, reunited at last.
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The Wangan is famed for something quite apart from 
being a peak-hour car park; it was the birthplace of 
Tokyo’s extreme automotive culture of 300km/h street 
racing. It gelled in the mid-1980s in the fabled Mid 
Night Club, a gang at the cutting edge of the ‘tuner’ 
craze that coincided with the growth of aftermarket 
turbocharging. The Wangan’s instantly recognisable 
road markings became the visual language of electronic 
driving games like Gran Turismo.

Far below us is one of their staging points, the car 
park on Daikoku Futo. This artificial island, reached by 
a spaghetti-spiral of roadway from the Yokohama Bay 
Bridge, remains a late-night haunt for exotic cars.

An airliner swoops overhead, seconds from landing 
at Tokyo’s Haneda Airport. Just as suddenly, our route 
takes a complicated spiral and we descend beneath a 
ziggurat-like structure.

Thus we enter one of the wonders of 20th-century 
infrastructure, the Tokyo Bay Aqua-Line. This fantastic 
15km roadway opened in 1997. It comprises 9.5km 
of underwater tunnel and a 4.5km bridge, linking 
Kawasaki and Tokyo with the semi-rural Chiba 
prefecture, on the Boso peninsula. The alternative is a 
100km drive around the bay.

Two-thirds of the way across Tokyo Bay, as ambient 
light begins to glow in the tunnel, there’s an off-ramp. 
Umihotaru is the extraordinary man-made island where 
tunnel and bridge meet. Coiled paper-clip access roads 
are dictated by the aircraft-carrier shape of the island, 
which measures just 650m by 100m (actually, three 
times the size of HMAS Canberra). 

We drive into a motorway services that’s part 
shopping mall, part cruise ship. From the upper deck 
I can see Mt Fuji, fully 100km away. Container ships 
and fishing boats ply the bay, while planes float down 
the approach slope to the airport. To the east, the 

Aqua-Line bridge rises like a giant spray from a 
fireboat. I am transfixed by Umihotaru’s weird, 
between-worlds ambience.

Wheels firmly on the real earth of Chiba, we 
steer onto Route 409, which winds through quiet 
rural villages and rice paddies. Suddenly, we find a 
showroom of British Mini specials and a wrecking 
yard of several dozen more Minis. It feels like we’ve 
stumbled into a leprechaun orgy.

Just a few kilometres farther along, the aroma of 
fresh fields also yields a whiff of Castrol R. Up on a 
ridge, buried in heavy woods, the neat little Sodegaura 
Mountain Circuit is being plied by some Japanese 
Superbike racers.

The narrow Route 409 begins to climb and coil. Every 
corner or potential hazard is highlighted by broad 
bump-strips, a red-painted road surface or flashing 
lights in corner barriers. Like the Sodegaura Circuit, 
even this rural road looks like a video game made real.

I wonder; what else would I rather be driving here 
than an MX-5 with the roof down? The 96kW engine 
and six-speed auto barely dull the enjoyment of roads 
that would stymie a supercar, not all of which can 
match the MX-5’s fleet-footed chassis balance.

We spill down to a slightly swampy-looking coastline. 
Ichinomiya Beach is just 90km from downtown Tokyo 
– it’s the same distance via the shoreline or the Aqua-
Line – but it has the soothing, laid-back feel of surf 
towns from Torquay to Taiwan. It’s renowned for its 
monster swells during the September typhoon season.

At Wielecki’s insistence, we ignore the many western 
food options and lunch at a traditional Japanese okama 
restaurant, where fish, vegetables and noodles are 
cooked in a cauldron. It’s a good call.

The beach itself, with grey-black sand and concrete 

We wind through quiet rural villages

and rice paddies
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breakwaters, isn’t especially pretty, but locals 
saunter past in shorts and dreadlocks, carrying 
surfboards or pedalling beat-up beach bikes. We’re 
already unwinding.

We decide to just hang out for the afternoon with 
our buddy, design and automotive blogger Shogo Jimbo 
[drivethru.jp]. The escape that Tokyo sells in its oxygen 
bars, manga fantasy and $20 flagons of sake exists right 
here on its doorstep for free.

Well, not exactly free. The Aqua-Line costs a 
whopping ¥3000 ($34.50) each way – considerably less 
for ETC (Electronic Toll Collection) cardholders – and 
everything since Yokohama has been a toll road.

Our MX-5 is the only convertible to be seen. Indeed, 
over two days, I would spot only an NC MX-5 and a 
BMW Z4, both with their roofs up. Jimbo ventures that 
roadsters are often reserved for weekends.

With dusk nearing, we cut for the freeways that 
service Narita, Tokyo’s second international airport, to 
reach our night’s destination, Tsukuba. Near here is the 
Tsukuba Circuit, acknowledged as the birthplace of 
‘time attack’ racing, but the following morning we drive 
instead to the Yatabe headquarters of JARI (Japan 
Automobile Research Institute), the independent body 
that conducts Japan’s official NCAP tests. We’re not 
here for that, either.

In 1964 virgin bushland gave way to a 5.5km oval test 
track, its outer lane banked at a precipitous 45 degrees, 
designed to accommodate a speed of 190km/h. In 
the same year that the Shinkansen bullet train was 
launched, the Yatabe Speed Course was the first high-
speed testing facility in Japan.

Yatabe came to public notice in 1966 when Toyota 

took a 2000GT prototype on a 78-hour, FIA record-
netting endurance run. Production, prototype and 
aftermarket testing carried on here and in the 
mid-1980s Yatabe also opened itself to the 300km/h 
‘tuner’ community.

Yatabe had its first (and only) fatality in 1998, when 
Option2 magazine editor Masa Saitoh crashed a highly 
modified Honda exiting the northern banking. The 
high-speed runs stopped. By then, Japan’s carmakers 
had their own proving grounds, and JARI had plans for 
an identical oval 60km away. 

Yatabe Speed Course closed in 2005. All that remains 
there is a 12 metre-square slice from the centre 
of the southern radius. It has the aura of an Aztec 
temple. “It was just before we destroyed the track in 
2007; everyone agreed we should keep something,” 
remembers Dr Minoru Sakurai, a JARI crash-safety 
researcher for 30 years.

But high speed and skilful driving are alive and well 
elsewhere in Yatabe. In fact, since 1988 people have 
been coming here from around the world – including 
Casey Stoner, between Motegi tests for his former 
employer Honda – for balls-out racing on a bonsai scale.

Yatabe Arena is probably the biggest and best-
equipped radio control (RC) car racing facility in the 
world. It regularly hosts 1:10 and 1:12-scale world 
championship events on its four enormous tracks (each 
around 150m²) for circuit racing, off-road, outdoor 
circuit and the current craze, drifting.

Hiroshi Suzuki has managed the venue for 19 years. 
He’s a three-time Japan RC off-road champion and 
now a top national competitor in RC Drift. He’s had a 

Yatabe’s outer lane is banked at a
precipitous 45˚



Caravan Tokyo
This was not your average Tokyo 

accommodation experience. We 
spent a night in Drivethru’s Caravan 

Tokyo, a compact, kitted-out caravan 
parked in the ultra-hip Commune 246 in 
Minato-ku, central Tokyo. This cultural 
oasis on the busy, built-up Aoyama Dori 
features cool cafes, eateries and shared 
office spaces, and is within strolling 
distance of upmarket restaurants and 
boutiques. The caravan itself has a 
double bed, shower, toilet, kitchenette 
and electricity (naturally) – though the 
slightly claustrophobic accommodation 
and the proximity of people until 

the Commune’s midnight closing 
weirded me out. 
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signature line of Yokomo 1:10 drift cars, and his own
business, Team Suzuki, produces a range of aluminium 
billet suspension, steering and hub upgrade parts.

Most RC racing in Japan is electric, rather than 
‘nitro’, but there’s nothing scaled-down about the 
chassis science. Camber, caster, toe angles, diff torque 
split and tyre compounds are a precise art – spread 
across the demands of carpet-floored circuit racing, 
polished-concrete drift or astro-turf off-road.

RC drift is the real growth category. “It’s different 
from speed, it’s not so fast and it doesn’t take up so 
much space,” Suzuki explains. “It’s more about the 
technique. I just like how beautiful it is, and how close 
I can get to the other cars.”

RC Drift competitions are judged by lasers that 
measure the distance between cars. Many of the judges 
are those from the full-scale D1 Grand Prix drifting 
series. “It’s 85 percent computer and 15 percent 
judges,” Suzuki says.

Suzuki grabs one of his cars – a sharp-looking blue 
Mazda RX-7 – and lifts off the body. It is pure purpose, 
with a spinal sandwich of carbonfibre, anodised billet 
bits, a central propshaft and a tiny cooling fan whirring 
alongside the motor. The tyres have a hard plastic tread 
encasing a soft rubber liner.

The smaller scale does nothing to diminish the 
balletic beauty of Suzuki’s driving. It’s actually better 
than watching real drifting, being noticeably slower, 
slipperier and lacking in tyre smoke.

Suzuki hands me the controller. The pistol-sized Cape 

Canaveral is capable of storing and displaying the
throttle, brake, steering and differential settings for up
to 40 cars, accommodating variations in track layout
and grip. I lock my index finger into the trigger. I pinch
the steering wheel with my right hand. And I proceed
to be crap. This bloody thing is beyond me. I can’t even
drive a lap, let alone drift one. I soon surrender to doing 
donuts and bouncing off the walls.

Suzuki says this car has a 1.7 rear diff, so the rear 
wheels rotate 70 percent faster than the fronts. An 
‘easy drive’ drift diff is a 1.3. Conversely, a 2.0 would 
suit a tight, high-grip track. 

The trick, Suzuki explains, is not to back off into 
corners. “More throttle is more stable, then full brake,” 
he says. I try it a few times. Set up into a four-wheel 
drift, a forward thrust of my index finger holds the 
car’s attitude, until I’m ready to squeeze back on the 
gas again. “If you try and go gently, you will just keep 
spinning. It’s too unstable.”

With more practice, I know, I could do this. I could 
get a car of my own, then retreat into this amazing 
scaled-down world…

But my sickie is coming to an end. Southbound for 
Tokyo, the Joban Expressway soon rises up as the city 
of 37 million people seeps underneath. Rushing along 
between the high steel walls of the expressway, a red 
corpuscle in a stream of white and silver ones, I feel 
completely disconnected from it all.

The thought of having to return to an office on 
Monday would fill me with dread. If I lived here, I 
realise, I’d make a point of never doing this again.  

From the upper deck I can see Mt Fuji,

fully 100km away
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CAN VIRTUALLY 

DRIVE ITSELF, BUT 
DOES THAT LIMIT 

ITS DRIVER APPEAL?
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’VE been dead for quite a while now. Pretend-dead,
that is. I’m hurtling along a Portuguese freeway at
120km/h and two minutes ago, the bearded German
sitting alongside told me to do the most peculiar thing.
“Now is time for some theatre,” he smiled through his
whiskers, which are so long they tickle the top of his
name badge. It reads Constantin. “I ask you to have a
heart attack.”

He doesn’t seem to care that I’m meant to be driving.
Or that our sparkling new W213 E-Class is approaching
a right-hand bend at 33 metres per second. So in an act
of blind trust, I throw my hands in the air, writhe in
mock pain for a few theatrical seconds, then slump in
my seat, ‘dead’.

I briefly wonder if the spittle in the corner of my
mouth is a step too far, or if Constantin will even notice
it, when the steering wheel moves. It steers us into and
through the corner. No fuss, no loss of speed. We don’t
even stray from our lane.

The same thing happens at the next curve, this time a
left. It takes 30 seconds for the car to notice I’m not in
control. It flashes a visual warning on the dash, telling
me to take the wheel. I don’t.

Another bend, another 30 seconds, and the car begins
to bong, rhythmically. Bong. Bong. Take. The. Wheel.
Again, I ignore it. Then we gradually start to slow. At
60km/h the hazard lights come on and the car begins to
come to a complete stop.

“See!” laughs Constantin. “It’s brilliant, no?”
Welcome to the all-new Mercedes-Benz E-Class, a car

so infested with technology and binary code that this
review could just as easily fill the pages of PC Monthly.
In fact, this 10th-generation E-Class is so clever that it
even outmuscles Merc’s traditional technology flagship,
the significantly more expensive S-Class.

Kind of a big deal, then.
The system I experience with Constantin is the latest

version of Merc’s Drive Pilot, which moves the German
brand a step closer to full autonomy. With all the
sensors and gizmos switched on, the E-Class can now
follow another car at speeds up to 210km/h, change
lanes autonomously and even drive itself on roads
without clear lane markings at speeds up to 130km/h.

It works, too. On the highway, the E-Class steers itself
through gradual bends with precision, maintains and
changes its speed without fuss, and will even slow for,

This new E-Class is even more clever than 
the flagship S-Class, so it’s kind of a big deal
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It only became officially known 
as the E-Class when the W124 
was facelifted in 1993 – switching 
its naming system from 320E to 

E320, for example – but Mercedes-
Benz’s famed executive saloon 
dates back to the W120 ‘Ponton’ 
produced from 1953 until 1962. 



and drive through, a narrow toll booth all of its own 
accord. All I have to do is touch the steering wheel 
every minute or so. 

It would be wrong to think this means the E-Class is 
verging on fully autonomous, though. It’s not. Shadows 
and overhead signs can cause the occasional hiccup 
and the Drive Pilot’s automatic steering strays from 
its lane on tighter corners. So instead of just turning 
on the systems, taking your hands off the wheel and 
relaxing, you have to constantly monitor the car in 
case it slips up. That said, on open highways it’s 
bloody impressive.

The auto lane change – operated by indicating for 
more than two seconds at speeds above 80km/h – soon 
becomes second nature, too. Benz implies this system is 
superior to the one used by Tesla, which lacks the extra 
rear-facing camera fitted to the E-Class that checks 
your blind spot. 

And Benz has vastly improved the Drive Pilot’s 
restart function, which will now stop and restart the 
car automatically in heavy stop-start traffic, even if 
you’ve been stationary for as long as 30 seconds. The 
old system required the driver to intervene after just 
three seconds. 

Even better news is that, despite some initial 
uncertainty about legality and compliancy, all of this 
semi-autonomous technology will be standard on every 
E-Class when deliveries start in June. There is some 
tech we won’t be getting in Australia, but the company 
has confirmed most of the headline systems are 
coming our way. 

And don’t fret that Mercedes-Benz was blinded by its 
pursuit of electronic wizardry and forgot about good 
old-fashioned mechanical engineering. The E-Class 
drives like a car of this calibre should. 

Built on the same Modular Rear Architecture as 
the S-Class and C-Class, the E-Class is 43mm longer 
and 3mm lower than the car it replaces, and rides on 
a wheelbase that has grown by 65mm. Track widths 
have increased front and rear while weight is down, 
by about 50kg. And that sleek new body, which looks 
eerily similar to both the C-Class and S-Class, delivers 
an impressive 0.23 coefficient of drag. 

A suite of petrol and diesel engines will be offered 
here, all paired with a nine-speed automatic, with the 
E200, E220d and E350d available from launch in July. 

The E200’s 135kW/300Nm turbo-petrol four and 
the E350’s 190kW/620Nm turbo-diesel V6 are both 
carryover engines, but the E220d’s 2.0-litre unit is 
all-new. Part of a fresh OM625 diesel family, this 
143kW/400Nm unit boasts an aluminium cylinder head 
and crankcase. It’s quiet on start-up, spins eagerly and 
delivers a nice blend of performance and efficiency, 
with a 3.9L/100km combined fuel-consumption number.

Arriving in late 2016 will be a new E300 model, 
powered by a 180kW/370Nm 2.0-litre turbo-petrol four 
(also destined for the C-Class), and a temporary range-
topper, the 245kW/480Nm E400 4Matic.

This will be the first Aussie E-Class to be offered 
with all-wheel drive, and to prove its credentials, 
Mercedes-Benz decided our first taste of the E400 
should be on Portugal’s famous Estoril race circuit.

The engineers weren’t blinded by their 
pursuit of electronic wizardry; the new 
E-Class drives like a Mercedes should



If efficiency is at the top of your ‘must have’ list,
Benz has confirmed a hybrid version of the E-Class
will arrive in 2017. Dubbed E350e, it combines a
2.0-litre turbo-petrol four-cylinder with a boot-
mounted 6.2kWh battery and boasts a claimed
pure electric range of 30km. In real-world driving
situations, though, engineers say this drops to a
more realistic 15km. Fuel consumption is rated at 
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Leading the equipment non-arrivals
for Australia, at least initially, is
Remote Parking Pilot, which lets
you park your E-Class from outside
the car using a smartphone. It’s a
catch-up system – BMW and Tesla
both offer similar technology – but it
works brilliantly for parallel, front-
on and reverse-in manoeuvres.
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Every E-Class from the E300
up scores new high-end
‘Multibeam LED’ headlights.
The system boasts 84
individually controlled
LEDs with 256 levels of
adjustment and a range
projection of 430 metres. It
also selectively dims sections

of the lights so as not to
dazzle oncoming cars while
ensuring maximum vision
for the driver. Benz claims
its headlights are even more
complex than Audi’s superb
Matrix LED system, as they
can be adjusted for both low
and high beams.
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Model Mercedes-Benz E400 4Matic
Engine 2996cc V6 (60°), dohc, 24v, twin-turbo

Max power 245kW @ 5250-6000rpm
Max torque 480Nm @ 1600-4000rpm

Transmission 9-speed automatic
Weight 1750kg (estimated)

0-100km/h 5.3sec (claimed)
Fuel economy 7.7L/100km (EU)

Price $140,000 (estimated)
On sale Q4 2016
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It’s a punishing track, with long straights, tricky
high- and low-speed corners, and heavy braking zones, 
but the E400 applies itself well. The steering is direct, 
the chassis nicely balanced and there’s plenty of grip, 
which gives you the confidence to get on the throttle 
early. The twin-turbo V6 petrol is strong and emits a 
nice gurgle on over-run. 

One noticeable negative is a rustle of wind noise 
at the top of the windscreen, which intrudes into an 
otherwise hushed cabin. It’s an annoyance that plagues 
every E-Class we drive, especially when cruising on the 
freeway, and Mercedes is aware of the problem. “Oh 
yes, that’s because of the sunroof,” says an engineer. 
“The cabin is so quiet now that you hear sounds you 
wouldn’t have before.”

Entry-level W213 E-Class variants feature a steel coil 
suspension set-up with variable damping as standard, 
but every variant from E300 up rides on self-levelling 
‘Air Body Control’ suspension with multi-chamber air 
springs and four distinct modes: Comfort, Eco, Sport 
and Sport+. Yet even in its firmest and most aggressive 
setting, there’s no escaping the E400’s heavy emphasis 
on luxury and refinement over razor-sharp dynamics. 

What the E400 does do, though, is provide a tasty 
starting point for the upcoming AMG E43 and the even 
more bonkers E63, which will be fitted with AMG’s 
4.0-litre twin-turbo V8, tuned to produce around 420kW.

Where the E-Class really excels is with its interior. 
The family resemblance to the flagship S-Class is again 

obvious, but there’s a sweeping beauty to its broad
dashboard, the piece de resistance being an enormous 
twin-screen digital display, dubbed Command Digital 
Instrument Panel, which will be fitted standard to all 
Australian E-Class variants. 

This display consists of two incredibly thin 12.3-inch 
high-definition screens that are fully configurable, 
with drivers able to choose between three designs: 
Classic, Sport and Progressive. It’s a breeze to use, 
thanks to two mini-touchscreens mounted on the 
steering-wheel spokes. You operate them by swiping 
your fingers horizontally or vertically, with the left 
touchpad operating the left screen and the right 
operating the right screen. If that sounds complicated, 
it’s not. The system is wonderfully intuitive. 

Rear passengers aren’t forgotten, either, with a roomy 
rear bench (knee room is up 6mm) and deeply sculpted 
seats. There’s a lack of toe room if the front seats are 
set low, and the 530-litre boot is marginally smaller 
than before, but these are minor complaints. 

Then there’s the price. Mercedes has worked hard 
to increase the spec of Australian models, and will 
offer the twin-screen display and Drive Pilot system as 
standard, but says this will result in small increases. 

All things considered, it seems a fair trade. This 
latest E-Class is not only an improvement in style, 
space and comfort, but sets a new tech benchmark, 
both for its class and for Mercedes-Benz as a brand. 
Your move, S-Class.  

Even in its firmest setting, the E400’s 
emphasis is on luxury and refinement
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At work or play, these are the utes 
Australians are buying in increasing 
numbers. We put ’em to the test, on 
the road and off it, to find the best
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USSIES are long-term utilitarians. 
It’s a lifestyle choice that can 
be traced back to 1932, when a 
farmer’s wife asked Ford Australia 
for “a vehicle to go to church in on 
a Sunday and which can carry our 
pigs to market on Mondays”. Ford 
responded with its 1934 ‘coupe 
utility’ and so began a trayed union 
now spanning eight decades.

Australia may have invented the 
ute, but today’s booming market segment is driven by 
imported dual-cab 4x4s from Thailand and Japan rather 
than our native rear-drive, sedan-based trayback heroes.

Toyota’s Hilux headlines the Aussie ute boom – it was 
the third-best seller outright in Australia last year – 
while the Ford Ranger and Mitsubishi Triton made the 
top 10, in fifth and seventh respectively.

The fact today’s ute is more refined, safer and better 
equipped than it was a decade ago helps explain how 
Toyota sold almost as many Hiluxes last year (35,161) 
as it did Corollas (the top-seller at 42,073 units).

While the mining sector has contributed significantly 
to the ute’s popularity, private sales now account for a 
staggering 50 percent. Mums ’n’ dads are buying utes, too.

Meaning there’s never been a better time to review 
the Dual-Cab 4x4 class of 2016 than right now. Toyota 
only recently replaced the Hilux after 10 years, and 
we have a freshly minted Nissan Navara, a thoroughly 

reworked Mitsubishi Triton, and updated versions of 
the Mazda BT-50 and Ford Ranger. And a dual-cab 
Megatest wouldn’t be complete without Holden’s 
strong-selling Colorado, its Isuzu D-Max doppelganger, 
and the Volkswagen Amarok.

However, despite their growing popularity, we 
discovered the average dual-cab is still a long way from 
being luxurious even before arriving at the Melbourne 
4x4 Training & Proving Ground in Mount Cottrell.

For the stultifying slog down the Hume from Sydney, 
Wheels was issued the Amarok – broadly regarded 
as the most comfortable of its type – and quickly 
discovered unladen ride quality busier than we’d 
tolerate in a car. The modern dual-cab ute may be more 
car-like, but it’s not really that car-like. Surely there 
must be more to its appeal.

Part of the attraction is that commercial vehicles 
purchased under salary sacrifice, or bought as a 
business vehicle, bring significant tax savings. Solid 
retained values approaching 70 percent are about as 
good as passenger cars get. Then there’s the macho ‘I go 
bush’ image, even if owners don’t venture far from their 
coastal Australian cities. If you do, the full low-down on 
the off-road credentials of these eight dual-cabs is on 
sister magazine 4X4 Australia’s website.

The big sellers all start at the bare-bones, work-ready 
end of the market, but we’re more interested in family 
friendly dual-cabs – well-specced auto diesels – costing 
around $50K. So settle back as we dish the dirt. JW
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Private sales now account for a staggering
50 percent. Mums ’n’ dads are buying utes, too

What’d we put 
’em through?
OUR TEST base at the 
Melbourne 4x4 Training and 
Proving Ground provided 
almost every kind of terrain 
today’s ute buyer could 
throw at their rig. The most 
challenging set-climb – steep, 
slippery and lumpy – was 
right next to the facility’s 
conference centre, enabling 
us to sort them into an 
off-road pecking order 
from the outset. Normal 
and secondary bitumen 
roads as part of an on- and 
off-road loop tested ride 
quality, while unsealed 
roads tested stability-control 
systems. A bush-bashing 
element provided climbs and 
descents to test approach, 
departure and ramp-over 
angles, rutted trails to assess 
levels of articulation, and 
water-crossings to evaluate 
sealing as well as the siting 
of engine air intakes. The 
4x4 Australia crew provided 
the critical view of some of 
the most experienced off-
roaders in the country and, 
finally a straight private 
road became a dragstrip, on 
which we measured outright 
acceleration and in-gear 
response. JW
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Isuzu D-Max
LS-U Crew Cab

‘HONEST’ describes the Isuzu D-Max. It’s 
a word that will resonate with the average 
off-road enthusiast, though families 
seeking a ute-shaped five-seater might 
be happier to hear words such as ‘luxury’ 
and ‘equipment’.

Although it shares its GM-developed 
body and chassis with the Holden 
Colorado, Isuzu brought its own engine 
and gearbox. And the D-Max’s generations-
old donk is a big part of its honesty. A 
commercial engine, it lives up to all the 
connotations the word ‘truck’ brings, both 
good and bad.

Similarly, the gearbox is a proven Aisin 
unit that has seen duty in the Toyota Prado, 
among others. Not the latest tech, then, 
and it only has five forward ratios when 
some rivals have six, seven and even eight.

Climb inside and the fragrance of 
rubber floor mats assaults the nostrils, 
while the design is purposeful rather than 
beautiful. It seems dated despite not being 
that old – this second-gen model has only 
been around since 2012 – and the steering 
column lacks reach adjustment, which is 
not yet the norm in a ute.

Despite its basic appearance, the 

requisite equipment is mostly there in 
LS-U spec, which features six airbags, 
Bluetooth audio and, erm, carpet. You also 
get 17-inch alloys, projector headlights and 
front fog lights, LED tail-lights, aluminium 
side steps and extra chrome trim.

Turn into a tarmac corner with the 
relatively heavy steering and the D-Max 
heaves over, its outside-front tyre squealing 
with less provocation than it takes with 
most of its rivals.

While it’s a bit of a blunt instrument, the 
D-Max is reasonably comfortable, offering 
a well-judged level of damping that lets 
the suspension breathe, and then some, 
without degenerating into float. It is quite 
settled on coarse chip but strangely less so 
on visibly smooth tarmac.

The 3.0-litre turbo-diesel four-cylinder 
is gruff and comparatively noisy. With 
130kW and 380Nm, it’s not the most 
powerful, either, though the longevity of an 
under-stressed truck mill is an appealing 
prospect. The D-Max sits about mid-pack 
in terms of acceleration, at 11.7sec from 
0-100km/h, just 0.2sec slower than the 
five-speed Triton. However, the 9.2sec it 
takes for the rolling 80-120km/h tells of 

the Isuzu’s lack of responsiveness and the 
transmission’s lack of smarts. The Triton 
completes the job in just 7.9sec.

Wind, tyre and suspension noise filter 
into the cabin more freely than they do 
in the more refined Amarok and Ranger, 
which will make the D-Max more tiring 
for long trips. Back-seaters have it worse, 
courtesy of a lack of under-thigh support 
and a too-upright backrest, though head 
and shoulder room are good.

Ute ownership can be about real and 
perceived unbreakability, and we would 
personally prefer a tough, keenly priced 
truck with a five-year warranty than one 
that’s trying hard but ultimately failing at 
being the polished workhorse-meets-
family-hauler. But the Colorado still 
edges out the D-Max here because it’s 
more refined and has a marginally nicer 
cabin design (if you don’t mind its chintzy 
chrome and cheap plastic).

The average family may also quite 
rightly be persuaded by the Colorado’s 
qualities, badge and superior performance. 
Or they may plump for one of the other six 
utes we’ve tested here, because there’s no 
shortage of quality competition. JW



Off-road performance
The D-Max offers a class-leading
3500kg towing capacity and boasts
ample approach and departure angles,
generous ground clearance, an inner-
guard engine air intake and a pair
of front recovery hooks as standard.
But surprisingly, given the Isuzu’s
workmanlike personality, it lacks a
standard locking rear diff, which means
it flounders where most of its rivals
power on in really tough conditions.
This is exacerbated by modest wheel
travel and average traction-control
calibration. Like the Triton, the
Isuzu failed to complete our most
challenging test climb.

Specs
$48,300
Engine

2999cc 4cyl, dohc, 16v, TD
Power

130kW @ 3600rpm
Torque

380Nm @ 1800-2800rpm
Transmission

5-speed automatic
Dimensions

(L/W/H/W-B)
5295/1860/1795/3095mm

Weight
1945kg

Tray capacity
1005kg

Braked towing capacity
3500kg

Unbraked towing capacity
750kg

Ground clearance
235mm
Tyres

Bridgestone Dueler H/T
255/65R17

ADR81 fuel cons
8.1L/100km
0-100km/h

11.7sec
0-400m

18.2sec @ 124.4km/h
80-120km/h

9.2sec
3yr resale

64%
✔ Honest appeal; mostly good

ride; proven drivetrain
✘ Basic cabin; lacks refinement;
engine, auto lack responsiveness

5.0 10

Despite a basic 
appearance, 
the requisite 
equipment is 
mostly there 
in LS-U spec
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Holden Colorado 
LTZ Crew Cab

HOLDEN’S entrant may have a face that 
clearly links it to the family, and a Lion 
logo the size of a Frisbee, but it was 
developed by GM in Brazil, has an Italian 
engine, is built in Thailand, and shares 
chassis and body hardpoints with the Isuzu 
D-Max. The tuneable bits (springs, dampers 
and anti-roll bars) received attention from 
Holden, with a softer tune to make on-road 
dynamics more palatable for buyers used 
to unibody SUV comfort levels.

Before we get to that, though, we need 
to get past the lack of cabin ambience, 
the hard plastics, the flimsy storage 
compartment lids, the fussy and dated 
instruments, and the fact that even in 
this LTZ spec (a grade higher than much 
of the field here), any sort of service like 
navigation requires your smartphone and 
your data. Our test car’s seats are finished 
in grey vinyl-look leather while the gloss 
black trim in the centre console and around 
the circular HVAC system does little to 
distract you from the obvious cost-cutting. 

This could be overlooked if the 
powertrain was a model of refinement 

and efficiency, but it’s not. The big four-
pot – 2.8 litres, force-fed by a single turbo 
– comes from VM Motori, now owned by 
Fiat-Chrysler, which relieved GM of its 
50 percent stake in 2013. It takes only 
minutes behind the wheel to realise why 
GM wanted out. Despite the addition of 
extra sound insulation as part of last year’s 
MY15 upgrades, it’s still loud for this class 
and objects to being revved. And it only 
meets Euro 4 emissions, not the Euro 5 
standard achieved by the others here. 

On the road, the big Holden is passable 
provided you don’t ask too much of it. 
The engine’s gruffness and noise is only 
intrusive beyond the peak power point, 
and GM’s six-speed auto does a decent job 
of upshifting early to tap into the bottom 
of the solid, but narrow, torque spread to 
keep the big rig surfing along. Driven flat-
out it’s even (just) quickest in class, though 
other issues make that inadvisable.

The move to softer chassis settings 
makes the Colorado less jarring and 
uncomfortable than before, but on any 
typically lumpy B-road there’s a problem 

with the relationship between the cabin 
and what’s going on down at road level. 
The body wobbles on the chassis as though 
the two elements are connected with jelly 
pots rather than anything you’d find in the 
hardware department. Hit a bumpy section 
and the wheel shimmies in your hands, as 
the whole plot quivers and quakes.

On dirt, the ESC is deftly calibrated to 
quickly curb spinning wheels and gently 
restrict slides, but over corrugations the 
steering kickback reaches eye-widening 
levels. At least the fast-acting ABS 
allows you to quickly scrub off speed to 
something less likely to cause further 
affront from the steering.

It’s a shame the platform and engine are 
well short of what’s needed, but Holden 
is working on another round of upgrades 
(due later this year) aimed at addressing 
drivetrain NVH issues, and improving 
cabin quality and functionality. We’re not 
expecting miracles, but if you’re wedded 
to the brand, it could be worth waiting to 
see what the updated model brings. For 
everyone else, keep reading.  AW



Specs
$53,190
Engine 

2776cc 4cyl, dohc, 16v, TD
Power 

147kW @ 3600rpm
Torque 

500Nm @ 2000-2200rpm
Transmission 

6-speed automatic
Dimensions 

(L/W/H/W-B) 
5347/1882/1780/3096mm

Weight 
2119kg

Tray capacity 
825kg

Braked towing capacity 
3500kg

Unbraked towing capacity 
750kg

Ground clearance 
210mm
Tyres 

Bridgestone Dueler H/T 
255/65R17

ADR81 fuel cons 
9.1L/100km
0-100km/h 

10.2sec
0-400m 

17.4sec @ 130.6km/h
80-120km/h

7.9sec
3yr resale

59%

✔ Large engine capacity so high
torque; comparatively swift

✘ Gruff engine; wobbly on-road
dynamics; chintzy interior

10

Off-road performance
Like all the contenders here bar the 
Amarok, the Colorado offers a low-
range four-wheel-drive mode. But the 
lack of a rear diff lock does put it at 
a disadvantage when the going gets 
properly steep and snotty. Granted, 
most owners would not attempt the 

almost absurdly steep and deeply 
rutted trail used by our test team, but 
it was telling that more than half the 
field was able to make the climb. The 
Colorado didn’t – only just – once the 
rear axle hit max articulation and 
traction headed south. 

Driven flat-out, 
the Colorado is 

quickest in class
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Mitsubishi Triton
GLS Double Cab

SIMPLY being the best drive in class 
doesn’t automatically make a car a
best-seller, but brilliant value for money
is a sure-fire way to make an impression on 
buyers. And that’s Mitsubishi’s approach 
with the Triton.

The launch of the fifth-gen model in 
May 2015 helped Triton’s buck-beating 
credentials while attempting to bring its 
on-road and off-road abilities closer to 
those of its rivals. Trouble was, changes 
in the ute market reduced the impact of 
Mitsubishi’s re-engineering and re-bodying, 
particularly in comparison with all-new 
rivals such as Toyota’s eighth-gen Hilux.

Our mid-spec Triton GLS auto brings 
safety features such as ESC, a driver’s knee 
airbag and a reversing camera to put it 
firmly in the family-car frame. A five-star 
ANCAP crash rating is a must, while hill-
start and trailer-stability assist systems 
are nice to have. Dual-zone climate, HID 
headlights, LED DRLs, fog lights and a 
sporty styling package with 17-inch alloys 
add to the attraction.

Triton’s appeal extends beyond price 
and equipment to a roomy cabin with a 

neatly presented dash with clear silver-
rimmed instruments, and an appealing 
6.1-inch central touchscreen as part of the 
new model’s updated audio system (which 
features digital radio).

The GLS-spec side-steps make the Triton 
easy to get in and out of, and redesigned 
front seats banish the old model’s legs-
out-in-front seating position for a more 
comfortable, upright position. The new 
Triton’s cabin is 20mm longer, almost 
entirely translated into rear legroom, with 
more head and shoulder room as well. Pity 
the rear door aperture is relatively small, 
and rear occupants miss out on air-con 
vents. At least there are big door bottle-
holders for all.

Triton’s update included measures to 
better suppress combustion noise and a 
revised injection system on the 2.4-litre 
turbo-diesel, and it shows, though don’t 
expect car-like refinement levels.

Aussie suspension tuning sought to 
improve high-speed stability on gravel 
roads, but it hasn’t smoothed the ride, 
which remains jittery on lumpy surfaces.

The leather steering wheel is nice to 

hold and twirls through a typical 3.8 turns 
lock-to-lock, but it’s connected to light, 
limp steering that is at odds with the ute’s 
image and abilities. Big turning circles 
rule in this realm, though the Triton’s is 
relatively tight at 11.8m.

A beefier new five-speed auto means all 
Tritons now get the full dose of torque (a 
stout 430Nm, up 80Nm). In practice the 
Mitsubishi isn’t as instantly punchy as 
some of its rivals, but it powers along with 
authority from the peak torque point of 
2500rpm to the 4000rpm redline. 

Clocking 11.5sec from 0-100km/h, it 
sees off Hilux, Amarok and D-Max, but 
not Ranger or Navara. In that context, an 
official consumption figure of 7.6L/100km 
is quite respectable.

Triton isn’t the best ute off-road – or 
on it – but considering its roominess, 
equipment level and affordable pricing, 
and the fact it’s well-mannered and 
capable enough for most buyers, we can 
still see the appeal. 

Mitsubishi’s five-year warranty could 
certainly swing punters in Triton’s favour, 
even if its styling does the opposite.  JW

SIMPLY being the best drive in class 
doesn’t automatically make a car a
best-seller, but brilliant value for money
is a sure-fire way to make an impression on 
buyers. And that’s Mitsubishi’s approach 
with the Triton.

The launch of the fifth-gen model in 
May 2015 helped Triton’s buck-beating 
credentials while attempting to bring its 
on-road and off-road abilities closer to 
those of its rivals. Trouble was, changes 
in the ute market reduced the impact of 
Mitsubishi’s re-engineering and re-bodying, 
particularly in comparison with all-new 
rivals such as Toyota’s eighth-gen Hilux.

Our mid-spec Triton GLS auto brings 
safety features such as ESC, a driver’s knee 
airbag and a reversing camera to put it 
firmly in the family-car frame. A five-star 
ANCAP crash rating is a must, while hill-
start and trailer-stability assist systems 
are nice to have. Dual-zone climate, HID 
headlights, LED DRLs, fog lights and a 
sporty styling package with 17-inch alloys 
add to the attraction.

Triton’s appeal extends beyond price 
and equipment to a roomy cabin with a 

neatly presented dash with clear silver-
rimmed instruments, and an appealing 
6.1-inch central touchscreen as part of the 
new model’s updated audio system (which 
features digital radio).

The GLS-spec side-steps make the Triton 
easy to get in and out of, and redesigned 
front seats banish the old model’s legs-
out-in-front seating position for a more 
comfortable, upright position. The new 
Triton’s cabin is 20mm longer, almost 
entirely translated into rear legroom, with 
more head and shoulder room as well. Pity 
the rear door aperture is relatively small, 
and rear occupants miss out on air-con 
vents. At least there are big door bottle-
holders for all.

Triton’s update included measures to 
better suppress combustion noise and a 
revised injection system on the 2.4-litre 
turbo-diesel, and it shows, though don’t 
expect car-like refinement levels.

Aussie suspension tuning sought to 
improve high-speed stability on gravel 
roads, but it hasn’t smoothed the ride, 
which remains jittery on lumpy surfaces.

The leather steering wheel is nice to 

hold and twirls through a typical 3.8 turns 
lock-to-lock, but it’s connected to light, 
limp steering that is at odds with the ute’s 
image and abilities. Big turning circles 
rule in this realm, though the Triton’s is 
relatively tight at 11.8m.

A beefier new five-speed auto means all 
Tritons now get the full dose of torque (a 
stout 430Nm, up 80Nm). In practice the 
Mitsubishi isn’t as instantly punchy as 
some of its rivals, but it powers along with 
authority from the peak torque point of 
2500rpm to the 4000rpm redline. 

Clocking 11.5sec from 0-100km/h, it 
sees off Hilux, Amarok and D-Max, but 
not Ranger or Navara. In that context, an 
official consumption figure of 7.6L/100km 
is quite respectable.

Triton isn’t the best ute off-road – or 
on it – but considering its roominess, 
equipment level and affordable pricing, 
and the fact it’s well-mannered and 
capable enough for most buyers, we can 
still see the appeal. 

Mitsubishi’s five-year warranty could 
certainly swing punters in Triton’s favour, 
even if its styling does the opposite.  JW
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Specs
$43,490
Engine

2442cc 4cyl, dohc, 16v, TD
Power

133kW @ 3500rpm
Torque

430Nm @ 2500rpm
Transmission

5-speed automatic
Dimensions

(L/W/H/W-B)
5280/1815/1780/3000mm

Weight
1950kg

Tray capacity
950kg

Braked towing capacity
3100kg

Unbraked towing capacity
750kg

Ground clearance
205mm
Tyres

Toyo A28 Open Country
245/65R17

ADR81 fuel cons
7.6L/100km
0-100km/h

11.5sec
0-400m

18.3sec @ 125.8km/h
80-120km/h

7.9sec
3yr resale

61%
✔ Punchier and roomier than
before; long warranty; value

✘ Electronic diff not standard;
limp steering; busy ride

6.0 10

Off-road 
performance
The Triton is at an initial 
disadvantage because it 
lacks a rear locker (it’s 
standard only in the top-
level Exceed). Combine this 
with limited rear wheel 
travel and an unpolished 
traction-control system 
and the Triton does it 
tough on the gnarliest 
climbs. On the flipside, the 
full-time Super Select II 
4WD system (in GLS and 
Exceed versions) means no 
switching between 2WD 
and 4WD when you go from 
tarmac to beaten track and 
back (you can engage 4x4 
mode without locking the 
centre diff), which is handy. 
Compact dimensions aid 
manoeuvrability while the 
engine now picks up air 
from the guard rather than 
beneath the bonnet lip. 

Aussie suspension tuning sought 
to improve high-speed stability on gravel roads
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Nissan Navara 
ST Dual Cab

NISSAN’S NP300 Navara, which arrived in 
2015, has the makings of a segment-shaker. 
Just look at its rugged good looks and 
newly car-like cabin, then glance at the 
specs and witness a potent and efficient 
2.3-litre Renault-Nissan diesel with 
twin turbos (in the upper and mid-spec 
versions), a stout 3500kg towing capacity 
and five-link rear suspension with coil 
springs (in all dual-cab versions) when all 
its rivals still use rear leaf springs.

The appeal continues in the cabin. 
From comfortable front seats trimmed 
in a suede-like soft trim, front occupants 
are presented with a neat dash headlined 
by a 5.0-inch audio unit with Bluetooth 
connectivity for phone and music, 
smartphone intergration and a reversing 
camera. However, like many utes, the 
steering column lacks reach adjustment.

Standard features include seven airbags 
and auto headlights, and the ST adds self-
levelling LED headlights, LED running 
lights and front fog lights, side-steps, a rear 
diff lock and 16-inch alloys.

The rear compartment holds similar 
sway, offering plenty of leg, head and 

foot room despite the fact this Navara is 
slightly smaller than the model it replaces, 
as well as many of its rivals. Back-benchers 
are also treated to air-conditioning vents 
and a powered sliding rear window within 
the rear screen.

A compass in the rear-view mirror 
reminds you of Navara’s taste for bush-
bashing, and it certainly feels at home in 
the rough. The standard electronic rear 
diff lock assisted for the most challenging 
climbs. With help from the responsive twin-
turbo engine’s torque, Navara powered to 
the top without raising a sweat, though 
it did kick up impressive rooster tails. It 
lacks the clearance of some rivals, and 
traversed rocky and rutted sections with 
the odd scrape but no real issues.

The five-link rear suspension promises 
plenty, though it’s difficult to juggle 
unladen ride comfort with a heavy-duty 
cargo/towing capacity. The required stiff 
coil springs mean the road ride is jittery, 
despite more sophisticated suspension 
design, though the damping is relatively 
soft, tending to float rather than jar, which 
leaves ride quality as merely ‘good’.

The 2.3-litre diesel makes use of its twin 
sequential turbos to torque convincingly 
from low revs – peak twist of 450Nm is 
delivered from 1500-2500rpm – while also 
providing a thrusty mid-range that runs to 
the 140kW peak at 3750rpm. The Navara 
is a hard-charger that’s a fraction quicker 
than both Ranger and Colorado where it 
counts, doing 80-120km/h in 7.5sec, and 
it’s in the race from 0-100km/h too, which 
it hits in 10.5sec – a match for the Ford 
while trailing the Holden by just 0.3sec. 
Efficient at 7.0L/100km and impressively 
refined when cruising, the donk betrays its 
commercial origins by getting noisy when 
it’s worked hard, which is a shame.

Poise and balance are relative terms 
when talking about utes, but it’s here the 
Navara shows off its flash rear suspension. 
The big dynamic let-down is the heavy 
and vague steering, which is again 
disappointing because in so many other 
areas, Nissan’s latest ute is a winner.

Flaws and all – and there are 
commendably few of them – the likeable 
Navara finishes just below our not-so-
surprising Top Four. JW



Specs
$48,490
Engine

2298cc 4cyl, dohc, 16v, TTD
Power

140kW @ 3750rpm
Torque

450Nm @ 1500-2500rpm
Transmission

7-speed automatic
Dimensions

(L/W/H/W-B)
5255/1850/1840/3150mm

Weight
1924kg

Tray capacity
986kg

Braked towing capacity
3500kg

Unbraked towing capacity
750kg

Ground clearance
226mm
Tyres

Toyo A25 Open Country
255/70R16

ADR81 fuel cons
7.0L/100km
0-100km/h

10.5sec
0-400m

17.7sec @ 131.2km/h
80-120km/h

7.5sec
3yr resale

60%
✔ Potent, efficient engine;

off-road nous; coil-sprung rear
brings good on-road handling
✘ Vague and heavy steering

6.5 10

Off-road performance
Navara rides lower than some 
rivals – its ground clearance 
is less than Ranger’s, for 
example, but greater than 
Triton’s – which puts it at 
an initial disadvantage off-
road. However, the torquey, 
responsive engine (which 
draws air from near the radiator 
top tank – not so good) and 
smart seven-speed auto (first 

gear is a great low-crawl ratio) 
ensure it has the brute force. 
A rear diff lock is standard 
in this spec, and engaging it 
doesn’t deactivate the traction-
control system across the front 
axle. Despite the system’s 
less-than-slick calibration, that 
locker and the potent drivetrain 
mean Navara makes light work 
of hairy climbs. 

 Navara sports a five-link rear end with 
coils against all rivals’ leaf springs
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Toyota Hilux 
SR Double Cab

TOYOTA’S ownership of this segment was 
once so absolute that ‘Hilux’ just about 
became the non-enthusiast’s term for 
anything that resembles a 4x4 ute, the 
way a non-barbeque enthusiast refers to 
‘a Weber’. Intensifying competition saw 
Toyota really ramp up development for 
this eighth-generation model, as well as 
increasing Toyota Australia’s involvement 
in all aspects ranging from dynamics to 
load carrying and accessories.

Given Toyota also had the advantage of 
targeting the class-leading Amarok, you’d 
rightly expect big things from the new 
Hilux. We sure did. 

You still get traditional Toyota virtues 
like rock-solid reliability and resale 
value, idiot-proof functionality and the 
confidence you’ve made a solid, gamble-
free choice. However, you also get a 4x4 ute 
well short of best-in-class for dynamics and 
on-road performance. We won’t sugar-coat 
this: The all-new Hilux is, compared to the 
standard-setter, stiff and bouncy in its ride, 
neither fast nor frugal, and downmarket in 
its interior accommodation. 

Hilux’s shortcomings are clear the 

moment you slide behind the wheel. You 
may be greeted by an all-new dash, but the 
design is a collision of mismatched surfaces 
and too many ideas. Functionality may be 
fine, but it’s an aesthetic no-man’s land, 
with HVAC controls like a ’90s Corolla, a 
hard plastic wheel in SR spec, and hose-
out door bins. The only element that looks 
remotely contemporary is the multimedia 
screen, which, depending on your point of 
view, either looks vaguely like a tablet well 
positioned in the centre or an afterthought 
from an automotive superstore. 

On the plus side, the basic, fully manual 
HVAC system, with minimal microswitches 
and solenoids, has less to go wrong in harsh 
and dusty Aussie conditions, and credit 
needs to be given to the rubber dust covers 
that plug the USB and audio inputs. And 
driving position, ergonomic details and 
general functionality are fine; it just feels 
like the car equivalent of a site office. 

Rear-seat accommodation may not differ 
too much from the rest of the field, but an 
even more upright backrest than the worst 
offenders, a short cushion and lack of vents 
make it a thoroughly unappealing place.

Then there’s the suspension tune. 
Switching from the plush-feeling Amarok 
to the ultra-terse Hilux on the Hume is 
like going from an armchair to copping 
kidney punches from Danny Green. Sure, 
the Hilux is set up to carry Uluru on its 
back, and a load in the tray or even adding 
a hard canopy would be sufficient weight 
to tame the rear suspension a little. But 
we rate ’em as we find ’em, and the Hilux 
SR is one stiff, unforgiving brute over 
Aussie backroads. The upside may be crisp 
steering and better body control than the 
tail-enders, but it’s still hard to reconcile 
the trade-off for a recreational cruiser.

The new 130kW/450Nm 2.8-litre turbo-
diesel four delivers decent refinement for 
this class, and is mated to a well-mannered 
six-speed auto, but this powertrain does 
not provide swift performance. Hilux was 
slowest of our group over 400m, yet its 
8.5L/100km fuel number is nothing special. 

Hilux does provide a strong sense of 
bush-bashing competence and durability, 
which goes some way to mitigating its 
on-road shortcomings, though not quite 
far enough. AW
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Off-road
performance
Take the Hilux off the smooth
stuff and it starts to make a more
persuasive case, steaming up steep
climbs and putting its generous
new levels of rear-wheel travel
to good use. Its traction control
is quick-acting and, even better,
quick to release. Engaging the
rear diff lock cancels the traction
control on both axles, though, so
some climbs are actually more
effectively tackled without even
locking the rear diff.

Specs
$48,490
Engine

2755cc 4cyl, dohc, 16v, TD
Power

130kW @ 3400rpm
Torque

450Nm @ 1600-2400rpm
Transmission

6-speed automatic
Dimensions

(L/W/H/W-B)
5330/1855/1815/3085mm

Weight
2080kg

Tray capacity
920kg

Braked towing capacity
3200kg

Unbraked towing capacity
750kg

Ground clearance
279mm
Tyres

Dunlop Grand Trek 265/65R17
ADR81 fuel cons

8.5L/100km
0-100km/h

12.9sec
0-400m

18.9sec @ 122.0km/h
80-120km/h

9.0sec
3yr resale

66%
✔ Functionality; off-road

performance; dealer network;
‘unbreakable’ reputation

✘ Stiff, jarring ride; flawed
cabin; neither quick nor frugal

7.0/10

Hilux provides a 
strong sense of off-road 
competence and durability
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Mazda BT-50 
XTR Dual Cab

THE BT-50 was co-developed with the 
Ford Ranger, and in terms of chassis and 
powertrain fundamentals, there’s little to 
separate the two. 

Given that Mazda belts Ford for overall 
sales in Australia, you’d think that would 
translate here, but it doesn’t – not by a 
long shot. Ranger outsells BT-50 by around 
two-to-one. So, given how similar they 
are in terms of spec and value, Mazda 
must have an image issue in this segment. 
Clearly 4x4 ute buyers are more interested 
in boofy unbreakability than sportiness. 

And it actually does extend further than 
simple perception. Mazda wanted its BT-50 
to deliver a bit more ‘zoom-zoom’, so it 
has a slightly quicker steering rack and 
slightly firmer dampers. And, since last 
year’s upgrade, the Ranger has electric 
power steering assistance while the Mazda 
continues with hydraulic assistance. On the 
road, especially at a brisk cruise, that’s no 
bad thing, but off-road, where lots of low-
speed wheel turning is needed to negotiate 
ruts and rocks, it struggles to keep up, 

whereas the Ford’s wheel spins quickly and 
fluently from lock to lock. 

On-road, the BT-50’s damper rates make 
suspension movements quite quick and 
abrupt. Over undulations taken at speed, 
front-seat occupants are given a series 
of short, quick lifts, as if rising for the 
trot. It’s not horrible – and preferable 
to the wallow delivered by a few of the 
contenders here – but it’s a little odd. 

The 3.2-litre five-cylinder that powers 
both the Mazda and Ford originates from 
the Transit van. Here it runs upgraded 
injectors, among other changes, in an effort 
to quell noise levels but remains a mid-
fielder in terms of NVH – notably short of 
the muted Amarok, yet comfortably ahead 
of the raucous Colorado and D-Max. 

The BT-50 feels quick enough, though 
our timed runs saw it curiously slower than 
Ranger at 12.4sec to 100km/h and 9.5sec 
for the 80-120km/h passing move. 

Ford’s extra work reshaping the power 
and torque curves translates to an on-road 
advantage, yet the BT-50’s six-speed auto is 

well calibrated to deliver intuitive shifts, 
and will hold gears in manual mode. Like 
other Mazdas, it also has our preferred 
push-to-downshift configuration.

No one in our test crew favoured the 
Mazda’s exterior styling over the Ford’s 
– “too feminine and fussy” were the 
main criticisms – but we lean towards 
the BT-50 for its simpler execution of 
instruments and minor controls. It provides 
a conventional speedo/tacho pairing, 
whereas Ford reduces the tacho to an 
(optionally selectable) electronic display. 

No prizes for the Mazda in the back, 
though. Like most other contenders here, 
it puts rear-seat occupants in a too-upright 
position, with legs bent at a sharp angle 
and little under-thigh support. No rear 
vents, either, or much of anything to take 
your mind off the terse suspension tune. 

The BT-50 finds itself on the podium, 
doing most things reasonably well, if short 
of the Ranger in a few key areas. Maybe 
4x4 ute buyers do have sound reason to 
be working Blue.  AW



Specs
$51,700
Engine 

3198cc 5cyl, dohc, 20v, TD
Power 

147kW @ 3000rpm
Torque 

470Nm @ 1750-2500rpm
Transmission 

6-speed automatic
Dimensions 

(L/W/H/W-B) 
5365/1850/1821/3220mm

Weight 
2103kg

Tray capacity 
1097kg

Braked towing capacity 
3350kg

Unbraked towing capacity 
750kg

Ground clearance 
237mm
Tyres 

Dunlop Grand Trek 265/65R17
ADR81 fuel cons 

9.2L/100km
0-100km/h 

12.4sec
0-400m 

18.6sec @ 120.8km/h
80-120km/h 

9.5sec
3yr resale 

66%

✔ Engine willing to rev; auto 
will hold gears; quick steering
✔ Noisy, chuntering idle; no

steering reach adjustment; firm
damping bucks over undulations

Off-road performance
It might look a bit sissy and the 
hydraulically assisted steering 
struggles when worked hard, but 
the BT-50 does feel grenade-proof 
off-road. It made it up and over 
our vertiginous torture test, and 
handles ruts and corrugations 

without feeling as though the 
steering column is about to part 
company from the rest of the rig. 
It was also one of the more adept 
dirt-road sliders with the ESC off, 
which points to a fundamentally 
well-sorted chassis. 

Mazda wanted its BT-50 to deliver 
a bit more ‘zoom-zoom’ than Ranger
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Ford Ranger 
XLT Double Cab

WHILE it was once possible to consider 
the Mazda BT-50 and Ford Ranger the 
same, a 2015 facelift introduced noticeable 
mechanical and cosmetic differences.

Unlike previous Mazda/Ford joint 
developments, which were mostly the work 
of the Japanese brand, the Ranger was 
engineered by Ford in Australia, is built in 
Thailand, and up until recently differed 
only in its spring rates, which were slightly 
softer than in the Mazda.

In the facelifted Ranger, the biggest 
departure is evident as soon as you turn 
the wheel. A new electric power steering 
system (the BT-50 retains the old hydraulic 
system) provides light, smooth steering at 
parking speeds. It’s at odds with the butch 
look but isn’t a bad thing, making the Ford 
easy to wheel around the suburbs.

As speeds rise, the weighting becomes 
more natural, without the wheel losing 
its lovely, frictionless feel. This steering 
system is where the Ranger stands head 
and shoulders above its rivals, providing a 
great sense of connection that encourages 
you to push on, which few utes do.

But there’s more than one area in which 
the Ford ute stamps its authority on the 
segment. The Ranger’s 147kW/470Nm 
outputs are impressive and translate to the 
real world, where the Ford keeps company 
with Navara and Colorado from 0-100km/h 
(10.5sec) and 80-120km/h (7.7sec), while 
feeling more effortless in most everyday – 
and off-road – scenarios. To top it off, the 
3.2-litre five-pot sounds throaty and has 
gained refinement thanks to quieter new 
injectors and cylinder-head revisions as 
part of last year’s facelift.

Although near-identical twins until 
recently – and despite the Mazda’s price 
advantage – the Ranger has historically 
sold twice as many as its sibling. Would 
you believe it’s all down to image and 
aesthetics? And we thought passenger car 
buyers were a superficial bunch… 

However, while both vehicles are equally 
terrific in terms of refinement, there 
are real reasons to choose the Ford over 
the Mazda, such as the Ranger’s more 
compliant ride on bitumen surfaces.

From the front seats, the other 

difference is obvious. While the Mazda is 
relatively sleek and car-like, the Ranger 
has a dash that drawls ‘Yank truck’, which 
fits perfectly with its pervading image.

As in the BT-50, the Ranger’s rear 
compartment is roomy and has terrific 
legroom thanks to its long 3220mm 
wheelbase and sculpted front-seat backs. 
It’s still upright, but at least rear occupants 
get air-conditioning vents, a centre armrest 
with cupholders, big bottle-holders in the 
doors and 12V and 230V outlets.

Off the beaten track, the big Ford 
takes it all in its broad stride, dismissing 
even the most challenging climbs with 
insouciance and a minimum of wheelspin. 
It’s not quite as accomplished as the 
Hilux – nor as much of a known quantity 
long-term – and it’s not quite up to the 
urban polish of the new-school Amarok, 
but the Ranger will take you just about 
anywhere you’d expect with a standard 
roadgoing 4x4. 

You can tell that much about the Ford 
by looking at it. Just ask anyone who’s ever 
overlooked the Mazda BT-50. JW

Ranger’s steering 
stands head and 
shoulders above 
its rivals



Specs
$56,590
Engine 

3198cc 5cyl, dohc, 20v, TD
Power 

147kW @ 3000rpm
Torque

470Nm @ 1500-2750rpm
Transmission 

6-speed automatic
Dimensions 

(L/W/H/W-B) 
5351/1850/1821/3220mm

Weight 
2159kg

Tray capacity 
1041kg

Braked towing capacity 
3500kg

Unbraked towing capacity 
750kg

Ground clearance 
237mm
Tyres 

Dunlop AT22 Grandtrek 
265/65R17

ADR81 fuel cons 
9.2L/100km
0-100km/h 

10.5sec
0-400m 

17.6sec @ 128.3km/h
80-120km/h 

7.7sec
3yr resale 

65%
✔ Slick steering; spacious 
cabin; grunty five-cylinder 

diesel; on- and off-road polish
✘ Pricey; relatively thirsty

121@wheelsaustralia

Off-road performance
Ranger’s muscular 3.2-litre five-cylinder 
turbo-diesel is a terrific basis for an 
off-road-capable ute with class-leading 
load capacities of 3500kg braked and 
750kg unbraked. The fact the engine 
draws intake air from inside the front 
guard helps deliver a superior wading 
depth compared with those utes with 

under-bonnet air pick-ups. The Ranger 
also boasts a generous 237mm ground 
clearance, which lets you go further before 
snagging its undercarriage. The updated 
version’s revised traction control ensures 
solid climbing credentials and stays 
activated across the front axle when the 
rear diff lock is engaged. 
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Volkswagen 
Amarok Highline 
TDI420 Dual Cab

IF THE rest of this field is clearly from 
working-class stock, it’s equally clear the 
VW is a cut above. The others may be solid 
blue-collar performers, but the Amarok 
creates the impression it’s the only one 
with a university degree, capable of not 
spending its life on the tools. It feels 
polished, with a sheen of sophistication.

Take the refinemed and (relatively) 
revvy 2.2-litre twin-turbo four. At idle it’s 
nicely muted and clatter-free; feed it some 
throttle and the short first gear of the 
eight-speed torque-converter auto gets it 
moving smartly. Seamless upshifts make 
progress feel effortless compared to the 
other lumbering beasts here. Its 9.8sec 
80-120km/h overtaking time may not 
seem special, but we’ll take the lack of 
coarseness and induction roar in trade. 

This is an engine that welcomes hard 
work. The transition from small turbo to 
larger one is fluid and impossible to pick, 
the peak torque smeared across a generous 
curve. Spin it up and it still pulls strongly 
past 4700rpm, an engine speed that the 
D-Max and Colorado definitely do not like.

The powertrain’s refinement is mirrored 
in the chassis. With the Amarok, VW 
has mastered the apparently dark art of 
mating a body to a separate chassis. It 
has none of the wobbles and tremors that 
plague its rivals to varying degrees, instead 
feeling like a cohesive whole on the road, 
clearly a more secure starting point for the 
chassis engineers to tune from. 

And the tune is excellent. It blots up 
bumps that shake like a wet dog in others, 
and holds its line through dips admirably. 
Its steering may not be the absolute 
benchmark – it’s a little remote – but is 
reliably direct and relaxed enough at 
backroad cruising speeds. 

Further proof VW has it right comes 
when you heel it into a few bends. It leans 
without pushing into early understeer and 
responds to the throttle mid-bend to allow 
subtle line adjustments. Mid-corner ruts 
are isolated from the steering column, so 
it makes swift, relaxing progress in a way 
none of the others here can match.

Sealing the deal is a level of interior 
presentation, comfort and refinement 

that feels Business Class to the others’ 
Economy. There are front seats with 
ample side and under-thigh support, a 
vast range of steering height and reach 
adjustment, super-legible instruments 
with a sensible info screen, a decent 
sound system, lined door bins so your 
bottles don’t rattle, and a heating and 
ventilation system that’s instantly familiar 
and intuitive to operate. 

Add to that the widest cabin in its class 
– even three teenagers sitting across the 
back won’t complain – and a tray capable 
of swallowing a full-size pallet, and you can 
see how Amarok brains the competition in 
almost all key areas. 

And yet Amarok is not the class sales 
leader. Perhaps more remote buyers are 
concerned about the lack of VW dealers 
and aftersales issues. Perhaps all those 
horror stories of dud Golf transmissions 
and engine issues knocked around a 
reputation for bulletproof reliability 
and strong resale that’s so important in 
this segment. Address those and Amarok 
deserves to rule.  AW



Specs
$56,990
Engine

1968cc 4cyl, dohc, 16v, TTD
Power

132kW @ 4000rpm
Torque

420Nm @ 1750rpm
Transmission

8-speed automatic
Dimensions

(L/W/H/W-B)
5254/1954/1820/3095mm

Weight
2040kg

Tray capacity
991kg

Braked towing capacity
3000kg

Unbraked towing capacity
750kg

Ground clearance
192mm
Tyres

Pirelli Scorpion ATR
245/65R17

ADR81 fuel cons
8.3L/100km
0-100km/h

12.2sec
0-400m

18.6sec @ 120.5km/h
80-120km/h

9.8sec
3yr resale

64%
✔ Class benchmark for com-
fort, refinement, driveability

and liveability
✘ Mechanically complex; lack

of dealers; service costs

10
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Off-road performance
Amarok’s full-time 4WD system 
means you don’t even need to 
think about switching out of high-
range 2WD to go off-road. While it 
doesn’t have a low-range transfer 
case, that’s not a real-world 
impediment. A short first gear, 
high-stall torque-convertor and 

sophisticated chassis electronics 
means it climbs with the best of 
them. It just dug in and found 
traction up our hell-climb where 
other contenders with better 
on-paper credentials wilted 
into steaming wheelspin and 
lost momentum.

Amarok feels 
polished, with 
a sheen of 
sophistication
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Eyebrow-raising fuel consumption
You may not have noticed, but since Dieselgate every time I’ve 
used the word ‘official’ in the description of fuel consumption test 
results, it’s carried the implication of a raised eyebrow. The GT’s 
8.3L/100km official combined-cycle figure looks good compared 

with a turbo-petrol Volkswagen with similar outputs and weight 
(and, for all their woes, VW builds efficient engines), but in my 
urban reality, it’s been closer to 15.0L/100km so far (which really 
should be compared with the 12.5L/100km official urban figure).

NEW 
ARRIVAL
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KIA OPTIMA GT
Date acquired: February 2016
Price as tested: $43,990
This month: 483km @ 14.5L/100km
Overall: 483km @ 14.5L/100km

URBAN COUNTRY SPORTS FAMILY MOTORWAY

Seoul searching
Jimmy addresses his long-running Korea crisis

WORTH IT
Slightly slab-sided 

sheetmetal leaves the 
18-inch alloys looking 

small, but I’d stick with 
them in the name of 

ride comfort

COULD I be happy with a highly equipped 
– and I mean loaded – Korean car? It’s 
something I’ve long wondered, yet I always 
thought I knew the answer (erm, no). 

But along the way things have changed. 
First of all, today’s Korean car is a generally 
far more solid, much better handling machine 
that those of a decade ago. I’ve changed too. 
With kids, I’ve slowed down a bit, and living 
in Sydney’s inner ring means I now prioritise 
comfort and conveniences; dynamics don’t 
matter so much when the road is inevitably 
a car park.

However, I can only take this view because 
I not only have the luxury of a dedicated daily 
driver – the Optima – but also a pair of cheap, 
lightweight, once-were-performance cars 
for relief. To put it another way, if I only had 
one car, well, it would have to have a manual 
gearbox to keep me sane for starters (which, in 
the Optima, isn’t even an option).

To recap the history of the Optima briefly, 
the model got relatively sexy in the 2010 
transition from the second to third generation 
(with the arrival of a new design chief, former 
Audi man Peter Schreyer), but it still had little 
in the way of engine or dynamic appeal. This 
new fourth-gen model brings a GT option with 
turbo torque and more polished dynamics, but 
doesn’t look quite as sharp. 

A two-tiered line-up provides an appliance 
and a warm sedan. The $34,490Si is pitched 
against up-spec Camry variants, with either 

an internal combustion engine or a hybrid 
set-up. Equally as exciting as the Toyota, the 
Si is nonetheless very well equipped, with 
more than double the warranty.

Then there’s the GT you see here. At 
$43,990 – almost 10 grand more than the Si – 
it feels kinda pricey; you can have any Passat 
you like for less than $50K, for example.

A 2.0-litre turbo engine endows it with 
180kW and 350Nm, sent to the front wheels 
via a six-speed automatic, and marks a big 
grunt improvement over the atmo 2.4-litre 
petrol four in the Si (and previous-gen 
Optimas). But those outputs aren’t nearly 
as effective in a 1605kg sedan as they 
would be in something 200kg lighter (say, 
a Skoda Octavia RS).

Aurally, the engine doesn’t inspire, which 
it probably should, at least a bit, in the 
context of the (seemingly misplaced) GT 
badge. And, not unexpectedly, it’s seems a 
bit thirsty in urban driving.

The Optima steers surprisingly heavily 
– and that’s before you press the system 
into Sport mode – and the ride is firm, 
though not uncomfortable. The handling, 
meanwhile, is better than the old one, and 
the current-gen Si.

I’m more sold on the cabin space, build 
and equipment. The Optima is quiet, 
feels solid and is roomy in the back, and 
the ventilated front seats, pull-up mesh 
rear window blinds, reversing camera 
with dynamic guidelines, and intuitive 
infotainment and navigation systems 
are proving useful. However, I’ve already 
caught out both the autonomous emergency 
braking and blind-spot indicator systems 
without trying.

I’m quick to direct friends towards a new 
Kia because, if they’re happy with the way it 
drives – which is pretty well if the Optima is 
any guide – the rest of the package is full of 
positives; solid build, attractive styling, well-
finished cabins, high equipment levels and, 
not least, a seven-year warranty. 

But would I buy one myself? I’ll be a lot 
closer to knowing the answer at the end of 
six months with the Optima GT.

JAMES WHITBOURN

Flawed technology
Maybe I’ll eat my hat one day, but I just don’t buy driverless cars 
(and, as a keen driver, I don’t care about them). My rationale is that 
the driverless car can’t possibly take off until driver assistance 
systems work flawlessly. I’ve already had the Optima’s AEB system 

inexplicably slam the brakes (it may have been the rubber lane 
dividers, or my late braking, that confused it) and the blind-spot 
indicator beeps at me daily when, with neighbouring cars, I turn 
right from the outside lane on a dual-lane road.

00 2 2 7 900 2 2 7 9
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The Brunswick Job
In its first three months, our Celerio’s appetite for unleaded has 
varied between 5.3L/100km (with plenty of highway cruising) 
and 6.5L/100km, which included heavy urban commuting with at 
least two additional occupants, and the air-con blasting away 

constantly. These are some way off the official 4.7L/100km, but 
the fizzy triple, light gearshift, tight steering and taut yet supple 
chassis tune encourages enthusiasm. It’s like weaving through 
Turin in The Italian Job (the 1969 original, of course).

WEEK 134444
URBAN COUNTRY SPORTS FAMILY MOTORWAY

WEEK 13

SUZUKI LF CELERIO 
Date acquired: December 2015
Price as tested: $13,190
This month: 2071km @ 5.9L/100km
Overall: 4638km @ 5.7L/100km
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Byron draws the 
short straw for 
a long trip

Scissors, 
paper… 
rocks!

run up Highway 31 to Canberra, underlining 
the fact that the lack of cruise control didn’t 
bring on right-foot fatigue. And the front 
seats – even the one occupied by a 200cm 
human – proved quite resilient in terms of 
thigh support, dismissing fears that they 
might be too flat and bum-numbing over 
longer distances. 

Could we drive one of these around 
Australia? Quite possibly, though the vast 
glass area probably contributes to the 
air-con’s reluctance to fully cool the cabin 
on really hot days, while the clammy plastic 
steering wheel, more than anything else 
inside the car, betrays the Suzuki’s bottom-
end pecking order.

Furthermore, returning home in heavy 
rain exposed a lack of sound-deadening; 
the wheel wells and underbody magnified 
the wet-road hissing heading south again, 
which became very tiring after a while. 

Still, the Suzuki never raised a sweat 
during its interstate vacation. While you’d 
never call it a grand tourer, there’s nothing 
to lampoon here either. It might even take 
on a Chevy chase.

BYRON MATHIOUDAKIS
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PARCEL 
SHELVED

While the 254L boot 
does a sturdy job taking 
in rock samples and the 
odd bike, can’t say the 

same for the flimsy 
parcel shelf

IT WASN’T much of a vacation at all, 
not least for the littlest Suzuki, when my 
geologist partner needed to make a trip to 
look at, umm, rocks – a 1300km return run 
to the ACT.

The Celerio was not our first choice of 
chariot, unsurprisingly. After all, it’s not 
like this little city car is meant for the many 
rigours of the open-road joust, which often 

include strong winds and meandering semis 
driven spare by stupefyingly low speed limits. 
The tiny Suzi doesn’t even have cruise control 
as an option. 

We need not have worried. 
Heaving with geological paraphernalia 

– tools, flasks, weather-proof (and fashion-
proof) clothing, boots and camping gear for 
two – 1FU-3RE hit the blacktop with quite a 
burden. Yet the Thai-made tearaway was still 
strong enough to pull away stoutly from traffic 
lights, and spirited enough to squirt past slower 
vehicles as long as there was sufficiently empty 
road ahead and the driver wasn’t afraid to 
explore the 6000rpm redline. 

At an indicated 110km/h (actual 103km/h) 
in fifth, the tacho sat at 3200rpm, yet the 
50kW/90Nm atmo triple beavered away with 
a soothing resilience. While it wasn’t exactly 
quiet, there was less wind noise than expected, 

even in quite blowy conditions, while the 
Celerio was remarkably planted for a car 

weighing just 830kg unladen; and the 
ride that has so impressed us around 
town continued to do so away from 
the urban limits.

Only two breaks punctuated the 
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Euro vision
Its stint in Australia might have been short-lived, but I reckon the 
Opel Astra’s design is better than the Holden-badged version that 
has replaced it, especially around the nose. The Holden’s chrome 
badging looks heavy-headed in comparison and the grille, which 

has been cut into in order to fit the number plate and tow point, 
looks messy next to the Opel’s more cohesive design. Still, there’s 
no denying both are lookers. And the one carrying a Holden 
badge is cheaper and faster than its now-defunct Opel sibling.

HOLDEN ASTRA GTC SPORT
Date acquired: November 2015
Price as tested: $29,990
This month: 375km @ 8.0L/100km
Overall: 4797km @ 8.3L/100km
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HOLDEN ASTRA GTC SPORT

Sunny Melon custard dripping from a dead dog’s eye
IF YOU read last month’s report, you’ll 
know I finished it by planning an early 
morning mountain blast to properly tap 
into the Astra’s dynamic ability. I’d been 
scratching at what felt like a promising 
depth of talent, conveyed by the Astra’s 
taut, well-controlled ride and grippy front 
axle, but needed a proper dawn drive to 
see if things got better or worse when push 
came to shove. 

Well, that didn’t happen. 
The ink had barely dried on my previous 

report when the phone rang with bad news. 
On the other end was Holden, telling me the 
Astra had to go back. “But,” I sighed into 
the receiver, “it’s not scheduled to return for 
another two months!”

The problem was the Astra’s registration, 
which was due to expire later that week. 
“And we’re not renewing it,” was the stern 
message coming down the line.

So my time with the egg-shaped Astra 
was brutally and unexpectedly cut short. I 
barely had time to give it a tub and a tank 
of fuel before dropping the keys onto the 
countertop at Holden’s Port Melbourne HQ. 

This left me with the task of signing off 
on our time together prematurely. And the 

twinge of sadness I felt as we parted ways 
showed there’s much to like about Holden’s 
ageing hatch. 

Its design may not be as cohesive as 
the short-lived Opel Astra it replaced (see 
breakout), but its swoopy coupe profile 
and tough stance on 19-inch wheels still 
make it one of the best-looking hatches 
around. The new 1.6-litre turbo four, which 
will also feature in the all-new Astra five-
door hatch that arrives here later this year, 
is also a highlight, especially when paired 
with the six-speed manual. It’s hardly the 
slickest shift around, but does provide a 
welcome 22kW/20Nm power hike over the 
125kW/260Nm auto-equipped GTC Sport.

It also has oodles of personality, 
especially in that bright Sunny Melon hue. 
It’s a surprisingly roomy and comfortable 
four-seater, and even sounds alright high in 
the rev range. 

For buyers chasing the looks of a hot 
hatch with more manageable performance 
and a cushier ride, the GTC Sport offers a 
sweet, much more affordable, option. The 
harder, faster 206kW/400Nm Astra VXR 
costs 10 grand more.

This doesn’t mean there weren’t 

negatives. The doors are
huge and heavy, rear 
visibility is poor, and the 
button-heavy dash really 
is starting to feel last-gen.

That said, the Astra was 
faultlessly reliable during 
its three-month stay, 
and the cabin quality is 
top-notch, unlike Damo’s 
Thai-built Focus, which 
has a flimsy gearshift 
boot and a self-detaching 
parcel shelf. Still, at least 
his Focus has rego…

          ALEX INWOOD   

No more egg, man

COMFORT 
ZONE

Cabin is starting to 
look a little dated but 
the compensation is 
top-notch comfort 
and build quality

FAREWELL
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Extra, extra!
Auto industry PRs wouldn’t be doing their jobs if they passed up the
opportunity to option to the hilt their media demonstrators. Our
friends at Volvo chose a middle path with Black Betty, adding just
enough bling for it to be appreciated, yet not enough for it to be

ostentatious. They added metallic paint ($1,750), heated front seats 
($375), tinted rear glass ($850) and drive-mode settings ($160), for 
an all up price of $93,085. For the record, that’s about $11K less 
than the similarly sized but significantly more powerful Audi Q7.  

It may be mistaken for other SUVs, but our XC90 is unmistakeably a Volvo

Tall dark stranger
“OOH, Daddy, it’s a Mercedes!” These words,
uttered with the shrill delight of a seven-
year-old on first sighting of the Volvo XC90,
could be music to the ears, or a dagger
through the creative heart of the Swedish
SUV’s designers.

To be fair, it was dark and my poor kid
has never quite got over the loss of our
previous ML350 long-termer. But I still
might get her eyes checked as, while our
XC90 bears a passing resemblance to several
other large, black and blinged-up SUVs, the
Merc isn’t one of them. 

While it’s possible to pick elements of
Jeep, Range Rover and even BMW in the
XC90’s statuesque silhouette, it ultimately
comes together into something that is
uniquely Volvo. I like that it’s not overly
embellished, that the designers knew when

to lay down their crayons. To me, the styling 
is emblematic of the car itself; big, roomy
and ever so practical for its primary task of 
hauling large families in comfort.

We’re not a particularly big family but our 
kids seem to have this ability to attract dirt 
and friends in roughly equal measure, so
seats six and seven are utilised more often 
than our humble brood might suggest.

Access to the third row is easy, thanks
to a simple flip-and-slide mechanism on
the second row. It’s decently roomy back
there but longer-limbed-types can plead for 
extra legroom via fore-aft adjustment on
the second row. There are individual air-con 
vents and cupholders in the cheap seats,
and folding headrests that allow the third
row to be left in situ without compromising 

rear visibility. Fold the third row flat into 
the floor and the XC90 flaunts one 

of the best and biggest cargo
bays in the business. Minimal 
wheelarch intrusion ensures 
maximum luggage space,

and the electric tailgate makes life that little 
bit easier. A trio of bright LEDs shining from 
both sides and above are appreciated when 
loading at night. 

Back in the 40-20-40 second row, the 
centre seat can be folded flat to create a 
load-through space, or to put space between 
the inevitably warring parties. 

Seat comfort is excellent whether you’re 
in the first or third row, with nicely sculpted 
and supportive pews clad in soft and lightly 
aromatic leather. For families still in the 
booster stage, there’s also the winning trio of 
inbuilt booster seats across the second row.

Decent size door pockets and second-
row seat-back nets complete an excellent 
comfort and convenience package, the one 
glitch being a glovebox the wife has declared 
too small. I’m no expert on such things, 
as there’s always the centre console, but I 
did take perverse pleasure in watching her 
fumbling about trying to locate the discretely 
mounted (read, almost invisible) electronic 
switch that opens the thing. Nice one, Sven. 

GED BULMER

MASKED 
MARAUDER

You don’t need to be off 
your face to recognise 
the benefits of Volvo’s 

big luxury SUV

VOLVO XC90 D5
Date acquired: November 2015
Price as tested: $93,085
This month: 662km @ 11.1L/100km
Overall: 2772km @ 10.2L/100km

m

VOVOLVLVOO XCXC9090 DD55
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UDI A3 E TRON
te acquired: January 2016
ce as tested: $65,530
is month: 557km @ 8.2kWh/100km (plus 25.7L of fuel)
erall: 1160km @ 10.0kWh/100km (plus 50.9L of fuel)
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Plug in for savings
Electricity use barely seems to change with the driving style, at 
least when the e-Tron is running purely on electricity. No doubt 
the regenerative braking would have helped, capturing braking 
energy to reuse later. Excluding fuel use – which was higher this 

month because I did some longer drives – I’m using about 
20kW/h per 100km. That works out at a tad over $5 per 100 
kays, which is cheaper than what it would cost to run on 
petrol alone, even in these days of cheap fuel.

UUDIDI AA33 EE-TRTRONONAUAU

Not much to hear when an electric car’s audio stops working
ONE great thing with electric cars is that 
you’re never torn between listening to the 
sound of what’s banging away underneath 
the bonnet and the latest chart-topper that 
you can’t get out of your head. Except that 
the standard sound system in my A3 e-Tron 
is a tad disappointing, especially when it’s 
not working properly. 

Our car has an intermittent problem 
whereby an amplifier or speakers go on the 
blink. It always seems to happen when Slash 
is winding up for Paradise City, at which point 
cranking the volume has little effect, except 
for early onset distortion. 

That lack of engine noise also creates its 
own hurdles. I’ve had the occasional private 
disagreement with the A3 on when it should 
start. Or, at least, when I think it should have 
started. Press the button and the dash lights 
up, but grab a gear and there’s no drive.
Turns out you have to hold the start button 

for a second or two and make sure the green 
“e-Tron ready” symbol illuminates.

Two months in and I’m getting used to 
that, as well as some of the e-Tron’s other 
quirks. Like when you’ve done your 35-40 
electric kays and the petrol engine comes 
to life. There’s often a mild hesitation, like 
you’ve lifted off the accelerator, but it only 
happens when the engine is cold. Running 
in hybrid mode – whereby it uses the petrol 
engine and electric motor together, similar to 
a Prius – the switch is generally seamless.

This month I used the petrol engine more 
than the electric motor, mainly because the 
A3 got its first freeway run and the majority 
of the trip was in hybrid mode. Fuel use for 
the freeway run settled at 5.0L/100km, better 
than the 7L-plus I’ve seen with energetic 
driving around town.

Helping its cause is the smart regenerative 
braking. Lift off on a flat road and it coasts 

freely, but start tipping 
down a hill and you feel 
the regen kicking in harder
for more resistance, so you often
don’t have to worry about the brakes. 
It’s a clever way to trickle extra electrons 
into those batteries.

Speaking of charging, with solar at home 
I’m always eager to make use of sunshine 
but that often means charging when you 
really need to be driving. Inevitably I end up 
reverting to dirty electricity at night.

As for performance, the e-Tron’s electric-
only 75kW is nothing exciting, but the 
330Nm is – I’m hooked on it, and it makes 
the A3 a great gadget for zipping through 
the suburbs. Sans sound, that is. Oh well, 
at least I’ve worked out that if it were my 
money I’d be ticking the box for the optional 
Bang & Olufsen sound system.

TOBY HAGON

The sound of silence CABLE GUY
There are benefits 

to home charging, but 
dragging the chunky 
cable out every time 

is not fun
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Just stop the idle chatter
One of my pet hates these days is idle-stop, not because I don’t
appreciate improved economy but because I feel it’s an annoyance
designed for a decimal-point benefit on a rolling road rather than
in real-world driving. In the CX-3 you have to turn the darn thing

off every time you drive it, which I do because I hate it. Still, I left it
on for a couple of tanks of regular commuting to see what the
benefit was – not exactly scientific, I know – and the result was
actually a decimal point increase in consumption. I rest my case.

Baby steps
If you must get such
a small SUV…

FAREWELL

THE time arrived for our CX-3 long-termer to 
leave the Wheels Garage and I realised I hadn’t 
given her a decent trip away from town, which 
is no way to treat a guest. So I arranged a long-
weekend escape to finally give the poor girl a 
decent canter.

Phillip Island in autumn can be a lottery, so 
we covered all the bases – thongs, shorts, hats, 
overcoats and umbrellas. But the weather 
was perfectly benign, with just the lightest of 
showers – enough to make me appreciate the 
automatic wipers but well short of what would 
be required for this car’s on-demand all-wheel 
drive to really prove its worth.

Now I’m not saying we’re the lightest of 
packers, but all the crap for a long weekend 
away didn’t take long to fill the CX-3’s boot 
and a fair portion of the back seat. Having also 
lived with a Renault Captur for six months 
last year, that made me seriously question the 
whole baby SUV genre. 

Surely the biggest benefit of an SUV is extra 
space, but I doubt you would get any more 
stuff into a CX-3 than you would a Mazda 3, 
which is not much bigger. And for the price 
of this car, you could get a sporty SP25 that 
would deliver better performance, greater 
comfort and comparable economy. SUVs offer 
a higher seating position for better vision, 
but in these baby SUVs you still struggle to 
see past the bigger SUVs and pick-ups you 
inevitably find yourself behind, so what’s the 
point? And if you want to carry stuff, what’s 
wrong with a conventional wagon?

Still, people are voting with their feet and 
there’s no turning back on the SUV trend. 
Which Mazda has clearly accepted. It has 
produced arguably the best vehicle in its 
segment and is reaping the rewards with 
ever-increasing sales. Barely a year after 
being launched here, there seem to be CX-3s 
everywhere – usually in the same handsome 
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Pushing the envelope
Another pet hate shared by many motorists is how carmakers don’t
allow the distance-to-empty readout to run down beyond about
50km. That’s annoying; some 30 years ago I had a Nissan Skyline
(great car) with a locally made trip computer that took you to 0km to

go, at which point the car stuttered. To Mazda’s credit, the CX-3 also
hangs right in there, though my confidence evaporated as the range
got down to only 3km – even though I knew it was still four litres
short of the tank capacity. I guess they’re still playing safe.
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cquired: November 2015
as tested: $31,324

onth: 1828km @ 8.7L/100km
ll: 6481km @ 8.6L/100km
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HEADS
YOU WIN

First time living with 
head-up display and 

I’m a convert; it proved 
useful and not at all 

distracting

Soul Red metallic paint you see here. 
Make no mistake, this is a beautifully built 

car. It feels solid and there hasn’t been a 
single problem or even a squeak in almost six 
months and 5000km (on top of our gruelling 
COTY test week). The leather appointments 
in this sTouring spec are beautifully stitched 
and every internal surface has a quality feel.

On our long, final journey together, the 
seats proved to be perfectly supportive and 
comfortable for both driver and passenger, 
the auto climate control did its thing and the 
six-speaker sound system provided sweet 
sounds from the iPod. If only the sound 
system was a bit easier to operate in general; 
it took months to get used to the i-controller 
system and I’d still much prefer a series of 
dash buttons so that changing radio stations 
or frequency took just a single press.

The long trip also provided the benefit 
of a supple ride, though it’s a bit bouncy, 

especially at the front. On the other hand, the 
highway runs emphasised the fact that the 
electric steering is overly dead and heavy at 
cruising speeds (a criticism I would apply to 
most modern cars). 

I remain impressed by the six-speed 
automatic, but not the harsh 2.0-litre petrol 
engine, and I’d have liked a wide-angle 
driver-side mirror to see better when merging 
and changing lanes.

I won’t miss the CX-3, but I also wouldn’t 
hesitate to recommend one to anyone who 
has decided they really need this type of 
vehicle. Personally, I would prefer a Mazda 3 
(as my parents and daughter have done) or, 
if I had to have an SUV, the bigger CX-5 (as 
my son has done). Yes, we’re a bit of a Mazda 
family, and the CX-3’s overall feel reminded 
me why. There’s a good reason why the 
brand is so strong in Australia.

DAVID HASSALL
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DAVID HASSALL
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S express
Unlike other markets, Australia exclusively receives the range-
topping 375kW C63 S, hence its firmly focused, ultra-sporting 
personality. Yet for what most punters do, the marginally more 
forgiving 350kW C63 riding on 18-inch wheels would be a more 

sensible and comfortable choice. But Aussie AMG buyers can’t 
bear the thought of someone else having more power than they 
do, hence the ‘S’ on our C63’s bootlid. Wonder how owners will 
feel when the even more hardcore C63 S Coupe lobs in June?

MERCEDES-AMG C63 S
Date acquired: December 2015
Price as tested: $165,610
This month: 1686km @ 14.9L/100km
Overall: 2054km @ 16.1L/100km
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Road-trip shenanigans cement the bond
UNHEALTHY as it is, consuming a gullet-load 
of drinks and washing it down with some 
fast-food gloriousness at 1am is a great way 
to bond with fellow humans. Some of the 
finer conversational details may be lost in the 
process but there’s a warm-and-fuzzy feeling 
associated with letting rip in fine company 
that can seal a friendship.

That’s how I feel about the C63 S. Initial 
misgivings over its brusque and unforgiving 
nature – especially when tackling low-speed 
traffic snarls and bumpy urban roads – have 
transitioned into a much more tolerant, 
almost lovey-dovey relationship phase.

Having fully stretched 1DF-6IS’s muscular 
legs over the past two months and 1700 kays, 
including a soon-to-be-published comparo, 
I now fully comprehend what this 375kW 
slingshot is capable of.

It’s an intensely serious sports sedan – the 
polar opposite of gentlemanly older AMGs – 
and the trade-off for that focus is low-speed 
firmness. It will surprise nobody that the 
faster you go, the better the C63 S gets.

I’ve found a solution for its urban 
driveability issues. Instead of defaulting 
to ‘Comfort’ mode and quietly cursing the 
laborious off-the-line slurring as it starts in 
second gear, I now drive the C63 solely in 
‘Individual’, mixing Comfort dampers with 
a livelier Sport drivetrain setting, a rumbling 
sports exhaust note and a more forgiving
‘ESP Sport’ safety net for the stability control.

In conjunction with semi-slick tyres, 
you’d think it was a step too far for standing-
start traction but that isn’t the case. The 
Speedshift-MCT seven-speed holds onto 
gears a smidge too long at times in Sport but 
it makes the C63 feel genuinely quick. Sure, 
there has been the odd oversteer moment 
when plugging traffic gaps but at least its 
flow isn’t being spoiled by electronics.

About the only thing that can’t be 
remedied by pushing a button is the steering. 
Given that Sport, Sport + and Race are all too 
stiff for road driving in Australia, and group 
together all dynamic adjustments, there’s 
no chance of upping the meat of the steering 

while leaving the dampers ‘cushy’.
One particular corner on my work

commute – a smooth, downhill left-hander 
just past Redfern station – makes the steering 
feel kinda slack, almost as if lane-assist 
is trying to make directional corrections, 
especially if the front treads aren’t bang on 
38psi. And selecting Sport doesn’t cure it.

Yet when the C63’s vast roadholding 
reserves are fully explored, its steering 
becomes faithfully crisp and communicative, 
allowing this wonderfully poised little 
groover to be placed with precision.

Could it be related to our optional semi-
slick tyres? When the Michelin Pilot Sport 
Cup 2s get swapped for regular road rubber in 
the coming weeks, we’ll know for sure.

NATHAN PONCHARD

Rumble Stiltskin

CHOCK FULL
A long weekend 

away demonstrated 
the C-Class’s inherent 

practicality. And 
my inability to 

pack light

00

MERCEDES AMG C63 S
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Real drivers do it sideways
My little dirt road jaunt was nothing compared to the insanity Mazda
unleashed on willing media in 2013. Mazda closed a 6km stretch of dirt
road used on Rally Canberra and invited us to race the clock. Recipe
for disaster, yes? The only damage was to rims (rocks) and ruptured

tyres, and a couple of bumpers, despite the treacherous forest route.
Yours truly logged the third-fastest time, behind former Wheels
contributor James Stanford (1st) and present contributor Toby Hagon.
Watch the onboard video here: wheelsmag.com.au/mx5rally
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Though raising the roof also raises some interesting questions

The joy of going topless

Date acquired: December 2015
Price as tested: $32,240
This month: 1752km @ 8.1L/100km
Overall: 2784km @ 7.3L/100km

IT’S A 
DOG’S LIFE

Molly loves the novelty 
of riding up front with 

the wind in her fur

WHAT’S the protocol with leaving the roof 
open when parked?

When parking at a coffee shop, can I get 
my morning take-away and expect my work 
bag will still be on the passenger seat when I 
come back?

What about when I go to the barber’s for 
my monthly mop lop? Okay, in this instance, 
I’m not naïve. But what if there’s nothing 
in the cabin? Can I leave the roof down and 
expect to not find a cigarette butt or litter in 
the cabin (both of which have happened)?

These are the weighty first-world 
conundrums I tackled after taking over our 
long-term Mazda MX-5 Roadster 1.5. It was 
also a month of compulsory roof-down 
motoring. Every single trip the lid was off, 
unless it was raining. 

Putting the roof down is a cinch: undo 

latch, hurl roof back, push down until it 
clicks. And to re-roof the roadster, a latch 
between the seats pops the light cloth lid up 
from its hideaway so it’s easy to reach. No 
longer do you need Mel Gibson’s ability to 
dislocate your own shoulder.

I like driving roof-down. You feel a little 
exposed but it does make a journey more 
fun, even in peak hour. I feel incredibly small 
in the MX-5, though, staring into the alloys 
of the SUV alongside.

My dog likes travelling roofless as well. 
She gets that wind-on-her-tongue feeling 
without having to hang out the window. Her 
fur, however, swirls around everywhere in 
the cabin, and it’s a bugger to vacuum out.

I put the roof up for one particular 
drive, despite the clear blue sky and warm 
late summer sun. A weekend away with 
friends up the King Valley involved a 3km 

dirt private roadway to the property, and 
no amount of journalistic curiosity could 
convince me to drive that stretch roof-down.

I may have driven that dirt road a little 
faster than I should have, but the MX-5 
made me do it. It’s such a sweet, chuckable 
little roadster that drifts with balletic 
precision and wondrous ease. The anaemic 
little 1.5 had no troubles kicking the butt out 
under power – with the ESC off, obviously. 

So. Much. Fun. Every one of the five times 
I tackled ‘my’ special stage. 

Getting the dirt out, however, is not so 
much fun. It didn’t get into the cabin too 
badly, but there was a light covering over the 
dash and in the vents. And while it didn’t get 
past the boot’s dust sealing at all, it’s pure 
hell getting a rag in and around the hinges. 
Still, fun has a price, right?

GLENN BUTLER
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1.8 TFSI Ambition $43,100 L4T 1.8 132 250 S7 1280 7.3 — 5.6 95 53 F
1.8 TFSI quattro $46,100 L4T 1.8 132 280 S6 1380 6.8 — 6.5 95 52 A
S3 $61,100 L4T 2.0 210 380 M6 1425 5.4 — 7.0 95 60 A
S3 $61,100 L4T 2.0 210 380 S6 1445 5.0 — 6.9 95 60 A
RS3 $78,900 L5T 2.5 270 465 S7 1595 4.3 — 8.1 95 64 A
e-tron $62,490 L4TH 1.4 150 350 S6 — 7.6 — 1.6 95 49 F

A3 Sedan The looker of the A3 line-up
All the highlights of the Sportback, plus a decent boot; platform and interior both shine
Chopped rear styling restricts headroom; added expense over equivalent A3 Sportback

The Pick: 1.8 TFSI is punchy and frugal, and available in front- or all-wheel drive
1.4 TFSI Attraction CoD$40,100 L4T 1.4 110 250 S7 1250 8.2 — 4.7 95 50 F
1.8 TFSI Ambition $45,400 L4T 1.8 132 250 S7 1295 7.3 — 5.6 95 52 F
2.0 TDI Ambition $45,500 L4TD 2.0 110 320 S6 1340 8.3 — 4.4 D 52 F
1.8 TFSI quattro $48,400 L4T 1.8 132 280 S6 1395 6.8 — 6.5 95 53 A
S3 $63,010 L4T 2.0 210 380 M6 1430 5.4 — 7.0 95 60 A
S3 $63,010 L4T 2.0 210 380 S6 1460 4.8 13.2 6.9 95 60 09/14 A

A3 Cabriolet Manscaped sun-seeker
Sedan-based styling much more masculine; strong body; lovely finish; refinement
Adults won't love the rear seat; Ikea fans may need a bigger boot; S3 feels heavy-footed

The Pick: The 1.8 TFSI front-driver delivers the best mix of grunt, gear, and value
1.4 TFSI Attract' CoD $47,600 L4T 1.4 110 250 S7 1380 8.9 4.9 95 50 F
1.8 TFSI Ambition $52,200 L4T 1.8 132 250 S7 1430 7.8 — 5.8 95 52 F
1.8 TFSI quattro $55,200 L4T 1.8 132 280 S6 1540 7.6 — 6.6 95 52 08/14 A
2.0 TDI Ambition $52,200 L4TD 2.0 110 340 S6 1480 8.8 — 4.7 D 52 08/14 F
S3 $70,110 L4T 2.0 210 380 S6 1620 5.5 — 7.1 98 64 01/15 A

A4 Familiar face hides class-leading tech
Terrific interior; class-leading tech; refinement; plush ride; silky diesel; zingy petrols
Boring, conservative design; dual-clutch 'box better, not brilliant; lots of tech is optional

The Pick: The 2.0 TFSI quattro is smooth and muscular, with a rorty exhaust note
1.4 TFSI $55,500 L4T 1.4 110 250 S7 1450 8.5 — 5.5 95 46 04/16 F
1.8 TFSI Avant $58,500 L4T 1.8 125 320 S7 1530 8.4 — 6.0 95 47 F
2.0 TFSI $60,900 L4T 2.0 140 320 S7 1480 7.3 — 5.3 95 47 04/16 F
2.0 TDI quattro $66,900 L4TD 2.0 140 400 S7 1650 7.2 — 4.6 D 47 04/16 A
2.0 TFSI quattro $69,900 L4T 2.0 185 370 S7 1585 6.3 14.4 6.3 95 47 04/16 A
2.0 TFSI q'ttro Avant $70,800 L4T 2.0 165 350 S7 1610 6.5 — 6.9 95 47 A
S4 $104,610 V6S 3.0 245 440 S7 1705 4.8 13.0 8.1 98 51 06/14 A
S4 Avant $108,110 V6S 3.0 245 440 S7 1750 5.1 — 8.4 98 51 A
RS4 Avant $151,010 V8 4.2 331 430 S7 1795 4.7 — 10.7 98 46 A

A4 Allroad Allroad stands tall, goes small
Terrific drivetrain with even more torque and economy for 2015; finish; ride height
Sharply raked tail reduces luggage space; lacks the A6 Allroad's air suspension

The Pick: Um, the A4 Allroad. Probably not in black. Be brave and choose a colour!
2.0 TDI quattro $70,500 L4TD 2.0 140 400 S7 1730 7.8 — 5.6 D 47 07/15 A

A5 Sportback Four-door coupe with five seats
Liftback versatility, with still-great styling; slick cabin; slick engines; lusty and lively S5
Not the last word in steering feedback, or ride finesse, but getting there

The Pick: Manual 2.0 TFSI quattro is a sleeper. Supercharged S5 is a stonker
1.8 TFSI $67,810 L4T 1.8 125 320 C 1525 8.4 — 5.9 95 55 F
2.0 TDI $69,310 L4TD 2.0 130 380 C 1540 7.9 — 4.8 D 57 F
2.0 TDI quattro $75,910 L4TD 2.0 130 380 S7 1625 7.9 — 5.3 D 57 A
2.0 TFSI quattro $75,010 L4T 2.0 165 350 M6 1570 6.4 — 6.6 95 57 A
2.0 TFSI quattro $76,910 L4T 2.0 165 350 S7 1615 6.5 — 6.7 95 64 A
3.0 TDI quattro $93,910 V6TD 3.0 180 500 S7 1695 5.9 — 5.7 D 57 A
3.0 TFSI quattro $97,910 V6S 3.0 200 400 S7 1715 6.0 — 8.1 95 64 A
S5 $119,510 V6S 3.0 245 440 S7 1745 5.1 — 8.1 98 64 A

A5 Coupe Fresh face, still beautiful
Performance and economy from all engines; improved steering and suspension
Still not as entertaining as a 4 Series coupe, or as fluent as a C-Class coupe

The Pick: Blown V6 at $100K, or the much-improved RS5, now a real contender
1.8 TFSI $68,200 L4T 1.8 125 320 C 1455 8.2 — 5.8 95 55 F
2.0 TDI $69,700 L4TD 2.0 130 380 C 1495 7.8 — 4.7 D 57 F
2.0 TDI quattro $76,300 L4TD 2.0 130 380 S7 1575 7.8 — 5.3 D 57 A
2.0 TFSI quattro $75,400 L4T 2.0 165 350 M6 1510 6.5 — 6.8 95 64 A
2.0 TFSI quattro $77,300 L4T 2.0 165 350 S7 1550 6.4 14.5 6.8 95 64 05/14 A
3.0 TDI quattro $94,300 V6TD 3.0 180 500 S7 1640 5.8 — 5.7 D 64 A
3.0 TFSI quattro $98,910 V6S 3.0 200 400 S7 1650 5.8 — 8.1 95 64 A
S5 $119,900 V6S 3.0 245 440 S7 1675 4.9 — 8.1 98 64 08/12 A
RS5 $157,510 V8 4.2 331 430 S7 1715 4.5 — 10.5 98 56 10/12 A

Vantage Superstar styling, but ageing
Stunning looks, spectacular-sounding engines, much rarer than a 911
Cabin dated and pretty tight; purists will prefer its sharper, newer rivals

The Pick: V12 from the Vanquish provides serious shove with little weight penalty
V8 Coupe $231,000 V8 4.7 313 470 M6 1630 4.9 — 13.8 95 63 08/07 R
V8 Coupe $246,900 V8 4.7 313 470 S7 1630 4.9 — 12.9 95 63 R
V8 Roadster $260,000 V8 4.7 313 470 M6 1690 4.9 — 13.8 95 63 R
V8 Roadster $273,800 V8 4.7 313 470 S7 1690 4.9 — 12.9 95 63 R
V8 S Coupe $251,700 V8 4.7 321 490 M6 1610 4.8 — 13.8 95 63 R
V8 S Coupe $267,600 V8 4.7 321 490 S7 1610 4.5 — 12.9 95 63 R
V8 S Roadster $280,600 V8 4.7 321 490 M6 1690 4.8 — 13.8 95 63 R
V12 S Coupe $354,300 V12 5.9 421 620 S7 — 3.9 — 14.7 95 63 R
V12 S Roadster $383,525 V12 5.9 421 620 S7 1745 4.1 14.7 95 63 R

DB9 Beauty, and beast
Like Bond himself, the DB9 is class; wailing V12 is a perfect car-chase accompaniment
Some interior details well below par; not as quick as V12 suggests; tight packaging

The Pick: DB9 coupe is sportier and sturdier than the slightly limp-wristed Volante
Coupe $349,500 V12 5.9 381 620 A6 1785 4.6 — 14.3 95 58 R
Volante $380,500 V12 5.9 381 620 A6 1890 4.6 — 14.3 95 58 R

Vanquish DBS replacement is a stunner
Arguably the most beautiful modern Aston, still with tingly V12 and new eight-speed auto
Lardy kerb weight; hefty consumption; more a GT than genuine sports car

The Pick: In white, thanks, with black wheels and a Ben Sherman Union Jack pillow
Coupe $484,995 V12 5.9 421 620 A8 1739 4.1 — 14.4 95 58 R
Volante $521,995 V12 5.9 421 620 A8 1849 4.3 — 14.4 95 55 R

Rapide Super sedan
Gorgeous Aston ‘sedan’ makes its Porsche Panamera rival look overfed and frumpy
It may look sexy but getting any in its cramped rear quarters would be an achievement

The Pick: Good luck securing one – only a handful are coming here and the queue is long
S $378,500 V12 5.9 411 630 A8 1990 4.9 — 14.9 95 59 R

Aston Martin
3yr/unlimited

www.astonmartin.com

Alfa Romeo
3yr/100,000km

www.alfaromeo.com.au
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Giulietta Old name, new promise
Engines; steering; suspension and handling. Cabin space, even. Finally, a proper Alfa!
Cabin’s lack of storage; plastics not to VW standard; our favourite hubcaps are dead

The Pick: Top-spec QV. Or the great-riding, torquey, freshly upgraded base model

Progression $29,000 L4T 1.4 88 215 M6 1259 9.4 — 6.4 95 41 F
Distinctive $33,000 L4T 1.4 125 250 M6 1269 7.5 15.3 5.7 95 42 11/14 F
Distinctive $35,000 L4T 1.4 125 250 S6 1284 7.6 — 5.1 95 42 F
QV $39,000 L4T 1.7 173 340 M6 1299 6.8 — 7.6 95 47 03/11 F
QV $42,000 L4T 1.7 177 340 S6 1299 6.0 — 7.0 95 47 04/15 F

4C Alfisti rejoice!
Lightweight carbon-fibre body; exciting dynamics; bucketloads of charisma
Firm seats; uninspiring exhaust note in cabin; love-it-or-hate-it steering; zero storage

The Pick: Save $20K and revel in the better-riding, slightly less hardcore standard 4C

Audi
3yr/unlimited

www.audi.com.au

Coupe $89,000 L4T 1.7 177 350 S6 1025 4.5 — 6.8 95 64 R
Spider $99,000 L4T 1.7 177 350 S6 1035 4.6 — 6.8 95 67 R
Launch Edition $109,000 L4T 1.7 177 350 S6 1025 4.6 12.8 6.8 95 64 06/15 R

A1 Sportback Baby got ’back
Five-door practicality; cute styling; slick interior; ballsy S1; thrummy turbo three-pot
1.8 TFSI is more than $10K dearer than a Polo GTI with the same donk

The Pick: A 1.0-litre turbo-triple manual is where it’s at, with charm, spirit and polish
1.0 TFSI $26,900 L3T 1.0 70 160 M5 1060 11.1 — 4.2 95 58 F
1.0 TFSI $28,250 L3T 1.0 70 160 S7 1090 11.6 18.2 4.4 95 58 03/16 F
1.4 TFSI Sport $27,750 L4T 1.4 92 200 M6 1105 8.9 — 5.1 95 59 F
1.4 TFSI Sport $30,100 L4T 1.4 92 200 S7 1140 8.9 — 4.9 95 58 F
1.8 TFSI S-Line $39,900 L4T 1.8 141 250 S7 1205 6.9 — 5.6 95 61 F
S1 quattro $49,990 L4T 2.0 170 370 M6 1340 5.9 — 7.1 95 59 12/14 A

A3 Sportback Slick conservatism
All-new platform means less weight, better handling, improved ride, stunning interior

 Golf outshines A3 in a few cabin details, yet costs less; new styling is too Audi-generic
 The Pick: Definitely the spirited, sporty 1.8 TFSI in either FWD or quattro form

1.4 TFSI Attraction $35,900 L4T 1.4 92 200 M6 1225 — — 5.3 95 50  F
1.4 TFSI Attraction $35,900 L4T 1.4 92 200 S7 1225 9.3 — 4.9 95 50  F
1.6 TDI Attraction $36,900 L4TD 1.6 81 250 S7 1280 10.7 — 3.9 D 50  F
1.4 TFSI Attraction CoD $38,500 L4T 1.4 110 250 S7 1235 8.2 — 4.7 95 52  F
2.0 TDI Ambition $43,200 L4TD 2.0 110 340 S6 1320 8.3 16.0 4.4 D 52 08/13 F
1.8 TFSI Ambition $43,100 L4T 1.8 132 250 M6 1280 — — 5.8 95 52  F
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Join us at facebook.com/WheelsAustralia 

and Twitter @WheelsAustralia. 
We’re also on Instagram!
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ARRIVALS
New models 

for the month 
highlighted

Get new car advice from the experts. 
whichcar.com.au

ALFA ROMEO – BMW
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A5 Cabriolet Soft top for smooth roads
Usual A5 class and style, mixed with excellent drivetrains and high-quality roof
Body lacks coupe’s rigidity and its suspension can deliver a choppy ride

The Pick: Base 1.8 TFSI – the more powerful variants highlight its rigidity issues
1.8 TFSI $80,700 L4T 1.8 125 320 C 1655 8.9 — 6.2 95 55 F
2.0 TDI $82,800 L4TD 2.0 130 380 C 1680 8.3 — 5.0 D 57 F
2.0 TFSI quattro $90,500 L4T 2.0 165 350 S7 1735 7.2 — 6.9 95 64 A
3.0 TDI quattro $107,200 V6TD 3.0 180 500 S7 1845 6.3 — 5.9 D 64 A
3.0 TFSI quattro $111,010 V6S 3.0 200 400 S7 1850 6.3 — 8.5 95 64 A
S5 $129,510 V6S 3.0 245 440 S7 1880 5.4 — 8.5 98 64 A
RS5 $177,510 V8 4.2 331 430 S7 1920 4.9 — 10.7 98 56 01/14 A

A6 Finely crafted, improved value
Great cabin presentation; strong and efficient engines; thrusty bi-turbo TDI, S6 and RS6
Base wagons deleted; steering still not its strong suit; front-driver is a dynamic dullard

The Pick: Fiery RS6 is tempting but either of the quattro diesels fit the bill
1.8 TFSI $79,900 L4T 1.8 140 320 S7 1570 7.9 — 5.7 95 52 06/15 F
3.0 TDI quattro $99,900 V6TD 3.0 160 500 S7 1765 6.6 — 5.1 D 52 A
3.0 TDI Biturbo qttro $124,900 V6TTD 3.0 235 650 A8 1835 5.0 — 6.1 D 52 06/15 A
S6 $169,510 V8T 4.0 331 550 S7 1895 4.4 — 9.4 95 44 06/15 A
RS6 Avant $229,110 V8TT 4.0 412 700 A8 1935 3.9 — 9.6 95 43 07/15 A

A6 Allroad A6 goodness, elevated
Handsome; gorgeous cabin; lush ride quality; strong and silky turbo-diesel V6
Ride height blunts on-road dynamics; definitely not an off-roader; depreciation

The Pick: Still expensive, despite price drop, but A6 Allroad is one of our favourite Audis
3.0 TDI quattro $111,510 V6TD 3.0 160 500 S7 1890 7.3 — 5.6 D 46 07/15 A

A7 Sportback Mix of A6 and A8, plus panache
Adds hatchback versatility, A8-rivalling space and rakish rear styling over an A6
S7 is all about fast motorways, not tight mountain passes; sizeable premium over A6

The Pick: Twin-turbo diesel delivers on torque and presence, and comes nicely loaded
3.0 TDI quattro $115,400 V6TD 3.0 160 500 S7 1825 6.8 — 5.2 D 47 06/15 A
3.0 TDI Biturbo qtro $144,900 V6TTD 3.0 235 650 A8 1895 5.2 — 6.1 D 42 06/15 A
S7 $179,510 V8T 4.0 331 550 S7 1955 4.6 — 9.3 95 51 06/15 A
RS7 $241,610 V8TT 4.0 412 700 A8 1920 3.5 — 9.5 98 49 07/15 A

A8 Refining first-class travel
Still one of the most beautiful luxury-sedan interiors; S8's astonishing thrust
Brilliant new S-Class makes the A8/S8 feel dynamically uninvolving and a bit last-decade

The Pick: Twin-turbo V8 diesel offers a seductive blend of quality, economy and grunt
3.0 TDI quattro $194,610 V6TD 3.0 190 580 A8 1880 5.9 — 5.9 D 47 07/14 A
3.0 TDI quattro LWB $206,510 V6TD 3.0 190 580 A8 1935 6.1 — 6.0 D 47 A
4.2 TDI quattro $249,510 V8TTD 4.1 283 850 A8 2040 4.7 — 7.4 D 47 12/13 A
S8 $280,610 V8TT 4.0 382 650 A8 1990 4.1 — 9.6 98 47 12/13 A

TT TT take three, done better
Engine flexibility; sweet six-speed manual; quattro's all-paw traction; that interior!
Limited engine range for start of third generation; steering light in basic mode

The Pick: The manual Sport is tempting but the traction and pace of the quattro wins out
Sport $71,950 L4T 2.0 169 370 M6 1230 6.0 — 5.9 95 56 04/15 F
Sport $74,950 L4T 2.0 169 370 S6 1260 5.9 — 6.3 95 56 F
Sport quattro $77,950 L4T 2.0 169 370 S6 1335 5.3 — 6.4 95 51 04/15 A
Sport quattro cabrio $81,500 L4T 2.0 169 370 S6 1410 5.3 — 6.4 95 51 A
S-Line $78,450 L4T 2.0 169 370 M6 1230 6.0 — 5.9 95 56 F
S-Line $82,450 L4T 2.0 169 370 S6 1260 5.9 — 6.3 95 56 F
S-Line quattro $85,450 L4T 2.0 169 370 S6 1335 5.5 13.8 6.4 95 56 06/15 A
S-Line quattro cab' $89,000 L4T 2.0 169 370 S6 1410 5.3 — 6.4 95 56 02/16 A
S quattro $99,000 L4T 2.0 210 380 S6 1385 4.7 — 6.8 98 49 02/16 A
S quattro cabriolet $103,900 L4T 2.0 210 380 S6 1500 5.0 — 6.9 98 51 A

R8 Ageing R8 still a supermodel
Supremely driveable supercar that still looks a million bucks; brilliant dual-clutch ’box
Steering requires plenty of lock to turn in; lacks 911’s feedback and Gallardo’s dartiness

The Pick: The V10 Plus: lighter, louder and sharper, yet still liveable
4.2 FSI quattro $279,110 V8 4.2 316 430 M6 1560 4.6 — 14.2 98 53 A
4.2 FSI quattro $287,110 V8 4.2 316 430 S7 1585 4.3 — 12.4 98 53 A
5.2 FSI quattro $366,510 V10 5.2 386 530 S7 1645 3.6 — 13.1 98 53 A
5.2 FSI Plus quattro $407,810 V10 5.2 404 540 S7 1595 3.5 — 12.9 98 53 05/13 A

R8 Spyder Less roof, more exhaust noise!
Takes the R8’s supercar sex appeal to a whole new level
Added 100kg and subtracted body rigidity affects dynamics (but only slightly)

The Pick: Decisions, decisions (that we can’t afford to make). Hard to resist the V10
4.2 FSI quattro $308,010 V8 4.2 316 430 M6 1660 4.8 — 14.4 98 53 A
4.2 FSI quattro $315,510 V8 4.2 316 430 S7 1685 4.5 — 12.6 98 53 A
5.2 FSI quattro $395,410 V10 5.2 386 530 S7 1745 3.8 — 13.3 98 53 A

Q3 First in Q to challenge X1
Excellent 2.0-litre fours; classy cabin; surprisingly agile dynamics; amusing base model

 AWD variants are significantly heavier; lumpy ride; small rear doors; compact boot
 The Pick: Probably the base 110kW 1.4 turbo-petrol with its new-generation donk

1.4 TFSI $42,900 L4T 1.4 110 250 S6 1405 8.9 — 5.9 95 55  F
2.0 TDI quattro $47,900 L4TD 2.0 110 340 S7 1605 9.3 — 5.2 D 56  A
2.0 TFSI Sport q'ttro $52,300 L4T 2.0 132 320 S7 1540 7.6 — 6.7 95 56  A
2.0 TDI Sport q'ttro $56,900 L4TD 2.0 135 380 S7 1625 7.9 — 5.4 D 56  A
RS Q3 $81,510 L5T 2.5 228 420 S7 1655 5.2 — 8.8 95 63 04/14 A
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Q5 Style utility vehicle
Class and quality with SUV space and versatility; punchy sixes; a genuine all-rounder

 Steering feels artificial; SQ5’s ride is poor; Q5 doesn’t like getting its skirts wet off-road
 The Pick: There’s a trend with Audis: cheapest, lightest 2.0-litre turbo petrol is the go

2.0 TDI quattro $62,600 L4TD 2.0 130 380 S7 1770 9.6 17.1 6.1 D 63 08/15 A
2.0 TFSI quattro $63,210 L4T 2.0 165 350 A8 1755 7.4 15.4 7.9 95 63 04/12 A
3.0 TFSI quattro $74,610 V6S 3.0 200 400 A8 1840 5.9 — 8.5 95 63  A
3.0 TDI quattro $75,710 V6TD 3.0 180 580 S7 1860 6.5 — 6.4 D 63  A
SQ5  $91,700 V6TTD 3.0 230 650 S7 1920 5.1 — 6.8 D 63 07/13 A

Q7 Mothership QE7 finally seats seven

Sublime ride on optional air suspension; punchy and refined diesel; elegant interior
 Storage up front is light-on; active safety still optional; single model range (for now)

 The Pick: The 3.0 TDI is a great engine, though we’d tick the box for air suspension
3.0 TDI quattro  $103,100 V6TD 3.0 200 600 A8 2060 6.5 — 5.9 D 63 02/16 A

Continental GT Enough grunt to go Continental drifting...
Successfully fights 2.3-tonne heft with 700Nm of continent-shifting grunt

 Suspension tries desperately hard to be dynamic, but it doesn’t quite win that one
 The Pick: Arguably the lighter, almost-as-swift V8 S over the monster W12 

GT V8 $381,000   V8TT 4.0 373 660 A8 2320 4.8 — 10.5 98 63 02/13 A
GT V8 S $405,600 V8TT 4.0 389 680 A8 2320 4.5 — 10.6 98 63  A
GT W12 $408,870 W12TT 6.0 423 700 A8 2333 4.6 — 16.5 98 63 07/11 A
GT Speed $461,300 W12TT 6.0 467 820 A8 2320 4.2 — 14.5 98 64 09/14 A

Continental GTC An open display of wealth
Pedestrian plebs can see the gorgeous cabin; top-down access to W12 decibels

 Doesn’t quite handle like a land yacht but the Continental does drink like a sailor
 The Pick: Less than half the cost of a Phantom Drophead? We’ll take two

GTC V8 $419,100 V8TT 4.0 373 660 A8 2485 5.0 — 10.9 98 62  A
GTC V8 S $446,000 V8TT 4.0 389 680 A8 2485 4.7 — 10.9 98 62 10/14 A
GTC W12 $449,500 W12TT 6.0 423 700 A8 2505 4.7 — 14.9 98 63 07/12 A
GT Speed $507,400 W12TT 6.0 460 800 A8 2495 4.4 — 14.9 98 64 A

Flying Spur Upper-crust urgency
Exquisite interior; jaw-dropping style, complete with muscle-car hips; high-speed calm

 All that heft ahead of the front axle line hampers its chances of being a driver’s car
 The Pick: Doesn’t handle like a 7 Series can, but looks and feels a million bucks 

 $378,197 V8TT 4.0 373 660 A8 2350 5.2 — 10.9 98 58  A
Mulliner $388,715 V8TT 4.0 373 660 A8 2350 5.2 — 10.9 98 58  A
 $423,160 W12TT 6.0 460 800 A8 2400 4.6 — 14.7 98 58 07/13 A
Mulliner $448,820 W12TT 6.0 460 800 A8 2400 4.6 — 14.7 98 59 A

Mulsanne Captain capitalism
Fuses contemporary tech with old-world craftsmanship; stonking twin-turbo V8

 Ride on optional 21s not quite in keeping with ultra-luxe vibe; weight and consumption
 Pick: This new-age Arnage or a Rolls-Royce Ghost? We prefer the hipster Benters

 $662,857    V8TT 6.8 377 1020 A8 2711 5.3 — 16.9 98 54 07/10 R

Bentley
3yr/unlimited

www.bentleymotors.com

BMW
3yr/unlimited

www.bmw.com.au

1 Series Hatch The rear drive continues
The last rear-drive hatch, and all the better for it; excellent engines and transmissions

 Cabin quality and space can’t match Audi’s A3; barely a manual transmission to be seen
 The Pick: Punchy 125i is a good match for a Golf GTI, however the M135i is a cracker

118i $36,900 L4T 1.6 100 220 A8 1320 8.7 — 5.6 95 59  R
118d $40,300 L4TD 2.0 110 320 A8 1375 8.1 — 3.8 D 59  R
120i $41,900 L4T 1.6 130 250 A8 1320 7.2 — 5.7 95 60  R
125i $48,900 L4T 2.0 160 310 A8 1375 6.2 — 6.5 95 61  R
M135i $62,510 L6T 3.0 240 450 A8 1430 4.9 — 7.5 95 62 R

2 Series BMW rediscovers its talents
Body control a vast improvement over 1 Series coupe; punchy engines; great handling

 Too much equipment is optional — LSD, 19s and big brakes aren't standard on M235i 
 The Pick: M235i howls a delicious straight-six wail, and has the grunt to match

220i $48,900 L4T 2.0 135 270 A8 1365 7.0 — 6.0 95 63 06/14 R
220d $50,900 L4TD 2.0 135 380 A8 1390 7.1 — 4.4 D 64  R
228i $59,900 L4T 2.0 180 350 A8 1405 5.7 — 6.3 95 64  R
M235i $77,500 L6T 3.0 240 450 A8 1470 5.0 13.1 7.6 95 64 07/14 R

2 Series Conv A fresh breeze
Loads prettier than the 1 Series convertible it replaces; superb drivetrains; slick roof

 You'll never find one with a manual gearbox; M235i's stiff ride; sizeable weight gain
 The Pick: In this guise, it's all about selfie sticks and top-down shots so grab the 228i

220i $55,900 L4T 2.0 135 270 A8 1530 7.6 — 6.4 95 63  R
228i $68,900 L4T 2.0 180 350 A8 1555 6.0 — 6.6 95 64  R
M235i $86,500 L6T 3.0 240 450 A8 1620 5.0 — 7.9 95 64  R

P O W E R E D  B Y

Showroom
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4 Series Gran Coupe Yet another niche plugged
Liftback practicality; slick drivetrains; frameless doors; Audi A5-smashing dynamics

 Neither coupe-ish enough to be cool, or elegant enough to be beautiful
 The Pick: At just $500 more than the two-door, a 428i Gran Coupe kinda makes sense...

420i $71,100 L4T 2.0 135 270 A8 1480 7.6  6.1 95 59  R
420d $73,400 L4TD 2.0 135 380 A8 1510 7.5  4.6 D 60  R
428i $82,400 L4T 2.0 180 350 A8 1580 6.0 6.4 95 60 08/14 R
435i $109,900 L6T 3.0 225 400 A8 1575 5.2 7.6 95 59 08/14 R

4 Series Conv Inherits coupe's dynamism
Elegant rear deck enhances styling; as quiet as the coupe; velvety petrol drivetrains

 Much heavier than the coupe, to the detriment of performance; small rear seat
 The Pick: 428i has everything most people could ever need, except for the 435i's six-pot

420d $90,700 L4TD 2.0 135 380 A8 1690 8.2  4.8 D 57  R
428i $99,400 L4T 2.0 180 350 A8 1700 6.4  6.7 95 57  R
435i $128,000 L6T 3.0 225 400 A8 1750 5.5  7.7 95 64 03/14 R
M4 Convertible $161,900 L6TT 3.O 317 550 M6 1750 4.6 — 9.1 98 57  R
M4 Convertible $161,900 L6TT 3.O 317 550 S7 1790 4.4 — 8.7 98 57 11/14 R

3 Series GT The 3 crosses over
Riding on a 3 Series platform, but with a higher driving position and a stack more space

 It’s not what you’d call classically good looking, though at least it isn’t an SUV
 The Pick: The top-spec 328i – it’s much faster, yet barely any thirstier than the 320i

320i $68,100 L4T 2.0 135 270 A8   — 7.9 — 6.2 95 60     R
320d $70,400 L4TD 2.0 135 380 A8 — 7.9 — 4.9 D 60     R
328i $76,800 L4T 2.0 180 350 A8 — 6.1 — 6.5 95 59 09/13 R

Z4 Now with added maturity
Looks good in the metal; folding hard-top offers security; keen standard chassis

 A Boxster is comprehensively better than the top models, which are heavy and ride firmly
 The Pick: Base turbo petrol with small wheels – the most pure and best-value Z4 

sDrive20i $80,500 L4T 2.0 135 270 A8 1395 6.9 — 6.8 95 55  R
sDrive28i $90,500 L4T 2.0 180 350 A8 1400 5.5 — 6.8 95 55 02/12 R
sDrive35i $119,700 L6TT 3.0 250 450 S7 1525 5.4 13.6 9.0 95 64 10/12 R

5 Series Not the leader it once was
Excellent drivetrains; nicely finished cabin; M5’s borderline-scary performance

 Standard suspension offers a startling lack of composure; M5 too heavy and uninvolving
 The Pick: 528i a slick all-rounder; 550i is a jet, but not worth the extra over 535i/535d

520i $82,300 L4T 2.0 135 270 A8 1610 8.0 — 6.7 95 47  R
520d $84,800 L4TD 2.0 140 400 A8 1625 8.1 — 5.2 D 52  R
520d Touring $93,300 L4TD 2.0 140 400 A8 1715 8.3 — 5.3 D 52  R
528i $9,200 L4T 2.0 180 350 A8 1620 7.3 15.4 6.5 95 47 08/12 R
535i $117,900 L6T 3.0 225 400 A8 1700 6.1 14.3 7.6 95 52 08/10 R
535i Touring $123,900 L6T 3.0 225 400 A8 1770 5.9 — 7.9 98 52  R
ActiveHybrid 5 $121,700 L6TH 3.0 210 450 A8 1925 5.9 — 6.4 98 52 11/12 R
535d $123,700 L6TTD 3.0 230 630 A8 1725 5.5 — 6.1 D 52 05/11 R
550i  $159,900 V8TT 4.4 330 650 A8 1830 4.6 — — 95 52 R
M5 Pure $185,000 V8TT 4.4 412 680 S7 1870 4.3 — — 95 48 R

5 Series GT Badged 5, based on 7
Typically outstanding BMW drivetrains; spacious, flexible and comfortable interior

 Love it or hate it styling; feels big and cumbersome around town   
 The Pick: 535i offers Club Class rear legroom for $1K over sedan, but doesn’t drive as well

520d $96,500 L4TD 2.0 135 380 A8 1875 8.9 — 5.3 D 52  R
530d $111,500 L6TD 3.0 190 560 A8 1940 6.2 — 5.8 D  52   R
535i $119,500 L6T 3.0 225 400 A8 1940 6.3 — 8.2 95 52 R

6 Series Coupe Swings with drivers
640i boasts one of the world’s greatest six-cylinder engines; improved styling

 Not a car for driving enthusiasts, but the bigger boot will fit more drivers
 The Pick: Turbo-six is so good it renders the twin-turbo V8 almost irrelevant

640i $177,900 L6T 3.0 235 450 A8 1685 5.3 — 7.4 95 49  R
650i $231,900 V8TT 4.4 330 650 A8 1795 4.6 —  8.6 95 49  R
M6 $292,600 V8TT 4.4 441 700 S7 1850 3.9 — 9.9 98 50 R

6 Series Conv Six in drop-top form
Shark-nosed presence, plush cabin, and superb engines to blow your toupee off

 Dull dynamics will disappoint drivers; zero rear legroom will disappoint passengers
 The Pick: More noise in upgraded V8, but peachy six now the default pick

640i $193,900 L6T 3.0 235 450 A8 1820 5.5 — 7.6 98 49  R
650i $247,900 V8TT 4.4 330 650 A8 1930 4.6 — 8.9 98 49  R
M6 $308,600 V8TT 4.4 441 700 S7 1980 4.0 — 10.3 95 48 R

6 Series Gran Coupe Six plus two doors
Sexier than a 5 Series; better to drive than a 7 Series; can fit five (at a pinch)

 Still not as dynamic as a BMW should be; poorly packaged rear seat
 The Pick: The six is lovely, but huge premium over a 535i makes it questionable value

640i $184,900 L6T 3.0 235 450 A8 1750 5.4 — 7.5 98 49  R
640d $184,900 L6TTD 3.0 230 630 A8 1810 5.4 — 5.4 D 49  R
650i $238,900 V8TT 4.4 330 650 A8 1865 4.6 — 8.6 98 49  R
M6 $299,600 V8TT 4.4 412 680 A8 1875 4.0 — 9.9 98 46 R

7 Series All-new 7 is a stunner
Interior space and quality; powerful and economical engines; driving dynamics; ride

 Semi-autonomous steering is flawed; high prices now higher; gimmicky gesture tech
 The Pick: 730d makes plenty of sense for its smooth, torquey diesel and lowest price

730d $217,500 L6TD 3.0 195 620 A8 — 6.1 — 4.7 D 41  R
740i $224,200 L6TT 3.0 240 450 A8 — 5.5 — 7.0 95 41 02/16 R
740Li $238,000 L6TT 3.0 240 450 A8 — 5.6 — 7.0 95 42  R
750i $289,600 V8TT 4.4 330 650 A8 — 4.7 — 8.1 95 41  R

2 Active Tourer Mini in a muumuu
One of the more athletic front-drive hatches on sale; BMW cabin quality, fit and finish

 Late-to-the party B-Class rival doesn't feel like a BMW; packaging feels compromised
 The Pick: Turbo-diesel makes the most sense, but we're yet to sample the three-pot petrol

218i $44,400 L3T 1.5 100 220 A6 1360 9.2  5.2 95 58 02/16 F
218d $47,800 L4TD 2.0 110 330 A8 1410 8.9  4.2 D 58 10/14 F
225i $54,900 L4T 2.0 170 350 A8 1430 6.6 6.1 95 59 10/14 F

i3 COTY-winning electric wunderkind
Stunning design; instant torque delivers grunty performance; our reigning COTY winner

 Only seats four, with a similarly compact boot; road noise; entry price
 The Pick: While going full EV is commendable, the Range Extender is worth the extra coin

 $63,900 E 125 250 A1 1195 7.2 53 09/13 R
Range Extender $69,900 L2H 125 250 A1 1315 7.9 0.6 95 53 01/15 R

3 Series Now you can have your 3 with a triple
Mid-life update brings new engines with outstanding efficiency and performance

 Optional ‘Variable Sport’ steering adds cost and confusion, without dynamic gain  
 The Pick: 330i delivers a fine performance/value blend, but M3 brings proper thrills

318i $54,900 L3T 1.5 100 230 A6 1475 8.9 — 5.4 95 59 04/16 R
320i $61,900 L4T 2.0 135 290 A8 1505 7.2 — 5.8 95 59  R
320i Touring $65,300 L4T 2.0 135 290 A8 1585 7.5 — 5.9 95 57  R
320d $63,800 L4TD 2.0 140 400 A8 1505 7.3 — 4.4 D 59  R
330i $69,900 L4T 2.0 185 350 A8 1545 6.1 14.3 5.8 95 60 04/16 R
330e $71,900 L4T 2.0 185 420 A8 1636 6.1 — 2.1 95   R
330i Touring $73,300 L4T 2.0 185 350 A8 1615 6.0 — 6.1 95 60  R
340i $89,900 L6T 3.0 240 450 A8 1605 5.2 — 6.8 96 60  R
ActiveHybrid 3 $100,200 L6TH 3.0 225 400 A8 1655 5.3 — 5.9 95 60  R
M3 $139,900 L6TT 3.0 317 550 M6 1520 4.3 — 8.8 98 54  R
M3 $139,900 L6TT 3.0 317 550 S7 1560 4.1 — 8.3 98 54 08/14 R

4 Series Coupe Two-door 3 becomes 4
Wide stance and adaptive dampers make 4 Series a proper driver's car – especially M4!

 Electric steering doesn’t feel fluent in Sport mode; styling has lost some elegance
 The Pick: The excellent 428i is the sweet spot, but the firecracker M4 is dynamic genius

420i $71,100 L4T 2.0 135 270 A8 1465 7.3 — 6.3 95 57  R
420d $73,400 L4TD 2.0 135 380 A8 1465 7.3 — 4.6 D 57  R
428i $82,400 L4T 2.0 180 350 A8 1470 5.8 14.1 6.4 95 57 05/14 R
435i $109,900 L6T 3.0 225 400 A8 1525 5.1 — 7.4 95 64 09/13 R
M4 $149,900 L6TT 3.0 317 550 M6 1497 4.3 — 8.8 98 57  11/14 R
M4 $149,900 L6TT 3.0 317 550 S7 1537 5.0 13.0 8.3 98 57 09/14 R
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BMW has added two plug-in hybrids to its range,
bolstering the popular 3 Series and X5 lines.

The 330e (the ‘e’ denoting electric-petrol hybrid)
uses the 2.0-litre four-cylinder engine from the 320i
teamed to a 65kW/250Nm electric motor claimed to
give an electric-only range of 37km. Despite similar
outputs, the 330e is slightly slower to 100km/h than
the 330i, at 6.1sec. But fuel use can be zero if you’re
only doing short (and slow) trips around town.

The X5 40e uses a more powerful version of the
same basic petrol-electric drivetrain but matched to
an 83kW/250Nm electric motor. Claimed electric-
only range in the bigger, heavier SUV is 31km.
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750Li  $312,700 V8TT 4.4 330 650 A8 — 4.7 — 8.3 95 42 R
ActiveHybrid 7 $223,100 L6TT 3.0 235 450 A8 1970 5.7 — 6.8 95 38 R
ActiveHybrid 7L $238,100 L6TT 3.0 235 450 A8 1995 5.7 — 6.8 95 38 R

i8 Hybrid performance hero
Head-turning styling; scissor doors; throaty three-cylinder sound; potent performance
Twice the price of an M4; undignified entry and egress; purists will shit-can the three-pot

The Pick: If you're in IT, is there any other choice?
 $299,000 L3TH 1.5 266 570 A6 1485 4.4 — 2.1 95 36 02/16 A

X1 Space, style and sports ... shaken
Aussie styling DNA; terrific engines; interior space and quality; keen handling
Flat standard seats; agitated and uncomfortable ride; steering kickback on bad roads

The Pick: If you value ride quality, please option adaptive dampers. Or buy something else
sDrive 18d $49,500 L4TD 2.0 105 320 A8 1495 9.2 — 4.3 D 56 F
sDrive 20i $51,600 L4T 2.0 135 270 A8 1510 7.7 — 5.9 95 56 F
xDrive 20d $56,500 L4TD 2.0 140 400 A8 1575 7.6 — 4.9 D 56 02/16 A
xDrive 25i $59,900 L4T 2.0 170 350 A8 1595 6.5 — 6.6 95 57 02/16 A

X3 Exorcises the sins of the original
Superb optional vario-ratio steering and sharp dynamics; 28i and 30d are fast, yet thrifty
Styling as bland as the standard cabin is basic; milkshake ride with standard dampers

The Pick: The 30d torque-monster. Or, more likely, a Discovery Sport or Audi Q5
xDrive 20i $62,200 L4T 2.0 135 270 A8 1720 8.5 16.2 7.5 95 63 08/15 A
xDrive 20d $65,800 L4TD 2.0 140 400 A8 1725 8.1 — 5.2 D 63 A
xDrive 28i $74,600 L4T 2.0 180 350 A8 1740 6.7 — 7.5 95 63 A
xDrive 30d $79.100 L6TD 3.0 190 560 A8 1800 6.2 — 6.0 D 63 A

X4 X6's prettier baby sister
Less bulk than chunky X6 makes X4 a more socially acceptable coupe-SUV thingy
Deserves the 180kW turbo-four; cheaper X3 more practical; 4 Series coupe is sexier

The Pick: Probably the 30d, seeing it weighs the same as the 35i but is much more frugal
xDrive20i $71,100 L4T 2.0 135 270 A8 1735 8.1 — 7.2 95 61 A
xDrive20d $74,900 L4TD 2.0 140 400 A8 1745 8.0 — 5.2 D 61 A
xDrive30d $84,200 L6TD 3.0 190 560 S8 1820 5.8 — 5.9 D 61 A
xDrive35i $89,300 L6T 3.0 225 400 S8 1815 5.5 — 8.3 95 61 09/14 A
xDrive35d $89.900 L6TD 3.0 230 630 A8 — 5.2 — 6.0 D 61 A

X5 Mum’s SUV goes large
Huge cabin with room for seven; excellent drivetrains and handling; mega M50d
Clearly styled for Americans; dead steering; third row seats unconvincing; feels heavy

The Pick: That’ll be the xDrive30d with its smoother, punchier, more economical diesel six
sDrive 25d  $86,200 L4TD 2.0 168 450 A8 1995 8.2 — 5.8 D 63 06/14 R
xDrive 25d $91,200 L4TD 2.0 168 450 A8 2040 8.2 — 6 D 63 A
xDrive 30d $102,900 L6TD 3.0 190 560 A8 2070 6.5 14.7 6.2 D 63 01/15 A
xDrive 35i $109,900 L6T 3.0 225 400 A8 2030 6.5 — 8.5 95 63 A
xDrive 40d $118,900 L6TD 3.0 230 630 A8 2110 5.9 — 6.2 D 63 A
xDrive 40e $118,900 L4T 2.0 230 450 A8 2165 6.8 — 3.3 95 A
xDrive 50i $135,900 V8TT 4.4 330 650 A8 2175 5.0 — 10.5 95 61 A
M50d $149,900 L6TTTD 3.0 280 740 A8 2190 5.3 — 6.7 D 58 A
M $185,510 V8TT 4.4 423 750 A8 2275 4.2 — 11.1 95 56 06/15 A

X6 Decently executed, shame about the idea
Staggering on-road ability; muscular engines; slightly less repulsive than the old one
Big, heavy and dubious in concept; agitated ride of M50d; hideous steering

The Pick: If you really have to, the beaut-sounding 50i with an M Performance bodykit
xDrive 30d $117,500 L6TD 3.0 190 560 A8 2065 6.7 — 6.0 D 61 A
xDrive 35i $122,900 L6T 3.0 225 400 A8 6.4 — 8.6 95 63 A
xDrive 40d $130,500 L6TD 3.0 230 630 A8 5.8 — 6.3 D 63 A
xDrive 50i $152,500 V8TT 4.4 330 650 A8 2170 4.8 — 9.7 98 56 A
M50d $159,500 L6TTTD 3.0 280 740 A8 2185 5.2 — 6.6 D 56 A
M $194,310 V8TT 4.4 423 750 A8 2265 4.2 — 11.1 95 56 06/15 A

Seven The thrill of simplicity

Ridiculously fast and fun; unassisted steering a joy at speed; smokes GT3s at track days
Quality and reliability doubts; unforgiving ride; no ABS; heavy steering; tight cabin

The Pick: CSR175 is Oz’s quickest new ’car’ under $100K. If it’s not raining, that is
Seven 275 $73,500 L4 1.6 100 160 M5 590 — — 6.2 95 64 R
CSR 175 $95,300 L4 2.0 127 177 M6 625 5.0 — 7.7 95 64 07/15 R
Seven 485 $121,200 L4 2.0 127 206 M6 600 3.9 — 7.7 95 56 R

Caterham
2yr/50,000km

www.caterhamcars.com.au

J11 Mid-sized SUV for small-hatch money
Metal for money equation; drive-away pricing; looks a bit like an old Toyota RAV4
Looks a bit like an old Toyota RAV4; performs like 4WDs from 20 years ago

The Pick: Bzzzt, again. Smart money buys a second-hand Subaru Forester or Outback
$19,990* L4 1.6 93 160 M5 1343 — — 7.4 91 34 F
$21,990* L4 1.6 93 160 C 1375 — — 8.6 91 36 F

Chery
3yr/100,000km

www.cherymotors.com.au
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DS3 Citroën finds form
Brilliantly anti-retro styling; peppy turbo four; excellent handling; impressive ride quality

 Recent price rise, although it does get more gear; road noise; 1.2 turbo auto not here yet
The Pick: DSport is the only choice, but why not a hot DS3 with the Pug 208 GTI’s engine?

DSport $33,990 L4T 1.6 121 240 M6 1140 7.5 — 5.6 95 50 06/15 F

DS3 Cabriolet Rooflessly French
Fold-back roof retains the DS3’s cool lines and retracts at up to 120km/h

 When folded back the roof blocks the driver’s rear vision
The Pick: Unless you’re utterly obsessed with seeing sky, stick with the DSport hatch

DSport $36,590 L4T 1.6 121 240 M6 — — 5.6 95 51 06/15 F

C4 French vanilla
Perky three-pot turbo; elegant and well-equipped interior; decent ride and handling

 No manual gearbox; bland hatchback shape; we'd prefer a Pug 308 or Golf for this money
 The Pick: Freshened C4 is appealing, particularly the prissy Exclusive, but a 308 is better

Seduction $29,990 L3T 1.2 96 230 A6 1240 10.9 — 4.9 95 42  F
Exclusive $33,990 L3T 1.2 96 230 A6 1240 10.9 — 5.1 95 42 10/15 F

DS4 Raised to be a hot-hatch
Lifts C4’s presence and ride height; turbo-petrol fours are strong engines

 Steering and handling aren’t to DS3 (or Golf) standards; awaiting a much-needed facelift
 The Pick: The DSport. Or for the sensible, a VW Golf GTI

DStyle $34,990 L4T 1.6 120 240 A6 1284 8.6 — 7.7 95 52  F
DStyle HDi $37,990 L4TD 2.0 120 340 A6 1300 12.4 17.8 5.7 D 52  F
DSport $37,490 L4T 1.6 120 240 A6    7.7 95 52  F
DSport $39,490 L4T 1.6 147 275 M6 1316 8.5 15.8 6.4 95 52 10/12 F
DSport HDi $40,490 L4TD 2.0 120 340 A6 — — — 5.7 D 52  F

C5 Not as impressive as it looks
Looks terrific; stylish cabin; superb wafting comfort on smooth roads

 Doesn’t cope well with sharp-edged imperfections at low speed; odd electric steering
 The Pick: Cheaper pricing means C5 now rivals top-spec Japanese mid-sizers

Exclusive $46,690 L4TD 2.0 120 340 A6 1658 10.0 — 7.1 D 46  F
Exclusive Tourer wgn $48,690 L4TD 2.0 120 340 A6 1695 10.2 — 7.1 D 46 F

DS 5 French eccentricity returns!
Design nous; uniqueness and ability to stand out; cabin quality and attention to detail

 Average handling, including pitching on acceleration; poor ride; relatively high price
The Pick: Excellent interior let down by sub-standard ride, which is galling in a Citroen

DSport $56,990 L4TD 2.0 133 400 A6 1540 9.2 — 4.5 D 47 F

C4 Cactus French fun, warts and all
Drive-away pricing; distinctive design; customisable exterior components; lots of gear

 Odd drivetrain combinations – manual-only petrol and semi-auto diesel
 The Pick: Zingy three-pot turbo promises simple pleasures, in a 2CV-like fashion

Exclusive $26,990 L3T 1.2 81 205 M5 1020 9.3 — 4.3 95 48  F
Exclusive $29,990 L4TD 1.6 68 230 S6 1085 11.2 — 3.4 D 48 F

C4 Picasso Part hatch, part SUV, MPV genes
Quirky style; functional and elegant interior; impressive fuel efficiency; fine dynamics

 Fairly pricey for what is effectively a spacious hatchback; will people get it?
The Pick: See below if you want a kid carrier, though this five-seater has Tardis-like room

 $40,990 L4T 1.6 121 240 A6 1310 9.3 — 5.6 95 59 04/15 F

Grand C4 Picasso Pregnant supermodel
Head-turning style; space-age cabin; cracker diesel; sharp dynamics; six-year warranty

 Essentially a five-plus two – back row only for adults under 180cm; seven-up boot space
 The Pick: This stunning new-generation Citroen MPV over any of the turgid alternatives

 $44,990 L4TD 2.0 110 370 A6 1440 9.6 16.9 4.5 D 50 07/15 F

Citroën
6yr/unlimited

www.citroën.com.au

300 Bold Yank with extra bling

Styling presence; tight chassis; slick instruments; cranking sound system; SRT's grunt
 Firm ride on 20s without adaptive dampers; interior not cohesive; 300C deserves a V8

 The Pick: Costly as it is, the range-topping SRT with adaptive dampers is the best 300
C $55,000 V6 3.6 210 340 A8 1838 — — 9.4 91 40  R
C Luxury $60,000 V6 3.6 210 340 A8 1862 — — 9.7 91 40  R
SRT Core $65,000 V8 6.4 350 637 A8 1946 — — 13.0 98 41  R
SRT $75,000 V8 6.4 350 637 A8 1965 — — 13.0 98 45 R

Grand Voyager A big box that moves
All you’ll probably ever want in an MPV: seven-seat space, practical features and torque

 Average dynamics; bland image; sluggish performance; doesn’t feel like $58-78K worth 
 The Pick: Fake your disappearance before surfacing in Spain as a farmhand called Pancho

2.8 CRD LX $57,500 L4TD 2.8 120 360 A6 2100 12.8 — 8.4 D 51  F
2.8 CRD Limited $77,500 L4TD 2.8 120 360 A6 2100 12.8 — 8.4 D 54  F

Chrysler
3yr/100,000km

www.chrysler.com.au

J3 Not a quality choice
A surprisingly decent-looking small hatch for light-hatch money; six airbags standard

 Frankly, the J3 is not cheap enough given its poor build quality and thirsty engine
 The Pick: None. A Honda Jazz is roomier, identically priced and leagues better

 $14,990* L4 1.6 93 160 M5 1350   8.3 91 45  F
 $16,990* L4 1.6 93 160 C 1350   8.7 91 46  F

P O W E R E D  B Y

Showroom
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Journey Cross-bred MPV/SUV
Cabin offers seven seats, lots of clever storage; punchy, throaty new Pentastar V6
Poor quality of cabin plastics and finish; non-existent dynamics

The Pick: Attractive on-paper; much less so on the road. Buy a Kia Sorento
SXT $33,500 V6 3.6 206 342 A6 1942 — — 10.4 91 52 F
R/T $37,500 V6 3.6 206 342 A6 1942 — — 10.4 91 56 F

California T Turbo charger
More exciting, more engaging, more Ferrari; modern Ferrari turbo is a ripper

 Roofless cruising carries a weight penalty; not as sharp as other Ferraris
The Pick: One model fits all, and it now delivers what a Ferrari GT should

 $409,888 V8T 3.9 415 755 S7 1730 3.6 — 13.1 98 66 08/14 R

488 GTB Join an enormous queue
Staggering acceleration; mountains of torque; brilliant roadholding and handling

 You'll be waiting years to get one; new turbo V8 doesn't quite sound like a Ferrari should
The Pick: Toss a coin between this and a McLaren. Heads buys the Ferrari 

 $469,888 V8 3.9 492 760 S7 1475 3.0 — 11.4 98 R

488 Spider Drop-top motoring at its fastest
Stellar performance and handling; supple ride; standout design; coupe/cabrio versatility

 Sports seats very firm; slight vibration through steering; less theatre than atmo V8
The Pick: Hard top or drop top – it doesn't matter – but getting hold of one is a challenge

 $526,888 V8 3.9 492 760 S7 1525 3.0 — 11.4 98 02/16 R

FF All-four for all seasons
612 replacement offers a superb combination of speed, balance and comfort

 A face only a Hyundai designer could love; tail-out heroics toned down
The Pick: Drivers will pick this smaller four-seat GT over a same-price Mulsanne or Ghost

 $625,000 V12 6.3 486 683 S7 1880 3.7 — 15.4 95 53 06/11 A

F12 It’s Robbo’s favourite car
New-age Ferrari flagship integrates tech and old-school emotion, with free servicing!

 We’re being picky but the steering wheel is too fussy; Ferrari isn’t doing long-term loans
 The Pick: F12 trounced Lamborghini’s Aventador in our exclusive comparo 

Berlinetta $690,745 V12 6.3 545 690 S7 1630 3.1 — 14.9 95 45 12/14 R
tdf $808,888 V12 6.3 574 705 S7 — 3.1 — 15.4 95 R

Ferrari
3yr/unlimited

www.ferrariworld.com

Dodge
3yr/100,000km

www.dodge.com.au

Fiat
3yr/100,000km

www.fiat.com.au

Freemont Fiat’s Dodge in drag
Chrysler know-how means parent company Fiat gets to have its own MPV/SUV
Brilliant value, but needs to be considering its Dodge Journey DNA

The Pick: The base-model Freemont with its standard features is great value for money
$28,000 L4 2.4 125 220 A6 1874 — — 9.8 91 54 F

Urban $30,000 L4 2.4 125 220 A6 1874 — — 9.8 91 54 F
Lounge $33,000 L4 2.4 125 220 A6 1874 — — 9.8 91 55 F
Urban $33,000 L4TD 2.0 125 350 M6 1874 11.0 — 6.3 D 55 F
Crossroad $37,500 V6 3.6 206 342 A6 1820 — — 10.4 91 56 F

Fiesta The driver’s light hatch

Superb handling – especially ST; great steering; new dual-clutch is a gem; ST is a legend
 Lacks the space and versatility of Jazz, and the cabin class of just about every rival

 The Pick: Rorty-sounding, brilliant-handling ST is sensational – both for ability and value
Ambiente $15,825 L4 1.5 82 140 M5   — — — 5.8 91 48      F
Ambiente $17,825 L4 1.5 82 140 S6   — — — 5.8 91 48      F
Trend $17,825 L4 1.5 82 140 M5   — — — 5.8 91 50      F
Trend $19,790 L4 1.5 82 140 S6 1128 11.3 18.1 5.8 91 48 03/15 F
Sport $20,525 L3T 1.0 92 170 M5 1127 10.3 17.3 4.9 91 50 07/14  F
Sport $22,525 L3T 1.0 92 170 S6 — — — 5.3 91 50      F
ST $25,990 L4T 1.6 134 240 M6 1197 7.0 14.9 6.2 95 52 02/14 F

Focus Extra class, more character

Inherent driver appeal; vastly improved cabin; ride quality of Trend and Sport; equipment
 New 1.5 Ecoboost lacks efficiency when pushed; firm ride on 18s; expensive entry ticket

 The Pick: Sport with grippier tyres and extra equipment, manual or auto
Trend hatch $23,390 L4T 1.5 132 240 M6  — — 5.8 95 51  F
Trend hatch $24,390 L4T 1.5 132 240 A6  — — 6.2 95 51  F
Trend sedan $24,390 L4T 1.5 132 240 A6  — — 6.2 95 51  F
Sport hatch $26,490 L4T 1.5 132 240 M6  — — 5.8 95 52  F
Sport hatch $28,190 L4T 1.5 132 240 A6 1380 8.8 16.4 6.2 95 52 12/15 F
Titanium hatch $32,690 L4T 1.5 132 240 A6  — — 6.4 95 53  F
Titanium sedan $32,690 L4T 1.5 132 240 A6  — — 6.2 95 53  F
ST $38,990 L4T 2.0 184 360 M6 — — 7.3 98 54 07/15 F

Ford
 3yr/100,000km

www.ford.com.au
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500 Evergreen 500 still a cutey
Updated with new TFT screen; all non-Abarth prices are drive-away; S model’s verve

 Awkward driving position; ‘Dualogic’ robotised ’box is appalling, cabin lacks storage
 The Pick: Feisty 500 S six-speed manual for its combination of sports and comfort

Pop $18,000* L4 1.2 51 102 M5 905 14.1 19.2 5.1 95 54 06/15 F
Pop $18,500* L4 1.2 51 102 S5 940 12.9 — 5.0 95 54  F
S $20,000* L4 1.4 74 131 M6 970 10.5 — 6.1 95 54 10/14 F
S $21,500* L4 1.4 74 131 S5 980 10.5 — 5.8 95 56  F
Lounge $21,000* L2T 0.9 63 145 S5 980 11.0 — 3.9 98 58  F
Abarth Turismo $34,000 L4T 1.4 118 230 M5 1035 7.4 — 5.4 98 50  F
Abarth Turismo $34,000 L4T 1.4 118 230 S5 1070 7.6 — 5.3 98 48  F
Abarth Competizione $37,000 L4T 1.4 118 230 M5 1035 7.4 — 5.4 98 50 10/14 F
Abarth Competizione$39,500 L4T 1.4 118 230 S5 1070 7.6 — 5.3 98 61  F
Abarth Biposto 695 $65,000 L4T 1.4 140 250 M5 997 5.9 — 6.5 98 62 F

500 C The lid peels off this one
Essentially a 500 with a massive (easy to use) sunroof, but well-priced for a cabriolet

 Paying nearly $4000 to put the 500’s roof down, and the body flex when you do 
 The Pick: The new Sport model, which is now cheaper than the base Cabrio used to be

Pop $22,000 L4 1.2 51 102 S6 945 12.9 — 5.0 95 54  F
S $24,000 L4 1.4 74 131 S5 1010 10.5 — 5.8 95 54  F
Lounge $25,500 L2T 0.9 63 145 S5 970 11.0 — 3.9 98 56  F
Abarth Compet. $39,000 L4T 1.4 118 230 M5 1085 7.4 — 5.4 98 50  F
Abarth Compet. $41,000 L4T 1.4 118 230 S5 1085 7.6 — 5.3 98 62 F

500X Fashionable charge
Stylish exterior; quality interior; fluid dynamics; decent level of optional safety tech

  Stiff-legged ride; absent-minded nine-speed auto; all that style doesn't come cheap
 The Pick:  Mid-level Pop Star treads a good middle ground, although still at a premium

Pop $28,000 L4T 1.4 103 230 M6 1295  — 6.0 91 52 02/16 F
Pop $30,000 L4T 1.4 103 230 S6 1295  — 5.7 91 52  F
Pop Star $33,000 L4T 1.4 103 230 S6 1295  — 5.7 91 53 02/16 F
Lounge $38,000 L4T 1.4 125 250 A9 1405  — 6.7 95 53 02/16 A
Cross Plus $39,000 L4T 1.4 125 250 A9 1405  — 6.7 95 54  A

Just months from the scheduled
end of production in October, Ford
has increased the price of its once 
top-selling Territory SUV. From 
the base TX rear-drive petrol to 
the top Titanium-spec AWD turbo-
diesel, $1000 has been added to 
the RRP, something that could 
make life tougher for Territory 

in the competitive seven-seat
SUV segment – especially with
the imminent arrival of Mazda’s 
all-new CX-9. The price increase 
brings no extra equipment or 
changes to the Ford SUV that won 
our COTY award in 2004. Falcon 
ute and sedan models built in the 
same plant escaped the price rises.
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Mondeo Dynamic and comfort benchmark

Superb chassis; vast and quiet interior; plush seats; sweet petrols; diesel frugality; value
Top-spec Titanium interior not special enough; cabin plastics below VW levels; weight

The Pick: Mid-level Trend delivers easily the finest combination of dynamism and comfort
Ambiente hatch  $33,190 L4 2.0 149 345 A6 1605 — — 8.2 95 47 06/15 F
Ambiente wagon $35,040 L4 2.0 149 345 A6 1649 — — 8.5 95 48 F
Ambiente TDCi hatch$37,190 L4TD 2.0 132 400 S6 1659 8.6 — 5.1 D 48 F
Ambiente TDCi wag $39,040 L4TD 2.0 132 400 S6 1703 8.7 — 5.3 D 48 06/15 F
Trend hatch $37,290 L4T 2.0 177 345 A6 1629 7.9 — 8.2 95 48 06/15 F
Trend TDCi hatch $40,490 L4TD 2.0 132 400 S6 1683 8.6 — 5.1 D 49 F
Trend TDCi wagon $42,340 L4TD 2.0 132 400 S6 1713 8.7 — 5.3 D 50 F
Titanium hatch $44,290 L4T 2.0 177 345 A6 1690 7.9 — 8.5 95 49 F
Titanium TDCi hatch $47,490 L4TD 2.0 132 400 S6 1744 8.6 — 5.1 D 50 F
Titanium TDCi wgn $49,340 L4TD 2.0 132 400 S6 1782 9.1 16.6 5.3 D 50 07/15 F

Falcon Saving the best for last

Polished ride and handling; ballistic Sprint models; sweet turbo four; standard sat-nav
Dated cabin; compromised driving position; regular XR8's very firm ride

The Pick: Regular XR6 has long been the best Falcon, but the new Sprints are rippers
 $36,400 L6 4.0 195 391 A6 1710 — — 9.0 91 34 R
Ecoboost $36,400 L4T 2.0 179 353 A6 1648 6.5 14.5 8.0 91 34 R
EcoLPi $38,900 L6 4.0 198 409 A6 1757 — — 11.7 L 36 R
G6E $40,110 L6 4.0 195 391 A6 1756 7.3 15.3 9.5 91 41 R
G6E Ecoboost $40,110 L4T 2.0 179 353 A6 1706 6.8 14.8 8.7 91 37 02/15 R
G6E EcoLPi $42,610 L6 4.0 198 409 A6 1798 — — 12.6 L 40  R
G6E Turbo $47,050 L6T 4.0 270 533 A6 1789 5.1 13.3 11.7 95 42  R
XR6 $36,090 L6 4.0 195 391 M6 1728 — — 11.1 91 36  R
XR6 $38,290 L6 4.0 195 391 A6 1749 7.2 15.2 9.5 91 36  R
XR6 EcoLPi $40,790 L6 4.0 198 409 A6 1780 — — 12.6 L 37  R
XR6 Turbo $43,490 L6T 4.0 270 533 M6 1769 — — 12.0 95 42  R
XR6 Turbo $45,690 L6T 4.0 270 533 A6 1779 5.2 13.4 11.7 95 42  R
XR6 Sprint $54,990 L6T 4.0 325 576 A6 1869 4.5 — 12.8 95 42  R
XR8 $53,490 V8S 5.0 335 570 M6 1858 — — 13.6 95 43  R
XR8 $55,690 V8S 5.0 335 570 A6 1861 5.2 13.3 13.7 95 43 01/15 R
XR8 Sprint $59,990 V8S 5.0 345 575 M6 1818 4.5 — 13.8 95 43 R
XR8 Sprint $62,190 V8S 5.0 345 575 A6 1872 4.5 — 14.0 95 43 R

Falcon ute Falcon gets uted, for the last time

Same front end as sedan means accurate steering and decent turn-in; muscular engines
 Leaf-sprung rear end lacks grip on broken surfaces, compromises chassis balance 

 The Pick: Base model is a fine workhorse. Turbo six can overpower the chassis
 $29,790 L6 4.0 195 391 A6 1611 — — — 91 42  R
EcoLPI $32,290 L6 4.0 198 409 A6 1678 — — — L 43  R
XR6 $32,640 L6 4.0 195 391 A6 1611 — — — 91 53  R
XR6 EcoLPI $35,140 L6 4.0 198 409 A6 1672 — — — L 53  R
XR6 Turbo $39,810 L6T 4.0 270 533 A6 1816 5.5 13.6 — 95 51 07/11 R

EcoSport Fiesta in a leotard
Brilliant 1.0-litre turbo triple; impressive steering and handling; compact size; Fiesta DNA

  Low-grade interior plastics; ugly spare wheel placement; gutless 1.5-litre; average tyres
 The Pick: The 1.0-litre manual – smooth, characterful and effortless ... unlike the atmo 1.5

Ambiente $20,790 L4 1.5 82 140 M5 1242 13.3 — 6.5 95 46  F
Ambiente $22,790 L4 1.5 82 140 S6 1267 14.1 — 6.5 95 46  F
Trend $22,290 L3 1.0 92 170 M5 1275 12.7 — 5.7 95 44  F
Trend $24,290 L4 1.5 82 140 S6 1276 14.1 — 6.5 95 44  F
Titanium $25,790 L3 1.0 92 170 M5 1280 12.9 18.5 5.7 95 46 01/14 F
Titanium $27,790 L4 1.5 82 140 S6 1289 14.1 — 6.5 95 46 02/14 F

Mustang America’s ‘Pony car’ muscles in
Responsive and characterful atmo V8; rear-end purchase; retro-modern styling; price

  Feels heavy, especially on direction changes; mismatched interior; convertible shake
 The Pick: The GT Coupe by a mile. EcoBoost is punchy but the V8 amps it up with noise

I4 Fastback $44,990 L4T 2.3 233 432 M6 1629 6.0 14.3 8.5 91 63 04/16 R
I4 Fastback $47,490 L4T 2.3 233 432 A6 1627 — — 9.3 91 63  R
I4 Convertible $53,990 L4T 2.3 233 432 A6 1685 — — 9.4 91 64  R
GT Fastback $54,990 V8T 5.0 306 530 M6 1701 — — 13.1 98 67  R
GT Fastback $57,490 V8T 5.0 306 530 A6 1709 5.0 13.2 12.6 98 67 04/16 R
GT Convertible $63,990 V8T 5.0 306 520 A6 1773 — — 12.7 98 67 R

Kuga Fresh engines bring r—enewed zing
Upholds Ford’s great reputation for handling and steering; room; presence; value

  No manual on AWD versions; average rear seat; not as frugal as some rivals
 The Pick: New 2.0 turbo petrol is a winner and makes it one of the better performing SUVs

Ambiente FWD $27,990 L4T 1.5 110 240 M6 1558 — — 6.3 95 51  F
Ambiente FWD $28,990 L4T 1.5 134 240 A6 1595 — — 7.2 95 51  F
Ambiente AWD $31,990 L4T 1.5 134 240 A6 1667 — — 7.4 95 51  A
Trend $36,890 L4T 2.0 178 345 A6 1700 — — 8.8 95 52  A
Trend $38,890 L4TD 2.0 132 400 S6 1749 — — 5.5 D 52  A
Titanium $45,190 L4T 2.0 178 345 A6 1732 7.4 15.2 8.8 95 54 11/15 A
Titanium $47,190 L4TD 2.0 134 400 S6 1782 — — 5.6 D 54  A

X-series Pricing wall smashed
Great pricing for a mid-sized SUV; torquey turbo-diesel tries to shift all that weight...

 ... Questionable brand future locally; sluggish acceleration; refinement well below par
 The Pick: The diesel manual. Or just about any second-hand Japanese SUV

X240 $23,990* L4 2.4 100 200 M5 1805 — — 10.3 95 33  A
X200 $27,990* L4TD 2.0 105 310 M6 1890 — — 7.6 D 30  A
X200 $29,990* L4TD 2.0 105 310 A5 1890 — — 9.2 D 31  A
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Holden
3yr/100,000km

www.holden.com.au

Spark The small Holden fightback begins
Fresh interior; punchy engine; classy dynamics; Apple Carplay/Android Auto standard

  Not as cheap as some, but at least this is offset with features; no manual on top-spec LT
 The Pick: A far more polished car than the larger Barina, and surprisingly fun to drive

LS $13,990 L4 1.4 73 124 M5 — — — 5.2 91 43  F
LS $15,690 L4 1.4 73 128 C — — — 5.5 91 43  F
LT $18,990 L4 1.4 73 128 C — — — 5.5 91 F

Barina Styled by an Aussie
Keen pricing, with alloys and cruise control standard; sharp styling; decent handling

 Wheezy Family One engine; short-geared manual; unsettled ride; RS auto calibration
 The Pick: Much-improved over the last model, but Barina remains an also-ran, not a leader

CD hatch $15,390 L4 1.6 85 155 M5 1193 11.1 17.8 6.8 91 44 11/11 F
CD hatch $17,590 L4 1.6 85 155 A6 1249 12.4 18.6 7.3 91 46 03/15 F
CD sedan $15,890 L4 1.6 85 155 M5 1208 — — — 91 45  F
CD sedan $18,090 L4 1.6 85 155 A6 1223 13.1 18.9 9.5 91 46 10/14 F
CDX hatch $20,090 L4 1.6 85 155 A6 1220 — — — 91 47  F

Great Wall
 3yr/100,000km

www.greatwallmotors.com.au

H2 Cheap, but is it cheerful?
Entry point for a new Chinese brand doesn't look too bad on paper, engine included

 Drinks premium unleaded; AWD models manual-only; same name as a huge Hummer
 The Pick: Instinct says stick with Mazda CX-3 or Honda HR-V, and it's justified

Premium 2WD $26,490 L4T 1.5 110 210 M6 1529  — 8.2 95 43  F
Premium 2WD $28,490 L4T 1.5 110 210 A6   — 9.0 95 44  F
Premium 4WD $28,990 L4T 1.5 110 210 M6 1609  — 8.5 95 44  A
Luxury 2WD $28,490 L4T 1.5 110 210 M6 1529  — 8.2 95 44  F
Luxury 2WD $30,490 L4T 1.5 110 210 A6 — 9.0 95 44 03/16 F
Luxury 4WD $30,990 L4T 1.5 110 210 M6 1608 — 8.5 95 45 A

H8 Size and presence
Decent cabin presentation complete with Aussie leather; looks quite handsome

 Only five seats; heavy and thirsty; patchy track record of other Chinese brands here
 The Pick: A lot of money for an unknown – we'd be looking at a Kia Sorento

Premium 2WD $41,990 L4T 2.0 160 324 A6 2051  — 12.2 95 50  R
Premium 4WD $44,490 L4T 2.0 160 324 A6 2128 — 12.2 95 50  A
Luxury 4WD $48,990 L4T 2.0 160 324 A6 2128 — 12.2 95 51 03/16 A

H9 China's serious off-roader
ZF gearbox with dual-range transfer case for decent off-road ability; seven seats

 It looks old-school Chinese, with an old-school separate chassis and sub-par dynamics
 The Pick: If you must go there, grab an H9 Premium – it's cheaper

Premium $46,490 L4T 2.0 160 324 A6 2206  — 12.1 95 52  A
Luxury $50,990 L4T 2.0 160 324 A6 2236  — 12.1 95 52  A

Haval
 5yr/100,000km

www.haval.com.au

Everest Ranger-based SUV chases Prado

Off-road dynamics and braking ability; cabin refinement; clever tech; excellent ESC
Utilitarian dash; separate-chassis antiquity, with all its comfort and packaging limitations

The Pick: Titanium too exxy and Ambiente skinnily equipped, so best stick with the Trend
Ambiente $54,990 L5TD 3.2 143 470 A6 2370 — — 8.5 D 59 02/16 A
Trend $60,990 L5TD 3.2 143 470 A6 2407 11.6 18.0 8.5 D 59 02/16 A
Titanium $76,990 L5TD 3.2 143 470 A6 2495 — — 8.5 D 60 09/15 A

Territory Great design is timeless
Diesel economy; petrol punch; slick Titanium variant makes the most of its fresh styling

 TDV6 is an old engine; electric steering lacks feel; hard, unappealing cabin plastics
 The Pick: Pragmatic TX is a family-car bargain, but suave Titanium is the most alluring

TX RWD $38,490 L6 4.0 195 391 A6 1967 — — 10.2 91 51 06/11 R
TX RWD TDCi $41,740 V6TD 2.7 140 440 A6 2021 — — 8.2 D 54  R
TX AWD TDCi $45,740 V6TD 2.7 140 440 A6 2107 — — 8.8 D 55  A
TS RWD $43,240 L6 4.0 195 391 A6 2011 — — 10.5 91 52  R
TS RWD TDCi $46,490 V6TD 2.7 140 440 A6 2072 — — 8.2 D 55 12/11 R
TS AWD TDCi $50,490 V6TD 2.7 140 440 A6 2144 — — 9.0 D 58 02/15 A
Titanium RWD $49,490 L6 4.0 195 391 A6 2047 — — 10.5 91 53 10/11 R
Titanium RWD TDCi $52,740 V6TD 2.7 140 440 A6 2109 — — 8.2 D 58  R
Titanium AWD TDCi $56,740 V6TD 2.7 140 440 A6 2167 10.0 17.1 9.0 D 54 09/15 A 
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CDX sedan $20,590 L4 1.6 85 155 A6 1235 — — — 91 47  F
RS $21,390 L4T 1.4 103 200 M6 1249 — — 6.5 91 48 01/14 F
RS $23,590 L4T 1.4 103 200 A6 1275 — — 6.5 91 47 01/14 F

Cruze Built (mostly) by Aussies, mate
Excellent handling and prodigious grip of SRi-Z models; impressive refinement;

well-damped ride; value for money; decent boot; roomier than most rivals
 Harsh 1.8 petrol needs euthanising; cheap cabin; weight and thirst; ungainly new front

 The Pick: SRi Z-series manual or auto – both are good value and feature winning dynamics
Equipe sedan $19,890 L4 1.8 104 176 M5 1380 — — 7.0 91 45  F
Equipe sedan $22,090 L4 1.8 104 176 A6 1402 — — 7.4 91 45  F
Equipe hatch $19,890 L4 1.8 104 176 M5 1391 — — 7.0 91 45  F
Equipe hatch $22,090 L4 1.8 104 176 A6 1415 — — 7.4 91 45  F
Z-series sedan $22,640 L4T 1.8 104 176 M5 1450 — — 7.0 91 46  F
Z-series sedan $24,840 L4T 1.8 104 176 A6 1479 — — 7.4 91 46  F
Z-series hatch $22,640 L4T 1.8 104 176 M5 1460 — — 7.0 91 46  F
Z-series hatch $24,840 L4T 1.8 104 176 A6 1488 — — 7.4 91 46  F
SRi-Z sedan $27,140 L4T 1.6 132 230 M6 1465 — — 7.4 91 46  F
SRi-Z sedan $29,340 L4T 1.6 132 230 A6 1493 — — 7.9 91 47  F
SRi-Z hatch $27,140 L4T 1.6 132 230 M6 1474 — — 7.4 91 46  F
SRi-Z hatch $29,340 L4T 1.6 132 230 A6 1503 — — 7.9 91 47  F
CD Sportwagon $24,090 L4 1.8 104 176 A6 — — — 7.4 91 49  F
CDX Sportwagon $26,840 L4 1.8 104 176 A6 — — — 7.4 91 50 F

Astra It’s baaaaaaack (again)
Way cooler than a Cruze; cheaper and faster than its Opel-badged predecessor

  It’s not a brand new model; ageing interior; ditsy auto calibration; no reversing camera
 The Pick: VXR is a weapon that will give Golf GTI and Megane RS plenty to think about

GTC $26,990 L4T 1.6 147 280 M6 1485 — — 6.9 95 50  F
GTC $29,190 L4T 1.6 125 260 A6 — — — 6.9 95 50  F
GTC Sport $29,990 L4T 1.6 147 280 M6 1498 — — 6.9 95 50 07/15 F
GTC Sport $32,190 L4T 1.6 125 260 A6 — — — 6.9 95 50 07/15 F
VXR $39,990 L4T 2.0 206 400 M6 1543 6.0 — 8.0 95 51 07/15 F

Malibu Better than expected
Surprisingly pleasant ride and handling, good seats, big boot, sweet petrol drivetrain

 Diesel a bit gruff, weight hampers performance and economy, horrible auto tip-shift
 The Pick: All are decent value on paper, but we’d drive a hard bargain. Or save for a Mazda 6

CD $28,890 L4 2.4 123 225 A6 1583 10.2 — 8.0 91 37  F
CD $32,890 L4TD 2.0 117 350 A6 1659 9.9 — 6.4 91 38 08/13 F
CDX $32,790 L4 2.4 123 225 A6 1610 9.2 16.6 8.0 91 38 08/13 F
CDX $36,790 L4TD 2.0 117 350 A6 1684 9.9 — 6.5 91 38 F

Insignia Traction station
All-paw traction; great front seats; decent grunt once it gets going; digital instruments

 Expensive up against V8 Commodores; grunt dialled down to protect the auto 'box
The Pick: A Commodore Redline would be a better bet, though Insignia has rarity on its side

VXR $51,990 V6T 2.8 239 435 A6 — 6.3 — 10.9 95 50 A

Commodore The V8s are bloody great
Fantastic V8 grunt and sound; brilliant body control and balance; practicality and value

 Evoke still plain; chunky A-pillars; sedans miss out on wagon's split-fold rear seats 
 The Pick: SS-V Redline for its superb chassis, arresting performance and Brembo brakes

Evoke $35,490 V6 3.0 185 290 A6 1622 8.1 15.9 8.3 91 39 07/13 R
Evoke Sportwagon $37,490 V6 3.0 185 290 A6 1717 — — 8.6 91 40  R
SV6  $37,290 V6 3.6 210 350 M6 1688 — — 9.0 91 41  R
SV6  $39,490 V6 3.6 210 350 A6 1685 — — 9.0 91 42  R
SV6 Sportwagon $41,490 V6 3.6 210 350 A6 1776 6.9 15.0 9.3 91 42 04/14 R
SS  $44,990 V8 6.2 304 570 M6 1729 4.9 — 12.6 95 42  R
SS  $46,690 V8 6.2 304 570 A6 1744 5.0 — 12.9 95 42  R
SS Sportwagon $49,190 V8 6.2 304 570 A6 1849 5.0 — 12.9 95 42  R
SS V $48,490 V8 6.2 304 570 M6 1745 4.9 — 12.6 95 42  R
SS V $50,190 V8 6.2 304 570 A6 1754 5.0 — 12.9 95 43  R
SS V Redline $54,490 V8 6.2 304 570 M6 1766 4.9 13.0 12.6 95 43 11/15 R
SS V Redline $56,190 V8 6.2 304 570 A6 1780 5.3 13.4 12.9 95 43 04/16 R
SS V Sportwagon $52,690 V8 6.2 304 570 A6 1849 5.0 — 12.9 95 43  R
SS V Redline S’wgn $58,690 V8 6.2 304 570 A6 1851 5.0 — 12.9 95 43  R
Calais $41,290 V6 3.6 210 350 A6 1702 7.1 15.1 9.0 91 41 02/15 R
Calais Sportwagon $43,290 V6 3.6 210 350 A6 1798 — — 9.3 91 42  R
Calais V $47,990 V6 3.6 210 350 A6 1730 — — 9.0 91 42  R
Calais V $55,990 V8 6.2 304 570 A6 1778 5.0 — 12.9 95 43  R
Calais V Sportwagon $49,990 V6 3.6 210 350 A6 1808 — — 9.3 91 43  R
Calais V Sportwagon $57,990 V8 6.2 304 570 A6 1866 5.0 — 12.9 95 44 R

Ute Australia's sports coupe
Great dynamics for a car with such a huge boot, especially Redline; mega-strong LS3 V8

 No passenger overhead grab handle; V8 noise not as pronounced as sedans
 The Pick: SS for its V8 value, though the superb Redline (even on 20s) is where it's at

Evoke $33,490 V6 3.6 210 350 A6 1656 — — 9.0 91 39  R
SV6 $33,990 V6 3.6 210 350 M6 1680 — — 9.0 91 41  R
SV6 $36,190 V6 3.6 210 350 A6 1681 — — 9.0 91 42  R
SS  $40,990 V8 6.2 304 570 M6 1720 4.9 — 12.6 95 42  R
SS  $43,190 V8 6.2 304 570 A6 1733 5.0 — 12.9 95 42  R
SS V $44,490 V8 6.2 304 570 M6 1736 4.9 — 12.6 95 42  R
SS V $46,690 V8 6.2 304 570 A6 1749 5.0 — 12.9 95 43  R
SS V Redline $50,490 V8 6.2 304 570 M6 1739 4.9 — 12.6 95 43 11/15 R
SS V Redline $52,690 V8 6.2 304 570 A6 1753 5.0 — 12.9 95 43  R

Gen-F2 Blow(n) me down!
Brilliant GTS drivetrain, R8s not far behind; superb agility for such a big, powerful car
F2 GTS unchanged; cheaper 340kW LS3 models no lomnger available; blown V8's thirst

The Pick: GTS is a legendary machine, or wait until 2017 for the new 500kW-odd hero car
Clubsport R8 LSA $80,990 V8S 6.2 400 671 M6 1890 — — 15.3 98 47 R
Clubsport R8 LSA $83,490 V8S 6.2 400 671 A6 1907 4.7 12.9 15.0 98 47 12/15 R
Club’ R8 LSA Tourer $85,990 V8S 6.2 400 671 A6 1974 — — 15.0 98 47 R
Senator Sig’ LSA $92,990 V8S 6.2 400 671 M6 1885 — — 15.3 98 45 R
Senator Sig’ LSA $92,990 V8S 6.2 400 671 A6 1902 4.6 12.6 15.0 98 45 R
GTS $95,990 V8S 6.2 430 740 M6 1886 4.7 12.8 15.3 98 47 09/13 R
GTS $98,490 V8S 6.2 430 740 A6 1903 4.5 12.6 15.0 98 47 10/14 R

Grange The Stealth Gen-F
Gen-F Grange scores fruity 340kW V8, top-spec interior and lastest MRC suspension
Misses out on the new supercharged V8; looks unchanged; no aluminium boot/bonnet

The Pick: Australia’s take on an AMG S-class is a much-altered car beneath its familiar skin
$86,990 V8 6.2 340 570 A6 1844 — — 12.9 98 54 R

Maloo Business up front, party out back
Unique take on a two-door sports car; feels premium inside; strong supercharged V8

 Hard tonneau cover looks bulky; it's not particularly good at carrying heavy things
 The Pick: Finally has the punch to justify its price premium over the awesome SS Redline

R8 $76,990 V8S 6.2 400 671 M6 1870 — — 15.3 98 57  R
R8 $79,490 V8S 6.2 400 671 A6 1887 — — 15.8 98 57  R
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HSV
3yr/100,000km

www.hsv.com.au

Honda
3yr/100,000km

www.honda.com.au

Caprice The world's best-value limo
Loads of rear seat leg room; tough elegance; great value for money; nice ride; grunt

 Badge snobs won't like it; exterior unchanged for years despite Commodore updates
The Pick: WN Caprice has always been great and new LS3 V8 raises the bar

V $60,990 V8 6.2 304 570 A6 1851 5.0 — 12.9 95 44 R

Cascada Drop-top Astra, sans grunt
Connected steering and capable chassis; well-equipped; spacious; handsome

 Weight hurts agility; performance and economy; cabin design far from cutting edge
The Pick: An Astra, although Cascada is fresh metal in a class where fashion rules

 $41,990 L4T 1.6 125 260 A6 1744 9.9 — 7.5 95 65 07/15 F

Trax Trax marks the spot
Neatly packaged and styled; steering and handling; excellent auto; value for money

 Hemmed-in rear seat; daggy-looking LS; 1.8’s raucous manners; LTZ’s awful vinyl trim
 The Pick: Considering its vastly superior engine, the LTZ 1.4T, hopefully with a discount

LS $23,990 L4 1.8 103 175 M5 1356 — — 7.0 91 48 10/13 F
LS $26,190 L4 1.8 103 175 A6 1371 — — 7.6 91 47  F
LTZ $28,490 L4 1.8 103 175 A6 1371 11.4 18.0 7.6 91 48 01/14 F
LTZ $29,990 L4T 1.4 103 200 A6 1421 9.3 16.7 6.9 91 48 05/15 F

Captiva 5 and 7 become one
Simplified range uses larger Captiva 7 body; sharp pricing; great standard connectivity

 Commodore-derived 3.0 thrashy; old basic design, and showing it; average dynamics
 The Pick: LT diesel is affordable and torquey and benefits from AWD, but Captiva is past it

LS $26,490 L4 2.4 123 230 M6 1712 — — 9.5 91 43  F
LS $28,690 L4 2.4 123 230 A6 1737 — — 9.5 91 44  F
LS 7-seat $30,490 L4 2.4 123 230 A6 1762 — — 9.5 91 46  F
LS 7-seat $33,490 L4TD 2.2 135 400 A6 1873 — — 8.1 D 46  F
LT $36,490 V6 3.0 190 288 A6 1920 — — 10.1 91 44  A
LT $37,490 L4TD 2.2 135 400 A6 1974 — — 8.1 D 44  A
LTZ $40,490 V6 3.0 190 288 A6 1934 — — 10.1 91 45 A
LTZ $41,490 L4TD 2.2 135 400 A6 1984 — — 8.1 D 45 A

Colorado 7 Seven-seat grand-daddy space master
Better value than almost identical blood brother, the Isuzu MU-X

 Not as cohesive and polished as the slightly smaller Captiva 7, and doesn't drive as well
 The Pick: If you're space-chasing, the entry level LT has all you need in terms of kit

LT $47,490 L4TD 2.8 147 500 A6 2170   9.2 D 53  A
LTZ $50,990 L4TD 2.8 147 500 A6 2205   9.2 D 53  A

Jazz Lower price, greater class
Ripper entry price for all-new Jazz; polished interior; superb packaging flexibility

 Messy styling; vague steering; numb handling; value dissipates at the top end
 The Pick: Either the entry-level VTi or possibly the neatly equipped VTi-S CVT

VTi $14,990 L4 1.5 88 145 M5 1048 — — 6.2 91 55  F
VTi $16,990 L4 1.5 88 145 C 1053 10.2 17.3 5.8 91 53  03/15 F
VTi-S $19,790 L4 1.5 88 145 C 1095 — — 5.8 91 56  F
VTi-L $22,490 L4 1.5 88 145 C 1130 — — 5.8 91 57 10/14 F
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City Booted Jazz, re-booted
Riding on an all-new platform, new-gen City is far from the putrid drive we expected

 Not pretty, but it's better in the flesh; VTi-L's wheels introduce some ride harshness
 The Pick: VTi manual if you have to, though the CVT ain't too bad if you don't like cars 

VTi $15,990 L4 1.5 88 145 M5 1082 — — 5.8 91 48  F
VTi $17,990 L4 1.5 88 145 C 1103 10.7 17.7 5.7 91 48 10/14 F
VTi-L $21,390 L4 1.5 88 145 C 1107 — — 5.7 91 50 08/14 F

Civic sedan The more things change …
Price and equipment; keen 1.8- and 2.0-litre fours; competent handling

 Same-again styling; ordinary refinement; average steering and ride; depressingly dated
 The Pick: Easily outclassed by Golf or Mazda 3. Please make the next one good Honda!

Vi $18,490 L4 1.8 103 174 M5 1210 — — 6.8 91 46  F
VTi $20,490 L4 1.8 103 174 M5 1210 — — 6.8 91 48 05/12 F
VTi $22,490 L4 1.8 103 174 A5 1222 — — 6.7 91 48 05/12 F
VTi-L $23,990 L4 1.8 103 174 A5 1245 — — 6.7 91 52 08/12 F
Sport $30,990 L4 2.0 114 188 A5 1290 — — 7.5 91 52 05/12 F

Civic hatch The Pommy Civic
Makeover brings dynamics upgrade; clever seating; impressive drivetrains

 Messy dash arrangement; range-wide price rises make rivals more attractive
 The Pick: DTi-S manual, though Focus, Mazda 3 and Golf are all superior

VTi-S $22,150 L4 1.8 104 174 M5 1265 — — 6.4 91 56  F
VTi-S  $24,450 L4 1.8 104 174 A5 1302 8.8 16.5 6.6 91 56 12/12 F
VTi-L $26,990 L4 1.8 104 174 A5 1318 — — 6.6 91 56  F
VTi-L Navigation $31,090 L4 1.8 104 174 A5 1325 — — 6.6 91 52 F

Accord The car that can (sort of) steer itself
Quite stylish for an Accord Seppo; very refined; slick Hybrid's improved chassis balance

 A car for those who begrudgingly drive; dated five-speed autos; as boring as a white wall
 The Pick: A Hybrid if you have the dough. Or some porcelain veneers in Bangkok

VTi $31,490 L4 2.4 129 225 A5 1510 — — 7.9 91 45 07/13 F
VTi-S $33,490 L4 2.4 129 225 A5 1530 — — 7.9 91 45  F
VTi-L $41,490 L4 2.4 129 225 A5 1572 9.0 16.5 8.1 91 44 08/13 F
V6L $51,990 V6 3.5 206 339 A6 1667 — — 9.2 91 47 07/13 F
Sport Hybrid $58,990 L4H 2.0 146 307 C 1642 — — 4.6 91 45 F

HR-V Best Honda currently on sale
Coupe-esque styling; generous equipment; 'magic seat' packaging; okay dynamics

 Limited range (no 4WD, no manual); flimsy luggage cover; anaesthetised steering
 The Pick: Entry-level VTi offers a tempting package for a tasty price

VTi $24,990 L4 1.8 105 172 C 1328 — — 6.6 91 50 03/16 F
VTi-S $27,990 L4 1.8 105 172 C 1366 — — 6.9 91 50 F
VTi-L $32,990 L4 1.8 105 172 C 1366 10.2 17.5 6.9 91 52 05/15 F

CR-V Smaller outside, bigger inside
Excellent 1.6 diesel; sweet petrol drivetrains; roomy cabin and boot; thoughtful design
2.0-litre trades flexibility for economy; dull dynamics; patchy ride; vague steering

The Pick: The less you spend, the better, though the new DTi-L's 1.6 diesel is terrific
VTi $27,490 L4 2.0 114 190 M6 1460 10.0 — 7.8 91 52 F
VTi $29,790 L4 2.0 114 190 A5 1488 — — 7.7 91 52 F
VTi AWD $32,790 L4 2.4 140 222 A5 1580 — — 8.7 91 54 A
VTi-S $32,290 L4 2.0 114 190 A5 1488 — — 7.7 91 54 F
VTi-S AWD $35,290 L4 2.4 140 222 A5 1580 — — 8.7 91 54 A
VTi-L $39,290 L4 2.0 114 190 A5 1488 — — 7.7 91 55 F
VTi-L AWD $42,290 L4 2.4 140 222 A5 1580 11.3 17.9 8.7 91 55 08/14 A
DTi-L AWD $44,290 L4TD 1.6 118 350 A9 1754 10.2 — 5.9 D 56 03/16 A

Odyssey Odyssey becomes a breeder bus
Tall, ungainly new body makes Odyssey a true Tarago alternative; improved economy
Everything great about the old Odyssey no longer applies – this one's a van with seats

The Pick: Besides a vasectomy, probably the VTi for its additional seat and lower price
VTi $37,610 L4 2.4 129 225 C 1776 — — 7.6 91 64 04/14 F
VTi-L $46,040 L4 2.4 129 225 C 1819 — — 7.8 91 65 04/14 F

Hyundai
5yr/unlimited

www.hyundai.com.au

i30 Driving and ownership ease
Handsome style; uprated diesel with dual-clutch ’box; EU-sourced wagon scores IRS
Volume-selling 1.8 off the pace; dynamics and refinement lack polish; steering is sub-par

The Pick: New Series II SR gets a sweeter 2.0, but any i30 hatch is a C-grade proposition
Active $20,990 L4 1.8 107 175 M6 1248 — — 7.0 91 56 F
Active $23,290 L4 1.8 107 175 A6 1270 — — 7.3 91 54 F
Active X $22,090 L4 1.8 107 175 M6 1248 — — 7.0 91 57 F
Active X $24,390 L4 1.8 107 175 A6 1270 — — 7.3 91 56 F
Active CRDi $23,590 L4TD 1.6 100 260 M6 1310 — — 4.6 D 56 F
Active CRDi $25,890 L4TD 1.6 100 300 S7 1337 — — 4.9 D 56 F
Active X CRDi $24,690 L4TD 1.6 100 260 M6 1310 — — 4.6 D 56 F
Active X CRDi $26,990 L4TD 1.6 100 300 S7 1337 — — 4.9 D 56 F
SR $25,590 L4 2.0 124 201 M6 1285 — — 7.3 91 56 F
SR $27,890 L4 2.0 124 201 A6 — — — 7.7 91 56 F
SR Premium $30,590 L4 2.0 124 201 M6 — — — 7.3 91 58 F
SR Premium $32,890 L4 2.0 124 201 A6 — — — 7.7 91 58 F
Premium CRDi $34,490 L4TD 1.6 100 300 S7 1337 — — 4.9 D 58 F
Tourer $27,990 L4 1.6 98 163 S7 — — — 6.0 91 52 F
Tourer CRDi $30,590 L4TD 1.6 100 300 S7 — — — 4.8 D 52 F
Tourer Elite CRDi $34,190 L4TD 1.6 100 300 S7 — — — 4.8 D 53 F

i40 Euro-flavoured Korean
Mixes Euro style and space with decent dynamics and effective drivetrains
Ultimately not that quick; Premium’s ride quality and price; no petrol sedan

The Pick: An Active Tourer turbo-diesel, with Hyundai's new seven-speed dual-clutch 'box
Active sedan CRDi $33,090 L4TD 1.7 104 340 S7 1524 — — 5.1 D 43 F
Active Tourer $32,490 L4 2.0 121 203 A6 1483 — — 7.5 91 43 F
Active Tourer CRDi $35,090 L4TD 1.7 104 340 S7 1539 — — 5.1 D 43 F
Premium sedan CRDi $41,990 L4TD 1.7 104 340 S7 1524 — — 5.1 D 45 F
Premium Tourer $41,390 L4 2.0 121 203 A6 1483 — — 7.5 91 45 F
Premium Tourer CRDi$43,990 L4TD 1.7 104 340 S7 1539 — — 5.1 D 46 F

Sonata Competent, conservative
Smart styling; excellent road manners; generous rear seat and boot space

 Well-built cabin lacks sophistication; doesn't have the safety kit of some rivals; thirsty
 The Pick: Elite, which gets the turbo donk and a decent amount of kit

Active $29,990 L4 2.4 138 241 A6 1500 — — 8.3 91 44  F
Elite $36,990 L4T 2.0 180 350 A6 1560 — — 9.2 91 45 04/15 F
Premium $41,990 L4T 2.0 180 350 A6 1645 — — 9.2 91 45 04/15 F
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Accent Picks up where i20 left off
Space, equipment and pricing argue; decent CVT for 1.4; Oz-only SR adds sporty flavour
Gluggy steering, restless chassis and anaemic 1.4-litre donk dull the shine for drivers

The Pick: Either an SR manual or something else entirely ... like an i30
Active hatch $14,990 L4 1.4 74 133 M6 1115 — — 5.7 91 45 F
Active hatch $16,990 L4 1.4 74 133 C 1140 — — 6.2 91 45 F
Active sedan $14,990 L4 1.4 74 133 M6 1115 — — 5.7 91 46 F
Active sedan $16,990 L4 1.4 74 133 C 1140 — — 6.2 91 46 F
SR hatch $16,990 L4 1.6 103 167 M6 1115 9.0 16.5 6.1 91 46 F
SR hatch $18,990 L4 1.6 103 167 A6 1140 — — 6.6 91 46 F

Elantra Newfound maturity and appeal
Crisp styling; willing, efficient engine; local suspension tune; refinement; space; value

 Bland interior; mild suspension boom; auto tranny lacks intuition; no AEB
 The Pick: If you're happy with an auto, the extra dollars for the Elite are worthwhile

Active $21,490 L4 2.0 112 192 M6 1255 — — 7.1 91 48  F
Active $23,790 L4 2.0 112 192 A6 1275 — — 7.2 91 48  F
Elite $26,490  L4 2.0 112 192 A6 1355 — — 7.2 91 49  F

Hyundai has added more gear 
to its ageing van with seats, the 
eight-seat iMax people mover. 

A reversing camera teams 
with a new 7.0-inch touchscreen 
with voice control. There’s also 
climate control functionality for 
the air-con, and mirrors that 
fold in electrically. Side airbags 

protect those up front, but there 
are still no curtain airbags. And 
the diesel auto versions finally 
pick up cruise control. 

Prices for the Series II iMax 
– identified by new front bumper, 
grille and revised 16-inch alloys – 
have crept up about $1500 to 
cover the new gear.

P O W E R E D  B Y

Showroom
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MU-X Ute with a kid-friendly boot
Ready for adventure; big towing capacity; interior kitted out with family in mind

 Bulletproof Isuzu engine lacks Colorado 7's grunt; lumbering separate-chassis ride 
 The Pick: Range-topper adds a roof-mounted DVD player, which will mute the kids

LS-M $40,500 L4TD 3.0 130 380 A5 2000   8.2 D 52  R
LS-U $42,000 L4TD 3.0 130 380 A5 2000   8.2 D 52  R
LS-M 4WD $45,600 L4TD 3.0 130 380 A5 2040   8.4 D 53  A
LS-U 4WD $47,100 L4TD 3.0 130 380 A5 2040   8.4 D 53  A
LS-T 4WD $53,500 L4TD 3.0 130 380 A5 2060   8.4 D 54  A
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XE Goes claws-out for C-Class and 3 Series
Great steering; well-sorted chassis (especially R-Sport); gets all-new Ingenium diesel

 Interior lacks glamour and sparkle; auto not always in sync with the driver; storage space
 The Pick: New diesel is a cracker but 25t R-Sport gets our vote for its chassis/performance

20t Prestige $60,400 L4T 2.0 147 280 A8 1530 7.7 15.6 7.5 95 53 10/15 R
20d Prestige $62,800 L4TD 2.0 132 430 A8 1565 7.8 — 4.2 D 54  R
25t Prestige $64,900 L4T 2.0 177 340 A8 1530 6.8 — 7.5 95 54  R
20t R-Sport $64,400 L4T 2.0 147 280 A8 — 7.7 — 7.5 95 54 02/16 R
20d R-Sport $66,800 L4TD 2.0 132 430 A8 — 7.8 — 4.2 D 53  R
25t R-Sport $68,900 L4T 2.0 177 340 A8 — 6.8 — 7.5 95 54 10/15 R
25t Portfolio $70,400 L4T 2.0 177 340 A8 — 7.1 15.1 7.5 95 54 04/16 R
S $104,200 V6S 3.0 250 450 A8 1665 5.1 — 8.1 95 54 02/16 R

XF Sharpened claws more menacing
Engaging handling; crisp steering; supple ride; rear-seat space; sweet 2.0-litre diesel

 Lacks class-leading tech; interior good rather than great; expensive options list
 The Pick: New 20d is great to drive and relatively affordable; torquey 30d is tempting, too

Prestige 20d $82,800 L4TD 2.0 132 430 A8 — 8.1 — 4.3 D   R
Portfolio 25t $97,800 L4T 2.0 177 340 A8 — 7.0 — 7.5 95   R
Portfolio 35t $112,800 V6S 3.0 250 450 A8  5.4  8.3 95   R
R-Sport 20d $88,800 L4TD 2.0 132 430 A8 — 8.1 — 4.3 D   R
R-Sport 25t $89,800 L4T 2.0 177 340 A8 — 7.0 — 7.5 95   R
R-Sport 35t $104,800 V6S 3.0 250 450 A8  5.4  8.3 95   R
S 30d $120,700 V6TTD 3.0 221 700 A8  6.2  5.5 D   R
S $128,200 V6S 3.0 280 450 A8  5.3  8.3 95   R
XFR $189,075 V8S 5.0 375 625 A8 1842 4.8 12.9 11.6 95 55 04/12 R 
XFR-S $222,075 V8S 5.0 404 680 A8 1987 4.4 – – 98 55 09/13 R

XJ Flagship from British India
Traffic-stopping presence; sharp dynamics; stunning cabin; not a pipe or slipper in sight

 LWB models are getting expensive, S/C models can get thirsty; low-speed ride on 20s  
 The Pick: Price no object? It has to be the long-wheelbase, supercharged Supersport 

3.0S Premium Lux $197,585 V6S 3.0 250 450 A8 1755 5.9 — 9.6 95 37      — R
3.0S Prem Lux LWB $197,585 V6S 3.0 250 450 A8 1765 5.9 — 9.6 95 37      — R

Jaguar
3yr/100,000km

www.jaguar.com.au

Q50 Shoots for Europe, and falls short
Thrusty and efficient V6 Hybrid drivetrain; slick build quality; plush seats; rarity

 Ill-conceived electronic systems and steer-by-wire steering spell dynamic confusion
 The Pick: One of the new 2.0-litre turbo-petrol fours without all the crappo techno stuff

2.0 GT $50,900 L4T 2.0 155 350 A7  8.5 — 7.3 95 40  R
2.0 S $56,900 L4T 2.0 155 350 A7  8.5 — 7.3 95 40  R
2.0 S Premium $60,500 L4T 2.0 155 350 A7  8.5 — 7.3 95 40 11/14 R
2.2d GT $51,900 L4TD 2.1 125 400 A7 1729 8.5 — 5.2 D 40  R
2.2d S $57,900 L4TD 2.1 125 400 A7 1729 8.5 — 5.2 D 40  R
2.2d S Premium $61,900 L4TD 2.1 125 400 A7 1729 8.5 — 5.2 D 40  R
3.5h S $67,900 V6H 3.5 268 546 S7 1775 5.4 13.7 6.8 95 41 12/14 R
3.5h S Premium $73,400 V6H 3.5 268 546 S7 1853 5.4 — 7.2 95 41  A

Genesis Hyundai's first true luxury car
Excellent quality; luxury levels of refinement; impressive ride/handling mix; cabin space

 Ageing V6 is thirsty and a bit thrashy; expensive option packs undermine its value  
 The Pick: Either the base Genesis or the $71K Sensory model with premium leather

 $60,000 V6 3.8 232 397 A8 1890 6.5 — 11.2 91 52 12/14 R
Sensory $71,000 V6 3.8 232 397 A8 1890 6.5 — 11.2 91 51 12/14 R
Ultimate $82,000 V6 3.8 232 397 A8 1890 6.5 — 11.2 91 51 12/14 R

Veloster Brave two-plus-one-door coupe
Innovative design, keen pricing, individual styling and Korea’s first-ever dual-clutcher

 Can't match the steering and handling excellence of 86/BRZ; atmo 1.6 struggles
 The Pick: Kids and fashionistas will love it. Enthusiasts will wish they shopped elsewhere

 $24,490 L4 1.6 103 167 M6 1180 9.8 16.9 6.4 91 61 04/12 F
 $26,990 L4 1.6 103 167 S6 1215 — — 6.4 91 61  F
+ $29,490 L4 1.6 103 167 M6 1230 — — 6.4 91 62 04/12 F
+ $31,990 L4 1.6 103 167 S6 1265 — — 6.4 91 63  F
SR Turbo $29,990 L4T 1.6 150 265 M6 1265 6.5 14.6 6.9 91 62 03/13 F
SR Turbo $33,990 L4T 1.6 150 265 S7 1305 — — 7.1 91 63  F
SR Turbo + $33,990 L4T 1.6 150 265 M6 1307 — — 6.9 91 64  F
SR Turbo + $36,490 L4T 1.6 150 265 S7 1347 — — 7.1 91 64 F

Tucson ix35 replacement steps up
Muscular design looks the business; broad model range with flexible 1.6 turbo-petrol

 Front-drivers only available with atmo 2.0 engines; Highlander the only Tucson with AEB
 The Pick: Elite AWD with new turbo engine, seven-speed dual-clutch and sharp pricing

Active $27,990 L4 2.0 114 192 M6     91 50  F
Active $30,490 L4 2.0 114 192 A6     91 50  F
Active X $30,490 L4 2.0 121 203 M6 1484   7.8 91 52  F
Active X $32,990 L4 2.0 121 203 A6    7.9 91 50 02/16 F
Elite $35,240 L4 2.0 121 203 A6 1569   7.9 91 52  F
Elite $38,240 L4T 1.6 130 265 S7 1575   7.7 91 53 02/16 A
Elite CRDi $40,240 L4TD 2.0 136 400 A6 1622   6.4 D 52  A
Highlander $43,490 L4T 1.6 130 265 S7 1690 8.1 16.0 7.7 91 53 11/15 A
Highlander CRDi $45,490 L4TD 2.0 136 400 A6 1744 6.8 D 53 A

Santa Fe The value seven-seater
Grunty diesel engine option; more equipment with Series II update; functional interior

 Petrol engine struggles; interior presentation nothing special; firm ride on Highlander
 The Pick: Highlander CRDi is expensive but brings lashings of gear and AEB

Active $38,490 L4 2.4 138 241 M6 1720 — — 9.4 91 54  A
Active $40,990 L4 2.4 138 241 A6 1743 — — 9.4 91 54  A
Active CRDi $41,490 L4TD 2.2 147 440 M6 1828 — — 6.3 D 54  A
Active CRDi $43,990 L4TD 2.2 147 440 A6 1857 — — 7.4 D 54  A
Elite CRDi $48,490 L4TD 2.2 147 440 A6 1857 — — 7.4 D 58  A
Highlander CRDi $53,240 L4TD 2.2 147 440 A6 1857 — — 7.4 D 59 A

iMax Value-packed eight-seater
Keenly priced; plenty of fruit, including twin sliding side doors and rear parking sensors

 It’s an LCV with extra seats, so feels basic in some areas; more about seats than driving
 The Pick: The diesel is a much better option, althouhg it ramps the price up significantly

2.4   $39,990 L4 2.4 129 228 A4 2128 — — 10.6 91 51  R
2.5 CRDi $43,490 L4TD 2.5 100 343 M6 2215 — — 8.1 D 59  R
2.5 CRDi $46,490 L4TD 2.5 125 441 A5 2230 — — 9.0 D   R

Isuzu
5yr/130,000km

www.isuzuute.com.au

Infiniti
 4yr/120,000km

www.infiniticars.com.au

Q60 Fine looks, heritage, character
Coupe’s driver appeal; standard equipment; muscular V6; terrific seats; great vision

 Convertible’s wobbles and stiff ride; foot-operated park brake
 The Pick: GT Premium coupe delivers BMW-style thrills for considerably less

GT Premium $63,900 V6 3.7 235 360 A7 1670 5.9 — 10.5 95 50  03/12 R
S Premium $69,900 V6 3.7 235 360 A7 1692 6.1 14.2 10.5 95 51  05/14 R
S Prem. Conv. $77,400 V6 3.7 235 360 A7 1866 6.4 — 11.4 95 50 03/12 R

Q70 Japan’s 5 Series? Not quite
Pacey, efficient hybrid; interesting looks; interesting handling; superb cabin quality

 Super-light and strangely geared steering; Hyundai Genesis is a better luxury sedan
 The Pick: Rivals a Lexus GS but won’t touch a 5 Series or E-Class

GT $68,900 V6 3.7 235 360 A7  6.2 — 10.2 98   R
S Premium $78,900 V6 3.7 235 360 A7 6.2 — 10.8 98   R
3.5h Premium $82,900 V6H 3.5 225 350 A7 5.3 — 6.9 98 R

QX70 Show-stopping style
Roomy, luxurious and powerful soft-roader; plenty of grip and grunt; unique appearance

 Cargo capacity and visibility suffer for its style; intrusive tyre roar drowns out the V8
 The Pick: Diesel for torque, V8 for grunt, any of them for QX’s stand-apart styling

3.7 GT $75,900 V6 3.7 235 360 A7 1893 6.8 — 12.1 98 50 11/12 A
3.7 S $82,900 V6 3.7 235 360 A7 1893 6.8 — 12.1 98 50  A
3.7 S Premium $85,900 V6 3.7 235 360 A7 1908 6.8 — 12.1 98 52  A
3.0d GT $77,900 V6TD 3.0 175 550 A7 2036 8.3 — 9.0 D 50  A
3.0d S $84,900 V6TD 3.0 175 550 A7 2036 8.3 — 9.0 D 50 11/12 A
3.0d S Premium $87,900 V6TD 3.0 175 550 A7 2051 8.3 — 9.0 D 52  A
5.0 S Premium $104,400 V8 5.0 287 500 A7 1992 5.8 — 13.1 98 52 A

QX80 Patrol V8 hit with a (big) ugly stick
Loaded with gear; willing V8 makes for decent performance; cheaper than its Lexus rival

 Big, heavy and thirsty; no diesel option; 22-inch wheels not suited to off-roading
 The Pick: Check out a Y62 Patrol ... or a diesel LandCruiser

 $110,900 V8 5.6 298 560 A7 2770 — —  98 58  A

wheels
Join us at facebook.com/WheelsAustralia 

and Twitter @WheelsAustralia. 
We’re also on Instagram!
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Jeep
3yr/100,000km

www.jeep.com.au

Patriot Cheap ... and feels it
Sharpened prices make it one of the cheapest SUVs in Oz; plenty of standard equipment

 Cheapest Patriot is front-drive only; just four airbags; hard and cheap cabin plastics
 The Pick: Base Sport’s price is super-sharp

Sport $25,700 L4 2.0 115 190 M5 1490 — — 7.6 91 46  F
Sport $27,700 L4 2.0 115 190 C 1525 — — 8.2 91 45  F
Limited $34,000 L4 2.4 125 220 C 1570 11.3 — 9.1 91 46 09/08 A

Compass A Patriot with a few more curves
Patriot-based with mini-Grand Cherokee looks; well-specced; Limited’s cranking audio

 Underwhelming engines; interior plastics; no turbo-diesel; sub-par dynamics
 The Pick: Limited for kit and soft-roadability; FWD Sport for urban warriors

Sport $27,000 L4 2.0 115 220 M6 1437 — — 7.6 91 52  F
Sport $29,000 L4 2.0  115 220 C 1437 — — 8.3 91 53  F
North $31,000 L4 2.0 115 220 A6 1449 — — 8.3 91 48  F
Limited $35,500 L4 2.4 125 220 A6 1522 11.3 — 9.0 91 46 A

Renegade Small SUV, big price
Spacious for a small SUV; design attention-to-detail; decent handling and AWD system

 Sticker shock; fiddly open-roof system; flawed steering; where's the 125kW 1.4 turbo? 
 The Pick: At the price, a Cherokee makes sense. Or a Renegade Longitude if you must

Sport $28,000 L4 1.6 81 152 M5 1295 — — 6.0 91 50  F
Sport $31,000 L4T 1.4 103 230 S6 1295 — — 5.9 91 50 02/16 F
Longitude $33,000 L4T 1.4 103 230 S6 1295 — — 5.9 91 52  F
Limited $36,000 L4T 1.4 103 230 S6 1295 — — 5.9 91 52 02/16 F
Trailhawk  $40,000 L4 2.4 129 230 A9 1550 — — 7.5 91 53 02/16 A

Wrangler Tow it to wherever you want to go off-road
Strong outputs of Pentastar V6 and CRD oiler; worthy for off-road enthusiasts...

 ...but not for driving (or quality) enthusiasts; loose steering and cumbersome handling
 The Pick: Sport if you frequent sand dunes; Rubicon if you want to climb Uluru

Sport 2dr $38,500 V6 3.6 209 347 M6 1913 — — 11.2 91 58  A
Sport 2dr $42,500 V6 3.6 209 347 A5 1924 — — 11.3 91 58  A
Sport CRD 2dr  $39,000 L4TD 2.8 147 410 M6 1858 — — 8.0 D 49  A
Sport CRD 2dr  $49.500 L4TD 2.8 147 460 A5 2000 — — 8.6 D 49  A
Rubicon 2dr $43,000 V6 3.6 209 347 A5 1919 — — 11.3 91 54  A
Sport Unlimited 4dr  $38,000 V6 3.6 209 347 M6 2073 8.6 — 11.8 91 59  A
Sport Unlimited 4dr  $39,000 V6 3.6 209 347 A5 2053 — — 11.7 91 59  A
Sport Unlimited 4dr $43,000 L4TD 2.8 147 410 M6 1998 11.1 — 8.3 D 60  A
Sport Unlimited 4dr  $44,000 L4TD 2.8 147 460 A5 1978 — — 9.5 D 59  A
Overland 4dr $53,500 V6 3.6 209 347 A5 2053 8.6 — 11.9 91 54  A
Rubicon U'ted 4dr $53,500 V6 3.6 209 347 A5 2053 — — 11.9 91 53 A

Cherokee Avant-garde Italo-American
Striking appearance; strong drivetrains; off-road ability of Trailhawk; unique appeal

 Limited rear-seat headroom under full-size sunroof; ninth gear too tall for Australia
 The Pick: Limited's appointments and performance, unless you need Trailhawk's low range

Sport $36,000 L4 2.4 130 229 A9 1738 — — 8.3 91 53 08/14 F
Longitude $42,000 V6 3.2 200 316 A9 1834 — — 10.0 91 54  A
Trailhawk $52,000 V6 3.2 200 316 A9 1862 — — 10.0 91 55 08/14 A
Limited $49,000 V6 3.2 200 316 A9 1834 — — 10.0 91 55  A
Limited  $49,000 L4TD 2.O 125 350 A9 1854 — — 5.8 D 55  12/14 A

Grand Cherokee Finally worth checking out
ZF eight-speed auto is a sweet shifter; top value; great touchscreen

 Gets a bit fumble-footed on really tight, broken roads; foot park brake digs into shins
 The Pick: V6 petrol is attractively-priced, but the diesel is torquier; the V8 more exciting

Laredo $47,000 V6 3.6 210 347 A8 1998 8.3 — 10.1 91 57   09/13 R
Laredo $52,000 V6 3.6 210 347 A8 2084  — — 10.4 91 60    A
Laredo CRD $59,000 V6TD 3.0 184 570 A8 2267 8.2 — 7.5 D 62  A

Limited $62,000 V6 3.6 210 347 A8 2169 9.1 — 10.4 91 58  A
Limited CRD $69,000 V6TD 3.0 184 570 A8 2281 8.2 — 7.5 D 61     A
Limited Hemi  $64,000 V8 5.7 259 520 A8 2302 8.7  — 13.0 91 61     A
Overland $72,000 V6 3.6 210 347 A8 2169 9.1 — 10.4 91 58  A
Overland CRD $79,000 V6TD 3.0 184 570 A8 2327 8.2 — 7.5 D 58  A
Overland Hemi $74,000 V8 5.7 259 520 A8 2329 8.7 — 13.0 95 61   — A
SRT8 $90,000 V8 6.4 344 624 A8 2336 4.8 — 14.0 98 61 — A

Rio Sharp suit, neat dynamics
Crisp styling; roomy interior; fun handling on twisty roads; direct-injection 1.6 is quick

 Dated 1.4-litre engine and outmoded four-speed auto; expensive; no manual with 1.6
 The Pick: Go for the Sport with a direct injection 1.6 GDI and more gear (but no manual!)

S 3dr $15,990 L4 1.4 79 135 M6 1131 11.5 — 5.7 91 46 04/15 F
S 3dr $17,990 L4 1.4 79 135 A4 1158 13.2 — 6.3 91 45 04/15 F
S 5dr $16,990 L4 1.4 79 135 M6 1143 11.5 — 5.7 91 46  F
S 5dr $18,990 L4 1.4 79 135 A4 1170 13.2 — 6.3 91 46  F
S Premium 5dr $17,690 L4 1.4 79 135 M6 1143 11.5 — 5.7 91 47  F
S Premium 5dr $19,690 L4 1.4 79 135 A4 1170 13.2 — 6.3 91 46  F
Sport 3dr $21,490 L4 1.6 103 167 A6 — 6.1 91 47  F
SLi 5dr $22,990 L4 1.6 103 167 A6 1215 10.3 — 6.1 91 48 F

Soul More rhythm, less blues
Second-gen Soul maintains the original's look; improved handling; individual appeal

 Engine crying out for a bottom-end; firm ride; uninvolving steering; so-so performance
The Pick: We'd opt for an entry-level Skoda Yeti, though Soul II is way better than it used to be

Si $26,990 L4 2.0 113 191 A6 1405 10.2 8.4 91 45 11/14 F

Cerato A giant step forward for Kia
Stylish and very roomy; ride/handling tuned for Australia; willing engines; good value

 Another feel-free Korean steering set-up; sloppy manual shift; not an enthusiast’s car
 The Pick: Base S is the best value, and the 1.8-litre engine copes well enough

S sedan $19,990 L4 1.8 110 178 M6 1287 9.3 — 6.6 91 50  F
S hatch $19,990 L4 1.8 110 178 M6 1308 10.1 — 6.6 91 49  F
S sedan $22,290 L4 1.8 110 178 A6 1304 10.2 — 7.1 91 50 06/13 F
S hatch $22,290 L4 1.8 110 178 A6 1325 9.7 16.9 7.1 91 49 12/13 F
S Premium sedan $24,990 L4 1.8 110 178 A6 1304 10.2 — 7.1 91 51  F
S Premium hatch $24,990 L4 1.8 110 178 A6 1325 9.7 16.9 7.1 91 51  F
Si sedan $28,990 L4 2.0 129 209 A6 1319 9.0 — 7.4 91 52  F
Si hatch $28,990 L4 2.0 129 209 A6 1339 9.3 — 7.4 91 52  F
SLi sedan $31,990 L4 2.0 129 209 A6 1319 9.0 — 7.4 91 52  F
SLi hatch $31,990 L4 2.0 129 209 A6 1339 9.3 — 7.4 91 52 F

Cerato Koup Four-seat coupe bargain
A proper four-seat coupe for peanuts; Turbo’s torque; all-new Koup’s all-round appeal

 Ride turns brittle on 18s; more a GT than a sports coupe; same cabin as regular Cerato
 The Pick: The Turbo manual mixes solid warm-hatch performance with coupe style

Si GDi $24,190 L4 2.0 129 209 M6 1314 8.4 — 7.3 91 52  F
Si GDi $26,490 L4 2.0 129 209 A6 1337 8.9 — 7.4 91 52  F
T-GDi Turbo $28,190 L4T 1.6 150 265 M6 1370 7.7 — 7.7 91 52  F
T-GDi Turbo $30,490 L4T 1.6 150 265 A6 1380 7.4 — 8.0 91 52  F
T-GDi Turbo Touring $30,690 L4T 1.6 150 265 M6 1370 7.7 — 7.7 91 53  F
T-GDi Turbo Touring $32,990 L4T 1.6 150 265 A6 1380 7.4 — 8.0 91 52 F

Pro_ceed Like a Veloster, but better
Grippy handling; cool styling; Recaro seats and great value define Kia’s first hot hatch

 Torquey engine should sound better; rubbery gearshift; chassis gets ragged at its limit
 The Pick: With multi-link IRS, Kia's Euro-sourced hot hatch wins over Veloster or Koup

GT $29,990 L4T 1.6 150 265 M6 1359 7.7 — 7.4 91 51  F
GT Tech $34,990 L4T 1.6 150 265 M6 1359 8.4 16.0 7.4 91 52 04/14 F

Optima Conservatively done (again)
Cabin a huge step up; decent dynamics; rear-seat space; long warranty; equipment

 Small model range; firm ride on GT; heavy steering; 2.4 engine somewhat knackerless
 The Pick: Optima Si still an appliance, so save up and go for the turbocharged GT

Si $34,490 L4 2.4 138 241 A6 1540 — — 8.3 91 44 02/16 F
GT $43,990 L4T 2.0 180 350 A6 1605 — — 8.3 91 46 02/16 F

Rondo Second gen gets new family face
Diesel torque, ride/handling balance on 16s and good packaging flexibility
 Petrol engine lacks torque; value not as good as original

 The Pick: Diesel Si – it costs more than the petrol but pays it back in luscious torque
Si $30,240 L4 2.0 122 213 A6 1582 10.8 — 7.9 91 48 08/13 F
SLi $34,240 L4 2.0 122 213 A6 1582 10.8 — 7.9 91 54       F
Platinum $39,740 L4 2.0 122 213 A6 1582 10.8 — 7.9 91 49       F
Si Diesel $32,990 L4TD 1.7 100 320 A6 1652 12.0 — 6.4 D 54       F
SLi Diesel $36,990 L4TD 1.7 100 320 A6 1652 12.0 — 6.4 D 55 F

Carnival Eight is enough
Vastly more refined and better built than the old heap; eight seats; strong diesel; styling

 Still drives like a bus; thirsty V6; at 5.1m long, you'll need a McMansion to park it
 The Pick: A diesel Si, which adds sat-nav and a reversing camera over the base S

S $41,490 V6 3.3 206 336 A6 2048 — — 11.6 91 59  F
S CRDi $43,990 L4TD 2.2 147 440 A6 2092 — — 7.7 D 59  F
Si $45,490 V6 3.3 206 336 A6 2048 — — 11.6 91 59  F

Kia
7yr/unlimited km

www.kia.com.au

3.0D Premium Lux $198,800 V6TTD 3.0 202 600 A8 1775 6.4 — 6.1 D 38      — R
3.0D  Prem Lux LWB $198,800 V6TTD 3.0 202 600 A8 1825 6.4 — 6.1 D 38      — R
3.0S Portfolio $221,385 V6S 3.0 250 450 A8 1755 5.9 — 9.6 95 37      — R 
5.0 S/C S’sport LWB $297,140 V8S 5.0 375 625 A8 1915 4.9 — 11.6 98 38      — R
5.0 S/C XJR $297,140 V8S 5.0 404 680 A8 1880 4.6 11.6 98 44 — R

F-Type The E-Type’s true successor
Looks stunning, drives superbly, sounds incredible and has an addictive feel-good factor

 All-aluminium construction, but a bit tubby compared to a Porsche; near-useless boot
 The Pick: The mid-level V6 S has the best balance; only real power junkies need the V8 S 

Coupe $119,080 V6S 3.0 250 450 M6 1577  — 9.8 95 50  R
Coupe $124,080 V6S 3.0 250 450 A8 — 5.3 — 8.8 95 50  R
Convertible $137,780 V6S 3.0 250 450 M6 —  — 9.8 95 50  R
Convertible $142,780 V6S 3.0 250 450 A8 1597 5.3 — 9.0 95 50  R
V6 S Coupe $151,380 V6S 3.0 280 460 M6 — — — 9.8 95 50  R
V6 S Coupe $156,380 V6S 3.0 280 460 A8 — 4.9 — 8.8 95 50  R
V6 S Convertible $175,080 V6S 3.0 280 460 A8 1614 4.8 13.1 9.1 95 50 11/13 R
V6 S AWD Coupe $172,080 V6S 3.0 280 460 A8 1674 — — 8.9 95 50  A
V8 R Coupe $226,580 V8S 5.0 404 680 A8 1650 4.2 — 11.1 95 50 08/14 R
V8 R Convertible $242,280 V8S 5.0 404 680 A8 1665 4.2 — 11.1 95 50  R
V8 R AWD Coupe $245,280 V8S 5.0 404 680 A8 1730 4.1 — 11.3 95 50  A
V8 R AWD C'tible $260,980 V8S 5.0 404 680 A8 1745 4.1 — 11.3 95 50  A

P O W E R E D  B Y

Showroom
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TD4 HSE D'mic Coupe$76,995 L4TD 2.0 132 430 A9 1674 9.0 — 5.1 D 61 A
Si4 HSE Dynamic 5dr$80,605 L4T 2.0 177 340 A9 1658 7.6 — 7.8 95 61 03/16 A
Si4 HSE D'mic Coupe$80,605 L4T 2.0 177 340 A9 1658 7.6 — 7.8 95 61 A

Discovery Lovely to look at, brilliant off-road
Swish interior; brilliant off-road talent; gutsy 183kW diesel; cleverness everywhere
Heavy and hard to park; lag from single turbo diesel; options can add up

The Pick: Disco 4 kills Prado for polish and dynamics. SDV6 worth the step up
TDV6 $68,940 V6TD 3.0 155 520 A8 2558 10.7 — 8.8 D 63 A
SDV6 SE $84,040 V6TTD 3.0 183 600 A8 2558 9.3 — 8.8 D 63 A
SDV6 HSE $95,340 V6TTD 3.0 183 600 A8 2558 9.3 — 8.8 D 63 A
V6 S/C SE $84,040 V6S 3.0 250 450 A8 2558 8.1 — 12.0 98 63 A
V6 S/C HSE $95,340 V6S 3.0 250 450 A8 2558 8.1 — 12.0 98 63 A

Range Rover Sport Today, the school run; tomorrow, the world
Weight loss brings real dynamic cohesion; cabin feels special; great off-road
Needs Terrain Response to really shine off-road; third row seats tight

The Pick: The V8S if your wallet can handle it; otherwise the swift and accomplished SDV6
S TDV6 $90,900 V6TTD 3.0 190 600 A8 2115 7.6 — 7.3 D 61 A
SE TDV6 $102,300 V6TTD 3.0 190 600 A8 2115 7.6 — 7.3 D 61 01/14 A
SE $108,410 V6S 3.0 250 450 A8 2144 7.2 — 11.3 95 61 A
SE SDV6 $113,100 V6TTD 3.0 215 600 A8 2115 7.4 15.4 7.5 D 61 01/15 A
HSE $128,510 V6S 3.0 250 450 A8 2144 7.2 — 11.3 95 61 A
HSE SDV6 $130,100 V6TTD 3.0 215 600 A8 2115 7.2 — 7.5 D 61 A
HSE TDV8 $145,310 V8TTD 4.4 250 740 A8 2398 6.9 — 8.7 D 61 A
HSE Dynamic TDV8 $152,910 V8TTD 4.4 250 740 A8 2398 6.9 — 8.7 D 61 A
HSE SDV6 Hybrid $146,900 V6TTDH3.0 250 700 A8 6.7 — 6.4 D 61 A
HSE Dynamic $160,810 V8S 5.0 375 625 A8 2310 5.3 — 13.8 95 61 A
Autobiography SDV6$152,500 V6TTD 3.0 215 600 A8 2115 7.2 — 7.5 D 61 A
A'biog SDV6 Hybrid $174,700 V6TTDH3.0 250 700 A8 6.7 — 6.4 D 61 A
Autobiography Dyn’ $191,510 V8S 5.0 375 625 A8 2310 5.3 — 13.8 95 61 A

Range Rover The rock star’s 4WD is reborn
Hard to beat off-road; brilliant interior; superb engines; sumptuous ride

 Bloody expensive; petrol still thirsty; big Rangie still a bit cumbersome round corners
 The Pick: 4.4-litre SDV8 and eight-speed auto a superb combo, but all are desirable

TDV6 HSE $170,400 V6TTD 3.0 190 600 A8 2160 7.9 — 6.9 D 61  A
3.0 SC HSE $170,400 V6S 3.0 250 450 A8 2330 7.4 — 11.5 95 61  A
TDV6 Vogue $179,800 V6TTD 3.0 190 600 A8 2160 7.9 — 6.9 D 61  A
TDV6 Vogue LWB $189,100 V6TTD 3.0 190 600 A8 2301 8.3 — 7.5 D 61  A
3.0 SC Vogue $189,910 V6S 3.0 250 450 A8 2330 7.4 — 11.5 95 61  A
SDV8 Vogue $200,610 V8TTD 4.4 250 740 A8 2360 6.9 — 8.7 D 61  A
SDV8 Vogue LWB $206,400 V8TTD 4.4 250 740 A8  7.2 — 8.7 D 61  A
SDV8 Vogue SE $222,610 V8TTD 4.4 250 740 A8 2360 6.9 — 8.7 D 61 05/13 A
SDV8 Vogue SE LWB $225,600 V8TTD 4.4 250 740 A8  7.2 — 8.7 D 61 05/13 A
SDV8 A’biography $240,310 V8TTD 4.4 250 740 A8 2360 6.9 — 8.7 D 61  A
SDV8 A’biog LWB $252,110 V8TTD 4.4 250 740 A8  7.2 — 8.7 D 61  A
5.0 SC Vogue SE $231,900 V8S 5.0 375 625 A8 2330 5.4 — 13.8 95 61  A
5.0 SC Vogue SE LWB $238,400 V8S 5.0 375 625 A8 2413 5.8 — 13.8 95 61  A
5.0 SC A’biography $253,110 V8S 5.0 375 625 A8 2330 5.4 — 13.8 95 61  A
5.0 SC A’biog LWB $265,010 V8S 5.0 375 625 A8 2413 5.8 — 13.8 95 61  A
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CT200h More appealing than Prius
Lexus quality and efficient hybrid tech in concentrated form

 Electric steering is disappointing; far from dynamic; clumsy styling; tight back seat
 The Pick: Luxury is the best value, if Valium on wheels is your thing

Luxury $37,990 L4H 1.8 100 142 C 1465 10.3 — 4.1 95 57 06/11 F
F-Sport $46,990 L4H 1.8 100 142 C 1465 10.3 — 4.1 95 53  F
Sports Luxury $54,990 L4H 1.8 100 142 C 1465 10.3 — 4.1 95 54 F

IS Takes fight to BMW
Brilliantly balanced; crisp chassis and steering; excellent quality; likeable Hybrid; value

 Heavier than rivals; tight rear seats; manual mode in autos not manual enough
 The Pick: 200t F-Sport is great to drive, but 300h Luxury offers unexpected appeal

200t Luxury $57,500 L4T 2.0 180 350 A8 — 7.0 — 7.5 95 50  R
200t F-Sport $65,500 L4T 2.0 180 350 A8 — 7.0 — 7.5 95 50  R
200t Sports Luxury $76,500 L4T 2.0 180 350 A8 — 8.9 16.4 7.5 95 51 04/16 R
300h Luxury $60,000 L4H 2.5 164 221 C — 8.5 — 4.9 95 50  R
300h F-Sport $68,000 L4H 2.5 164 221 C 1720 8.5 — 4.9 95 51  R
300h Sports Luxury $79,000 L4H 2.5 164 221 C 1720 8.5 — 4.9 95 51  R
350 Luxury $63,500 V6 3.5 233 378 A8 — 5.9 — 9.7 95 51  R

LDV
 3yr/100,000km

www.ldvautomotive.com.au

G10 China's latest budget arrival

More seats than you'll ever need; decent interior presentation; VW-inspired details
 Resale question mark on this unknown brand; 2.0-litre turbo drinks premium unleaded

 The Pick: The nine-seater has a genuine USP, if carrying people on the cheap is everything
7 seater $29,990 L4T 2.0 165 345 A6 2057 — — 11.7 95 46  F
9 seater $32,990 L4T 2.0 165 345 A6 2107 — — 11.7 95 46 F

Lexus
 4yr/100,000km

www.lexus.com.au

Defender Kicks dirt in the face of soft-roaders
Go-anywhere ability; retro appeal and authentic design; aluminium body (really!)

 Slow, basic; world’s largest turning circle; interior feels decades old (oh, hang on ... it is)
 The Pick: The longer 110 is (marginally) more comfortable and with plenty of rugged charm

90 Wagon  $42,800 L4TD 2.2 90 360 M6 1887 15.8 — 10.0 D 59  A
110 Station Wagon $47,500 L4TD 2.2 90 360 M6 1975 15.8 — 11.1 D 61 A

Discovery Sport Freelander replacement scores
Styling; interior design, space and flexibility; dynamics and traction; competitive prices

 Engines soon replaced by J-LR’s new Ingenium family; third-row seats’ poor vision
 The Pick: Grab an SD4 with the nine-speed and choose between five or seven seats

TD4 SE $53,300 L4TD 2.2 110 400 M6 1765 11.7 — 6.1 D 61  A
TD4 SE $56,355 L4TD 2.2 110 400 A9 1775 10.3 — 6.1 D 61 02/16 A
SD4 SE $56,500 L4TD 2.2 140 420 M6 1765 10.4 — 6.1 D 61  A
SD4 SE $59,000 L4TD 2.2 140 420 A9 1775 8.9 — 6.1 D 61  A
Si4 SE $59,590 L4T 2.0 177 340 A9 1744 8.2 — 8.0 95 61 02/16 A
TD4 HSE $57,900 L4TD 2.2 110 400 M6 1785 11.7 — 6.1 D 61  A
TD4 HSE $61,000 L4TD 2.2 110 400 A9 1805 10.3 — 6.1 D 61  A
SD4 HSE $61,100 L4TD 2.2 140 420 M6 1785 10.4 — 6.1 D 61  A
SD4 HSE $64,235 L4TD 2.2 140 420 A9 1805 8.9 — 6.1 D 61  A
SD4 HSE Luxury $66,500 L4TD 2.2 140 420 M6 1785 10.4 — 6.1 D 61  A
SD4 HSE Luxury $69,690 L4TD 2.2 140 420 A9 1805 9.9 17.1 6.1 D 61 08/15 A

Range Rover Evoque Baby of the Range
Fantastic looks; premium cabin; lovely ride and refinement – it’s a proper Range Rover

 Compromised rear seat; pricey options; rear visibility; 150 diesel down on torque
 The Pick: TD4 180 SE – best-value spec teamed with the sweetest drivetrain of the range

eD4 Pure 5dr $51,995 L4TD 2.0 110 380 M6 1608 11.2 — 4.3 D 60  F
TD4 150 Pure 5dr $55,495 L4TD 2.0 110 380 M6 1665 10.8 — 4.8 D 61  A
TD4 150 Pure 5dr $57,995 L4TD 2.0 110 380 A9 1674 10.0 — 5.1 D 61  A
TD4 150 SE 5dr $62,495 L4TD 2.0 110 380 A9 1674 10.0 — 5.1 D 61  A
TD4 180 SE 5dr $66,495 L4TD 2.0 132 430 A9 1674 9.0 — 5.1 D 61 03/16 A
Si4 SE 5dr $67,605 L4T 2.0 177 340 A9 1658 7.6 — 7.8 95 61  A
TD4 180 HSE 5dr $73,495 L4TD 2.0 132 430 A9 1674 9.0 — 5.1 D 61  A
TD4 180 HSE Coupe $73,495 L4TD 2.0 132 430 A9 1674 9.0 — 5.1 D 61  A
Si4 HSE 5dr $76,605 L4T 2.0 177 340 A9 1658 7.6 — 7.8 95 61 03/16 A
Si4 HSE Coupe $76,605 L4T 2.0 177 340 A9 1658 7.6 — 7.8 95 61  A
TD4 HSE Dynamic 5dr $76,995 L4TD 2.0 132 430 A9 1674 9.0 — 5.1 D 61  A

Land Rover
3yr/100,000km

www.landrover.com.au
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Huracan Front up to the bull bar
Quicker, more powerful and even more manic than the Gallardo it replaces

 More expensive than the Gallardo; loss of steering feel; nannies leave us alone!
The Pick: The one the parking valet at the casino mistakenly hands you the keys to

LP 610-4 $428,000 V10 5.2 449 560 S7 1422 3.2 12.5 98 57 08/14 A

Aventador Waves the Italian flagship
Italian heart with German (Audi) quality results in a winning new-age supercar

 Not quite as savage as previous Lambo flagships; tall people get ready to duck down 
 The Pick: Just buy one. Blue flames come out the exhaust. Flames!

LP700-4  $754,600 V12 6.5 515 690 S7 1575 2.9 — 16.0 98 57 07/14 A
LP750-4 S'Veloce $882,650 V12 6.5 552 690 S7 1525 2.8 — 16.0 98   A
Roadster $795,000 V12 6.5 515 690 S7 1575 3.0 — 16.0 98 57 11/12 A

Lamborghini
 2yr/unlimited

www.lamborghini.com.au

Si CRDi $47,990 L4TD 2.2 147 440 A6 2092 — — 7.7 D 59  F
SLi $49,990 V6 3.3 206 336 A6 2048 — — 11.6 91 60  F
SLi CRDi $52,490 L4TD 2.2 147 440 A6 2092 — — 7.7 D 60  F
Platinum $58,490 V6 3.3 206 336 A6 2048 — — 11.6 91 61 F
Platinum CRDi $60,990 L4TD 2.2 147 440 A6 2092 — — 7.7 D 61 F

Sportage Added polish, surprisingly good drive
Interior design and equipment; capable dynamics; refinement; potent diesel engine

 Petrol 2.0 only just enough; auto braking limited to Platinums; upper range not cheap
 The Pick: Any of the diesels; the Platinum brings plenty extra but the SLi is better value

Si  $28,990 L4 2.0 114 192 A6 1499 — — 7.9 91 52  F
Si  $33,990 L4TD 2.0 136 400 A6 1590 — — 6.8 D 54  A
SLi $33,990 L4 2.0 114 192 A6 1499 — — 7.9 91 54  F
SLi $38,990 L4TD 2.0 136 400 A6 1590 — — 6.8 D 55  A
Platinum $43,490 L4 2.4 135 237 A6 1590 — — 8.5 91 53  A
Platinum $45,990 L4TD 2.0 136 400 A6 1590 — — 6.8 D 53 A

Sorento Holiday, celebrate
Diesel refinement; equipment; build quality; practicality; safety; handling; warranty

 Getting pricey for a Kia; badge snobbery means buyers may overlook this excellent SUV
 The Pick: SLi diesel gets a decent donk and plenty of kit, including leather and better audio

Si $40,990 V6 3.3 199 318 A6 1921 — — 9.9 91 54 02/16 F
Si $44,490 L4TD 2.2 147 441 A6 2036 — — 7.8 D 54  A
SLi $45,990 V6 3.3 199 318 A6 1921  — — 9.9 91 52  F
SLi $49,490 L4TD 2.2 147 441 A6 2036 — — 7.8 D 53  A
Platinum $55,990 L4TD 2.2 147 441 A6 2036 9.5 16.8 7.8 D 54 09/15 A
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Maserati
3yr/unlimited

www.maserati.com.au

350 F-Sport $71,500 V6 3.5 233 378 A8 — 6.6 14.6 9.7 95 51 09/13 R
350 Sports Luxury $82,500 V6 3.5 233 378 A8 1685 5.9 — 9.7 95 51 R

RC Two-door with punch ... and a thirst
V8 sounds fantastic when pushed; nice chassis balance; styling has presence
Heavy and thirsty for a sporty two-door; on-centre play in steering; interior lacks sparkle

The Pick: 350 F-Sport – much of the F's performance and appearance without the price tag
200t Luxury $64,000 L4T 2.0 180 350 A8 1675 7.5 — 7.3 95 56 R
350 Luxury $65,610 V6 3.5 233 378 A8 1680 6.1 — 9.4 95 56 R
200t F-Sport $73,000 L4T 2.0 180 350 A8 1700 7.5 — 7.3 95 56 R
350 F-Sport $73,610 V6 3.5 233 378 A8 — 6.1 — 9.4 95 56 02/16 R
200t Sports Luxury $83,500 L4T 2.0 180 350 A8 1725 7.5 — 7.3 95 56 R
350 Sports Luxury $85,610 V6 3.5 233 378 A8 1740 6.1 — 9.4 95 56 R
F $133,110 V8 5.0 351 530 A8 1780 4.5 — 10.9 98 53 02/16 R
F Carbon $147,110 V8 5.0 351 530 A8 1860 4.5 — 10.9 98 53 R

ES Retiree’s Lexus returns
Typical Lexus build quality combined with golf-bag-friendly boot and refined drivetrains
Front-drive ES is the antithesis of the sporty IS and GS; smaller boot on hybrid

The Pick: Either the IS or GS, or buy Australian-made and go for a Camry/Aurion
300h Luxury $60,500 L4H 2.5 151 213 C 1685 8.5 — 5.5 95 51 01/14 F
300h Sports Luxury $69,500 L4H 2.5 151 213 C 1705 8.5 — 5.5 95 51 F
350 Luxury $61,973 V6 3.5 204 346 A6 1630 7.4 — 9.5 95 51 F
350 Sports Luxury $70,610 V6 3.5 204 346 A6 1665 7.4 — 9.5 95 51 F

GS Pleasant, but outclassed
Slick new interior teams with superb drivetrains and much-improved dynamics
Steering lifeless; handling one-dimensional and hobbled by intrusive ESC

The Pick: 350 and 450h go hard, but highlight the chassis’ limitations; 250 is sweet to drive
200t Luxury $75,000 L4T 2.0 180 350 A8 7.3 — 8.0 95 52 R
200t F-Sport $83,000 L4T 2.0 180 350 A8 7.3 — 8.0 95 52 03/16 R
300h Luxury $78,000 L4H 2.5 164 221 C 1820 — — 5.2 95 46 R
300h F-Sport $86,000 L4H 2.5 164 221 C 1820 — — 5.2 95 46 R
350 F-Sport $94,000 V6 3.5 233 378 A8 1740 6.3 — 9.7 95 46 R
350 Sports Luxury $105,000 V6 3.5 233 378 A8 1740 6.0 — 9.7 95 46 R
450h F-Sport $106,000 V6H 3.5 254 — C 1910 5.9 — 6.3 95 46 R
450h Sports Luxury $117,500 V6H 3.5 254 — C 1910 5.9 — 6.3 95 46 R
F $159,990 V8 5.0 351 530 A8 1865 4.6 — 11.3 95 52 R

LS Smooth-sailing flagship
Mind-blowing tech; flawless fit and finish; eerily-quiet cabin; silky eight-speed auto
Doesn’t sound like a V8 until you get stuck into it; lacks personality

The Pick: 600hL – uninspiring, but a 7 Series with this much kit would cost your first-born
460 F-Sport $182,610 V8 4.6 285 493 A8 2020 5.9 — 10.7 95 39 R
460 Sports Luxury $187,610 V8 4.6 285 493 A8 2080 5.9 — 10.7 95 52 R
600h F-Sport $210,110 V8H 5.0 290 520 A8 2340 5.7 — 8.6 95 41 R
600hL 4-seat $250,610 V8H 5.0 290 520 A8 — 8.6 95 41 R
600hL 5-seat $240,610 V8H 5.0 290 520 A8 — 8.6 95 41 R

NX Goes better than it looks
Eye-catching (if polarising) design; quality interior; punchy turbo-petrol four-cylinder
A 2005 RAV4 in drag, with packaging compromises; smaller than its rivals

The Pick: New 2.0-litre turbo brings better performance, with F-Sport the sharpest
200t Luxury $52,500 L4T 2.0 175 350 A6 1700 7.3 — 7.7 95 53 F
300h Luxury $55,000 L4H 2.5 147 210 C 1740 9.1 — 5.6 95 56 F
200t Luxury $57,000 L4T 2.0 175 350 A6 1755 7.1 — 7.9 95 54 A
300h Luxury $59,500 L4H 2.5 147 210 C 1800 9.1 — 5.7 95 56 A
200t F-Sport $63,127 L4T 2.0 175 350 A6 1755 7.1 — 7.9 95 55 A
300h F-Sport $66,000 L4H 2.5 147 210 C 1800 8.9 16.4 5.7 95 59 08/15 A
200t Sports Luxury $72,110 L4T 2.0 175 350 A6 1860 7.1 — 7.9 95 55 A
300h Sports Luxury $75,000 L4H 2.5 147 210 C 1895 9.1 — 5.7 95 59 A

RX Edge of the wedge
Cabin space, particularly in the rear; ambience; presence; quality; sweet turbo four
Steering lacks feel; handling lacks excitement; busy ride; part-time AWD; only five seats

The Pick: Eager RX200t makes the most sense, and it's the most affordable
200t $73,000 L4T 2.0 175 350 A6 1890 9.2 — 8.1 95 61 03/16 F
350 Luxury $80,000 V6 3.5 221 370 A8 1980 8.0 — 9.6 95 61 A
350 F-Sport $92,000 V6 3.5 221 370 A8 1980 8.0 — 9.6 95 61 A
350 Sports Luxury $98,000 V6 3.5 221 370 A8 1980 8.0 — 9.6 95 56 A
450h Luxury $88,000 V6H 3.5 230 335 C 2105 7.7 — 5.7 95 58 A
450h F-Sport $100,000 V6H 3.5 230 335 C 2105 7.7 — 5.7 95 58 A
450h Sports Luxury $106,000 V6H 3.5 230 335 C 2105 7.7 — 5.7 95 58 A

LX LandCruiser by Lexus
Clever suspension and crawl-control broaden LX’s skill set; bigger V8 and six-speed auto
Massive and truck-like to drive; gauche styling; no diesel option; expensive

The Pick: A LandCruiser Sahara – better value, diesel engine and same off-road ability
570 $140,500 V8 5.7 270 530 A8 2510 7.7 — 14.4 95 61 A

2 The baby’s all grown up...
Sensational manual gearshift; stunning engine tractability; classy dash; fun handling
Steering should be sharper off-centre; road noise could be reduced; firm ride

 The Pick: Maxx manual hatch with red trim option and extra safety kit – a superb little car
Neo hatch $14,990 L4 1.5 79 139 M6 1025 — — 5.4 91 51  F
Neo hatch $16,990 L4 1.5 79 139 A6 1043 10.7 17.5 5.5 91 51 03/15 F
Neo sedan $14,990 L4 1.5 79 139 M6 1035 — — 5.4 91 51  F
Neo sedan $16,990 L4 1.5 79 139 A6 1059 — — 5.5 91 51 10/15 F
Maxx hatch $17,690 L4 1.5 81 141 M6 1035 — — 5.2 91 52  F
Maxx hatch $19,690 L4 1.5 81 141 A6 1047 — — 4.9 91 52  F
Maxx sedan $17,690 L4 1.5 81 141 M6 1045 — — 5.2 91 52  F
Maxx sedan $19,690 L4 1.5 81 141 A6 1060 — — 4.9 91 52  F
Genki hatch $20,690 L4 1.5 81 141 M6 1035 — — 5.2 91 54  F
Genki hatch $22,690 L4 1.5 81 141 A6 1047 — — 4.9 91 53 10/14 F
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Ghibli Look out, Germany!
Finally, a talented, beautiful and fast Italian alternative to the default German luxo sedans

 Heavy; misses out on active safety tech of German rivals; classic V8 sound is no longer
 The Pick: Surely the throaty Ghibli S, though the thrifty Diesel offers tempting value

Diesel $139,990 V6TD 3.0 202 600 A8 1835 6.3 — 5.9 D 55  R
 $143,900 V6TT 3.0 243 500 A8 1810 5.6 — 8.9 98 55  R
S $169,900 V6TT 3.0 301 550 A8 1810 5.0 — 9.6 98 55 R

Quattroporte Luxo style at its finest
Brilliant chassis balance; twin-turbo V6 a decent replacement for the previous V8

 New engines sound dull compared with throaty old V8; Chrysler cabin bits; ride flaws
 The Pick: GTS remains the pinnacle of Italian luxury motoring

Turbo Diesel  $210,000 V6TD 3.0 202 600 A8 1885 6.4 — 6.2 D 50 10/14 R
 $215,000 V6TT 3.0 243 500 A8 1860 6.2 — 9.1 95   R
S $240,000 V6TT 3.0 301 550 A8 1860 5.1 — 9.6 95 49 06/14 R
GTS  $331,000 V8TT 3.8 390 650 A8 1900 4.7 — 10.7 98 49 03/14 R

GranTurismo The name says it all
Supremely capable grand tourer; useful rear-seat; oozes style and character

 Base version lacks dynamic resolve beyond eight-tenths and needs more grunt
 The Pick: Stradale blends Italian-supermodel flair with a soundtrack to die (or kill) for

MC Sportline $295,000 V8 4.7 338 520 A6 1880 4.8 — 14.3 95 48  R 
MC Shift $319,000 V8 4.7 338 520 A6 1880 4.7 — 14.5 95 48  R 
MC Stradale $345,000 V8 4.7 338 520 S6 1880 4.5 — 15.4 98 48 R

GranCabrio Italian V8 symphony, amplified
Cloth lid doesn’t add too much extra weight; glorious flood of V8 decibels with roof down

 Expensive and doesn’t look great roof-up; dynamics still more cruiser than bruiser 
 The Pick: An Italian supermodel with her top off? Hell, yeah...

 $338,000 V8 4.7 323 490 A6 1980 4.8 — 15.2 95 50  R
Sport $355,000 V8 4.7 331 510 S6 1980 4.7 — 14.5 95 50  R
MC $355,000 V8 4.7 338 520 S6 1973 4.5 — 14.5 95 49  R

Mazda
3yr/unlimited

www.mazda.com.au

Lotus
 2yr/unlimited

www.lotuscars.com.au

Club Racer $74,990 L4 1.6 100 160 M6 852 6.5 — 6.3 91 64 R
S $84,990 L4S 1.8 163 250 M6 880 4.6 — 7.5 95 64 R
S Club Racer $84,990 L4S 1.8 163 250 M6 880 4.6 — 7.5 95 64 R

Exige Race car for the road
Blown Toyota V6 gives the Exige the performance to match its brilliant handling
Not for claustrophobes, or conservatives, or anyone into the tactility of interior plastics

The Pick: Go the Roadster – it’s a proper sports car and getting in with the roof down is easier
S $132,990 V6S 3.5 258 400 M6 1176 4.0 – 10.1 95 64 R
S $137,990 V6S 3.5 258 400 A6 1182 3.9 – 10.1 95 64 R
S Roadster $132,990 V6S 3.5 258 400 M6 1166 4.0 – 10.1 95 64 R
S Roadster $137,990 V6S 3.5 258 400 A6 1172 3.9 – 10.1 95 64 R

Evora Chassis smarts now with blown brawn
Exotic looks; individual appeal; one of the best chassis' on the planet

  Start ticking options and price can soar to $200K; a Porsche is a smarter bet  
 The Pick: Brilliant dynamics, but $200K is second-hand Carrera S money…  

S $152,990 V6S 3.5 258 400 M6 1437 4.8 — 9.1 95 64  R
S IPS $161,990 V6S 3.5 258 400 A6 1491 5.0 — 9.7 95 64  R
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Elise Fast and fun, but wildly impractical
Cool looks; telepathic steering (at speed); suspension and brakes a joy (at speed)

 Cramped and noisy for day-to-day driving; definitely intended as a track-day weapon
 The Pick: If you live next to a racetrack, the S. If you want peace and quiet, look elsewhere

 $74,990 L4 1.6 100 160 M6 876 6.5 — 6.3 91 64  R

Mahindra
 3yr/100,000km

www.mahindra.com.au

XUV500 It's all about the price
Simple range with decent gear; seven seats; it's won rallies in India!

 Auto transmission still on the boat; light-on for active safety; questionable resale
 The Pick: Go the whole hog and get the AWD ... or push for a seven-seat Nissan X-Trail

W8 $29,990* L4TD 2.2 103 330 M6  — — 6.7 D 46  F
W8 AWD $32,900* L4TD 2.2 103 330 M6  — — 6.7 D 46  A

P O W E R E D  B Y

Showroom
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650S Even better than 12C
Same brutal twin-turbo V8 as 12C, with supposedly even finer ride, handling and steering

 Arguably not as pretty as the 12C; we're yet to drive it locally but a road test is coming!
 The Pick: Always the coupe, for its purity and greater sporting focus

Coupe $464,000 V8TT 3.8 478 678 S7 1330 3.0 10.5 11.7 98 61 R
Spider $511,000 V8TT 3.8 478 678 S7 1370 3.0 10.5 11.7 98 61 R
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A-Class Baby Benz goes hipster
Great driver (and youth) appeal; attention to detail; fiery A45 AMG; lots of equipment

 Tight rear seat; no manuals for Oz; more compliant ride still firm;  prices creeping up
 The Pick: A250 Sport is terrific, though if you can stretch to the ballistic A45, do it!

A180 $37,200 L4T 1.6 90 200 S7 1320 8.6 — 5.8 95 49  F
A200 $42,800 L4T 1.6 115 250 S7 1320 7.8 — 6.1 95 50  F
A200d $43,300 L4TD 2.1 100 300 S7 1410 8.8 — 4.0 D 50  F
A250 Sport $53,500 L4T 2.0 160 350 S7 1380 6.3 — 6.7 95 51  A
A45 AMG $77,900 L4T 2.0 280 475 S7 1480 4.2 — 6.9 98 53 1/16 A

GLA-Class City almost meets country

Think of it as a slightly larger, comfier, more practical A-Class – we actually like it more
 Not a proper SUV by any means, with tight rear seat room; turbo-diesel a bit gruff

 The Pick: The GLA250 4matic is a superb jacked-up driver's hatch
GLA200d $48,900 L4TD 2.1 100 300 S7 1460 9.9 — 4.6 D 56 05/14 F
GLA250 $59,900 L4T 2.0 155 350 S7 1430 7.1 — 7.0 95 57  A
GLA45 AMG $83,900 L4T 2.0 265 450 S7 1510 4.8 — 7.6 98 58 12/14 A

CLA-Class A-Class grows a tail
Frameless doors give it a coupe feel; uprated interiors of non-AMG CLAs; boot space

 Tight rear headroom; uncomfortable back seat; trim rattles; price premium over A-Class
 The Pick: CLA200 is pleasant, though 250 Sport is punchier, while AMG is mega-fun

CLA200 $51,400 L4T 1.6 115 250 S7 1355 8.5 — 5.7 95 58 12/13 F
CLA200 S-Brake $52,400 L4T 1.6 115 250 S7 1385  —  95 58  F
CLA200d $51,900 L4TD 2.1 100 300 S7 1525 9.8 — 4.0 D 59  F
CLA200d S-Brake $52,900 L4TD 2.1 100 300 S7 1555  —  D 59  F
CLA250 Sport $65,400 L4T 2.0 155 350 S7 1405 6.7 — 6.1 95 60  A
CLA250 Sport S-B $66,400 L4T 2.0 155 350 S7 1435  —  95 60  A
CLA45 AMG $89,500 L4T 2.0 265 450 S7 1510 4.6 12.8 7.0 98 60 07/14 A
CLA45 AMG S-Brake $89,500 L4T 2.0 265 450 S7 1540 4.7 — 98 60 05/15 A

B-Class Still not quite A-grade
Spacious mini-MPV now with quality and class; competitive drivetrains; grippy 4matic

 Jiggly ride quality on standard run-flat tyres; slightly odd styling; uninspiring dynamics
 The Pick: A reasonable effort, but ride quality lets it down. Try a BMW 2 Active Tourer

B180 $41,700 L4T 1.6 90 200 S7 1425 9.1 — 5.5 95 50  F
B200 $48,100 L4T 1.6 115 250 S7 1425 8.6 — 5.5 95 50 06/12 F
B200d $48,600 L4TD 2.1 100 300 S7 1505 9.8 — 4.2 D 50 06/12 F
B250 4Matic $55,100 L4T 2.0 155 350 S7 1505 6.7 — 6.8 95 51 A

C-Class S-Class goes compact
Aerodynamic style; punchy petrol engines; superb cabin; fine dynamics; stonking AMG

 Rear seat comfort not great; coil-sprung models don’t ride like the Airmatic versions
 The Pick: C250 with optional Airmatic for practical types; either AMG for petrolheads

C200 $60,900 L4T 2.0 135 300 A7 1465 7.7 15.4 6.0 95 59 10/15 R
C200 Estate $63,400 L4T 2.0 135 300 A7 1525 7.5 — 6.2 95 56  R
C200d $62,400 L4TD 1.6 100 300 A7 1505 10.2 — — D 60  R
C200d Estate $64,900 L4TD 1.6 100 300 A7 1580 10.6 — — D 56  R
C250 $68,900 L4T 2.0 155 350 A7 1480 6.7 14.8 6.0 95 60 04/16 R
C250 Estate $71,400 L4T 2.0 155 350 A7 1545 6.8 — 6.9 95 56 10/14 R
C250d $70,400 L4TD 2.1 150 500 A7 1595 6.6 — 4.5 D 60  R
C250d Estate $72,900 L4TD 2.1 150 500 A7 1660 6.9 — 4.8 D 56  R
C300e $74,900 L4TDH 2.1 150 500 A7 — 6.4 — 4.0 D 59  R
C63 AMG S $154,510 V8TT 4.0 375 700 A7 1580 4.0 — 8.6 95 60 04/15 R
C63 AMG S Estate $157,010 V8TT 4.0 375 700 A7 1650 4.1 — 8.7 95 60 10/15 R

3 Popular appeal
Stylish and well-built; dynamics great when pushed to the limit; SP25's grunt and value

 Ride and refinement still can’t match Golf; 2.0-litre lacks bottom-end torque
 The Pick: The SP25 GT manual – a fun, cool, sharp-handling, nicely kitted sporty hatch

Neo hatch $20,490 L4 2.0 114 200 M6 1271 9.2 16.5 5.9 91 54 03/14 F
Neo hatch $22,490 L4 2.0 114 200 A6 1305 — — 5.8 91 52  F
Neo sedan $20,490 L4 2.0 114 200 M6 1267 — — 5.8 91 54  F
Neo sedan $22,490 L4 2.0 114 200 A6 1301 — — 5.7 91 52  F
Maxx hatch $22,390 L4 2.0 114 200 M6  1266 — — 5.9 91 54  F
Maxx hatch $24,390 L4 2.0 114 200 A6 1300 — — 5.8 91 54  F
Maxx sedan $22,390 L4 2.0 114 200 M6  1262 — — 5.8 91 54  F
Maxx sedan $24,390 L4 2.0 114 200 A6 1296 — — 5.7 91 54  F
Touring hatch $24,790 L4 2.0 114 200 M6 1271 — — 5.9 91 54  F
Touring hatch $26,790 L4 2.0 114 200 A6 1304 — — 5.8 91 54  F
Touring sedan $24,790 L4 2.0 114 200 M6  1266 — — 5.8 91 54  F
Touring sedan $26,790 L4 2.0 114 200 A6  1300 — — 5.7 91 54  F
SP25 hatch $25,190 L4 2.5 138 250 M6 1308 7.9 15.5 6.5 91 54 11/14 F
SP25 hatch $27,190 L4 2.5  138 250 A6 1339 — — 6.1 91 54  F
SP25 sedan $25,190 L4 2.5 138 250 M6 1302 — — 6.5 91 54  F
SP25 sedan $27,190 L4 2.5  138 250 A6 1334 — — 6.0 91 54  F
SP25 GT hatch $29,790 L4 2.5 138 250 M6 1325 — — 6.5 91 56  F
SP25 GT hatch $31,790 L4 2.5  138 250 A6 1357 7.9 15.7 6.1 91 54 03/14 F
SP25 GT sedan $29,790 L4 2.5 138 250 M6 1320 — — 6.5 91 56 03/14 F
SP25 GT sedan $31,790 L4 2.5  138 250 A6 1351 — — 6.0 91 54  F
SP25 Astina hatch $35,040 L4 2.5 138 250 M6 1342 — — 6.5 91 57  F
SP25 Astina hatch $37,040 L4 2.5  138 250 A6 1373 — — 6.1 91 56  F
SP25 Astina sedan $35,040 L4 2.5 138 250 M6 1336 — — 6.5 91 57  F
SP25 Astina sedan $37,040 L4 2.5  138 250 A6 1368 — — 6.0 91 56  F
XD Astina hatch $39,290 L4TTD 2.2 129 420 M6 1448 7.7 — 5 D 57 11/14 F
XD Astina hatch $41,290 L4TTD 2.2 129 420 A6 1465 8.4 — 5 D 57 F

6 Style and (subdued) sports
Looks good and handles well; stunning diesel; great economy; vastly improved interior

 19s spoil the ride a bit; shallow boot in sedan; dynamically not quite a match for Mondeo
 The Pick: A wagon – any of ’em – due to its smarter packaging and athletic style 

Sport sedan $32,490 L4 2.5 138 250 A6 1462 8.2 — 6.6 91 55 03/13 F
Sport wagon $33,790 L4 2.5 138 250 A6 1484 8.2 — 6.6 91 55  F
Touring sedan $37,290 L4 2.5 138 250 A6 1471 7.6 15.5 6.6 91 54 02/15 F
Touring sedan $40,140 L4TTD 2.2 129 420 A6 1541 8.4 — 5.4 D 54  F
Touring wagon $38,590 L4 2.5 138 250 A6 1494 8.2 15.9 6.6 91 50 04/14 F
Touring wagon $41,440 L4TTD 2.2 129 420 A6 1561 8.4 — 5.4 D 50  F
GT sedan $42,690 L4 2.5 138 250 A6 1501 8.2 — 6.6 91 55  F
GT sedan $45,540 L4TTD 2.2 129 420 A6 1571 8.4 — 5.4 D 50  F
GT wagon $43,990 L4 2.5 138 250 A6 1524 8.2 — 6.6 91 55  F
GT wagon $46,840 L4TTD 2.2 129 420 A6 1591 8.2 16.1 8.4 D 50 07/15 F
Atenza sedan $45,390 L4 2.5 138 250 A6 1503 8.2 — 6.6 91 55 04/15 F
Atenza sedan $48,240 L4TTD 2.2 129 420 A6 1573 8.4 — 5.4 D 55  F
Atenza wagon $46,690 L4 2.5 138 250 A6 1626 8.2 — 6.6 91 55  F
Atenza wagon $49,540 L4TTD 2.2 129 420 A6 1594 8.5 — 6.0 D 56 F

MX-5 Join the queue
All-new MX-5 channels original NA's simplicity; great steering and grip; zippy 1.5

 No steering reach adjustment; engine note not as sweet and busier ride of the 2.0-litre 
 The Pick: The big block's punch is tempting but 1.5 is the go, with a manual 'box

1.5 Roadster $31,990 L4 1.5 96 150 M6 1009 8.3 — 6.1 95 64 09/15 R
1.5 Roadster $33,990 L4 1.5 96 150 A6 1032 8.3 — 6.4 95 62  R
1.5 Roadster GT $37,990 L4 1.5 96 150 M6 1009 8.3 — 6.1 95 65  R
1.5 Roadster GT $39,990 L4 1.5 96 150 A6 1032 8.3 — 6.4 95 64 02/16 R
2.0 Roadster $34,490 L4 2.0 118 200 M6 1033 7.3 — 6.9 95 64 02/16 R
2.0 Roadster $36,490 L4 2.0 118 200 A6 1057 7.3 — 7.1 95 64  R
2.0 Roadster GT $39,550 L4 2.0 118 200 M6 1033 7.3 — 6.9 95 65 09/15 R
2.0 Roadster GT $41,550 L4 2.0 118 200 A6 1057 7.3 — 7.1 95 65 R

CX-3 Big range, with sweet spots
Striking styling; broad model range; AWD’s balanced and involving chassis; cool factor

 Front-drive diesel misses the dynamic mark; noisy petrol engine; rear-seat side vision
 The Pick: Either an sTouring or Akari petrol manual, or one of the great-handling AWDs 

Neo $19,990 L4 2.0 109 192 M6 1193 — — 6.3 91 50  F
Neo $21,990 L4 2.0 109 192 A6 1226 — — 6.1 91 50  F
Maxx $22,390 L4 2.0 109 192 M6 1193 — — 6.3 91 52 02/16 F
Maxx $24,390 L4 2.0 109 192 A6 1226 — — 6.1 91 50  F
Maxx Diesel $26,790 L4TD 1.5 77 270 A6 1262 — — 4.8 D 52 05/15 F
Maxx AWD $26,390 L4 2.0 109 192 A6 1294 — — 6.7 91 52  A
sTouring $26,990 L4 2.0 109 192 M6 1193 — — 6.3 91 52 05/15 F
sTouring $28,990 L4 2.0 109 192 A6 1226 8.9 16.4 6.1 91 52 05/15 F
sTouring AWD $30,990 L4 2.0 109 192 A6 1294 — — 6.7 91 54 02/16 A
sTouring AWD Diesel $33,390 L4TD 1.5 77 270 A6 1356 — — 5.1 D 52  A
Akari $31,290 L4 2.0 109 192 M6 1219 — — 6.3 91 54  F
Akari $33,290 L4 2.0 109 192 A6 1252 — — 6.1 91 52  F
Akari AWD $35,290 L4 2.0 109 192 A6 1332 — — 6.7 91 54 05/15 A
Akari AWD Diesel $37,690 L4TD 1.5 77 270 A6 1368 — — 5.1 D 54 02/16 A

CX-5 Class-leading compact SUV
Excellent dynamics (and not just for an SUV); well-packaged cabin; drivetrain efficiency

 2.0 petrol needs revs to perform; no rear-seat air vents; steering freeze under load
 The Pick: Diesel Maxx Sport is one of the best compact SUVs on-sale in Australia

Maxx FWD $27,190 L4 2.0 114 200 M6 1443 — — 6.4 91 57  F
Maxx FWD $29,190 L4 2.0 114 200 A6 1475 — — 6.4 91 57  F

Mercedes-Benz

 
3yr/unlimited

www.mercedes-
benz.com.au

McLaren
3yr/unlimited

cars.mclaren.com

Maxx $32,190 L4 2.5 138 250 A6 1556 — — 7.4 91 56  A
Maxx Sport FWD $32,790 L4 2.0 114 200 A6 1482 — — 6.4 91 59  F
Maxx Sport $35,790 L4 2.5 138 250 A6 1559 9.3 16.7 7.4 91 57 08/14 A
Maxx Sport $38,990 L4TTD 2.2 129 420 A6 1633 8.0 15.8 5.7 D 57 06/12 A
Grand Touring $43,390 L4 2.5 138 250 A6 1612 8.4 16.0 7.4 91 57 11/15 A
Grand Touring $46,590 L4TTD 2.2 129 420 A6 1685 — — 5.7 D 57 06/13 A
Akera $47,410 L4 2.5 138 250 A6 1614 — — 7.4 91 57 A
Akera $50,610 L4TTD 2.2 129 420 A6 1687 — — 5.7 D 58 03/15 A

CX-9 Seven-seat SUV has extra room to zoom
Disciplined handling; stacks of space, even in third row; silken drivetrain

 Sharp-edged imperfections jar through firm suspension and low-profile rubber
 The Pick: New $44K front-drive Classic has its eye on Territory and Kluger

Classic FWD $43,770 V6 3.7  204 366 A6 1939 — — 11.0 91 52  F
Luxury FWD $52,080 V6 3.7  204 366 A6 1966 — — 11.0 91 51 10/11 F
Luxury  $56,505 V6 3.7  204 366 A6 2070 8.5 16.2 11.3 91 54 04/08 A
Grand Touring $61,680 V6 3.7  204 366 A6 2086 8.5 — 11.3 91 51  A
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C-Class Coupe Style and substance
Similar-to-sedan pricing; brilliant steering and ride quality; strong engines

 Not as pin-sharp in the bends as 4 Series Coupe; looks too much like a two-door sedan
 The Pick: C63 coupe is one of the truly great AMGs, but even the C180 is a sweetheart

C180 $59,900 L4T 1.6 115 250 A7 1505 8.5 — 6.3 95 59 01/12 R
C250 $70,900 L4T 1.8 150 310 A7 1550 7.2 — 6.9 95 60 08/11 R
C250d $72,900 L4TD 2.2 150 500 A7 1660 7.5 15.5 5.1 D 59 05/14 R
C350 $99,040 V6 3.5 225 370 A7 6.0 — 7.9 95 59  R
C63 $159,120 V8 6.2 373 610 A7 1730 4.1 12.1 12.1 98 60 09/14 R

SLK Roadster lets its hair down
Cruisy character remains, but with lovely new direct injection V6 and frugal V8

 Clumsy transmission and abrupt ESC are out of sync; poor ride
 The Pick: SLK200 is a simple, sweet around-town tool; AMG only works on racetracks

SLK200 $87,200 L4T 1.8 135 270 M6 1435 7.3 — 6.8 95 51  R
SLK200 $87,200 L4T 1.8 135 270 A7 1470 7.0 — 6.9 95 51 05/11 R
SLK300 $99,500 L4T 1.8 150 310 A7 1500 6.6 — 7.0 95 52  R
SLK350 $125,400 V6 3.5 225 370 A7 1540 5.6 — 8.3 95 51 01/12 R
SLK55 AMG $162,400 V8 5.5 310 540 A7 1610 4.6 12.6 8.5 98 51 10/12 R

E-Class More than just a new set of hips
Mild facelift hides lots of new tech, including brilliant E300 Hybrid and supersonic E63 S

 E500 discontinued, as is E63 wagon; twin-turbo V6 is hugely effective, but it’s still no V8
 The Pick: E300 Hybrid is tomorrow’s sedan, today; E63 S is an old-school hot-rod

E200 $80,400 L4T 2.0 135 300 A7 1580 8.2 — 6.4 95 48  R
E200 Estate $87,900 L4T 2.0 135 300 A7 1660 8.3 — 6.7 95 53  R
E220d $82,900 L4TD 2.1 125 400 A7 1660 8.4 — 4.9 D 48  R
E250 $96,900 L4T 2.0 155 350 A7 1605 7.4 — 6.4 95 48  R
E250d $99,400 L4TD 2.1 150 500 A7 1700 7.5 — 4.9 D 48  R
E250d Estate $107,900  L4TD 2.1 150 500 A7 1810 7.8 — 5.1 D 53  R
E300e $109,400 L4TDH 2.1 150 500 A7 1845 7.5 — 4.3 D 48 09/13 R
E400 $129,040 V6TT 3.0 245 480 A7 1710 5.3 — 7.6 95 48  R
E400 Estate $138,510 V6TT 3.0 245 480 A7 1810 5.4 — 8.0 95 53  R
E63 AMG S $250,540 V8TT 5.5 430 800 A7 1795 4.3 12.2 10.0 98 48 09/13 R

E-Class Coupe Revamped and refined
New E200 entry coupe means you can now get into a two-door E-class for under $80K

 Built for touring, not apex hunting; manual transmission availability would be nice
 The Pick: All are sophisticated grand tourers, but we like the E400 and its twin-turbo V6 

E200 $80,900 L4T 2.0 135 300 A7 1540 7.8 — 6.0 95 48  R
E250 $97,700 L4T 2.0 155 350 A7 1560 7.1 — 6.0 95 48  R
E250d $99,900 L4TD 2.1 150 500 A7 1660 7.3 — 4.7 D 53  R
E400 $130,510 V6TT 3.0 245 480 A7 1650 5.2 — 7.5 95 53 R

E-Class Cabrio E-Class’s lid lopped
Airscarf- and Aircap-equipped for top-down winter warmth; terrific top-up refinement

 No rip-snorting V8 in the line-up any more; it’s a Benz for cruisers, not drivers
 The Pick: As in the Coupe, the E400 is hard to go past if you like convertibles

E200 $89,900 L4T 2.0 135 300 A7 1660 8.2 — 6.5 95 53  R
E250 $107,700 L4T 2.0 155 350 A7 1690 7.5 — 6.5 95 53 R
E400 $144,510 V6TT 3.0 245 480 A7 1770 5.3 — 7.7 95 53 R

CLS Still the most credible four-door coupe
Still-pretty looks; lovely cabin; brilliant steering and Airmatic ride (even on CLS63 AMG)

 Petrol V6 can’t match the oiler; CLS63 AMG will never return 10L/100km; only seats four
 The Pick: 350 CDI over an A7 3.0 TDI; storming AMG a coin-toss away from Jaguar XFR

CLS 250d $114,900 L4TD 2.1 150 500 A7 1710 7.5 — 5.4 D 44  R
CLS 250d S-Brake $124,900 L4TD 2.1 150 500 A7 1790 7.8 — 5.6 D 44  R
CLS400 $139,510 V6TT 3.0 245 480 A7 1815  — 7.8 95 46  R
CLS500 $169,510 V8TT 4.7 300 600 A9 1815  — 6.8 95 46  R
CLS500 S-Brake $179,510 V8TT 4.7 300 600 A9 1815 — 8.9 95 46  R
CLS63 AMG S $249,510 V8TT 5.5 430 800 A7 1795 4.3 12.2 10.0 98 43 10/14 R

S-Class Arguably the world’s best sedan
Incredible combination of agility, ride comfort and silence; superb seats; keen steering

 Some trim combinations are putrid – money can't buy taste; expensive
 The Pick: The SWB S500 with 20-inch wheels because the brilliant ride still works

S300e $196,500 L4TDH 2.1 150 500 A7 2015 7.6  4.5 D 48 08/14 R
S350d $216,700 V6TD 3.0 190 620 A7 1880 6.8 — 6.0 D 48 02/14 R
S350d L $224,200 V6TD 3.0 190 620 A7 1900 6.8 — 6.0 D 48  R
S400 L  $230,910 V6TT 3.0 245 480 A7 1920 5.3 — 7.9 95 50  R
S500  $286,210 V8TT 4.7 335 700 A7 1920 4.8 — 9.2 95 45 02/14 R
S500L $311,410 V8TT 4.7 335 700 A7 1940 4.8 — 9.2 95 45 09/13 R
S600 L $417,110 V8TT 6.0 390 830 A7 2110 4.6 — 11.3 98 46  R
S600 Maybach $448,610 V12TT 6.0 390 830 A7 2260 5.0 — 11.7 98 45  R
S63 AMG $386,910 V8TT 5.5 430 900 A7 1970 4.0 — 10.2 98 55 11/13 R
S63 AMG L $399,610 V8TT 5.5 430 900 A7 2095 4.5 — 10.2 98 45  R
S65 AMG L $489,610 V12TT 6.0 463 1000 A7 2175 4.3 — 11.9 98 45 R

S-Class Coupe Two-door German powerhaus
New generation gets big lift in interior presentation; nine-speed debut for base V8

 Pricing, plus the cost of rear tyres, and probably insurance; and is the V12 worth it?
 The Pick: New twin-turbo V8s promise better economy with still-brilliant performance 

S500 $318,610 V8TT 4.7 335 700 A9 1955 4.6 —  8.6 95 64 02/16 R
S63 AMG $408,610    V8TT 5.5 430 900 A7 1995 4.2 — 10.2 98 53  R
S65 AMG $498,610 V12TT 6.0 463 1000 A7 2110 4.1 — 12.0 98 48  R

SL Sports luxury, maybe. Not light
Updated SL scores a twin-turbo V6, joining an existing suite of superb engines

 Looks odd from some angles; it’s still heavy, thirsty, and not exactly dynamic
 The Pick: Deploy the 900Nm SL63 or 1000Nm SL65 for the full SL effect 

SL400 $228,610 V6TT 3.0 245 480 A7 1685  — 7.8 95 49  R
SL500 $311,610 V8TT 4.7 320 700 A7 1785 4.6 — 9.4 95 48 10/12 R
SL63 AMG $398,610 V8TT 5.5 430 900 A7 1856 4.3 — 10.2 98 49  R
SL65 AMG $480,610 V12TT 6.0 463 1000 A7 1950 4.0 — 11.7 98 49 R

AMG GT All grand, more sport than tourer
Brilliant new twin-turbo V8; fantastic sound; arresting styling; cohesive chassis; drama

 Some ergonomic issues inside cabin; Australia won’t see the more affordable base GT
The Pick: Well, there’s only one of them, and it’s a shedload better than the polarising SLS 

GT S $294,610 V8TT 4.0 375 650 A7 1495 3.8 — 9.4 98 67 09/15 R

GLC-Class Million-dollar baby

Styling; outstanding interior; passenger and luggage space; decent off-road ability
 250d not as sweet as lazier 220d; handling and steering not as crisp as C-Class

 The Pick: Great refinement and relaxed nature of price leading 220d makes it a winner
GLC220d $64,500 L4TD 2.1 125 400 A9 1845 8.3 — 5.6 D 61 02/16 A
GLC250 $67,900 L4T 2.0 155 350 A9 1735 7.3 — 7.2 95 61 02/16 A
GLC250d $69,900 L4TD 2.1 150 500 A9 1845 7.6 — 5.7 D 61 02/16 A

GLE-Class New name, familiar body
Superb V6 diesel; premium cabin; decent ride quality; frugal for its size; beefy AMG V8

 Can’t escape its sheer size; not particularly well packaged; still far from sexy
 The Pick: Feels more expensive than it is, with the GLE400 arguably the sweet spot

GLE250d $86,900 L4TD 2.1 150 500 A9 2075 8.6 — 6.0 D 63  A
GLE350d $104,900 V6TD 3.0 190 620 A9 2100 7.1 — 6.6 D 63  A
GLE400 $109,900 V6TT 3.0 245 480 A7 2055 6.1 — 9.3 95 63  A
GLE500 $127,900 V8TT 4.7 300 600 A7 2160 5.3 — 11.0 95 63  A
GLE63 S AMG $189,900 V8TT 5.5 430 760 A7 2270 4.2 — 11.8 98 61 A

GLE Coupe Merc’s answer to the X6
Vision; excellent cornering grip; refinement; decent room despite lower-than-GLE roof

 Thousands more than GLE for less space; busy ride; high loading lip for boot
 The Pick: AMG-tweaked turbo six in the new 450 makes a great noise and feels strong

GLE350d $121,900 V6TD 3.0 190 620 A9 2175 7.0 — 7.2 D 63  A
GLE450 AMG $141,900 V6TT 3.0 270 520 A9 2145 5.7 — 9.4 95 61  A
GLE63 S AMG $198,900 V8TT 5.5 430 760 A7 2275 4.2 — 11.9 98 61 A

G-Class Army truck for the road

Tough-as image; AMG’s ultra-cool side tailpipes and burly new twin-turbo V8 donk
 G-Class BlueTec name is paradoxical; live front axle; woeful steering; bucking ride

 The Pick: The outrageous AMG has perverse appeal, but only the diesel makes any sense
G350d $150,610 V6TD 3.0 155 540 A7 2300 9.1 — 11.2 D 50    A
G500 $167,510 V8 5.5 285 530 A7 2530 6.1 — 14.9 98 50 A
G63 AMG $233,910 V8TT 5.5 400 760 A7 2550 5.4 — 13.8 98 52 05/14 A

GLS-Class S in the name the main change for GL
Third-row seat actually comfortable and almost roomy; engines; decent off-road ability

 Gargantuan-Class more like it – it's big; AMG not as athletic as some through the bends
 The Pick: Torquey V6 diesel makes most sense, and new Sport pack adds dynamic helpers

GLS350d $116,900 V6TD 3.0 190 620 A9   —          7.7 D 58  A
GLS350d Sport $135,900 V6TD 3.0 190 620 A9   — 7.7 D 58  A
GLS500 $161,900 V8TT 4.7 320 700 A9 — 11.5 95 56  A
GLS63 AMG  $217,900 V8TT 5.5 410 760 A7 2580 4.6 — 12.3 98 56 A

Valente Budget big Benz
A cheaper way to get into an eight-seat Benz (and out of a VW Multivan or Tarago)

 Like the new-gen V-Class, it’s essentially a commercial van with seats
The Pick: This over its VW Multivan and Toyota Tarago rivals

 $58,100 L4TD 2.1 120 360 A7 2155 — — 6.3 D 54 R

V-Class New name, new cabin, new engine
Enormously roomy, complete with limo-style, face-to-face rear seating; frugal diesel four

 Sheer size makes it difficult to manoeuvre and park, which kinda defeats its purpose
 The Pick: A centre captain's chair in a fully stocked V250 with Jeeves in the hot seat

V250d $85,500 L4TD 2.1 140 440 A7 2145 9.1 — 6.3 D 53  R

Hatch Best Mini ever
Brilliant handling and super-sharp turn-in; Cooper S’s great acoustics; improved cabin

 Bottom-feeder front end; thicker pillars; three-pot should sound fruitier
 The Pick: The excellent Cooper S manual on 17s with optional adaptive dampers

One $24,950 L3T 1.2 75 180 M6 1090 9.9 — 4.9 95 48  F
One $26,850 L3T 1.2 75 180 A6 1120 10.2 — 5.0 95 48  F
Cooper $26,650 L3T 1.5 100 220 M6 1085 7.9 — 4.7 95 59 06/14 F
Cooper $30,100 L3T 1.5 100 220 A6 1115 7.8 — 4.9 95 61  F
Cooper D $31,800 L3TD 1.5 85 270 M6 1135 9.2 — 3.7 D 58  F
Cooper D $34,150 L3TD 1.5 85 270 A6 1150 9.2 — 3.9 D 61  F
Cooper S $36,950 L4T 2.0 141 280 M6 1160 6.8 — 5.9 95 57 06/14 F
Cooper S $39,300 L4T 2.0 141 280 A6 1175 6.7 — 5.5 95 57  F
JCW $47,400 L4T 2.0 170 320 M6 1205 6.3 — 6.7 95 63  F
JCW $49,950 L4T 2.0 170 320 A6 1220 6.1 — 5.7 95 63  F

Mini
3yr/unlimited

www.mini.com.au
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Mirage Cheap, cheerless mini
Better-equipped than you’d expect at the price; long warranty; should be reliable
Leisurely pace; bouncy ride; tight rear seat; hideous sedan styling

The Pick: The base ES manual at a bargain price. Or better still, a second-hand Mazda 2
ES $11,990 L3 1.2 57 100 M5 865 — — 4.6 91 42 04/13 F
ES $13,490 L3 1.2 57 100 C 890 — — 4.6 91 42 F
ES sedan $14,500 L3 1.2 57 100 M5 925 — — 4.9 91 43 F
ES sedan $16,490 L3 1.2 57 100 C 940 14.5 19.6 4.9 91 43 10/14 F
LS $12,990 L3 1.2 57 100 M5 865 — — 4.8 91 44 F
LS $14,990 L3 1.2 57 100 C 890 — — 4.9 91 44 F
LS sedan $17,590 L3 1.2 57 100 C 940 — — 4.9 91 44 F

Lancer Value or Evo – they’re poles apart
Neat styling; decent value; Evo’s go-kart handling, adjustability and rally reputation
Lots! Non-Evo dynamics are rubbish; cheap interior; poor front seats; drony CVT...

 The Pick: A competitor – even a Korean one. Or the Evo Final Edition if you're nostalgic
ES Sport $19,500 L4 2.0 110 197 M5 1285 9.6 — 6.9 91 49  F
ES Sport $21,000 L4 2.0 110 197 C 1315 10.3 — 7.4 91 50  F
LS sedan $23,500 L4 2.0 110 197 C 1355 10.5 — 7.4 91 51  F
GSR Sportback $22,500 L4 2.4 125 226 M5 1370   8.8 91 50  F
GSR Sportback $24,000 L4 2.4 125 226 C 1400   8.9 91 51  F
GSR sedan $22,500 L4 2.4 125 226 M5 1345 9.1 — 8.8 91 50  F
GSR sedan $24,000 L4 2.4 125 226 C 1375 9.8 — 8.5 91 51  F
Ralliart sedan $37,990 L4T 2.0 177 343 S6 1480   9.6 98 56 01/09 A
Evolution sedan $52,990 L4T 2.0 217 366 M5 1490 6.3 14.4 10.2 98 63 08/08 A
Evolution Final Ed' $53,700 L4T 2.0 217 366 M5 1490 — — 10.2 98 58  A
Evolution MR sedan $58,990 L4T 2.0 217 366 S6 1520 5.7 14.0 10.1 98 62 12/13 A

ASX Prettier, but still loud
Exterior styling keeps aimproving with age; keen pricing; torquey turbo-diesel

 Interior smaller than SUV rivals; lacks refinement; Peugeot 4008 clone handles better
 The Pick: 2WD is cheap, although we'd prefer to step up to a 4WD diesel

LS $24,990 L4 2.0 110 197 M5 1335 — — 7.6 91 48  F
LS $26,990 L4 2.0 110 197 C  — —  91 48  F
XLS $31,490 L4 2.0 110 197 C 1375 — — 7.4 91 49  F
LS 4x4 $31,490 L4TD 2.2 110 360 A6 — — — 5.8 D 46 09/13 A
XLS 4x4 $35,990 L4TD 2.2 110 360 A6 1515 — — 5.8 D 48 09/13 A

Outlander You got seven seats in that?
A compact-ish SUV that squeezes in seven seats; quieter and smoother; equipment

 Crappo infotainment functionality; about as American as a facelift can get
 The Pick: Either a base LS manual or an XLS 4WD turbo-diesel with six-speed auto

LS $28,490 L4 2.0 110 190 M5 1410 — — 7.0 91 48  F
LS $30,490 L4 2.0 110 190 C 1430 — — 6.7 91 48  F
LS 4WD $33,490 L4 2.4 124 220 C 1500 — — 7.2 91 48  A
XLS  $33,490 L4 2.0 110 190 C 1430 — — 6.7 91 48  F
XLS 4WD $36,490 L4 2.4 124 220 C 1535 11.0 17.9 7.2 91 50 06/15 A
XLS 4WD DiD $39,490 L4TD 2.3 110 360 A6 1630 — — 6.2 D 50  A
Exceed 4WD $43,490 L4 2.4 124 220 C 1535 — — 7.2 91 51  A
Exceed 4WD DiD $46,490 L4TD 2.3 110 360 A6 1630 — — 6.2 D 51  A
PHEV $47,490 L4H 2.0 149 195 A1 1810 — — 1.9 91 45  A
PHEV Aspire $52,490 L4H 2.0 149 195 A1 1871 — — 1.9 91 45  A

Pajero Sport From Challenger to challenging
Clever on-demand 4WD system; more gear ratios than any rival; rugged

 Strictly a five-seater; old-school Triton chassis hurts dynamics; gobsmacking styling
 The Pick: Base GLX offers plenty for the money, but Toyota Fortuner is much prettier

GLX $45,000 L4TD 2.5 133 430 A8 2045 — — 8.0 D 52  A
GLS $48,500 L4TD 2.5 133 430 A8 2060 — — 8.0 D 53  A
Exceed $52,750 L4TD 2.5 133 430 A8 2070 — — 8.0 D 53 03/16 A

5-door Mini attempts a high-five
Longer wheelbase and additional rear doors broaden the Mini's family-hatch appeal
Betrays the Mini's DNA; rear doors look piddly; isn't this what a Countryman is for?

The Pick: A Cooper or Cooper D auto with the smallest wheels. The S doesn't deserve this
One $26,050 L3T 1.2 75 180 M6 — — — 5.0 95 49 F
Cooper $27,750 L3T 1.5 100 220 M6 1145 8.2 — 4.7 95 61 F
Cooper $30,400 L3T 1.5 100 220 A6 1175 9.1 16.5 4.8 95 61 03/16 F
Cooper D $32,900 L3TD 1.5 85 270 M6 1190 9.4 — 3.6 D 61 F
Cooper D $35,550 L3TD 1.5 85 270 A6 1205 9.5 — 3.8 D 61 F
Cooper S $38,050 L4T 2.0 141 280 M6 1220 6.9 — 5.9 95 62 F
Cooper S $40,700 L4T 2.0 141 280 A6 1240 6.8 — 5.4 95 62 F

Cooper Convertible Fun and functional drop-top
Characterful three-cylinder turbo; functional folding soft-top; accurate steering
Decent price premium for the drop-top; rear visibility not helped by fabric top

The Pick: Let's face it, the convertible is all about the looks, so stick to the base model
$37,900 L3 1.5 100 220 M6 1205 8.8 — 5.1 95 49 F
$37,900 L3 1.5 100 220 A6 1230 8.7 — 5.3 95 50 F

S $45,400 L4 2.0 141 280 M6 1275 7.2 — 6.2 95 51 F
S $45,400 L4 2.0 141 280 A6 1295 7.1 — 5.8 95 51 F
JCW $58,500 L4T 1.6 155 260 M6 1240 6.9 — 7.2 95 58 F

Clubman Grown-up go-kart
Quirky styling; spacious interior; zingy engines; still handles like a go-kart; lots of doors
Firm ride; artificial steering; interior lacks the polish of German-badged rivals

The Pick: Three-pot base Clubman is a ripper but the more frenetic S delivers
Cooper $34,900 L3T 1.5 100 220 M6 1300 9.1 — 5.4 95 53 F
Cooper $34,900 L3T 1.5 100 220 A6 1320 9.1 — 5.4 95 53 02/16 F
Cooper S $42,900 L4T 2.0 141 280 M6 1360 7.2 — 6.3 95 54 F
Cooper S $42,900 L4T 2.0 141 280 A8 1390 7.1 — 5.9 95 54 F
Cooper JCW $51,800 L4T 1.6 155 280 M6 1205 6.8 — 7.0 95 57 F

Countryman A large-Mini paradox
Plenty of driving fizz and Mini character in a more practical SUV-ish body

 Needs a 2.0-litre, or more boost, to deal with the extra weight
 The Pick: A fine drive, but the (more conservative) VW Tiguan is a smarter choice

 $34,150 L4 1.6 90 160 M6 1265 10.5 — 6.5 95 58  F
 $37,155 L4 1.6 90 160 A6 1295 10.5 — 6.5 95 59  F
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Mitsubishi
5yr/130,000km

www.mitsubishi-motors.com.au

D $36,950 L4TD 1.6 82 270 M6 1310 10.9 — 4.4 D 58  F
D $39,300 L4TD 2.0 82 270 A6 1335 11.3 — 5.6 D 58  F
S $42,550 L4T 1.6 135 240 M6 1310 7.6 — 6.6 95 59 01/12 F
S $50,555 L4T 1.6 135 240 A6 1335 7.9 — 7.5 95 59  F
S ALL4 $45,500 L4T 1.6 135 240 M6 1380 7.6 — 7.3 95 60  A
S ALL4 $47,555 L4T 1.6 135 240 A6 1405 8.2 15.9 8.1 95 60 06/11 A
SD ALL4 $46,990 L4TD 2.0 105 305 M6 1395 9.4 — 4.9 D 60  A
JCW ALL4 $56,900 L4T 1.6 160 280 M6 1405 7.0 — 8.0 98 60  A

Paceman Not just a Countryman coupe
Sharp dynamics; cabin improvements; rear-seat space; uniqueness

  $2K extra for fewer doors; Aussies miss out on fuel-saving tech; tardy base models
 The Pick: Take the Paceman S. More fun and worth the extra dosh

 $34,150 L4 1.6 90  160 M6 1255 10.4 — 6.5 95 56  F
 $37,205 L4 1.6 90 160 A6 1275 10.8 — 6.5 95 55 10/13 F
S $42,550 L4T 1.6 140 240 M6 1380 7.5 — 6.6 95 55  F
S $44,900 L4T 1.6 140 240 A6 1405 7.8 — 7.5 95 55  F
JCW $56,900 L4T 1.6 165 280 M6 1475 6.9 — 8.0 95 55 09/13 A
JCW $59,250 L4T 1.6 160 280 A6 1495 6.9 — 8.3 95 55  A

TOP

AUDI
A3
e-tron

BMW
330e

230kW Electric-only range of 31km is nothing
special, but the X5 40e – with a 2.0-litre turbo-petrol
and 83kW electric motor – makes up for it with
decent power and 450Nm of torque.

150kW A 1.4-litre turbo-petrol engine blends with a
75kW electric motor for a combined 150kW, which
is perky enough in the A3 Sportback’s compact
five-door body.

185kW Rounding out the BMW-e-thon is the new
330e, with a 2.0-litre turbo-petrol and 65kW electric
motor. Closely matched to the 330i on outputs, the
330e can also drive 37km on its electric motor alone.

BMW
X5 40e

BMW
i8

266kW A 96kW electric motor adds to the feisty 170kW
1.5-litre three-cylinder turbo-petrol to provide
0-100km/h performance claim of 4.4sec. 570Nm of
torque ain’t bad, either. Looks meaner than it goes.

MITSUBISHI
OUTLANDER
PHEV

149kW Only the second plug-in hybrid to 
come to Australia (behind Holden’s now-
gone Volt), the Outlander PHEV traded its 
third row of seats for battery space.

plug-in hybrids
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Micra Still without Europe’s boosted triple

Keenly-priced and well-kitted; revvy 1.2-litre triple; styling is ageing with dignity
 Tinny, basic and unrefined compared with larger light hatches; ST’s poor tyres

 The Pick: Base ST manual. Or a second-hand Mazda 2 Genki if you’re being really sensible
ST $13,490 L3  1.2  56  104  M5  943 13.2 18.8  5.9 91 41 06/15 F
ST $15,290 L3 1.2 56 104 A4 956 — — 6.5 91 41  F
Ti $16,990 L3 1.2 56 104 A4 969 — — 6.5 91 48 F

Pulsar Pulsar revived, but not the N14’s spirit

Vast cabin; big boot; keen pricing; revives a once-loved name; should be reliable
 Dull styling; no folding backrest; light steering; flaccid dynamics; mediocre performance

 The Pick: Something else – Mazda 3 and Corolla smashed Pulsar in a Wheels comparo
ST hatch $19,990 L4 1.8 96 174 M6 1208 — — 7.2 91 48  F
ST hatch $22,240 L4 1.8 96 174 C — — — 6.7 91 47  F
ST sedan $19,990 L4 1.8 96 174 M6 — — — 7.2 91 47 06/13 F
ST sedan $22,290 L4 1.8 96 174 C — — — 6.7 91 46  F
ST-L hatch $20,990 L4 1.8 96 174 M6 1230 — — 7.2 91 48  F
ST-L hatch $23,240 L4 1.8 96 174 C — — — 6.7 91 47  F
ST-L sedan $22,490 L4 1.8 96 174 M6 — — — 7.2 91 48  F
ST-L sedan $24,790 L4 1.8 96 174 C — — — 6.7 91 47  F
SSS hatch $25,990 L4T 1.6 140 240 M6 1304 — — 7.7 95 50 08/13 F
SSS hatch $28,490 L4T 1.6 140 240 C — — — 7.8 95 49  F
SSS sedan $26,990 L4T 1.6 140 240 M6 — — — 7.8 95 48  F
SSS sedan $29,290 L4T 1.6 140 240 C — — — 7.8 95 48 F

Altima Maxima be gone

Impressively punchy and refined four-pot/CVT combo; well-equipped; roomy; cheap-ish
 V6 is too much for Altima’s front-end to handle; terminal understeer; rental-car styling

 The Pick: ST-L has a sweet drivetrain, plenty of kit and better wheels than the dowdy ST
ST $29,990 L4 2.5 127 230 C 1435 — — 7.5 91 37 01/14 F
ST-L $35,990 L4 2.5 127 230 C 1451 — — 7.5 91 38  F
Ti $40,490 L4 2.5 127 230 C 1467 — — 7.5 91 39  F
Ti-S $45,490 V6 3.5 183 312 C 1536 — — 9.3 91 36 F

Leaf Drive-away electric

Purpose-built electric, with loads of torque; supremely smooth; classy, techy interior
 Regenerative braking, steering and handling all a bit weird-burger and/or artificial

The Pick: Um, the Leaf – especially at its current $39,990 driveaway price
 $39,990 E 80 280 A1 1525 11.9 — 45 09/11 F

370Z Nissan’s cut-price Cayman

Fast and sharp; big-hearted V6; sweetly balanced; trick auto-blip manual on downshifts
 Engine still coarse; manual shift a tad clunky; ride quality on rough roads 

 The Pick: It’s no son-of-Godzilla, but a tyre fryin’ hoot on smooth hotmix
 $56,930 V6 3.7 245 363 M6 1471 5.6 13.8 10.5 95 64 06/09 R
 $59,930 V6 3.7 245 363 A7 1485 5.7 13.8 10.5 95 64 12/09 R

370Z Roadster … and Nissan’s cut-price Boxster

Same virtues as the coupe, but the V6 should sound sweeter top-down
 137kg extra weight is like having a Biggest Loser contestant on board, all of the time

 The Pick: Auto is slick and intuitive, but we’d still opt for the manual   
 $65,930 V6 3.7 245 363  M6 1608 — — 11.2 95 64 01/10 R
 $68,930 V6 3.7 245 363  A7 1618 — — 11.2 95 64  R

GT-R Godzilla: the third season

Cutting-edge tech delivers supercar pace and dynamics, mixed with user-friendliness
Very firm ride over rough urban tarmac; dual-clutch ’box is clunky at low speeds

The Pick: Base Premium gets all the grunt and all-paw ability
Premium $172,000 V6TT 3.8 404 628 S6 1740 3.2 11.2 11.7 98 53 12/13 A
Luxury $177,000 V6TT 3.8 404 628 S6 1740 — — 11.7 98 53 A
Black Edition $182,500 V6TT 3.8 404 628 S6 1740 — — 11.7 98 53 A

Juke Still a head-turner

Brings individuality to small crossovers; punchy 140kW turbo; chirpy new ST manual
Busy urban ride; noisy CVT; heavy Ti-S AWD; styling a compilation, but no best-of

The Pick: Ti-S with torque-vectoring AWD is a wannabe Godzilla, but go the 1.2 turbo ST
ST $23,490 L4T 1.2 85 190 M5 1163 — — 5.6 95 52 06/13 F
ST $24,490 L4 1.6 86 158 C 1205 — — 6.3 95 52 F
Ti-S $29,790 L4T 1.6 140 240 M6 1300 — — 6.0 95 50 F
Ti-S $33,490 L4T 1.6 140 240 C 1431 — — 6.5 95 52 A

Qashqai Dualis takes a back seat with new model

Clever packaging combined with a sharp price; handles like a jumped-up hatchback
Performance not its forte, though both engines try hard; no rear-seat air vents

The Pick: Base petrol ST with CVT auto, even if it misses out on the clever boot partitions
ST $25,850 L4 2.0 106 200 M6 1372 9.9 — 7.7 91 50 F
ST $28,490 L4 2.0 106 200 C 1408 10.1 — 6.9 91 50 09/14 F
Ti $32,890 L4 2.0 106 200 M6 1421 9.9 — 7.7 91 54 F
Ti $34,990 L4 2.0 106 200 C 1457 10.1 — 6.9 91 54 F
TS $33,590 L4TD 1.6 96 320 C 1556 11.1 — 4.9 D 52 F
TL $38,390 L4TD 1.6 96 320 C 1605 11.1 — 4.9 D 52 09/14 F

X-Trail Latest model a huge improvement

Less gawky looks; extra stretch adds third-row option; quiet, luxurious and roomy
Some trim still feels cheap; foot-operated park brake; ultimately lacking in finesse

The Pick: Sharp pricing on the front-drive ST auto looks the goods
ST $27,990 L4 2.0 106 200 M6 1437 — — 8.2 91 52 F
ST $30,490 L4 2.5 126 226 C 1470 — — 7.9 91 52 F
ST 7-seat $31,580 L4 2.5 126 226 C 1516 — — 8.1 91 50 F
ST 4WD $33,980 L4 2.5 126 226 C 1526 — — 8.3 91 52 A
ST-L $36,590 L4 2.5 126 226 C 1487 — — 7.9 91 52 F
ST-L 7-seat $37,590 L4 2.5 126 226 C 1533 — — 8.1 91 52  F
ST-L 4WD $39,490 L4 2.5 126 226 C 1543 10.3 17.4 8.3 91 50 08/14 A
Ti 4WD $45,190 L4 2.5 126 226 C 1574 — — 8.3 91 51  A
TS $35,380 L4TD 1.6 96 320 C — — — 5.3 D 44  F
TS 4WD $35,680 L4TD 1.6 96 320 M6 — — — 5.3 D 45  A
TL $46,280 L4TD 1.6 96 320 C — — — 5.3 D 47  F
TL 4WD $46,580 L4TD 1.6 96 320 M6 — — — 5.3 D 47 A

Pathfinder Less bush, more city

No longer a wagon version of a separate-chassis ute; big seven-seat interior; smooth V6
 2WD version is front-drive; appalling steering; no diesel; designed for middle America

 The Pick: Value-packed ST 4WD blends on-road grip with room for seven, plus luggage
ST 2WD $39,990 V6 3.5 190 325 C 1920 — — 9.9 91 58  R
ST 4WD $44,290 V6 3.5 190 325 C 1985 — — 10.2 91 54  A
ST Hybrid $42,990 L4HS 2.5 188 330 C 1969 — — 8.4  54  F
ST-L 2WD $50,490 V6 3.5 190 325 C 1960 — — 9.9 91 53 01/14 R
ST-L 4WD $54,490 V6 3.5 190 325 C 2025 — — 10.2 91 54  A
ST-L Hybrid $57,490 L4HS 2.5 188 330 C 2073 8.0 16.0 8.5  54 09/15 A
Ti 2WD $60,990 V6 3.5 190 325 C 2000 — — 9.9 91 54  R
Ti 4WD $65,090 V6 3.5 190 325 C 2065 — — 10.2 91 54  A
Ti Hybrid $68,090 L4HS 2.5 188 330 C 2073 — — 8.5 55 A

Y61 Patrol Hectares of 4WD for the money

Huge, roomy and oh-so-tough, as you’d expect with a Patrol; looks great covered in dirt
 Weight; dynamics; stuff-youse-all image when used in cities; almost as big as the QEII

 The Pick: You’ll feel like King of the Rodeo in an ST 3.0 manual, but she’s very agricultural  
DX 3.0 $53,890 L4TD 3.0 118 380 M5 2372 — — 10.9 D 49  A
ST 3.0 $57,390 L4TD 3.0 118 380 M5 2483 — — 10.9 D 50  A
ST Titanium $57,390 L4TD 3.0 118 380 M5 2483 — — 10.9 D 51 A

Y62 Patrol My dear, how you’ve blossomed

Posh V8 Patrol has graduated from Uni and is living in the eastern suburbs
 At 2.8 tonnes, it’s the heaviest ‘car’ on sale in Australia; V8 loves a binge drink

 The Pick: Base Ti over the ancient Y61 (see above). But is this really necessary?
Ti  $69,990 V8 5.6 298 560 A7 2800 — — 14.5 95 58  A
Ti-L $86,990 V8 5.6 298 560 A7 2829 — — 14.5 95 58 A

208 Pretty, well-priced
Charming three-pot turbo; sharper value and extra gear; plush seats; GTi great to drive

 Lacks a 308's polish and panache; polarising driving position; no turbo-triple manual
 The Pick: Three-pot turbo makes plenty of sense below $20K in the Access auto

Access $15,990 L3 1.2 60 118 M5 975 13.9 — 4.5 95 42  F
Access $18,990 L3T 1.2 81 205 A6 1070 10.9 — 4.5 95 43  F
Active $21,990 L3T 1.2 81 205 A6 1070 10.9 — 4.5 95 45  F
Allure $25,990 L3T 1.2 81 205 A6 1070 10.9 — 4.5 95 42  F
GT-Line $27,490 L3T 1.2 81 205 A6 1070 11.0 17.6 4.5 95 43 03/16 F
GTi $30,990 L4T 1.6 153 300 M6 1160 6.8 — 5.4 95 47  F

Peugeot
 3yr/100,000km

www.peugeot.com.au

3 Wheeler As weird as it gets
It’s a good way to stand out; there’s nothing else like it; character personified
It’s a good way to get laughed at; thirsty; lacking useful features like a windscreen...

The Pick: Something with four wheels, unless you have a really big garage
$97,500 V2 2.0 60 140 M5 550 6.0 — 9.3 95 61 R

Classic A synonym for ’old-gen’
Fabulously raw and lightweight roadsters; relatively affordable
Forget about cabin ergonomics or ride quality; definitely not practical

The Pick: This or a Caterham if your house backs onto a racetrack
R4/4 $95,800 L4 1.6 82 131 M6 868 8.0 — 6.3 95 67 R
Plus 4  $106,500 L4 2.0 115 201 M6 877 7.5 — 7.0 95 61 R
Roadster $143,000 V6 3.7 209 352 M6 950 5.5 — 9.8 95 67 R
Plus 8 $254,000 V8 4.8 270 490 M6 1100 4.5 — 12.1 95 50 R
Plus 8 $254,000 V8 4.8 270 490 A6 1100 4.5 — 12.1 95 50 R
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Pajero Mitsu’s staple family workhorse
Tough family transporter is also a proper off-roader; undercuts serious 4WD rivals

 Feels old (it is) and creaky; noisy diesel; ponderous dynamics; heavy
 The Pick: The thrifty diesel, but unless you venture off-road often, think Territory or CX-9  

GLX $50,990 L4TD 3.2 147 441 M5 2273 — — 8.4 D 51  A
GLX $53,990  L4TD 3.2  147 441 A5    2263    — — 8.6 D 51  A
GLS $58,990 L4TD 3.2 147 441 A5 2314 — — 8.6 D 51  A
Exceed  $65,990 L4TD 3.2  147 441 A5  2335 — — 9.2 D 57  A
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Cayman One of the world’s best Porsches
Even more of a driver’s car than the brilliant Boxster, and arguably a match for the 911
Power and torque deliberately held back to leave room for Porsche’s 911 flagship

The Pick: A manual – great as PDK is, nothing is better than a Porsche manual gearshift
$106,200 F6 2.7 202 290 M6 1310 5.7 — 8.2 98 57 06/12 R
$111,190 F6 2.7 202 290 S7 1340 5.6 13.7 7.7 98 57 10/13 R

S $139,000 F6 3.4 239 370 M6 1320 5.0 — 8.8 98 57 R
S $143,990 F6 3.4 239 370 S7 1350 4.9 — 8.0 98 57 R
GTS $160,500 F6 3.4 250 380 M6 1345 4.9 — 9.0 98 57 R
GTS $166,790 F6 3.4 250 380 S7 1375 4.8 — 8.2 98 57 07/14 R
GT4 $189,900 F6 3.8 283 420 M6 1340 4.4 10.3 98 57 05/15 R

911 Pushes supercar boundaries
Potent performance and dynamic depth; practical as a daily driver; it's Porsche's icon
That electric parking brake is a sign of the times, and the electric steering masks some feel

The Pick: Any, but Carrera S with Sport Chrono. Impossible to go wrong with a car this right
Carrera $208,200 F6 3.4 257 390 M7 1380 4.8 — 9.0 98 57 R
Carrera $214,150 F6 3.4 257 390 S7 1400 4.6 — 8.2 98 57 R
Carrera S $244,800 F6 3.8 294 440 M7 1395 4.6 12.6 9.5 98 57 10/13 R
Carrera S $250,750 F6 3.8 297 440 S7 1415 4.2 12.2 8.7 98 57 06/12 R
Carrera GTS $268,300 F6 3.8 316 440 M7 1425 4.4 — 9.5 98 57 R
Carrera GTS $275,690 F6 3.8 316 440 S7 1445 4.0 — 8.7 98 57 R
Carrera Cabriolet $229,500 F6 3.4 257 390 M7 1525 5.0 — 9.2 98 57 R
Carrera Cabriolet $235,450 F6 3.4 257 390 S7 1525 5.0 — 9.3 98 57 R
Carrera S Cabriolet $266,800 F6 3.8 294 440 M7 1540 4.7 — 9.7 98 57 05/12 R
Carrera S Cabriolet $272,750 F6 3.8 297 440 S7 1540 4.7 — 9.7 98 57 R
Carrera GTS Cab' $289,300 F6 3.8 316 440 M7 1495 4.6 — 9.7 98 57 R
Carrera GTS Cab' $296,690 F6 3.8 316 440 S7 1515 4.2 — 8.9 98 57 R
Carrera 4 $223,900 F6 3.4 257 390 M7 1505 4.9 — 9.5 98 57 A
Carrera 4 $229,850 F6 3.4 257 390 S7 1505 4.9 — 9.5 98 57 A
Carrera 4S $260,500 F6 3.8 294 440 M7 1520 4.5 — 10 98 57 A
Carrera 4S $266,450 F6 3.8 297 440 S7 1540 4.5 — 10 98 57 A
Carrera 4 GTS $283,700 F6 3.8 316 440 M7 1470 4.4 9.9 98 57 A
Carrera 4 GTS $291,090 F6 3.8 316 440 S7 1490 4.0 9.1 98 57 A
Carrera 4 Cabriolet $245,200 F6 3.4 257 390 M7 1575 5.1 — 9.5 98 57 A
Carrera 4 Cabriolet $251,150 F6 3.4 257 390 S7 1575 5.1 — 10 98 57 A
Carrera 4S Cabriolet $282,500 F6 3.8 294 440 M7 1535 4.7 — 10.0 98 57 A
Carrera 4S Cabriolet $288,450 F6 3.8 294 440 S7 1555 4.3 — 9.2 98 57 A
Carrera 4 GTS Cab $304,900 F6 3.8 316 440 M7 1540 4.6 — 10.0 98 57 A
Carrera 4 GTS Cab $312,290 F6 3.8 316 440 S7 1560 4.2 — 9.2 98 57 A
Carrera Targa 4 $249,600 F6 3.4 257 390 M7 1540 5.2 — 9.5 98 57 A
Carrera Targa 4 $255,550 F6 3.4 257 390 S7 1560 4.8 — 8.7 98 57 A
Carrera Targa 4S $286,800 F6 3.8 294 440 M7 1555 4.8 — 10.0 98 57 A
Carrera Targa 4S $292,750 F6 3.8 294 440 S7 1575 4.4 — 9.2 98 57 A
Carrera Targa 4 GTS $304,900 F6 3.8 316 440 M7 1560 4.7 — 10.0 98 57 A
Carrera Targa 4 GTS $312,290 F6 3.8 316 440 S7 1580 4.3 — 9.2 98 57 A
GT3 $293,200 F6 3.8 350 440 S7 1430 3.5 — 12.4 98 57 R
GT3 RS $387,300 F6 4.0 368 460 S7 1420 3.3 — 12.7 98 61 R
Turbo $366,100 F6TT 3.8 383 710 S7 1595 3.2 — 9.7 98 57 A
Turbo Cabriolet $396,000 F6TT 3.8 383 710 S7 1665 3.3 — 9.9 98 57 A
Turbo S $444,500 F6TT 3.8 412 750 S7 1605 3.1 11.1 9.7 98 57 03/14 A
Turbo S Cabriolet $466,500 F6TT 3.8 412 750 S7 1675 3.2 — 9.9 98 57 A

Panamera More booty than the Kardashians
Razor-sharp dynamics for a big ’un; honking twin-turbo V8; delightful rear-drive manuals
Ride is far from cosseting; only seats four; feels massive; too much junk in its trunk

The Pick: The 4S mixes a quick and creamy V8 with the best dynamics of the bunch
$204,200 V6 3.6 228 400 S7 1760 6.3 — 8.4 98 57 R

Diesel $208,400 V6TD 3.0 221 650 A8 1900 6.0 — 6.4 D 57 R
4 $216,400 V6 3.6 228 400 S7 1820 6.1 — 8.7 98 57 A
S $288,900 V8 4.8 309 520 S7 1810 5.1 — 8.7 98 57 R
S E-Hybrid $285,300 V6H 3.0 306 590 S7 2095 5.5 — 3.1 98 57 R
4S $300,700 V6TT 3.0 309 520 S7 1870 4.8 — 8.9 98 57 A
GTS $319,700 V8 4.8 316 520 S7 1920 4.5 — 10.7 98 57 A
Turbo $383,000 V8TT 4.8 382 700 S7 1970 4.1 — 10.2 98 57 A
Turbo S $444,200 V8TT 4.8 419 750 S7 1995 3.8 — 10.2 98 57 A

Macan For them poorer folk
Stuttgart’s smallest tractor is also its cheapest; not a clone of its Audi Q5 cousin
Hefty twin-turbo V6 power lost on a high-riding SUV; sports pedigree is marketing spin

The Pick: The diesel, as the V6 talks the torquey talk without attempting the sporty walk
S Diesel $88,000 V6T 3.0 190 580 S7 1880 6.3 — 6.3 D 63 08/14 A
S $89,300 V6TT 3.0 250 460 S7 1865 5.4 — 9.0 98 63 A
Turbo $125,800 V6TT 3.6 294 550 S7 1925 4.8 — 9.2 98 63 A

Cayenne Now larger, lighter and less ugly
Drives like a Porsche on road, and decent off-road; rousing atmo and stonking TT V8s

 Hybrid more exxy and thirsty than Diesel (at least it’s quicker), and feels a little artificial
 The Pick: Greenies won’t like you anyway, so give ’em good reason with the 382kW Turbo

Diesel $106,100 V6TD 3.0 193 580 A8 2110 7.2 — 6.6 D 63  A
$107,600 V6 3.6 220 400 A8 2040 7.6 — 9.2 95 63  A

S Diesel $144,400 V8TTD 4.2 283 850 A8 2215 5.3 — 8.0 D 63  A
S $141,200 V6TT 3.6 309 550 A8 2085 5.4 — 9.5 95 63 01/15 A
S E-Hybrid $140,800 V6H 3.6 306 590 A8 2350 5.9 — 3.4 95 63 12/14 A
GTS $154,200 V6TT 3.6 324 600 A8 2110 5.1  9.8 98 63  A
Turbo $232,900 V8TT 4.8 382 750 A8    2185 4.4 — 11.2 98 63  A
Turbo S $284,300 V8TT 4.8 419 800 A8 2235 4.1  11.5 98 63  A
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2008 Return to French form
Terrific three-pot; supple ride; adjustable handling; great packaging; commendably light
Auto is an ancient four-speed; diesel is grumbly and expensive; instrument location

The Pick: The lovable three-pot 1.2, or wait for the brilliant turbo version due shortly
1.2 Active $22,490 L3 1.2 60 118 M5 1022 13.5 — 4.9 95 50 12/13 F
1.6 Active $25,490 L4 1.6 88 160 A4 1113 11.2 — 6.5 95 53 F
1.6 Allure $30,990 L4 1.6 88 160 A4 1113 11.2 — 6.5 95 52 F
1.6 e-HDi Outdoor $32,990 L4TD 1.6 68 230 M5 1131 11.5 — 4.0 D 54 F

308 Best Pug this century
Smart styling; entry-level triple is a belter; terrific dynamics; well equipped for the money
Torsion-beam rear felt at times; ride on big wheels; ventilation controls in touchscreen

The Pick: The 1.2 turbo triple is a rip-snorter, even as an auto, and so is the diesel wagon
Access $21,990 L3T 1.2 96 230 M6 1090 9.3 16.5 4.6 95 47 04/15 F
Access $23,990 L3T 1.2 96 230 A6 1150 9.1 — 5.1 95 48 F
Active $28,340 L3T 1.2 96 230 A6 1150 9.1 — 5.1 95 50 12/14 F
Allure $32,790 L4T 1.6 110 240 A6 1255 8.5 — 6.5 95 50 F
Allure HDi $35,290 L4TD 2.0 110 370 A6 1310 8.6 — 4.1 D 51 F
Allure Premium $36,440 L4T 1.6 110 240 A6 1255 8.5 6.5 95 51 F
Allure Premium HDi $38,940 L4TD 2.0 110 370 A6 1310 8.6 — D 51 F
Allure Touring $35,490 L4T 1.6 110 240 A6 — 6.5 95 51 05/15 F
Allure Touring HDi $37,990 L4TD 2.0 110 370 A6 1420 8.9 — 4.2 D 52 F
Allure Touring Prem $39,140 L4T 1.6 110 240 A6 — 6.5 95 51 F
Allure T Prem HDi $41,640 L4TD 2.0 110 370 A6 — D 51 F
GT $41,990 L4T 1.6 151 285 M6 1200 7.5 — 5.6 95 54 05/15 F
GT BlueHDi $42,990 L4TD 2.0 133 400 A6 1320 8.4 — 4.0 D 54 05/15 F
GTi 250 $44,990 L4T 1.6 184 330 M6 1205 6.2 — 6.0 95 55 F
GTi 270 $49,990 L4T 1.6 200 330 M6 1205 6.0 — 6.0 95 55 F

3008 Compact, yet versatile Frenchie
Quirky-looking compact SUV of sorts; stylish, flexible interior; solid drivetrains
No manuals; steering and ride far from class-leading; invisible image; not pretty

The Pick: Lightly updated and freshly specced, the 3008 is far from a stand-out Peugeot
Active Turbo $35,490 L4T 1.6 115 240 A6 1480 9.5 — 7.7 95 48 F
Active HDi $38,990 L4TD 2.0 120 340 A6 1539 10.2 — 6.6 D 48 F

308 CC Style, of sorts, over substance
Fairly glam to look at, with a slick interior; impressive diesel and six-speed auto
It’s expensive, heavy and lacks any notion of sportiness

The Pick: Surely an Audi A3 Cabriolet instead of this hangover from last decade
Allure $52,990 L4T 1.6 115 240 A6 1533 9.8 — 7.7 95 49 F

508 Mid-size for non-conformists
Price and equipment; roomy, quality interior; GT’s punch and capable dynamics
Regular models lack the handling of the GT; all lack the serene ride of Peugeots past

The Pick: GT HDi is semi-sporting and a valid premium-Japanese alternative
Active $37,990 L4T 1.6 121 240 A6 1410 8.9 — 5.6 95 48 F
Allure HDi $45,990 L4TD 2.0 120 340 A6 1520 9.2 — 5.4 D 50 F
Allure HDi Touring $48,990 L4TD 2.0 120 340 A6 1540 9.5 — 5.5 D 50 F
GT HDi $59,990 L4TD 2.0 133 400 A6 1540 8.6 — 4.4 D 51 F
GT HDi Touring $62,990 L4TD 2.0 133 400 A6 1676 8.6 — 4.6 D 51 F

RCZ Peugeot rediscovers styling
As voluptuous as a Parisian waitress; sharp handling and great balance of manual 1.6T
Petrol turbo could use more grunt; diesel a questionable mismatch for this coupe role

The Pick: Turbo petrol manual is great fun and value, as is the ballsy RCZ-R
$58,990 L4T 1.6 147 275 M6 1372 7.5 — 6.9 95 47 02/11 F
$58,990 L4T 1.6 115 240 A6 1372 8.4 — 7.3 95 47 02/11 F

HDi $58,990 L4TD 2.0 120 340 M6 1445 8.2 — 5.3 D 47 11/10 F
R $68,990 L4T 1.6 199 330 M6 1280 6.5 14.3 6.3 95 51 06/15 F

4008 Mitsubishi ASX puts on a beret
Improved styling and suspension damping over the Mitsubishi ASX on which it’s based
Steering and handling; refinement; plasticky Mitsu’ interior; not remotely French

The Pick: A better-looking ASX, but lacks the dynamics of a Qashqai or Subaru XV
Active FWD $27,990 L4 2.0 110 197 M5 — — 7.7 95 54 F
Active AWD $30,990 L4 2.0 110 197 M5 1440 — — 7.9 95 54 08/12 A
Active AWD $33,490 L4 2.0 110 197 C 1470 10.9 — 8.1 95 51 A
Allure AWD $38,490 L4 2.0 110 197 C 1470 10.9 — 8.1 95 51 08/12 A

Porsche
3yr/unlimited

www.porsche.com.au

Boxster One of the world’s best cars
Superb balance, engines, looks and interior – new Boxster rates almost a perfect 10

 As with 911, electric parking brake and electric steering won’t please the purists
 The Pick: Any of them – base is creamy, lovely; the S is harder, edgier

 $104,700 F6 2.7 195 280 M6 1310 5.8 —  8.2 98 57  R
 $109,690 F6 2.7 195 280 S7 1340 5.7 — 7.7 98 57 05/12 R
S $131,100 F6 3.4 232 360 M6 1320 5.1 — 8.8 98 57 05/12 R
S $136,090 F6 3.4 232 360 S7 1350 4.7 12.9 8.0 98 57 11/13 R
GTS $148,200 F6 3.4 243 370 M6 1345 5.0 — 9.0 98 57  R
GTS $154,490 F6 3.4 243 370 S7 1375 4.9 — 8.2 98 57  R
Spyder $168,600 F6 3.8 276 420 M6 1315 4.5  9.9 98 57  R
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Renault
5yr/unlimited km

www.renault.com.au

Clio Fashion and fun, especially the RS
Charming new Clio blends dynamic excellence with terrific new turbocharged engines
1.2 turbo dual-clutch only; some (optional) colour-coding looks cheap; no rear airbags

The Pick: The Expression three-pot manual, or the superb Renaultsport in base trim
Authentique TCe90 $18,000 L3T 0.9 66 135 M5 1019 12.2 — 4.5 95 43 F
Expression TCe90 $19,500 L3T 0.9 66 135 M5 1019 12.2 — 4.5 95 47 10/13 F
Expression TCe120 $21,500 L4T 1.2 88 190 S6 1104 10.6 17.6 5.2 95 47 03/15 F
Dynamique TCe120 $25,000 L4T 1.2 88 190 S6 1104 9.4 — 5.2 95 49 10/13 F
GT $26,500 L4T 1.2 88 190 S6 1120 9.4 — 5.2 95 49 F
GT Premium $30,000 L4T 1.2 88 190 S6 1120 10.9 17.9 5.2 95 50 03/16 F
RS200 Sport $30,000 L4T 1.6 147 240 S6 1218 6.7 14.9 6.3 95 52 F
RS200 Cup $33,000 L4T 1.6 147 240 S6 1218 6.9 15.0 6.3 95 54 02/14 F
RS200 Sport Prem. $35,000 L4T 1.6 147 240 S6 1218 6.7 14.9 6.3 95 51 F
RS200 Cup Prem. $38,000 L4T 1.6 147 240 S6 1218 6.7 14.9 6.3 95 51 F

Megane Handling champs
RS265 is brilliant; GT220 is a cracking fast wagon; re-platformed base cars handle well
No GT-Line manuals for Australia; Renault’s build quality is far from Japanese-perfect

The Pick: The RS265 – it’s our hot-hatch benchmark. Or the feisty GT220 wagon
Authentique $22,000 L4T 1.2 97 205 M6 1205 10.7 17.4 5.6 95 44 04/15 F
Authentique $24,000 L4T 1.2 97 205 S6 1247 10.9 — 5.6 95 44 F
Authentique $27,000 L4TD 1.5 81 240 S6 1250 11.7 — 4.5 D 45 F
GT-Line $27,500 L4T 1.2 97 205 S6 1247 10.9 — 5.6 95 48 F
GT-Line $30,500 L4TD 1.5 81 240 S6 1290 11.7 — 4.5 D 48 F
GT-Line Premium $31,500 L4T 1.2 97 205 S6 1247 10.9 — 5.6 95 48 F
GT-Line Premium $34,500 L4TD 1.5 81 240 S6 1290 11.7 — 4.5 D 49 F
Dynamique Wagon $28,500 L4T 1.2 97 205 S6 1252 10.9 — 5.6 95 52 F
Dynamique Wagon $31,000 L4TD 1.5 81 240 S6 1288 11.7 — 4.5 D 48 F
GT-Line Wagon $30,000 L4T 1.2 97 205 S6 1252 10.9 — 5.6 95 48 F
GT-Line Wagon $32,500 L4TD 1.5 81 240 S6 1288 11.7 — 4.5 D 48 F
GT-Line Prem Wag $34,000 L4T 1.2 97 205 S6 1252 10.9 — 5.6 95 48 F
GT-Line Prem Wag $36,500 L4TD 1.5 81 240 S6 1288 11.7 — 4.5 D 48 F
GT 220 $37,000 L4T 2.0 162 340 M6 1326 7.6 — 7.3 98 47 F
GT 220 Wagon $38,500 L4T 2.0 162 340 M6 1388 7.2 14.9 7.3 98 51 09/13 F
GT 220 Premium $41,000 L4T 2.0 162 340 M6 1326 7.6 — 7.3 98 47 F
GT 220 Prem Wagon $42,500 L4T 2.0 162 340 M6 1388 7.6 — 7.3 98 52 F
RS265 Cup $44,000 L4T 2.0 195 360 M6 1374 6.5 14.5 7.5 98 54 04/13 F
RS265 Cup Premium $48,000 L4T 2.0 195 360 M6 1374 6.0 — 7.5 98 55 F
RS275 Trophy $53,000 L4T 2.0 202 360 M6 1376 6.0 — 7.5 98 56 03/15 F

Megane CC Pretty on the outside
Cheaper than a VW Eos; newfound sense of style; smooth and reasonably sturdy
2.0-litre and CVT struggle with all that folding-hardtop lard; deserves a low-boost turbo

The Pick: Arguably the sporty GT-Line, though Holden's slick new Cascada is cheaper
Dynamique $40,500 L4 2.0 103 195 C 1596 11.7 — 8.1 95 50 — F
GT-Line $47,500 L4 2.0 103 195 C 1596 11.7 — 8.1 95 49 — F

Latitude Bottom of the mid-size pile
Equipment for the price; torquey turbo-diesel undercuts syrupy V6

 Lacks ride comfort and handling balance; average performance; it’s a Samsung SM5
 The Pick: A Mondeo, Passat, Skoda Superb or Mazda 6 are all superior options

Dynamique $38,500 V6 3.5 174 330 A6 — — — 10.5 95 35 06/11 F
Dynamique $37,500 L4TD 2.0 127 380 A6 1620 — — 6.5 D 40  F
Privilege $44,500 V6 3.5 174 330 A6 — — — 10.5 95 40 07/11 F
Privilege $43,500 L4TD 2.0 127 380 A6 1620 — — 6.5 D 41  F
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Preve Last shot at success
Smart looks; keen pricing; five-year service package; Lotus-developed suspension

 Underwhelming engine; poor cabin quality; lack of overall appeal
 The Pick: Proton’s five-star support package has appeal, if you treat cars as appliances

GX $15,490 L4 1.6 80 150 M5 1305 12.0 — 7.2 95 38  F
GX $17,490 L4 1.6 80 150 C 1325 12.5 — 7.4 95 38  F
GXR $22,990 L4T 1.6 103 205 C 1356 9.6 — 8.6 95 40 F

Suprima S S is for sport, we're told
Heaps of standard gear; safe in a crash; better looker than already sharp Preve sedan

 Preve turbo is slightly faster to 100km/h; manual gearbox option not here yet
 The Pick: Wait for the Super Premium before doing anything rash

GX $20,990 L4T 1.6 103 205 C 1355 9.9 — 8.8 95 39 F
GXR $25,790 L4T 1.6 103 205 C 1370 9.9 — 8.8 95 41 F

Exora Australia's most affordable 7-seater
Driveaway pricing; solid after-sales service; spacious and flexible interior

 Four star ANCAP safety; lacking performance; no cruise control on GX; no curtain airbags
 The Pick: Exora GXR gains useful kit including leather, reverse camera and cruise 

GX $25,990 L4T 1.6 103 205 C 1475 — — 8.2 91 56  F
GXR $27,990 L4T 1.6 103 205 C 1485 — — 8.2 91 56  F 

Captur Très chic
Brings high style to the baby SUV segment; supple dynamics; plush seats; packaging

 100kg weight gain takes the shine off Clio's drivetrains; laggy dual-clutch gearbox
 The Pick: Reduced price and weight of charming TCe90 three-pot manual earns our vote

Expression TCe90 $23,500 L3T 0.9 66 135 M5 1134 13.0 — 4.9 95 48  F
Expression TCe120 $26,500 L4T 1.2 88 190 S6 1215 10.9 — 5.4 95 51  F
Dynamique TCe120 $30,000 L4T 1.2 88 190 S6 1215 11.1 18.0 5.4 95 50 05/15 F

Koleos Euro badge without Euro flair
Prettier facelift; plusher cabin with space up front; lots of cubbies; smart split tailgate

 Mediocre drivetrains and dynamics (it’s X-Trail-based); tight rear seat
 The Pick: A French-badged SUV, made in Korea, with Japanese underpinnings. No thanks

Expression 4x2 $29.500 L4 2.5 126 226 M6 1557 — — 9.6 95 46  F
Expression 4x2 $29,990 L4 2.5 126 226 C 1557 — — 9.3 95 46  F
Bose Edition 4x2 $36,500 L4 2.5 126 226 C 1557 — — 9.3 95 48  F
Bose Edition 4x4 $41,500 L4 2.5 126 226 C 1680 10.6 17.6 9.5 95 48 08/14 A
Bose Edition 4x4 $43,500 L4TD 2.0 127 320 A6 1789 — — 7.6 D 48  A
Sport Way 4x2 $37,490 L4 2.5 126 226 C 1622 — — 9.3 D 54  F
Sport Way 4x2 $39,490 L4TD 2.0 127 320 A6 1762 — — 7.0  D 54  F
Privilege 4x4 $45,240 L4 2.5 126 226 C 1557 — — 9.5 95 58  A
Privilege 4x4 $47,240 L4TD 2.0 127 320 A6 1789 — — 7.6 D 58  A
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Rolls-Royce
 

www.rolls-roycemotorcars.com

Ghost ’Baby’ of the range Rolls on

Presence and grace, without arrogance; stonking V12; suicide (sorry, ’coach’) rear doors
 Shares plenty of mechanicals with 7 Series, but who cares when it’s this impressive?

 The Pick: You've decided on the Roller, so money is no object - go the long wheelbase
 $595,000 V12TT 6.6 420 780 A8 2360 4.9 — 13.6 95 63 08/10 R
EWB $675,000 V12TT 6.6 420 780 A8 — — — 13.7 95 63 R

Wraith Silent coupe assassin

Subtly flamboyant styling; super-smooth and effortlessly powerful; rarity; presence
 At 5.3m long and nearly 2.4 tonnes, there's a limit to the Wraith's dynamic credentials

The Pick: Just the one Sir (or Madam), but no coupe on earth will make life so easy
 $645,000 V12TT 6.6 465 800 A8 2360 4.6 14.0 95 53 R

Phantom Perennial land-yacht still magnificent

Powerful, stately engine; jaw-dropping presence; ultra-luxe cabin; suicide doors
 Sheer size hugely intimidating for all concerned, as is Phantom’s million-dollar pricetag

 The Pick: Any of them: the sedan is as palatial as they come; coupe dials up the sex factor 
 $855,000 V12 6.7 338 720 A8 2649 5.9 — 14.8 95 61 05/04 R
EWB $990,000 V12 6.7 338 720 A8 2670 5.9 — 14.9 95 61  R
Coupe $995,000 V12 6.7 338 720 A8 2629 5.6 — 14.8 95 61  R
Drophead $1,075,000 V12 6.7 338 720 A8 2630 — — 14.8 95 61 R

Fabia A Polo with more

More personality than a Polo; classy interior; tractable engines; safety and equipment
 Cruise not standard; sports suspension lacks suppleness; low-speed steering feel

 The Pick: Practicality of the wagon makes it a winner, and stick with the base 66TSI
66TSI $15,990 L4T 1.2 66 160 M5 1042 10.9 — 4.8 95 48  F
66TSI wagon $17,140 L4T 1.2 66 160 M5 1066 11.0 — 4.8 95 48 09/15 F
81TSI $20,290 L4T 1.2 81 175 S7 1087 9.4 — 4.8 95 50 09/15 F
81TSI wagon $21,440 L4T 1.2 81 175 S7 1111 9.6 — 4.8 95 50 F

Rapid Spaceback Space, the family frontier

Expanded and brilliantly packaged Polo platform; Mk6 Golf's gutsy 90TSI turbo four
 Dark and dull interior reflects its budget status; not a handling hero; old-gen VW tech

 The Pick: The cheaper, the better, because the Rapid is a long way from Skoda's best
81TSI Ambition $17,990 L4T 1.2 81 175 M6 1155 10.2 — 5.4 95 42 08/14 F
92TSI Ambition $20,990 L4T 1.4 92 200 S7 1210 9.4 — 6.0 95 43  F
81TSI Monte Carlo $22,990 L4T 1.2 81 175 M6 1155 10.2 — 5.4 95 44  F
92TSI Monte Carlo $25,790 L4T 1.4 92 200 S7 1210 9.4 — 6.0 95 45 08/14 F

Yeti Not at all abominable

Ultra-compact MPV/SUV that prioritises cabin- and drivetrain-efficiency; brilliant 90TSI
 No AWD petrol option; 4x4 is almost Tiguan money; small boot; some NVH issues

 The Pick: Now even cheaper front-drive 1.2 turbo is light, roomy and great value
Active 77TSI $24,390 L4T 1.2 77 175 M6 1380 11.4 — 6.0 95 43  F
Active 77TSI $25,790 L4T 1.2 77 175 S7 1410 11.7 — 6.7 95 44  F
Ambition 90TSI $29,190 L4T 1.4 90 200 S7 1445 10.6 — 6.8 95 44 07/14 F
Outdoor 103TDI 4x4 $34,390 L4TD 2.0 103 350 S6 1595 10.2 — 6.7 D 50 A

Octavia Unbeatable space for your dollar

Spacious interior; enormous luggage capacity; eager and efficient engines; great value
 Only upper-spec models get multi-link IRS; restless ride of torsion-beam base models

 The Pick: Definitely the Golf GTI's girthy, value-packed sister, the RS, in vast wagon form
Ambition  $22,490 L4T 1.4 103 250 M6 1302 8.4 — 5.7 95 50 02/14 F
Ambition  $23,990 L4T 1.4 103 250 S7 1317 8.5 — 5.2 95 50  F
Ambition wagon $23,990 L4T 1.4 103 250 M6 1340 8.5 — 5.7 95 50  F
Ambition wagon $25,340 L4T 1.4 103 250 S7 1355 8.6 — 5.2 95 49  F

Skoda
3yr/unlimited km  

www.skoda.com.au

Proton
5yr/150,000km

www.proton.com.au

P O W E R E D  B Y
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2.0i-S hatch $27,400 F4 2.0 110 196 C 1385 11.1 — 6.8 91 56 04/12 A
2.0i-S sedan $27,900 F4 2.0 110 196 C 1385 11.1 — 6.8 91 56 04/12 A

XV XV gets jack of Impreza
Cool colours, black alloys and extra ground clearance; more fun than an Impreza
Minuscule boot; non-switchable ESC kills the fun factor on dirt; deserves Forester’s 2.5

The Pick: Rivals Qashqai, ASX and S-Cross. We’d go Qashqai, though the XV has its appeal
2.0i $26,490 F4 2.0 110 196 M6 1390 10.5 — 7.3 91 52 A
2.0i $28,990 F4 2.0 110 196 C 1420 10.7 — 7.5 91 52 A
2.0i-L $29,990 F4 2.0 110 196 M6 1405 10.5 — 7.3 91 54 A
2.0i-L $32,490 F4 2.0 110 196 C 1435 10.7 — 7.5 91 52 A
2.0i-S $32,490 F4 2.0 110 196 M6 1415 10.5 — 7.3 91 54 A
2.0i-S $34,990 F4 2.0 110 196 C 1445 10.7 — 7.5 91 54 03/12 A

WRX New-generation icon
Rex and STi finally get the chassis fluidity they deserve, and good cabins, for a top price
WRX lacks STi's better-quality seats and its 17-inch alloys look tiny; unyielding ride

The Pick: Despite WRX's all-new engine, the sharply focused STi is worth the extra coin
$38,990 F4T 2.0 197 350 M6 1469 6.0 — 9.2 95 57 A
$40,990 F4T 2.0 197 350 C 1527 6.3 — 8.6 95 57 08/14 A

Premium $44,890 F4T 2.0 197 350 M6 1504 6.0 — 9.2 95 58 05/14 A
Premium $45,990 F4T 2.0 197 350 C 1562 6.3 — 8.6 95 58 A
STi $49,490 F4T 2.5 221 407 M6 1525 4.9 — 10.4 98 61 A
STi Premium $55,390 F4T 2.5 221 407 M6 1537 5.3 13.6 10.4 98 61 09/14 A

Liberty Ugly no longer
Massive price cuts and a big lift in style; classy interior; smooth refinement; AWD grip
Numb steering; unsettled ride; no manuals or GTs; 2.5i doesn't sound like a flat four

The Pick: Not the driver's car it once was, but if you can stretch to it, the 3.6R
2.5i $29,990 F4 2.5 129 235 C 1542 9.6 — 7.3 91 55 03/15 A
2.5i Premium $35,990 F4 2.5 129 235 C 1568 9.6 — 7.3 91 57 A
3.6R Premium $42,490 F6 3.6 191 350 C 1645 7.3 15.3 9.9 91 57 02/15 A

Outback Classy SUV alternative
Better-riding than Liberty; neat styling; extensive equipment; impressive CVT tranny
No petrol manuals; weirdly weighted steering; flat six is so smooth it lacks character

The Pick: Arguably better than its Liberty stablemate in all drivetrain variations
2.5i $35,990 F4 2.5 129 235 C 1597 10.2 — 7.3 91 54 03/15 A
2.5i Premium $41,990 F4 2.5 129 235 C 1628 10.2 — 7.3 91 55 A
2.0D $35,490 F4TD 2.0 110 350 M6 1630 9.7 5.7 D 54 A
2.0D $38,490 F4TD 2.0 110 350 C 1684 9.9 — 6.3 D 55 A
2.0D Premium $41,990 F4TD 2.0 110 350 M6 1668 9.7 — 5.7 D 55 A
2.0D Premium $44,990 F4TD 2.0 110 350 C 1723 9.9 17.0 6.3 D 56 07/15 A
3.6R Premium $48,490 F6 3.6 191 350 C 1702 7.6 — 9.9 95 56 02/15 A

BRZ Brilliantly engineered by Subaru
Superb steering, balance; engine above 4500rpm; driveaway pricing; free servicing
Sounds like a Forester at low revs; not as rapid as a WRX; same wheels as the Toyota

The Pick: Same as Toyota 86, but slightly less oversteery. Your choice
$37,150 F4 2.0 147 205 M6 1256 7.6 — 7.8 98 61 09/12 R
$39,730 F4 2.0 147 205 A6 1286 8.2 — 7.1 98 61 R

Forester Subtly satisfying
Spacious cabin; fluid handling; impressive ride and refinement; XT's impressive pace
Engines don't really sound like flat fours any more; full-size spare robs boot space

The Pick: Alongside BRZ and terrific new WRX, it’s the best Subaru on sale
2.0i-L $29,990 F4 2.0 110 198 M6 1500 10.6 — 7.2 90 52 A
2.5i-L $32,990 F4 2.5 126 235 C 1530 10.1 17.2 8.1 90 54 08/14 A
2.5i-S $39,490 F4 2.5 126 235 C 1567 9.9 — 8.1 90 55 A
2.0D-L $33,490 F4TD 2.0 108 350 M6 1571 10.2 — 5.9 D 54 06/13 A
2.0D-L $35,490 F4TD 2.0 108 350 C 1635 — — 6.3 D 54 A
2.0D-S $39,490 F4TD 2.0 108 350 M6 1588 10.2 — 5.9 D 55 A
2.0D-S $41,490 F4TD 2.0 108 350 C 1643 — — 6.4 D 55 A
XT $40,990 F4T 2.0 177 350 C 1643 7.5 — 8.1 95 55 A
XT Premium $47,990 F4T 2.0 177 350 C 1657 7.0 15.1 8.1 95 56 11/15 A

Celerio Cheap seats ain’t so bad
Drive-away pricing; rear seatbelt reminders; peppy three-pot; decent ride and handling
Looks geeky; ridiculous name; steering a bit vague; CVT slippage at full throttle

 The Pick: Sweet manual gearbox makes Suzuki's toaster-on-wheels better than it looks
$12,990* L3 1.0 50 90 M5 830 12.9 18.6 4.7 91 46 06/15 F
$13,990* L3 1.0 50 90 C 860 13.5 — 4.8 91 46 02/16 F
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Ambition Plus $25,590 L4T 1.4 103 250 M6 1302 8.4 — 5.7 95 50 F
Ambition Plus $26,790 L4T 1.4 103 250 S7 1317 8.5 — 5.2 95 49 F
Ambition Plus wagon$27,090 L4T 1.4 103 250 M6 1340 8.5 — 5.7 95 49 F
Ambition Plus wagon$28,140 L4T 1.4 103 250 S7 1355 8.6 — 5.2 95 49 F
Style $35,090 L4T 1.4 103 250 S7 1317 8.5 — 5.2 95 48 F
Style wagon $33,540 L4T 1.4 103 250 S7 1355 8.6 — 5.2 95 48 F
Style $34,690 L4T 1.8 132 250 S7 1350 7.4 — 5.9 95 48 F
Style wagon $36,040 L4T 1.8 132 250 S7 1367 7.1 15.3 6.1 95 47 04/14 F
Style $38,190 L4TD 2.0 110 320 S6 1397 8.6 — 4.9 D 45 F
Style wagon $36,840 L4TD 2.0 110 320 S6 1435 8.7 — 4.9 D 47 F
RS 162 TSI $37,590 L4T 2.0 162 350 M6 1397 6.8 — 6.4 98 48 F
RS 162 TSI $38,790 L4T 2.0 162 350 S6 1417 6.9 — 6.6 98 48 F
RS 162 TSI wagon $39,090 L4T 2.0 162 350 M6 1438 8.7 — 6.4 98 49 10/14 F
RS 162 TSI wagon $40,140 L4T 2.0 162 350 S6 1458 7.1 — 6.6 98 49 F
RS 135 TDI $40,990 L4TD 2.0 135 380 S6 1462 8.2 — 5.2 D 48 F
RS 135 TDI wagon $42,990 L4TD 2.0 135 380 S6 1503 8.3 — 5.3 D 49 F

Scout Bob-a-job week, daily

Jacked-up Octavia is a fine compact SUV alternative; grunty oiler; roomy interior
Not as slick or refined as its Golf Mk7 and A3 sisters, though the Scout has a definite USP

The Pick: Unless you travel big distances, or want a manual ’box, the 1.8 turbo-petrol DSG
110 TDI $32,990 L4TD 2.0 110 340 M6 1561 9.1 — 5.3 D 52 A
132 TSI $38,590 L4T 1.8 132 280 S6 1557 7.8 — 7.1 95 52 A
135 TDI $41,390 L4TD 2.0 135 380 S6 1594 7.8 — 5.3 D 53 A

Superb The name almost fits

The most rear legroom this side of a Caprice; tech-savvy drivetrains; classy interior
Badge snobs will scoff; ride should be plusher for this category of car; homely sedan

The Pick: V6 is a hard-charger, but TSI and TDI are the smart Falcadore alternatives
Ambition 118TSI $38,990 L4T 1.8 118 250 S7 1561 8.5 — 7.3 95 43 02/10 F
Ambition 103TDI $38,990 L4TD 2.0 103 320 S6 1602 10.2 — 6.1 D 51 F
Ambition 103TDI 4x4 $41,990 L4TD 2.0 103 320 S6 1678 10.7 — 6.4 D 51 A
Ambition TSI wagon $40,990 L4T 1.8 118 250 S7 1583 8.6 — 7.5 95 42 09/10 F
Ambition 103TDI wgn$40,990 L4TD 2.0 103 320 S6 1624 10.3 — 6.2 D 51 F
Ambition TDI 4x4 wg $43,990 L4TD 2.0 103 320 S6 1700 10.8 — 6.5 D 51 A
Elegance 118TSI $45,490 L4T 1.8 118 250 S7 1561 8.6 16.3 7.3 95 44 07/11 F
Elegance 103TDI 4x4 $48,490 L4TD 2.0 103 320 S6 1678 10.7 — 6.4 D 52 A
Elegance 125TDI $48,490 L4TD 2.0 125 350 S6 1605 8.8 — 6.3 D 45 F
Elegance 191FSI $56,490 V6 3.6 191 350 S6 1755 6.5 — 10.3 95 51 08/09 A
Elegance TSI wagon $47,490 L4T 1.8 118 250 S7 1583 8.6 — 7.5 95 44 12/10 F
Elegance TDI 4x4 wg $50,490 L4TD 2.0 103 320 S6 1700 10.8 — 6.5 D 52 A
Elegance 125TDI wgn$50,490 L4TD 2.0 125 350 S6 1627 8.9 — 6.6 D 45 F
Elegance 191FSI wgn $58,490 V6 3.6 191 350 S6 1777 6.6 — 10.4 95 51 A
Outdoor 125 TDI $52,690 L4TD 2.0 125 350 S6 8.8 5.9 D 37 A

Suzuki
3yr/100,000km

www.suzuki.com.au

Korando It actually stands for ’Korea can do’
Equipment for the asking price; inoffensive looks; decent fuel economy
Sloppy steering; laggy diesel; anaemic petrol; third-world image

The Pick: Base S is priced too close to other A-grade medium SUVs for us to recommend it
S $25,990 L4 2.0 110 197 A6 1599 — — 7.9 91 44 F
SX AWD $27,990 L4TD 2.0 129 360 A6 1747 — — 7.5 D 44 A

Stavic Frankenstein with lipstick
Cheap road to seven seats; standard equipment list from a much higher price bracket
A generational leap forward, yet the rear end still looks like unfinished business

The Pick: A vasectomy. Or a second-hand Honda Odyssey. If you must, the base S
S $29,990 L4TD 2.0 114 360 M6 1968 — — 7.6 D 50 R
S $31,990 L4TD 2.0 114 360 A5 1992 — — 7.8 D 50 R
SPR $36,990 L4TD 2.0 114 360 A5 1992 — — 7.8 D 51 R

Rexton A rough-and-ready 4x4
Switchable 4WD with high- and low-range and a 2.6-tonne braked towing capacity

 Separate-chassis structure adds weight and kills agility; it's outdated and ungainly
The Pick: A second-hand Toyota 4WD of some description. Or even a Pajero...

SX $39,990 L4TD 2.0 115 360 A5 1985 — — 7.8 D 38 A
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Ssangyong
3yr/100,000km  

www.ssangyong.com.au

Impreza Impreza now more impressive
A decent looker; classier cabin with fresh infotainment; unrivalled durability reputation

 Uninspiring, torque-deprived 2.0-litre four; dynamically, it’s all a bit soggy
 The Pick: Impreza has made up some ground, and base-model price is now drive-away

2.0i hatch $22,990* F4 2.0 110 196 M6 1345 10.5 — 7.1 91 56 04/12 A
2.0i hatch $24,990* F4 2.0 110 196 C 1385 11.1 — 6.8 91 56 04/12 A
2.0i sedan $22,990* F4 2.0 110 196 M6 1345 10.5 — 7.1 91 56 04/12 A
2.0i sedan $24,990* F4 2.0 110 196 C 1385 11.1 — 6.8 91 56 08/12 A
2.0i Premium hatch $21,400 F4 2.0 110 196 M6 1335 10.5 — 7.1 91 56 04/12 A
2.0i Premium hatch $23,400 F4 2.0 110 196 C 1375 11.1 — 6.8 91 56 04/12 A
2.0i Premium sedan $21,400 F4 2.0 110 196 M6 1335 10.5 — 7.1 91 56 04/12 A
2.0i Premium sedan $23,400 F4 2.0 110 196 C 1375 11.1 — 6.8 91 56 04/12 A

Subaru
3yr/unlimited

www.subaru.com.au

wheels
Join us at facebook.com/WheelsAustralia 

and Twitter @WheelsAustralia. 
We’re also on Instagram!
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Model S Space-age electric celebrity
Multiple global 'Car of the Year' awards; incredible mega-tablet centre stack; modernity
Charging time; are ultra-conservative luxo buyers ready for a progressive car like this?

The Pick: As a triumphant single-finger salute to the Europeans, any Model S you choose
70 $128,578 E — 235 440 A1 — 5.8 — 0 — 55 R
70D $138,813 E — 245 525 A1 — 5.4 — 0 — 55 A
85 $149,867 E — 278 440 A1 — 5.6 — 0 — 54 R
85D $160,108 E — 311 660 A1 — 4.4 — 0 — 54 A
P85D $201,738 E — 515 967 A1 2239 3.0 — 0 — 54 A

Yaris X-factor on face value
Updated Yaris gains striking new face, refinement improvements and fresh multimedia
Ancient drivetrains; below-average fuel economy; flawed driving position

The Pick: Hatch now 5dr only and best as a manual. Avoid the decade-old Yaris sedan
Ascent $14,990 L4 1.3 63 121 M5 1025 — — 5.7 91 53
Ascent $16,490 L4 1.3 63 121 A4 1035 13.7 19.3 6.3 91 55 03/15
SX $16,990 L4 1.5 80 141 M5 1045 — — 5.8 91 55
SX $18,490 L4 1.5 80 141 A4 1055 — — 6.3 91 55
ZR $21,490 L4 1.5 80 141 A4 1055 — — 6.3 91 57
YRS sedan $17,490 L4 1.5 80 141 M5 1030 — — 6.1 91 46
YRS sedan $18,990 L4 1.5 80 141 A4 1045 — — 6.7 91 46
YRX sedan $20,990 L4 1.5 80 141 A4 1045 10.6 — 6.7 91 47

Prius C Hybrid Yaris by another name
Diesel-beating fuel efficiency in a sub-$25K light hatch package

 Dull dynamics true to Prius tradition; budget plastics; C-grade in more than just name
 The Pick: A Polo 81TSI and Mazda 2 Genki are miles better, unless you’re eco-obsessed

 $22,990 L4H 1.5 74 169 C 1120 — — 3.9 91 57  
i-Tech $25,990 L4H 1.5 74 169 C 1140 — — 3.9 91 58  
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Toyota
3yr/100,000km

www.toyota.com.au

Tesla
4yr/80,000km

www.teslamotors.com/en_AU

Swift Quiet achiever
Impressively refined and dynamic; seven airbags; Sport is a decent budget warm hatch

 Sport is too expensive compared to a Fiesta ST; 1.4 is less powerful than old Swift’s 1.5
 The Pick: Mid-range GL is great value; Sport is a much better steer than Veloster or Koup

GL $15,990 L4 1.4 70 130 M5 1005 — — 5.5 91 55 01/12 F
GL $17,990 L4 1.4 70 130 A4 1025 11.5 18.3 6.2 91 54 03/15 F
GL Navigator $17,490 L4 1.4 70 130 M5 1005 9.8 16.9 5.5 91 43 11/11 F
GL Navigator $19,490 L4 1.4 70 130 A4 1025 — — 6.2 91 44  F
GLX Navigator $19,990 L4 1.4 70 130 M5 1025 — — 5.5 91 47 05/11 F
GLX Navigator $21,990 L4 1.4 70 130 A4 1045 — — 6.2 91 55 01/12 F
Sport $24,490 L4 1.6 100 160 M6 1060 8.6 16.3 6.5 95 49 11/13 F
Sport $26,490 L4 1.6 100 160 C 1075 — — 6.1 95 48 F

S-Cross Crosses over to modernity
Neatly straddles two small-SUV classes in size but not price; 110kg lighter than old SX4

 Only adequate power; too much like a Swift inside; top model expensive for this class
 The Pick: GL manual dangerously close to a base Golf so possibly a GLX AWD. If we had to

GL $22,990 L4 1.6 86 156 M5 1085 — — 5.8 91 44  F
GL $25,490 L4 1.6 86 156 C 1125 — — 5.8 91 45  F
GL Nav $25,490 L4 1.6 86 156 C 1125 — — 5.8 91 46  F
GLX $29,990 L4 1.6 86 156 C 1125 10.5 17.6 5.8 91 46 05/15 F
GLX $32,990 L4 1.6 86 156 C 1190 — — 6.2 91 46  A
GLX Prestige $34,990 L4 1.6 86 156 C 1190 — — 6.2 91 46 A

Kizashi Winning mid-sized Swift sibling
Cool name; well-equipped; (mostly) quality materials; (mostly) good handling

 Tight rear leg- and headroom; CVT lacks the fizz of the manual; deserves more grunt
 The Pick: Kizashi over a Korean if you want a value-packed medium sedan

Sport Touring $28,990 L4 2.4 131 230 M6 1445 — — 7.9 91 42  F
Sport Touring $31,490 L4 2.4 131 230 C 1485 — — 7.9 91 41  F
Sport Prestige $37,990 L4 2.4 131 230 C 1530 — — 7.9 91 42  F
Sport AWD $39,990 L4 2.4 131 230 C 1600 — — 8.4 91 42 A

Jimny Sierra Lives on with stability control
Surprisingly capable off-road; proven mechanicals; cheapest way to go bush bashing

 Bouncy ride and poor handling; unrefined; gutless engine means you'll be revving it
 The Pick: With a pair of live axles, it's a true 4WD, but if that's your thing, see below...

 $20,990 L4 1.3 63 110 M5 1060 — — 7.1 91 46  A
 $22,990 L4 1.3 63 110 A4 1075 — — 7.4 91 46 A

Vitara Iconic nameplate returns
Combines smart packaging, competent dynamics and keen pricing into a likeable CX-3 rival

  Sticky steering weighting with inconsistent response; cheap cabin plastics; pricey AWD
 The Pick: Keep it simple with the front-drive RT-S, or wait for the forthcoming Turbo 

RT-S $21,990 L4 1.6 86 156 M5 1075 — — 5.8 91 49 02/16 F
RT-S $23,990 L4 1.6 86 156 A6 1075 — — 6.0 91 50 02/16 F
RT-X $31,990 L4 1.6 86 156 A6 1185 — — 6.3 91 50 02/16 A

Corolla Finally, a Corolla with substance
Roomy and well-built; strong body; decent dynamics; attractive front end; reliability

 Heavier and slower than the previous model; unexciting drivetrain; snoozy sedan
 The Pick: Ascent Sport manual, but both Mazda 3 and Golf are more polished small cars 

Ascent hatch $19,790 L4 1.8 103 173 M6 1255 — — 6.7 91 56  F
Ascent hatch $21,790 L4 1.8 103 173 C 1275 — — 6.1 91 54  F
Ascent Sport hatch $20,790 L4 1.8 103 173 M6 1270 — — 6.7 91 56  F
Ascent Sport hatch $22,790 L4 1.8 103 173 C 1275 — — 6.1 91 54 10/15 F
Ascent sedan $20,740 L4 1.8 103 173 M6 1250 — — 7.0 91 48  F
Ascent sedan $22,990 L4 1.8 103 173 C 1280 — — 6.6 91 47  F
SX hatch $23,490 L4 1.8 103 173 M6 1275 — — 6.7 91 56  F
SX hatch $25,490 L4 1.8 103 173 C 1310 — — 6.1 91 56  F
SX sedan $22,990 L4 1.8 103 173 M6 1255 — — 7.0 91 49  F
SX sedan $25,240 L4 1.8 103 173 C 1285 — — 6.6 91 45  F
ZR hatch $28,990 L4 1.8 103 173 C 1275 10.1 17.3 6.1 91 57 12/15 F
ZR sedan $30,990 L4 1.8 103 173 C 1295 — — 6.6 91 50 F

Rukus Is it really hip to be square?

Funky dash layout and ’unique’ exterior styling; decent space and practicality
 Does Gen Y really want a box on wheels? Drivetrain is unimpressive; average dynamics

 The Pick: Better to drive than a Kia Soul, but vastly inferior to a Skoda Yeti
Build 1 $26,990 L4 2.4 125 224 A4 1390 — — 8.8 91 45  F
Build 2 $29,490 L4 2.4 125 224 A4 1420 — — 8.8 91 46  F
Build 3 $32,490 L4 2.4 125 224 A4 1430 — — 8.8 91 46 08/10 F

Camry New metal, sharp pricing
Space and value; sweet hybrid drivetrain blends grunt and economy; SX's handling

 Dull petrol four; six-speed auto not particularly intuitive; low-speed ride issues
 The Pick:  SX looks decent and handles well, but an Atara S Hybrid makes the most sense

Altise $26,490 L4 2.5 133 231 A6 1460 — — 7.8 91 43  F
Altise $30,490 L4H 2.5 151 270 C 1575 7.9 15.7 5.2 91 47 07/15 F
Atara S $29,490 L4 2.5 135 235 A6 1460 — — 7.8 91 44  F
Atara S $32,490 L4H 2.5 151 270 C 1575 — — 5.2 91 47  F
Atara SX $31,990 L4 2.5 135 235 A6 1460 8.8 16.4 7.8 91 44 07/15 F
Atara SL $37,440 L4 2.5 135 235 A6 1460 — — 7.8 91 45  F
Atara SL $40,440 L4H 2.5 151 270 C 1575 — — 5.2 91 50  F
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Tesla has added a partial
self-parking feature to its 
optional Autopilot self-steering
functionality. 

Called Summon, the system 
allows the car to be controlled via 
the Tesla app from outside the car 
– provided it is within the range of 
the keyfob. It allows the car to be 
remotely driven up to 10 metres 
forward or backwards to allow it 

to be manoeuvred into a tight space
– or to show off to friends.

Tesla says it has Australian
regulatory approval for the system 
to be controlled via the app, but not 
the keyfob, as it is overseas.

Summon is free if you have 
Autopilot, a system that adds $3800 
to the price of a new Tesla or $4500 
for the software update if you’ve 
already taken delivery.

Roll up,
roll up

P O W E R E D  B Y

Showroom
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Prius hatch Finally, a nice driving Prius!
Frugal hybrid drivetrain; classy interior; newfound maturity to driving dynamics

 Rear headroom; high-tech 'ambassador' still runs old-school Ni-MH batteries
 The Pick: Put up with the puny 15-inch tyres and save some money with the base Prius

 $34,990 L4H 1.8 72 142 C 1775 — 3.4 95 58  F
i-Tech $43,990 L4H 1.8 72 142 C 1775 — 3.4 95 48 F

Prius V Avensis Verso painted green
Voracious breeders will love the wallet-saving hybrid tech, and the extra seats

 Being part of the Prius family means forfeiting driver enjoyment; zero boot with seats up
 The Pick: Be financially frugal and stick wih the base

 $34,490 L4H 1.8 100 142 C 1565 — — 4.4 95 55 07/12 F
i-Tech $44,490 L4H 1.8 100 142 C 1565 — — 4.4 95 57 F

Aurion Still a Camry with extra pots
Lovely 3.5-litre V6 delivers superb performance; Sportivo's sharper chassis and styling

 Ride quality of Prodigy, Presara and Sportivo; average steering; power-down issues
 The Pick: Despite its ride issues, the upgraded Sportivo with its tougher style

AT-X $36,490 V6 3.5 200 336 A6 1525 6.1 14.2 9.3 91 33 08/12 F
Sportivo $40,990 V6 3.5 200 336 A6 1555 — — 9.3 91 34 06/12 F
Presara $50,440 V6 3.5 200 336 A6 1550 — — 9.3 91 34 06/12 F

86 Superb, and not just for a Toyota
’Hachi-roku’ is Japanese for brilliant rear-drive balance, driving purity and value

 Prius-derived tyres make it skatey in the wet; some awkward styling details
 The Pick: The GT is unbelievably good value. As in, we didn’t believe it’d cost just $30K...

GT $29,990 F4 2.0 147 205 M6 1257 7.0 15.0 7.8 95 60 08/12 R
GT $32,490 F4 2.0 147 205 A6 — 8.2 — 7.1 95 60  R
GTS $35,990 F4 2.0 147 205 M6 1275 7.6 — 7.8 95 61 11/13 R
GTS $38,490 F4 2.0 147 205 A6 — 8.2 — 7.1 95 51 10/12 R

Tarago The legendary family bus
This is the people mover of people movers with a refined and updated interior

 Won't do much for your sex appeal; lacks the innovation of the 1990s 'egg' Tarago
 The Pick: If you can stretch the budget, get the GLi V6 and gain good sprog hauling torque

GLi $46,990 L4 2.4 125 224 C 1795 — — 8.9 91 53  F
GLX $49,490 L4 2.4 125 224 C 1795 — — 8.9 91 53  F
GLi $51,990 V6 3.5 202 340 A6 1870 — — 10.2 95 54  F
GLX $57,490 V6 3.5 202 340 A6 1870 — — 10.3 95 54  F
Ultima $67,600 V6 3.5 202 340 A6 1930 — — 10.3 95 55 F

RAV4 Is bigger really better?
Lots of room; decent versatility; capable performance; CVT works well with 2.0-litre

 Bulky dashboard an ergonomic malaise; engine needs revs; not very good off-road
 The Pick: A CX-5, X-Trail, Kuga or Forester, though the roomy RAV4 has its appeal

GX 2WD $27,990 L4 2.0 107 187 M6 1465 — — 7.7 91 52  F
GX 2WD $29,990 L4 2.0 107 187 C 1500 — — 7.0 91 52  F
GXL 2WD $31,990 L4 2.0 107 187 M6 1475 — — 7.7 91 54  F
GXL 2WD $33,990 L4 2.0 107 187 C 1510 — — 7.0 91 54  F
GX $32,990 L4 2.5 132 233 A6 1590 — — 8.5 91 54  A
GX $35,990 L4TD 2.2 110 340 M6 1620 — — 5.7 D 54  A
GX $37,490 L4TD 2.2 110 340 A6 1630 — — 6.7 D 55  A
GXL $36,990 L4 2.5 132 233 A6 1590 — — 8.5 91 54  A
GXL $39,990 L4TD 2.2 110 340 M6 1630 — — 5.7 D 55  A
GXL $41,990 L4TD 2.2 110 340 A6 1630 — — 6.7 D 55  A
Cruiser  $44,490 L4 2.5 132 233 A6 1600 — — 8.5 D 56  A
Cruiser $49,490 L4TD 2.2 110 340 A6 1635 — — 6.7 D 56 A

Kluger Tougher looks, better manners
Practical and roomy; quieter and more dynamically polished; strong engine; nice price

 Lack of a diesel narrows its appeal; average cabin plastics; no longer made in Japan
 The Pick: GX front-drive, with its standard seven seats and Australian suspension tune

GX $42,190 V6 3.5 201 337 A6 1935 8.3  10.2 91 54  F
GX $46,190 V6 3.5 201 337 A6 2005 8.7  10.6 91 55  A
GXL $51,190 V6 3.5 201 337 A6 1950 8.3  10.2 91 55  F
GXL $55,190 V6 3.5 201 337 A6 2020 8.7  10.6 91 56  A
Grande $64,342 V6 3.5 201 337 A6 1990 8.3  10.4 91 56  F
Grande $68,330 V6 3.5 201 337 A6 2060 7.9 15.7 10.6 91 57 09/15 A

Fortuner Hilux spawns an SUV
Genuine off-road ability; rugged and durable; interior space; black steelies on base cars

 Vague steering; choppy ride; sluggish six-speed auto; lacks equipment of some rivals
 The Pick: Go for a GXL with the sinister black wheels, and stick with the manual

GX $47,990 L4TD 2.8 130 420 M6 2110 — — 7.8 D 60  A
GX $49,990 L4TD 2.8 130 450 A6 2110 — — 8.6 D 60  A
GXL $52,990 L4TD 2.8 130 420 M6 2110 — — 7.8 D 61  A
GXL $54,990 L4TD 2.8 130 450 A6 2110 — — 8.6 D 60  A
Crusader $59,990 L4TD 2.8 130 420 M6 2135 — — 7.8 D 62 A
Crusader $61,990 L4TD 2.8 130 450 A6 2135 — — 8.6 D 61 A

Prado Seven-seater 4WD with real off-road ability
More torque from new diesel; grunty petrol V6; great off-road; massive 150-litre fuel tank

 Separate chassis and live rear axle hobbles handling; swing-out tailgate
 The Pick: Go for the refined diesel; VX with kinetic suspension option offers best handling 

GX 5-seat $52,990 L4TD 2.8 130 420 M6 2150  —  —  8.8 D 61  A
GX 5-seat $54,990 L4TD 2.8 130 450 A6   —  —  8.8 D 60  A
GX $55,490 L4TD 2.8 130 420 M6   —  —  8.8 D 61  A
GX $57,490 L4TD 2.8 130 450 A6 2290 13.5 18.7  8.8 D 60 02/16 A
GXL $59,990 L4TD 2.8 130 420 M6 2290  —  —  8.5 D 58  A
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Volkswagen
3yr/unlimited  

www.volkswagen.com.au

Polo 2010Wheels Car of the Year
Just-updated Polo still a good thing; slick 81kW 1.2 turbo; deceptively rapid GTI

 Class-leading active safety kit is optional; rivals have closed in on Polo's quality lead
 The Pick: Providing you tick the (standard for MY16) adaptive dampers, a GTI manual

66TSI Trendline $16,990 L4T 1.2 66 160 M5 1032 10.8 — 4.7 95 47  F
66TSI Trendline $19,490 L4T 1.2 66 160 S7 1064 11.3 18.0 4.7 95 46 03/15 F
81TSI Comfortline $18,490 L4T 1.2 81 175 M6 1060 9.3 — 4.8 95 47  F
81TSI Comfortline $20,990 L4T 1.2 81 175 S7 1088 9.3 — 4.7 95 46 10/14 F
GTI $27,490 L4T 1.8 141 320 M6 1234 6.4 14.7 6.1 95 55 10/15 F
GTI $29,990 L4T 1.8 141 250 S7 1242 6.7 — 5.7 95 55 F

Beetle Now a proper car
Modern Beetle has a useable boot, a functional interior, and multi-link IRS

 A Golf is better and cheaper; rear seat space still compromised
 The Pick: A beautifully restored 1975 rack-and-pinion Superbug L, or a Karmann Ghia

Coupe $31,390 L4T 1.4 118 240 M6 1292 8.3 — 6.8 95 42  F
Coupe $33,890 L4T 1.4 118 240 S7 1299 8.3 — 6.8 95 41 10/13 F

Golf Our 2013 Car of the Year
Golf Mk7 aces the competition; stunning interior and refinement; brilliant GTI

 All-wheel-drive R not as dynamic as GTI Performance; no diesel or GTI-P manuals
 The Pick: For now, the excellent 92TSI. Or the fabulous GTI in any specification

92TSI $22,490 L4T 1.4 92 200 M6 1209 9.1 — 5.3 95 54 04/15 F
92TSI $24,990 L4T 1.4 92 200 S7 1233 9.1 — 5.1 95 54 12/13 F
92TSI Trendline $23,990 L4T 1.4 92 200 M6 1209 9.1 — 5.3 95 54  F
92TSI Trendline $26,490 L4T 1.4 92 200 S7 1233 9.1 — 5.1 95 54  F
92TSI Comfortline $27,990 L4T 1.4 92 200 S7 1233 9.1 16.7 5.1 95 54 12/15 F
110TSI Highline $32,990 L4T 1.4 110 250 S7 1265 8.2 — 5.1 95 58 03/14 F
110TDI Highline $35,490 L4TD 2.0 110 340 S6 1326 8.1 15.9 4.6 D 59 08/13 F
GTI $40,990 L4T 2.0 162 350 M6 1313 6.5 — 6.2 98 60  F
GTI $43,490 L4T 2.0 162 350 S6 1324 6.4 14.5 6.6 98 59 11/13 F
GTI Performance $46,490 L4T 2.0 169 350 S6 1364 6.4 14.6 6.6 98 60 05/14 F
R $52,740 L4T 2.0 206 380 M6 1476 5.2 7.1 98 61  A
R $55,240 L4T 2.0 206 380 S6 1495 5.0 13.2 6.9 98 61 05/14 A

Golf wagon COTY winner plus cargo
Stacks of space with all of Golf VII's polish and class; cheaper than outgoing Golf wagon

 No manual ’box; only TDI variant is pricey; Golf R wagon and 1.8T Alltrack not here yet
 The Pick: 92TSI Trendline wagon is great value and packs all the engine you really need

92TSI Trendline $27,990 L4T 1.4 92 200 S7 1312 9.5 — 5.2 95 56 04/14 F
92TSI Comfortline $29,490 L4T 1.4 92 200 S7 1312 9.5 — 5.2 95 58  F
110TSI Highline $34,490 L4T 1.4 110 250 S7 1312 8.6 — 5.1 95 58  F
110TDI Highline $36,990 L4TD 2.0 110 340 S6 1326 8.9 — 4.6 D 59  F
Alltrack $37,990 L4T 1.8 132 280 S6 1479 7.8 — 6.7 95 57 A

Golf Cabriolet Firmly suspended soft-top
Drives like a (Mk6) Golf; neatly packages four seats into a compact, relatively light body

 Increased steering vibration over hatch; dated design; won't be replaced until Golf Mk8
The Pick: For not that much extra coin, Audi's new-gen A3 Cabriolet is a much better bet

118TSI Exclusive $43,990 L4ST 1.4 118 240 S7 1443 8.4 — 6.5 95 50 01/12 F

Jetta Lots of VW for the money
Twincharger punch for $23K; huge boot; plenty of room; efficient engines; slick cabin

 Bland styling; old-Golf platform and interior archiecture; people will think you play bowls
 The Pick: A base 118TSI over any Corolla, Lancer, Elantra, Cerato or Cruze sedan

118TSI Trendline $22,990 L4ST 1.4 118 240 M6 1315 8.3 — 6.5 95 42 01/12 F
118TSI Trendline $25,490 L4ST 1.4 118 240 S7 1335 8.3 — 6.2 95 42 12/11 F
118TSI Comfortline $29,990 L4ST 1.4 118 240 S7 1335 7.5 15.1 6.2 95 44 03/12 F

GXL $61,990 L4TD 2.8 130 450 A6   —  —  8.8 D 62  A
GXL $60,990 V6 4.0 207 381 A6 2290  —  —  13.0 91 61  A
VX $72,990 V6 4.0 207 381 A6   —  —  13.0 91 61  A
VX $73,990 L4TD 2.8 130 450 A6   —  —  8.8 D 61  A
Kakadu $83,490 V6 4.0 207 381 A6 2355 — — 13.0 91 57  A
Kakadu $84,490 L4TD 2.8 130 450 A6 2435 — — 8.8 D 61 A

FJ Cruiser More credible than a Hummer
Proper off-road ability combined with retro, butch styling and toey V6; 150-litre fuel tank

 Prado-based chassis not at all dynamic; 4.0-litre engine can get thirsty
The Pick: Only one option, and it’s one of a handful of short wheelbase SUVs still on sale

 $46,990 V6 4.0 200 380 A5 2000 — — 11.4 91 57 09/11 A

LandCruiser King of the outback ... not the suburbs

Wonderful cruise comfort and exceptional refinement; go-anywhere ruggedness
 It’s a tank; cabin entry/egress difficult; brakes easily waterlogged; lumbering dynamics 

 The Pick: Outstanding diesel V8; go for the VX with the tricky KDSS suspension
GX $76,500 V8TTD 4.5 195 650 A6 2635 — — 10.3 D 67  A
GXL $82,000 V8 4.6 227 439 A6 2585 — — 13.6 91 67  A
GXL $87,000 V8TTD 4.5 195 650 A6 2630 — — 10.3 D 67  A
VX $92,500 V8 4.6 227 439 A6 2640 — — 13.6 91 61  A
VX $97,500 V8TTD 4.5 195 650 A6 2705 — — 10.3 D 61  A
Sahara $113,500 V8 4.6 227 439 A6 2640 — — 13.6 91 61  A
Sahara $118,500 V8TTD 4.5 195 650 A6 2705 — — 10.3 D 61  A
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V40 Focus-based and better for it

Focus underpinnings; classy interior; terrific D4 and T4 drivetrains; sweet manual ’box
D2 struggles; T5 has terrible ride; big turning circle; cramped back seat; autos expensive

The Pick: D4 Kinetic manual offers torque aplenty with sub-5L/km economy
D2 Kinetic $36,990 L4TD 1.6 84 270 S6 1402 12.1 — 4.2 D 53 09/12 F
D4 Kinetic $42,990 L4TD 2.0 140 400 A8 1505 7.2 — 4.5 D 53 F
D4 Luxury $46,990 L4TD 2.0 140 400 A6 1505 7.2 — 4.5 D 53 F
T4 Kinetic $41,990 L5T 2.0 132 300 A6 1438 7.9 — 7.6 95 46 F
T4 Luxury $45,990 L5T 2.0 132 300 A6 1438 7.9 — 7.6 95 47 F
T5 R-Design $50,990 L4T 2.0 180 350 A8 1580 6.3 — 6.1 95 53 F
XC D4 Luxury $49.220 L4TD 2.0 140 400 A8 1505 7.5 — 4.5 D 58 A
XC T5 Luxury $54,220 L5T 2.0 180 350 A8 1633 6.4 — 6.9 95 60 A

S60 New face, and now new fours
Handsome facelift with punchy engines and a plush interior; Polestar is nicely balanced
Handling of the rest isn’t 3 Series-grade; all-new fours don't warble like the old fives did

The Pick: Front-drive T4 and T5 are quick, frugal and terrific value
T4 Kinetic $49,990 L4T 1.6 132 240 S6 1420 9.0 — 6.8 95 46 F
T4 Luxury $54,990 L4T 1.6 132 240 S6 1420 9.0 — 6.8 95 47 F
D4 Kinetic $51,675 L4TD 2.0 133 400 A8 1539 7.4 — 4.2 D 53 F
D4 Luxury $56,675 L4TD 2.0 133 400 A8 1539 7.4 — 4.2 D 53 F
T5 Luxury $58,900 L4T 2.0 180 350 A8 1527 6.3 — 6.4 95 53 F
T5 R-Design $62,990 L4T 2.0 180 350 A8 1527 6.3 — 6.4 95 53 F
T6 R-Design $71,600 L6T 2.0 242 480 A6 — 10.2 95 47 A
Polestar $99,600 L6T 3.0 257 500 A6 1609 4.9 — 10.2 95 44 06/14 A

V60 Volvo thinks outside the box
Even more stylish than S60 sedan; versatile 40/20/40 split-fold rear seat and 430L boot
Not a packing-crate-swallower like Volvos of old; lacks composure on rough roads

The Pick: Like S60, the T5 is the all-rounder – great value, punchy and thrifty
D4 Kinetic $57,675 L4TD 2.0 133 400 A8 1669 7.6 — 4.5 D 47 F
D4 Luxury $63,375 L4TD 2.0 133 400 A8 1669 7.6 — 4.5 D 49 F
T5 Kinetic $55,990 L4T 2.0 180 350 A8 1639 6.4 — 6.8 95 51 F
T5 Luxury $59,990 L4T 2.0 180 350 A8 1639 6.4 — 6.8 95 53 F
T5 R-Design $63,990 L4T 2.0 180 350 A8 1639 6.4 — 6.8 95 53 F
T6 R-Design $72,600 L6T 3.0 242 480 A6 1747 5.8 — 10.3 95 48 A
Polestar $102,600 L6T 3.0 257 500 A6 1834 4.9 — 10.2 95 48 A

S80 Top of the bowls club hierarchy
Smooth turbo-petrol six; lush seats; much-improved R-design suspension
Unwieldy turning circle; jittery ride; limp steering; snarly V8 has been dropped

The Pick: S80 is an individualist’s alternative to a 5 Series ... but we wouldn’t
T6 Luxury $84,990 L6T 3.0 224 440 A6 1786 6.4 — 10.0 95 37 11/10 A

XC60 The punters' favourite Volvo

All the usual Volvo SUV virtues, but with decent driver appeal and style; lovely petrol six
Ride turns brittle on busted Aussie tarmac; lacks body control and steering feel

The Pick: Likeable Swede makes a safe family car. D4 and T5 are brisk, yet frugal
D4 Kinetic $55,765 L4TD 2.0 133 400 A8 1748 8.5 — 4.9 D 57 F
D4 Luxury $60,765 L4TD 2.0 133 400 A8 1748 8.5 16.2 4.9 D 58 08/15 F
T5 Kinetic $57,990 L4T 2.0 180 350 A8 1766 7.2 — 7.0 95 55 F
T5 Luxury $58,765 L4T 2.0 180 350 A8 1766 7.2 — 7.0 95 60 F
D5 Luxury $69,990 L5TTD 2.4 158 440 A6 1819 8.3 — 6.9 D 56 A
D5 R-Design $71,990 L5TTD 2.4 169 470 A6 1819 8.1 — 6.9 D 56 A
T6 Luxury $72,600 L6T 3.0 224 440 A6 1846 7.3 — 10.7 95 56 01/14 A
T6 R-Design $74,600 L6T 3.0 242 480 A6 1846 7.0 — 10.5 95 56 A

XC70 Swedish take on a Subaru Outback

Third-gen ’crossover’ brings a choice of turbo-diesel or petrol six-pack power
It’s unlikely ever to leave upper-class suburbs; soggy handling ... still

The Pick: Not great on bitumen, but fine for fire trails, farms and the Snowies. Go the diesel
D5 Kinetic $58,990 L5TD 2.4 158 440 A6 1890 8.3 — 6.9 D 56 A
D5 Luxury $60,290 L5TD 2.4 158 440 A6 1890 8.3 — 6.9 D 56 A
T6 Luxury $69,900 L6T 3.0 224 440 A6 1870 7.4 — 10.2 95 56 A

XC90 It’s still about the safety

Faster and more frugal than its predecessor; attention to detail inside; great drivetrains
Average dynamics with below-par handling; excessive body roll; German-level price tag

 The Pick: T6 engine has plenty of punch and makes more sense in Momentum trim
Momentum D5 $89,950 L4TTD 2.0 165 470 A8 1970 7.8 — 6.2 D 61  A
Momentum T6 $93,950 L4ST 2.0 235 400 A8 1965 6.5 — 8.5 95 60 02/16 A
Inscription D5 $96,950 L4TTD 2.0 165 470 A8 1970 7.8 — 6.2 D 61 02/16 A
Inscription T6 $100,950 L4ST 2.0 235 400 A8 1965 6.5 — 8.5 95 60  A
R-Design D5 $97,950 L4TTD 2.0 165 470 A8 1970 7.8 — 6.2 D 61  A
R-Design T6 $101,950 L4ST 2.0 235 400 A8 1965 6.5 — 8.5 95 60  A
R-Design T8 $122,950 L4STH 2.0 235 400 A8 2296 5.6 — 2.1 95 62  A

118TSI Highline $33,990 L4ST 1.4 118 240 S7 1335 8.3 — 6.2 95 44 F
103TDI Highline $36,490 L4TD 2.0 103 320 S6 1454 9.5 — 5.5 D 43 F
155TSI Highline Sport$39,990 L4T 2.0 155 280 S6 1446 7.2 — 7.8 95 44 F

Passat Predictable but pleasing

Suprisingly sporty chassis; slick interior; excellent seats; sweet 1.8 turbo petrol
Diesel's inconsistent response; no performance engine variant to suit R-Line suspension

The Pick: Comfortline wagon, combining space, equipment, class and driving fun
132TSI $34,990 L4T 1.8 132 250 S7 1450 7.9 — 6.0 95 48 F
132TSI wagon $36,990 L4T 1.8 132 250 S7 1483 8.1 — 6.0 95 48 02/16 F
132TSI Comfortline $44,990 L4T 1.8 132 250 S7 1450 7.9 — 6.0 95 48 F
132TSI C’line wgn $46,990 L4T 1.8 132 250 S7 1483 8.1 — 6.0 95 50 F
140TDI Highline $45,990 L4TD 2.0 140 400 S6 1517 7.7 — 4.8 D 45 02/16 F
140TDI H'line wgn $47,990 L4TD 2.0 140 400 S6 1562 7.9 — 4.8 D 45 F
Alltrack $42,290 L4TD 2.0 140 400 S6 1671 8.0 — 5.4 D A

CC Flicks Passat and picks up fifth seat
Styling hints at Phaeton; finally gets a centre-rear belt; tuneful V6 is as lovely as ever
Adaptive suspension doesn’t work as well as Passat’s standard dampers

The Pick: For pace (and sound), the V6; for real living, the cheaper, thriftier TDI
130TDI $56,990 L4TD 2.0 130 380 S6 1526 8.4 — 5.4 D 44 11/11 F
V6 FSI $66,990 V6 3.6 220 350 S6 1656 5.6 — 9.7 95 45 A

Scirocco Less Golf equals more fun
Compared with Mk6 Golf R, front-drive Scirocco is 125kg lighter, quicker and sharper
Not as practical as Golf and not as focused as Megane RS, but Scirocco is still superb

The Pick: Manual for involvement, DSG for outright pace
R $45,990 L4T 2.0 188 330 M6 1351 6.1 14.1 8.1 95 63 01/15 F
R $48,490 L4T 2.0 188 330 S6 1371 6.0 — 8.2 95 63 F

Tiguan Gets (corporate) grilled
Excellent drivetrains, cabin quality, refinement, cornering agility, punchy new R-Line
Small boot; electric parking brake; outdated dash design; bland styling; quite heavy

The Pick: Front-drive 118TSI is superb value, while new 130kW TDI is both quick and frugal
118TSI $28,990 L4ST 1.4 118 240 M6 1498 8.9 — 6.9 95 50 F
118TSI $31,490 L4ST 1.4 118 240 S6 1581 8.9 — 7.3 95 50 F
132TSI $36,990 L4T 2.0 132 280 S7 1626 7.7 15.6 8.8 95 52 08/14 A
130TDI $39,990 L4TD 2.0 130 380 S7 1620 8.5 6.2 D 53 A
155 TSI R-Line $44,990 L4T 2.0 155 280 S7 1642 7.3 — 8.8 95 56 A

Touareg Cut-price class
Slick and upmarket interior design; great drivetrains; vice-free handling; burbly R-Line
Third row seats would be nice; pricey option packages; fatty-fatty fat kerb weight

The Pick: 150TDI rivals a top-spec Territory on price, while V8 R-Line is a cut-price Cayenne
150TDI $67,990 V6TD 3.0 150 450 A8 2146 8.5 — 7.2 D 63 09/11 A
V6 TDI $81,990 V6TD 3.0 180 550 A8 2159 7.6 — 7.4 D 63 09/11 A
V8 TDI R-Line $114,990 V8TTD 4.1 250 800 A8 2287 5.8 — 9.2 D 61 A

Caddy Top-class compact people mover
Room, ride quality and refinement all top-notch; excellent diesel drivetrains
Not exactly sexy; primitive leaf-sprung rear suspension; no rear airbags

The Pick: Seven-seat Maxi with torquey 2.0-litre makes for a versatile kiddy hauler
250TDI Trendline $30,290 L4TD 1.6 75 250 M5 1460 — — 5.8 D 48 F
250TDI Trendline $33,290 L4TD 1.6 75 250 S7 1510 — — 5.8 D 48 F
250TDI Maxi C’line $40,290 L4TD 1.6 75 250 S7 1541 — — 5.9 D 49 F
320TDI Maxi C’line $42,290 L4TD 2.0 103 320 S6 1561 — — 6.5 D 50 05/11 F
320TDI M C’line 4M $45,790 L4TD 2.0 103 320 S6 — — — 6.8 D 50 A

Caravelle The workhorse people mover
Brilliantly basic and humble nine-seater; new model sheds some unwanted kilos
2.0-litre turbo-diesel is honest but pretty knackerless when fully laden

The Pick: There aren't many other options if you need to carry nine people
TDI340 LWB $49,990 L4TD 2.0 103 340 S7 1857 — — 7.7 D 54 03/16 F

Multivan Tarago meets its match
Hugely spacious and well-built cabin; grunty and efficient diesel; great active safety gear

 Range-topping models are expensive; base models only get single turbo engine 
 The Pick: Crank the Rammstein and the eight-seater Highline morphs into the mosh bus

C'line TDI340 SWB $49,990 L4TD 2.0 103 340 S7 2174 — — 7.7 D 61  F
C'line TDI340 LWB $53,990 L4TD 2.0 103 340 S7 2238 — — 7.7 D 60  F
Highline TDI450 $76,490 L4TTD 2.0 150 450 S7 2303 — — 6.5 D 53 03/16 F
H’line TDI450 4Mot' $79,990 L4TTD 2.0 150 450 S7 2413 — — 6.8 D 53  A
Executive TDI450 $80,490 L4TTD 2.0 150 450 S7 2332 6.5 D 53 F
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Carey’s December 1995 story explained that during an
editorial planning meeting, Automobile associate editor
Mark Schirmer had wondered aloud if the right place to
test the new Legacy Outback wasn’t, well, the Outback.
Schirmer’s idea quickly became his assignment.

So it came to pass that Carey, Schirmer (on his first visit
to Australia) and Alice Springs-based photographer Steve
Strike left Sydney to drive through the Outback to Alice
Springs via Broken Hill, then across the Flinders Ranges to
Arkaroola and Uluru. Which Schirmer insisted on climbing.

“In the States, you wouldn’t be allowed to climb it,” he
told Carey. “It’s so dangerous.”

In four and a half days and 4000km of high-speed driving,
Carey only admitted to cruising at 160km/h in the speed
limit-free Northern Territory, though Schirmer happily
recorded they sat the Subaru at 130km/h on dirt roads and
cruised between 150 and 170km/h for much of the time, the
2.5-litre flat-four returning a range-spoiling 16.5L/100km at
these speeds. They must have slowed down for a good part
of the journey, though, because Carey recorded an overall
average of 13.1L/100km.

Carey wrote that he was mostly pleased with the
Outback’s performance, though he did find the rear

suspension too soft when the road undulated. “The
Outback remembers direct road irregularities for some
time afterwards in several diminishing oscillations before
eventually settling,” he noted.

Does a year pass without Wheels going outback for a
story? I doubt it, though to do so in an Indiana-built LHD
Subaru in company with an American journalist certainly
created a unique opportunity.

Paul Hogan, the Australian comedian and actor then
at the height of his international fame, was contracted to
Subaru and appeared in the Legacy Outback’s American TV 
advertisement, pretending that the location in the desert
east of Los Angles was the Australian Outback.

Subaru America claimed it was “The World’s First Sport
Utility Wagon”, not knowing that two decades later we’d be 
calling this new class Crossovers.

For the Australian market launch, Subaru elected against 
not only the Legacy badge – the international model name
dropped in deference to the war veterans’ group of the
same name – but also the Australia-only Liberty name,
instead promoting the high-riding wagon purely as Outback. 
So successful has the concept proved that Outback is now
fundamentally a standalone model globally.

Yankee bush lark

P E T E R R O B I N S O N ’ S

FIRST PUBLISHED DECEMBER 1995

E P I C  T A L E S  F R O M  O U R  A R C H I V E S

“THE AMERICAN LEARNS THAT [PHOTOGRAPHER STEVE] STRIKE’S INFECTIOUS 
CHORTLING IS A SIGN HE IS DRIVING ON THE WRONG SIDE”

 – JOHN CAREY, 1995

Classic

“IT WAS AN OBVIOUS IDEA, REALLY. BUT NOT OURS.” DEPUTY EDITOR JOHN CAREY 
HAPPILY CREDITED US MAGAZINE AUTOMOBILE WITH AN IDEA THAT WOULD SEE 

SUBARU AMERICA SHIP AN EARLY, LEFT-HAND-DRIVE OUTBACK TO AUSTRALIA, ALMOST 
A YEAR BEFORE THE TALLER-THAN-NORMAL LIBERTY WAGON WENT ON SALE HERE. 
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The always entertaining Bill Tuckey passes
brutal judgement on the 52 cars he’s

driven in the course of a year

WheelsMag.com.au/classic

THE WAY IT WAS

A first look at the Holden VT Commodore; Audi’s bizarre TT concept given the production green light;
Jaguar chief stylist Geoff Lawson under the spotlight; Sir Jack Brabham at the Eastern Creek 12 Hour;
BMW’s new 528i named (maybe) best car in the world; Holden Frontera takes on the Toyota RAV4;
Saab 900’s clutchless manual gearbox makes an impression; First drive of the Mercedes-Benz C36 AMG

BMW reportedly pays
$US3 million for James
Bond to drive a BMW Z3
in GoldenEye, the first of
three paid Bond movie
placements by the brand.

BMW bonds

Flies believed responsible 
for carrying the deadly 
rabbit calicivirus out 
of quarantine, halving 
Australia’s 300 million
wild rabbit population.

Aussie salute

9’ 5

READ THIS STORY AND HEAPS MORE CLASSICS AT

Next issue

French-born Iranian-
American coder Pierre 
Omidyar launches his 
AuctionWeb online trading 
site. Later the same year it 
changes its name to eBay.

Dotcom dawn

A big country

ALSO IN WHEELS, December 1995

Mark Schirmer, who now runs Ford’s SUV PR 
operations in North America, remembers the 
story as “one of the absolute highlights of what 
has become a somewhat meandering 25 years in 
the auto business”.

In his July 1996 Automobile story, he discovered 
the vast emptiness of Australia: “There are two 
facts about the Outback: A) It is too big to see 
B) There isn’t much to see… Run as fast as you 
want all day, and by nightfall the scenery is the 
same as when you finished coffee at breakfast. 
In Australia 100mph (160km/h) will barely keep 
you awake. You just go.”
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RetroSeries 0W O R D S M I C H A E L S T A H L

Fast &
factual

05

IN 1973 Lamborghini’s Countach sliced up our expectations of a
supercar. The V12-engined wedge, in production for 17 years, was
always going to be a hard act to follow. And to sit in. And to see out of.
And to actually drive or park.

Lamborghini naturally turned to the same designer, Marcello
Gandini, for its successor. The process of developing Project 132, the
highly anticipated replacement, began in 1985, when the company
was under the ownership of French sugar barons Jean-Claude and
Patrick Mimran.

In 1987, however, the Mimran brothers sold the company to
Chrysler, run by turnaround king Lee Iacocca. Chrysler baulked at
the P132’s exaggeratedly angular lines and had its own Detroit studio
repeatedly refine the design. The resultant development delay begat
the 1988 stop-gap Countach 25th Anniversary – styled, incidentally,
by Horacio Pagani.

Finally, the P132, dubbed Diablo – named after yet another famed
Spanish bull, but also meaning ‘devils’ in Spanish – was released in
1990. Judge Chrysler’s efforts for yourself; Gandini’s original shape
appeared the following year, in the short-lived Cizeta-Moroder V16T.

As in its predecessor, Lambo’s already well-established V12 sat
longitudinally in the Diablo’s tail. It featured dohc, four-valve heads

and port fuel injection, though capacity was now increased to 5.7 litres
and the injection system newly developed by Weber-Marelli.

From the outset, one of P132’s primary targets had been a
minimum top speed of 315km/h. It was later officially listed at
325km/h. Diablo also brought a good measure of American comfort
and visibility. Despite a combination of aluminium and carbonfibre
panels, weight increased to 1576kg, some 86kg more than the
Countach 25th Anniversary.

Even more sophistication and weight came in 1993, with the Diablo
VT (Viscous Traction). This all-wheel-drive version also brought
much-desired power steering, a hydraulic clutch and redesigned
seating. The VT tipped the scales at some 1700kg.

Measured over its 11-year life, the Diablo was entirely successful,
with various limited editions, a VT Roadster and an SVR one-make
racing series all helping to propel total production to almost 3000
units – 50 percent more than Countach.

Chrysler, however, was far from happy with production pootling
at 150-210 cars per year, and annual losses of up to $US20m. In 1993
it offloaded Lamborghini to mysterious Asian investors. Discussions
in late 1997 with Audi to use the German company’s 4.2-litre V8 in a
longed-for ‘baby Lambo’ model line would change the brand’s history.

Crash and burn
Bedevilled celebrity Diablo
owners have included
Jamiroquai’s Jay Kay (purple
1994 SE30, crashed) and Hulk
Hogan (yellow 2001 VT, burne

78L A M B O R G H I N I D I A B L O

Stretch America
Classiest Diablo cameos? Hard call, between
the red coupe in Dumb & Dumber (1994) and the
stretch-limo in Team America: World Police (2004) 

d)

It took Lamborghini 17 years to reprise the legendary Countach

Devil of a follow-up
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Next issue
hevrolet Camaro Z28

n
The Diablo seems to be Lamborghini’s third most
popular model … for crashing. There are 240 flattened
and flambéed examples at wreckedexotics.com. Even
our own Peter Robinson famously pranged what was
in 1990 the world’s most expensive car...

Trump that
A ’96 Diablo VT Roadster originally 
owned by US presidential hairdo 
Donald Trump recently sold for 
$US300K. The coupe pictured 
here sold for just $US99K in 2014

Devil of a deal
A 1992 Diablo coupe chassis, 
completely burned but 
with possibly salvageable 
suspension, fetched $US4600 
on eBay in December

In detail
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Mechanical Bull
Steel tube spaceframe chassi
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Ferrari’

Sump plugged
Diablo’s 5707cc version of
Lambo’s long-serving V12 had
dohc heads, 48 valves and made
367kW at 7000rpm and 580Nm
at 5200rpm. As in Countach, it’s
mated to a five-speed gearbox at
the front of the car, with drive
taken back to the rear wheels
(also in VT) via a propshaft
running through the engine’s
sump 0-100km/h took 4 1sec



FORMULA WON
Ian Luff has trained tens of thousands 
of drivers, including more than half 
the current V8 Supercar grid. One 1994 
graduate-turned-employee was Mark 
Webber. “He said, ‘I’m gonna race in F1’, 
and I said, ‘That’s ambitious, how are 
you gonna do it?’ And there was a l-o-n-g 
pause. Finally, he said: ‘I dunno. But I’m 
gonna do it’.”
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WHEELSTORIES  MICHAEL STAHL

MENTION the surname Luff and many people 
will think of Warren, the hard-charging V8 
Supercar, GT and Carrera Cup racer. But Wazza 
is merely a chip off the old block; his dad Ian 
has been at the forefront of advanced driver 
training and a fixture in Australian motor sport 
for more than 40 years.

At 66, Luff is one of the funniest, most 
energetic and entertaining people in the 
automotive arena. Yet he’s deadly serious about 
driving, and has been since the day in 1972 
when Peter Wherrett – the pioneer of driver 
training in Australia – began to channel Luff’s 
talents for driving and communicating.

Luff was born in Melbourne, into a non-
automotive family. “But Mum would take me 
and my sister to the speedway every Saturday 
night, because I wanted to go. In 1962 I went 
to Sandown with my little Agfa camera and 
watched Frank Matich, Norm Beechey, Bob 
Jane… that had me hooked.”

An apprenticeship at Repco led to a meeting 
with Jack Brabham. “It was in 1966, he’d just 
won his third [world] championship and he 
came to the Repco training centre. He shook my 
hand and said, ‘What are you going to do with 

yourself?’ And I said, ‘I’ll have a crack at this 
racing game myself; it looks like fun’.”

Qualified as a mechanical engineer, Luff got 
started in club motorsport at Phillip Island, 
driving a Datsun Bluebird SSS. “Along with 
a mate, we’d also go to the old Lilydale grass 
airfield at night and see how many 360s we 
could do. That’s where I learned a lot of car 
control skills.”

During a mining stint in Gove (Arnhem 
Land), punctuated by a serious motorcycle 
crash, Luff and some Repco mates went to 
Bathurst in 1969. “I said to my mates, ‘I’m 
gonna race here one day’. And they all said, 
‘You’re pissed, Luffy’. And I said, ‘No, I’m gonna 
race here’.”

In 1971 Luff left NT for a job in Sydney with 
his then brother-in-law, Rick Pickering, at 
Mark IV car air-conditioning. Luff helped 
engineer the compressor pulleys for 
aftermarket under-dash units.

“In Sydney, my sister booked me into the 
Wherrett school [Peter Wherrett Advanced 
Driving]. She said, ‘You have to do a driving 
course because you’re gonna kill yourself. 
You’re a lunatic’. On the day I did my course, 

I kissed the Armco and a bolt sticking out of 
the fence opened up the passenger side of my 
trusty EH like a sardine can.

“Wherrett said, ‘Young Luff, you drive a car 
hard, but you don’t drive it smart. Let me show 
you’. And he got in my car and scared the living 
shit out of me. ‘This is the way you’re doing it…’ 
Then he showed me the smooth way. It was, 
wow! He could drive anything from a Morris 
Minor to a cement mixer.”

With Wherrett as mentor, and soon part-
time employer, Luff’s racing career progressed 
to an LC Torana. Since then he’s had countless 
outings, a swift and safe pair of hands in 
other people’s cars. He lists a class win and 
10th outright (Commodore VX SS) in the 2002 
Bathurst 24-Hour as a highlight. “That and 
seeing Warren racing internationally now.”

Wherrett’s 1980 sale of his advanced driving 
business led to Luff’s starting his own, in 1983. 
His entrepreneurial flair and entertaining style 
helped the business quickly expand to cover 
learner drivers, workplace driver training and 
racing courses. “As Wherrett said to me: it’s 
not about how good a driver you are – it’s about 
how good you can make them.”

Advancing the cause
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